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PREFACE 
• 

THE last twenty years of Lord Curzon'!l life begin and end on a 
note of pathos. It is, indeed, almoSt _impossible to exaggerate the 
intensity with which he felt the isolation. of his position on his 
return from India and. the shock of Lady Curzon's death. And 
towards their close came the bitter disappointment caused by his 
failure to become Prime Minister. But if these years are heavily 
burdened with pathos they tell a story of most amazing courage. 
For it may be confidently asserted that few men wracked, 
as Lord Curzon was, with bodily pain would have maintained 
the struggle which a continuance in public life deman'ded. 
Yet for the laSt ten years of his life, with the exception of a 
few months in 1924, he was continuously in office, and for five 
consecutive years combined the onerous duties of Foreign Secre
tary with leadership of the House of Lords. 

During these last twenty years, too, the wide range of his interests 
comes clearly into view ; for they cover the period of his Chan
cellorship of Oxford University and of his Presidentship of the 
Royal Geographical Society, both of which offices he stamped 
with the impress of his own imperious personality. And the zeal 
with which, single-handed, he sought to conserve the architectural 
heritage of Great Britain was only equalled by the enthusiasm with 
which, aided by a Government Department, he rescued from decay 
the ancient monuments of India. 

So much courage, so gallant a bearing in face of so gt~eat diffi
culties, such passionate devotion and such high ideals provide an 
example and an inspiration which will long survive him. Upon a 
wreath laiq on his tomb two years and more after his interment, 
were written these lines : 

"A humble token from one he helped to make a man of." 1 

•By Sir Bijay Chand Mahtab_.::7.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., I.O.M., Maharajadhiraja Bahadur,l 
ofBurdwan. . 

• 



PREFACE 

The writer of these words, so eloquent in their sincerity and sim
plicity, was but one, we may be sure, of many who livtd l;vorthier 
lives for having known him. 

For assistance in this the ftnal volume of Lord Curzon's Life my 
thanks are specially due, apart from Lord Curzon's Literary Trus
tees, to Sir Herbert Warren, K.C.V.O., for hi!~ Story of Lord 
Curzon's Chancc:lorship and to Lady Cur7Dn of Kcdlcston for 
much encouragement and for placing at my ent1re disposal the mass 
of Lord Curzon's corn..:spondcncc with her. 

RoNALDSHAY. 
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• 
THE LIFE OF LORD CURZON 

CHAPTER I 

AFTER SEVEN YEARS 

LoRD CuRZON reached England on December the 3rd, 1905. On 
December the 4th, Mr. Balfour tendered his resignation to the King 
and on December the 5th, Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman became 
Prime Minister. The returned exile found parties and policies 
strangely different from what they had been when he had left 
England seven years before. His brief holiday in the country in 
1904 had been too troubled with domestic anxiety and with the 
thorny problems which had arisen in connection with his own 
policy in India, to permit him to give much thought to controversies 
which were monopolising the attention of politicians at home. On 
the outstanding question which was agitating the minds of the 
electors and loosening the party loyalties of a generation, he had 
no strong leanings one way or the other. He was- neither a Pro
tectioniSt nor an orthodox Free Trader. One thing only in the 
situation seemed to him to be beyond dispute, and that w;s that no 
such shock had been administered to a political party since Mr. 
GladStone had driven the wedge of Irish Home Rule into the heart 
of the Liberal party on the eve of his own entry into the House of 
CotnmDns twenty years before. 

He had been doubtful from the first of the merits of Mr. Cham
berlain's programme; but he had never been in doubt as to its 
almoSt certain effect 'r1n the fortunes of the UnioniSt party. 
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CURZON, 1898 

" I do not believe that the continued existence of the Empire 
depends upon Preferential Tariffs (though I am personally 
ready to throw away any number of' fly-blown phylacteries '). 
But it looks to me as if the future existence of the UnioniSt 
Party for some years at any rate, were likely• to be compro
mised by the manner ip which the question has been raised." • 

Such observation of the trend of events as he had made in 1904 had 
confirmed him in this belief. "I do not think that Chamberlain's 
views are making way in the country," he told Lord Ampthill, 
" and I believe that our party will be beaten at the ne..xt eletl:ion by 
an overwhelming majority." z 

He had always been an admirer of Mr. Chamberlain's courage 
and had delighted in his robuSt Imperialism, but he had never felt 
great confidence in his judgment. And now, as he saw him carrying 
the fiery cross of the new Protetl:ion across the land, making the 
tactical blunders to which his impetuosity had more than once 
committed him in the paSt, announcing an enquiry after instead of 
before commending his policy to the country-the worSt mistake 
of all, Lord Curzon thought---he recalled the embarrassments 
caused to himself as Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs seven 
years before, by what had seemed to him to be equally impetuous 
and ill judged excursions on the part of the then Colonial Secretary 
into the arena of international relations. From the point of view of 
the Under Secretary Mr. Chamberlain's speeches on the Chinese 
question had been particularly unfortunate. There had been one 
speech in which he had outlined a policy which had certainly seemed 
to be little in accord with the policy of Her Majesty's Government
so far at lfaSt as that policy was known. What Mr. Chamberlain was 
understood to be advising, if not actually forecasting, was an Alli
ance with one of the foremoSt military Powers on the continent
one of those entangling Alliances which Lord Salisbury had so far 
studiously avoided. And the penalty of his impetuosity on that 
occasion had been a stormy discussion in the House of Commons 
in which he had been challenged by Her Majesty's Opposition to 

•Letter to Mr. H. 0. Amold Fon.'l:cr, September 10~, 1903. 
>Letter to Lord Ampthill, July rgth, 1904. -
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AFTER SEVEN YEARS 
reconcile his speech with his continuance in office. Of all those who 
had listened to his explanation the Under Secretary had done so 
with the greatest degree of apprehension. 

" Chamberlain after some slashing hits at Harcourt and the 
other side,'' he told Lord Salisbury in the account which he 
subsequently gave him of the debate, " came terribly to grief 
over the effort to explain and defend at the same time that he 
extenuated and minimised his Birmingham speech. We suf
fered agonies on the front bench as he;~proceeded to explain 
seriatim how we were not strong enough without an ally to 
stand up against Russia in the Far East, to preserve the inde
pendence of China, td exercise a controlling influence there 
or even to maintain ' the open door ' !-Meanwhile in all our 
minds was the reflection-que diable allait if Jaire dans cette ga/Cre? 
Why this dissertation on the high principles of policy from 
one -not primarily responsible for their execution ? Of course 
I breathe not a word of this outside. But to you I may confess 
that that half hour was one to me of unmitigated gloom." 1 

From that time onwards Mr. Chamberlain's appearances on the 
platform always filled him with feelings of nervous apprehension. 
" I wish that Mr. Chamberlain would not make speeches about 
sands in the hour glass," he wrote from India, "or indeed any 
speeches at all."::: 

And he no more trusted his judgment in 1906 than he had done 
in 1898. With the main object of his Tariff Reform campaign-that 
of drawing closer the bonds of Empire-he was, needless to say, in 
complete accord. But he thought his procedure crude and his pro
gramme ill thought out. India had apparently been altogether 
overlooked ; yet the position of India was clearly one that must be 
taken into account in any scheme of Imperial Federation on a 
Tariff basis. And Lord Curzon had l~st no time in ordering his 

.Finance Department to collect the necessary data for an adequate 
statement of India's case-data which had provided the basis in 

•Letter dated June 12th, ~98. 
•Letter to Lord Selbortlf, September 28th, 1899 • 
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' 
due course of an official presentation of the Government of India's 
views. But the fact that the initiati v·e in the matter had had' to come 
from himself, had not been calculated to give him confidence in 
Mr. Chamberlain's grasp of the problem which he had set out to 
solve. 

• 
" Of course he forgot all about India when he launched it 

(his scheme)," he wrote in August 1903. "I often wonder 
what would have become of him and us, if he had ever visited 
India. He would have become the greateSt Indian ImperialiSt 
of the time. The Colonies would nave been dwarfed and for
gotten, and the pivot of the Empire would have been Calcutta. 
Not having enjoyed this good fortune we are now forgotten 
and the Empire is to be bound together (or, as we are told, 
if the prescription is not taken, destroyed) without any appa
rent reference to its largest and most powerful unit." 1 

It was certainly no pedantic attachment to an economic doctrine 
that prevented him from giving his support ro the Tariff Reform 
party, for he took an eminently pradical vie'll.' of such matters. fie 
regarded Political Economy as one aspect only of the science of 
government-" perhaps the leaS!: exatl:" ~ and the fiscal policy of a 
nation as a matter that should be regulated " not by crusted and 
immutable dogmas, but by considerations of expediency and self
intereSt," which might very well differ not only in different countries 
at the same time, but in the same country at different tim..:s. He 
had never in fact regarded Free Trade as "the Law and the Cove
nant " ; and had advised those of his friends who had sought his 
opinion when the question had firS!: arisen, to beware of commit
ting the~selves irrevocably either to Free Trade or to Protection. 
" I quite understand the difficultic:s in which you and your friends 
are placed at home," he wrote in 1903, "and I think I should have 
advised them to plump a little less strongly for Free Trade than 
some of them appear to have done .... Winston Churchill's 
attitude seems to me not less dogmatic than that of Mr. 
Chamberlain." 2 

•Letter to Lord Northbrook, AuguSt 12th, T()OJ. • 

•Letter to Sir Ian .'Ylalcolm, ~ovcmbcr ~oth, J<;o3. 
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His ct>mplaint was not that the Tariff Reform party sought to 

violate an immutable doctrine but rather that they were not suffi
ciently practical in their own proposals. "-no one· talks in any 
thing but generalities," he told Sir Clinton Dawkins, " and I want 
to get to business and see what happens ip. the first concrete case. 
Show me exactly• what any one Colony is prepared to do. Threaten 
some foreign country and let me see what will come of it." But 
this was precisely what he could not persuade anyone to do. 

" Russia, in order to punish England for the Sugar Conven
tion," he reminded his correspondent, "increased her duty on 
Indian tea. . I thought I would give these doughty reformers 
a lead, so I wired home and offered to raise our Indian tax 
on Russian petroleum. The Cabinet might have been expected 
to jump at it-a firSt illustration ! But they shied at once, for 
Russia threatened to punish us, raising some other tax against 
Great Britain. Accordingly nothing happened." 1 

These various considerations confirmed him in his belief that 
the UnioniSt party was heading for disaster and added to his deter- _ 
mination not to accept any share of the responsibility for it. 

"For my own part," he told Sir Schomberg McDonnell, 
early in 1905, "whatever the future I shall be glad to be out 
of the next Election. I certainly would not Stand for the House 
of Commons nor would I take any active part in the conteSt. 
I have not the slighteSt objection to a policy of retaliation. But 
to regard it as a positive programme upon which Elections can 
be won or a party enthused seems to me absurd. I view the 
present position of the party with intense distress ·anCl almoSt 
dismay. Chamberlain has utterly broken it to pieces and will 
not I believe re-unite it on a protectionist basis. We may come 
in again after some time because of Radical mistakes but not 
by making Protection a· one plank programme. On the other 
hand A.J.B.'s programme, though innocuous, seems to me 
from the platform point of view even worse. We can retaliate 

•Letter to Sir Clinton D1''tins, November nth, 1903. 
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now if we have the pluck, and even supposing the• country 
were to ratify the policy, I doubt our making use of it. A fiscal 
policy can only be successfully enforced if it has a good ;deal 
of bacldng on both sides. No Conservative Government 
would make retaliatory arrangements that were certain to be 
reversed by the Liberals a few years later. t have, therefore, 
not the slighteSt desire to carry any standard in the fiscal 
campaign. I regard the whole thing as a huge mistake and 
do not believe that the party will pull itself together again 
until it has reverted to saner lines and much more important 
things." 1 

During his brief stay in England after his return from 
India, he received offers of half a dozen safe seats including a 
flattering invitation tendered to him " in no party spirit but on 
national grounds," by a very large number of bankers, merchants 
and others intereSted in the Trade and Commerce of the City of 
London ; but he adhered firmly to his resolve and refused to be 
drawn into the conteSt. 

Dissatisfaction with political developments was not, however, 
the only cause of a certain distaste for life in England of which he 
was conscious at this time. He was living under the influence of 
that reaction wPJch no man who has served his country in a high 
administrative capacity abroad, can fail to experience on his return. 
More especially is this the case if his service has been in India where, 
apart altogether from rls administrative work, he has been the 
centre of a semi-royal court and has had at his beck and call a large 
and varied entourage. Lord Curzon, who had thrown himself 
with so much zeSt into the social and ceremonial side of his duties 
in India· and had attached so great an importance to the dignity of 
his office, muSt have felt the change acutely even in the moSt favour
able circumstances. And the circumstances of his return had been 
far from favourable. Generous recognition of his work in India 
had been accorded him in the press, and he had been warmly wel
comed by the rank and file of the Conservative party. But his 
relations with the party leaders were necessarily strained, and 

'Letter dated February 23rd, 1905· 
.. 
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for this r~ason proposals made for according him a public welcome 
were marled by a certain degree of hesitation. A plan for enter
taini.b.g him at a public banquet halted and finally, at his own request, 
was dropped. Such a dinner, he pointed out, would scarcely be a 
compliment unles_s it was attended by the leading members of both 
political parties and by all who had serv~d as Viceroy, Governor, 
Lieutenant-Go~ernor and Commander-in-Chief in India. But 
would the members of the late Government be willing to attend ? 
" Either the beSt that can be given or nothing would be my own 
feeling," he explained when sounded on the matter. " It would 
of course be marked if the late Government . . . were wholly to 
abstain." 1 

The time was soon to come when Lord Curzon's difficulty was to 
choose amongSt the number of invitations that poured in upon 
him. " Being more or less detached," he told Lord Selborne two 
years later, "I am expected to attend every dinner and give away 
every prize in the kingdom." But during the firSt months of his 
return, he remained aloof, and it was not until April, and then as 
the gueSt of a purely non-political body, the Pilgrims, under the 
chairmanship of Lord Roberts, that he made his first public appear
ance and delivered his firSt speech since leaving India. 

He had, in faa, thrown out roots which had struck too deep into 
the soil of that country to permit him as yet to adjuSt himself to the 
demands of public life in England. "My heart is Still in poor old 
India," he admitted to Ian Malcolm. And after a short three weeks 
in England, at the end of 1905, he withdrew to the South of France, 
whence he could view the progress of events at home in the com
fortable perspective given them as much by his own attitude of 
detachment as by actual distance from the scene, while devoting 
himself to those Indian matters which Still loomed so large on his 
mental horizon. A selection of his Indian speeches for publication 
in England was passing through the press ; and he gave to the pre
paration of the volume the minute attention to detail to which all 
his publishers found ther;nselves obliged to submit. " I think that 
like many photogravure portraits my likeness is much too dark," he 
wrote. " I might almoSt be a Hottentot. Can I not be relieved of 

•Letter to Sir S. McDonrd, December 28th, 1905· 
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his suspicion ?" 1 Even the size of the pages excited ru/ adverse 
:omment. He compared them with those of a volume of•the " IJfe 
){Lord Granville," which he happened to have with him, and found 
them a quarter of an inch narrower. He wanted to know the reason 
-" my book ought not. to be a whit narrower thin that book," he 
exclaimed. 2 So far as p~ssible matters were adjusted to meet his 
wishes, and on April the zoth, the speeches with notes by the author 
and an introduction by Sir Thomas Raleigh were submitted to the 
public. 

His comments on affairs at home were those of a mildly interested 
and somewhat cynical spectator. Everyone in England seemed to 
him to " talk, chatter, gossip and shout '' ; but nobody did any
thing. It was "far niente without the dolce." The landslide suffered 
by the Unionist J->arty was no surprise to him ; the temper of the 
new House of Commons was. 

"Politics are in a Strange way/' he wrote in March, "Winston 
kid.ing over the traces and making indiscreet and verbose 
speeches. A. J .B. eternally pirouetting on an eternal dialectical 
wire amid yells of execration from the newly constituted 
House; Joe unable to grapple with the fierce and contemp
tuous Philistinism of the Radical majority ; the Labour 
Members impressing everyone by ability, sincerity and eager 
desire to see something done; a new Tory light named Smith 
sprung up with a briJliant firSt oration from Liverpool ; the 
party still hopelessly sundered on Tariff question and at present 
shridJng for the blood of E. Clarke and R. Cecil. Milner 
about to be publicly censured by the House of Commons ... " 3 

One thlng added to his sense of isolation and neglect:. Seven 
years of his life and strength he had given to India. Health-and 
very possibly his career--he had offered up in willing sacrifice 
upon the altar of public duty. In spite of the fatt that the curtain 
had been rung down upon a stage clouded with the duSt of con-

•Letter to ~lessrs • .'.Iacmillan, February 27th, zgo6. 
•Ibid., January 15th, rgo6. 
3Lett.:r co Sir lao Malcolm, March r8th, 1906. 
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trovers~the outstanding value of his Viceroyalty had been freely 
recognisea in th~ press. Yet he alone of a long line of Indian Vice
roys remained without official recognition of his services. The 
omission was all the more marked by contrast with the acknow
ledgment accorded not merely to previous Viceroys-Lord Elgin 
and Lord Lansdowne had both received.the Garter-but to others 
among his own contemporaries whose service abroad has been 
brilliant, but not more brilliant, surely, than his own. Neither 
Cromer in Egypt nor Milner in South Africa had been thus poin
tedly ignored. His known unwillingness to accept any honour 
from the Government which, by refusing him their support, had 
driven him to resignation, did not, in his opinion, justify the con
tinued neglect from which he suffer~d, for they had been replaced 
by a new Government within a few days of his relinquishing his 
charge. Nor could it be argued that in such cases the bestowal of 
an honour was a party matter, for Lord Lansdowne had been 
honoured on the recommendation of a Liberal, and Lord Elgin on 
that of a Conservative Prime Minister. ' 

Pondering upon this and other circumstances attending his 
return from exile, he may well have reflected bitterly upon the 
contrast which it provided to the picture of it which, during those 
long years of absence, he had so often conjured up. In place of the 
joyous re-union with the intimate friends of seven years ago, there 
lay across his path the splintered fragments of at leaSl: one life
long friendship ; in place of the plaudits of grateful and admiring 
colleagues there hung about him an atmosphere of chill neglect. 
Even the door to public life, in which for something like a quarter 
of a century he had lived and moved and had his being, seemed 
suddenly closed againSl: him, for added to his own disinclip.ation to 
Sl:and for the House of Commons was the opinion of his Sovereign, 
emphatically expressed, that no ex-Viceroy ought to return to the 
rough and tumble of political life inseparable from candidature for 
the Lower Chamber ; while entry to the Second Chamber which, 
in view of the office which he had filled, seemed to him to be his 
almoSl: as of right, was obstinately denied him. 

His cup seemed full indeed. " One wonders when the J;la,il storm 
that rains upon us is ~ stop," he wrote in the spring of this firSt 
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year at home; "we are nearly beaten to the ground." 1 ylct before 
the year was many weeks older a final and more crpshing'blow was 
dealt him, for in July, Lady Curzon, with whom in all the ups and 
downs of life he had shared in tendereSt intimacy the joys of victory 
and the sorrows of defeat, was taken from him. • 

Strewn across the page$ of these volumes are to be found indi
cations of the ties by which these two people were united. And it is 
important that the character of their relations should be realised ; 
for no portrait of Lord Curzon which did not take Into account the 
depth of devotion of which he was capable-and which he did 
aCtually lavish on Lady Curzon-would be a true one. He himself 
uttered a profound truth when he wrote in a letter to Lady Curzon
" moSt men are not understood of their own generation, for human 
nature is really very complex, and yet ignoring our own complexity, 
we expeCt every one else to be simple." 2 How complex a nature 
was Lord Curzods muSt long since have become clear; and it 
was not the leaSt part of its complexity that, while intellectually he 
had always been unusually mature, he remained throughout his 
life curiously childlike in his emotions. His religious faith, as I 
have had occasion to point out ere now, was almost on a par with 
that of a good, but incurious boy. And in daily life, for all his seem
ing Strength and self-sufficiency, he was extraordinarily dependent 
upon others for his happiness. When the race was to the swift 
and the battle to the strong, he muSt have someone to whom to 
bring the spoils of viCtory. Still more when failure dogged his foot
Steps muSt he have someone to whom to lay bare his soul. With 
an amazing wealth of sympathy and understanding, Lady Curzon 
had from the firSt given him in full measure the intellectual and 
emotionttl companionship which he craved. In India where other 
intimacies were denied him, he turned with ever increasing depend
ence and delight to the one source of comfort which was open to 
him. And no man ever received in greater abundance than he did, 
the precious gift for which he asked. " There is no happiness so 
great to a woman," she wrote, " as the admiration she can feel to 
the depths of her heart for her Belovedest." 

xLetter to Lady Curzon. 
•Letter dated November 30th, 1904· 
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Her selio~s illness in the autumn of 1904 had shaken Lord Curzon 

to the fo~dations of his being. "Amid all the great misery that 
we have been ~gh," he wrote on November the 2.5th, on the 
eve of his departure for India, " there shines out the consolation 
of many happy h~urs an~ tender moments and the memory of your 
beautiful and ineffaceable love. We ha~e been drawn very close 
by this companionship in the furnace of affliction and I hope that it 
may leave me less selfish and more considerate in the future. To 
me you are everything and the sole thing in the world ; and I go on 
existing in order to come back and try to make you happy." 

His return to India without her had brought back poignant 
memories of former days. "We had such a delicious day," she had 
written in her diary, when des_cribing one of their brief holidays in 
the hills near Simla six years before. " I trudged about with George 
from one beat to another, and as birds were plentiful he had excel
lent sport. The little Maharaja who hovered near us kept begging 
me to get into his dhoolie. He could not understand a woman who 
walked all day behind guns." And now as he landed at Bombay 
to take up once more, but this time alone, the burden of the Vice
royalty, the contraSt with that earlier landing in I 899 was more than 
he could bear and he broke down miserably when, in proposing 
his health, Lord Lamington made a touching reference to Lady 

1 Curzon's absence. At Calcutta the familiar, but now untenanted 
rooms at Government House seemed to mock at him. " I have not 
dared to go into your room," he wrote, "for fear that I should 
burSt out crying. And, indeed, I am utterly miserable and desolate. 
Nobody to turn to or talk to, memories on all sides of me and 
anxiety gnawing at my heart .... It is a misery even to tear myself 
from writing to you and never in my life have I felt so forlorn and 
cast down." x . • 

And then had come the unexpected and joyful news that she 
was well enough to travel-"Was not yesterday the happieSt day 
for years?" he sang. "For I got Frank's amazing telegram to say 
that you were actually coming. . . . I could hardly credit it and I 
went dancing off to the Belvedere Ball (usually the moSt hateful of 
functions) in an almoSt indecent state of glee. I told everybody and 

•Letter dated December r~, 1904. 
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b.ey were all in a wild State of exultation. K. looked a Lew man 
nd the room was one vaSt smile." 1 From the deP.th~ ::,f~epression 
1e rose on a wave of hope to dizzy heights of !i'J-" This is posi
:ively the laSt letter that I can write to you before we meet in person. 
My heart dances at the ~bought of you d~ing s~cadily closer over 
the leagues of ocean." It;. would be ten days, he calculated, before 
the letter would reach her, but four days after that she would herself 
be with him and " the long deep chasm of separation " would have 
been filled up. One thought dominated every other-that she had 
turned back from the very threshold of death's portals and had 
risen from her bed of suffering to return to him. " This will be like 
beginning life again after a hideous interlude and all my efforts will 
be direCted to make the new life happy and sweet-happier and 
sweeter if possible than the old. Every night and morning I thank 
God that you are coming out." z 

At this glorious prospect joy welled up from his innermoSt being 
and expressed itself elementally in song. In a volume entitled 
"War Poems and Other Translations," published by Lord Curzon 
in 1915, appeared one poem described as a Love Song from the 
Indian-

" I would have torn the stars from the Heavens for your necklace, 
I would have stripped the rose-leaves for your couch from all the 

trees, 
I would have spoiled the East of its spices for your perfume, 
The West of all its wonders to endower you with these. 

" I would have drained the ocean, to find its rareSt pearldrops, 
And melt them for your lighteSt thirSt: in ruby draughts of wine ; 
I wou)d have dug for gold till the earth was void of treasure, 
That, since you had no riches, you might freely take of mine. 

" I would have drilled the sunbeams to guard you through the 
daytime, 

I would have caged the nightingales to lull you to your rest ; 
But love was all you asked for, in waking or in sleeping, 
And love I give you, sweetheart, at my side and on my breaSt." 
•Letter dated January 21St, 1905, 
•Letter dated February r6th, 1905. 
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The w~ds were Lord Curzon's own-his hymn of thanksgiving 

offered u Simla in I 905 as he stood on the threshold of what did, 
indeed, seem · to be a fresh lease of life, snatched from the 
very jaws of death. las ! The new life dawned only to die away 
again ; and when the w fell it struck him with stunning force. 
"I have seen it ct>ming, wrote on Ju!y the zznd, I9o6, only 
four days after her life had ebbed away, "•and dared not avow it to 
her or even to myself .... We lay her to reSt peacefully, no one here, 
no show. This is as she would have wished." t 

Bowed low with grief Lord Curzon remained alone, his sole 
distratl:ion the answering of the flood of letters of condolence that 
poured in upon him. " I have never got further than this," he wrote 
from Kedleston on AuguSt the 9th, " where I have been hiding my 
head in lonelieSt misery." 2 And time was slow in dulling the edge 
of pain, for twelve months later he wrote, " I am conscious of no 
courage, only a sort of mute endurance." 3 

How widespread was the sympathy which his grief evoked was 
demonstrated by the mass of messages-o-ver I, I 5o-which he 
received. Of these he answered with his own hand during those 
sombre AuguSt days not less than eight hundred and fifty. 

'Letter to Sir Ian Malcohn. >Ibid. 
3Letter to SirS. McDoooell, July 21Sl:, 1907. 
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',RETURN TO PUBLIC LIFE 

' special gown all glorious with gold, to confer honorary degrees 
on distin~ men seleetedfor the, honour by himself. 

It was, perhaps,, the reflection that to treat any office which he 
held as a sinecure wal" not exactly Lord Curzon's way, that led to 
second thoughts of a somewhat different n~re. The powers of the 
Chancellor, it was now remembered, thQugh latent were not loSt. 
It was even legally possible for a ·Chancellor to reside at Oxford 
and to play an important part in the government of the University. 
And from some points of view a Chancellor bent on reform from 
within might be preferable to a Royal Corrimission imposed on the 
University from without. Such ideas spread quickly and before 
many days were over there were people who began to wonder 
whether the new Chancellor might not display his well known 
energy by coming to live in Oxford and assuming direCtion of the 
University's affairs. It is true that the probability of this happening 
seemed scarcely great enough seriously to alarm the reactionary 
party in the University ; though it was also not so small as alto
gether to deprive the party of reform of hope. How quickly-when 
the necessity for doing 'so arose-opinion in University circles 
accommodated itself to the idea of an active Chancellor is clear 
from a letter written by Lord Curzon himself within a few months 
of his eleCtion to the post-

"The Oxford Chancellorship I find a great responsibility. 
FirSt there is the Oxford Appeal which I have headed and to 
which "-here came a typical touch-" any contribution from 
you of £IOo, or. upwards, will pe warmly welcome. Then we 
have to reform ourselves in order to escape a Royal Commis
sion, and it appears to be generally conceded ihat i~-*llY duty 
to initiate and organise the reform. But to re orm a University 
is like reconstituting a Church ... " 1 

But the story of the ability and zeal with which Lord Curzon 
threw himself into the discharge of his high academic duties and 
of the ultimate advantage accruing to Oxford therefrom, is told 
with intimate knowledge by S[r_ Herbert. Wa!f.~!l ; and it is to 

•Letter to Lord Selbome dated AuguSt gth, 1907. 
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chapter VI, consequently, that the reader interested in Lord 
Curzon's activities in this new sphere of public w~mvited to 
refer. 

So formidable a task as that upon which Lord Curzon had now 
embarked at Oxford woold have been sufficient in itself to .fill the 
time and tax the energies Qf moSt men. It did not, however, prevent 
him from chafing at the fate which still barred the way to his return 
to active political life. Events of the utmost importance were taking 
place in the very sphere in which his own especial interests lay. 
As regarded India, Mr. ~Iorley, in spite of his bold words on the 
eve of the Eletlion, had found on taking charge at the India Office 
that it was one thing to talk about reversing the policy of your 
predecessor while out of office, but quite another thing to do so 
when actually in a position to translate your words into atlion. l\fr. 
Morley had, indeed, made usc of very strong language while he 
was still in opposition. With the santbon of the Secretary of State, 
he said, Lord Curzon had been chased out of power by the military. 
" I hope," he told those whom he was addressing, " you are fully 
alive to this. If there is one principle more than another that has 
been accepted in this country since the day when Charles I loSt his 
head, it is this-that the Civil Power shall be supreme over the 
military Power." Yet the India Office had been guilty of this great 
departure " from those standard maxims of public administration 
which have been practical:y sacred in this island ever since the days 
of the Ovil War." 1 And there is no doubt that when a few weeks 
later ~fr. Morley found himself in charge of matters at the India 
Office, it was his intention to effect important changes in the system 
of military administration which had been imposed upon the 
Governrns;nt of India by Mr. Balfour's Government. 

But Mr. Morley soon found that circumstances had changed. 
In place of Lord Curzon there was now in India a Viceroy who had 
accepted office with the knowledge that his first great task would be 
to give effeCt to the scheme laid down in the Despatch of May the 
31st, 1905, and who had immediately set to work to draw up the 
necessary rules. His draft of them had actually reached Mr. Morley 
in the middle of the Election when he was far too fully occupied 

•Speech at Atbroath in October, 1905. 
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to give a thought to it, and he had referred the matter to a Committee. 
at the India Office pending his own return to London. 

This, then, was the position with which Mr. Morley found him
self confronted when he settled down at the India Office-in 
India a Viceroy and Commander-in-Chief at one with his own 
Council in Whitehall on the question at is~me. Could he, a Secretary 
of State of a1 few days standing only, overrule this formidable 
combination of authorities ? He came quickly to the conclusion 
that he could not. There was, however, one straw at which he 
grasped-not a very substantial one but still something to lay hold 
of. On the question of the position and powers of the Secretary 
to the Government of India in the new Army Department, that 
Government were themselves divided. Mr. Morley sided with the 
dissentients againSt the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief, and 
took credit to himself for placing the new Secretary in as indepen
dent a position as a written rule could give him. He did not imagine 
that this would altogether satisfy Lord Curzon, but he shrugged 
his shoulders and explained the circumstances which in his view had 
altered the case. He admitted that he did not regard his scheme as 
one which was likely to laSt. He thought that it would probably 
have to be reconsidered when Lord Kitchener left India ; but he 
was strongly of opinion that even a provisional, tentative and du
bious scheme was better than an indefinite prolongation of the 
controversy. r 

Lord Curzon at once realised that the new Secretary of State had 
found discretion the better part of valour. He attached little value 
to the latter's vaunted safeguard againSt a military dictatorship pro
vided by the Secretary to the Government of India in the Army 
Department. But, debarred from calling attention to the matter 
in Parliament, he had little hope of gaining t:ffe public ear. The 
correspondence columns of the press provided him with his only 
means of bringing the matter to the notice of the public, and, 
oppressed with the feeling that he would be untrue to India if he 
remained silent in face of the latest scene in what appeared to him 
to have been " a drama of supreme political unwisdom," he set 
forth his case in a letter of more, than two columns in The Times. 

1Letter from Mr. Motley to Lord Curzon, dated February 7th, rgo6. 
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But all who were genuinely interested in the controversy, on which
ever side of it their opinions lay, had long since made up their 
minds upon the queStion, while it was of far too technical a character 
in its details to enlist the intereSt of the general reader. And :.\lr. 
Morley had proved a trtle prophet when he had told Lord Curzon 
before the publication o£ his Despatch, that, whatever the merits 
or demerits of his decision, he had not the smalleSt doubt that when 
Parliament met the strongly prevalent opinion would be in favour 
of the storm being abated. 

The Government's decision on the question of Indian Military 
Administration was not the only one of special intereSt to I .ord 
Curzon that came to the fore during the early days of Sir H. Camp
bell-Bannerman's Administration. During the summer of 1907 it 
became known that His Majesty's Government had arrived at an 
Agreement with the Russian Government deftnin.g their respective 
interests in those regions which lay between the frontiers of India 
and of the Tsar's dominions in Central Asia. A Convention was in 
faa signed at St. Petersburg on AuguSt the 31st, and was ratified 
on September the 23rd. Lord Curzon's opinion of it was quickly 
formed. 

"The Russian Convention," he wrote on September the 
25th," is in my view deplorable. It gives up all that we have 
been fighting for for years, and gives it up with a wholesale 
abandon that is truly cynical in its n:cklessness. Ah, me, it 
makes one despair of public life. The efforts of a century 
sacrificed and nothing or next to nothing in return. Wnen 
Parliament meets there ought to be, but I suppose will not be, 
a demonstration in force." x 

That ;;t of t6e Agreement which clefmed the spheres of intereSt 
of Great Britain and Russia in Persia certainly bore some resem
blance to the plan which he had once described in a letter to the same 
correspondent as " a compartment system," consisting of alternate 
blocks of intereSt-a plan which being of the nature of patchwork 
would be likely to go the way of all patchwork quilts. • At anyratc 
it definitely recognised a large central block of Persian territory 

1Letter to Lord Percy. •Vol.ll, ch. XXV. 
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lying between a Russian block on the north-west and a British block 
on the south-east and running down to the waters of the Persian 
Gulf, in which Great Britain undertook not to oppose the grant to 
Russian subjects of any concessions whatever, and thus threw over
board the claim which Lord Curzon had• constantly put forward 
that Great Britain should tolerate no advance of Russian influence 
anywhere in Southern Persia, still less anywhere in the neighbour
hood of the Persian Gulf. 

Here, then, was a question of first class importance upon which 
Lord Curzon was specially qualified to speak, and which was bound 
to be debated in the two Houses of Parliament, from both of which 
he was excluded. The question of a peerage for him consequently 
became acute. 

Looking back from this distance of time upon the curiously 
chequered history of ·his efforts, first to escape from, and later to 
enter, the House of Lords, it is impossible not to see in it a certain 
element of comedy. The story of the strenuous though unavailing 
efforts which he made during the early years of his own Parliamen
tary life to guard against an enforced translation to the House of 
Lords on the death of Lord Scarsdale, has been told in Volume I. 
Service in India had tempered, though it had not wholly removed, 
his dislike of this prospect ; and when, during his holiday in 
England in 1 904, the question of his being offered a peerage on 
his return had been mooted, he had not definitely rejected the pro
posal. The difference with ·the Cabinet which had resulted in his 
resignation had altered the position so far as the Conservative 
Government were concerned. Lord Curzon, bitterly resentful of 
his treatment at their hands, was in no mood to accept any honour 
on their recommendation ; and the Prime Minister. ~cious of 
the reception which any such offer on his part ;as destined to meet 
with, very naturally refrained from making one. Lord Curzon 
aware of the opinion of King Edward that, as one who had been 
Viceroy, it was fitting that he should sit in the Upper Chamber 
rather than in the House of Commons, and basing his opinion on 
recent precedents, felt confident that no difficulty in securing the 
peerage which he was now as vehemently anxious to obtain as he 
had formerly been to avoid, was to be anticipated on the score of 
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the political complexion of the Government which had come into 
power at the close of ~1r. Balfour's Administration. 

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, however, took a different view. 
He did not see his way to recommending for a peerage a public 
servant whose claims to that distinction had been rejected-or at 
any rate ignored--by a Cunscrvative Prime "Minister under whose 
Administration his service had been rendered. Hence the unhappy 
comedy--the Sovereign anxious to confer a peerage upon a great 
public servant of the value of whose service he held a genuinely 
high opinion, but unwilling to overstep the bounds of constitu
tional propriety by pressing his wishes in face of the deliberate 
silence of his constitutional advisers; a Conservative Prime Minister 
willing on the merits of the case to make the necessary recommen
dation but restrained from doing so by his know lc:dge that the 
offer coming from him would be rejected ; a Radical Prime !Yflnister, 
not over anxious, we may suppose, to step out of his way to facili
tate the return to Parliamentary life of so doughty an opponent, 
standing on the strict letter of constitutional practice and refusing 
to rush in where his predecessor had feared to tread ; and fmally 
the irritated victim of this fortuitous combination of circumstances 
naturally, though it must be admitted illogically, angry-when he 
became aware of the grounds on which Sir Henry Campbell-Ba!mer
man refused to move --with ~Ir. Balfour for having refrained from 
offering him something which he had been determined to rt:fuse. 

In later years the drama which had begun as light comedy in the 
opening years of his Parliamentary life and had passed on into more 
serious comedy on his return from India, ended on a note of tragedy. 
The long deferred Earldom was conferred by King George in 
Novem~~H; and in 1921 Lord Curzon, who had then been 
Leader of the Hous~ of Lords for four years, a member of the War 
Cabinet and Foreign Secretary, became a ::VIarquess. Yet by the 
irony of fate it was his membership of the Vpper House which he 
had at one time striven so strenuously to escape and which he had 
subsequently found so diflicult of attainment, that was held to dis
qualify him from filling the higheSt office in public life to which, 
through all the vicissitudes of a long and strenuous career, it had 
been his steadily cherished ambition to attain. 
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In 1907, however, this denouement was unforeseen; and the pro
blem of the moment was how to give effect to his desire to return to 
political life. A possible solution was first suggested to him by 
Lord Lansdowne. The ·sudden death of Lord Kilmaine in the autumn 
of I 907 created a vacancy in the Irish representative peerage. On 
his appointment to the Viceroyalty, Lord Curzon had accepted an 
Irish peerage with a view to returning to the House of Commons . 
. But as an Irish peer he was equally eligible for election to the House 
of Lords, and, provid~d that he commended himself to the members 
of this small and specialised electorate, there appeared to be no 
reason why he should not become a candidate for the vacancy. He 
was assured of the support of some at leaSt of the more prominent 
of the Irish peers ; but the body as a whole was always resentful 
of anything that savoured of dictation, and the hope that was 
cherished in some quarters that if Lord Curzon' s name was put 
forward he might be returned unopposed, was doomed to disap
pointment. 

From the point of view of the average voter, Lord Curzon's can
didature was not, indeed, an ideal one. To begin with, an Irish 
peer when once elected to represent his fellow peers, remained 
their representative for life. No vacancy was created in the event 
of his succeeding to an English peerage, and only on his death 
could his place be filled. What, it was asked, would become of their 
special representation when in due course Lord Curzon succeeded 
to the English peerage to which he was the heir ? Moreover the 
questions in which they expected their representatives to take 
particular interest were purely Irish questions-the wrongs of the 
Irish landlords and of the oppressed minority in Ireland generally. 
They may well have thought that even if he sat as a rep..t,esentative 
Irish peer, Lord Curzon would scarcely be l!kely to handle such 
matters in quite the same spirit as would a man who was familiar 
with them from personal and, often enough, bitter experience. 
Still less was this to be expected when in due course he succeeded 
to an English peerage. Lord Curzon himself was not indifferent 
to these considerations and in the Address in which he set forth his 
reasons for seeking their support he explained his position with 
perfect candour. He was unfortunately debarred, he said, from 
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entering the House of Lords in what might be regarded as the more 
ordinary way, by the refusal of the Prime Minister to allow him to 
take his place with all the other ex-Viceroys of India cpon its 
benches. He readily admitted that there were many considerations 
which might induce them to prefer a peer direaly connected with 
Ireland. At the same time.he had been given to understand that his 
return to public life through the only channel which now appeared 
to be open to him, might be viewed with favour by those con
cerned. 

Two other candidates went to the poll ; and when the voting 
closed in January 1908, it was found that Lord Curzon had been 
elected by a majority of two votes over his neareSt competitor 
who, in his turn, was only the same number of votes in front of the 
third candidate on the list. 

When writing to Lord Lansdowne to thank him for the help 
which he had given him he added-" I propose on a very early 
day to call attention to the Anglo-Russian Agreement and to make 
a speech upon it. My views are unfavourable. But I shall express 
them with reasonable moderation and shall criticise not the policy 
or the principle involved, but only the nature of the bargain made. 
I cannot, of course, remain silent having devoted my whole work
ing life to the subject." 1 

The opportunity which he sought occurred on February the 6th, 
when he rose to move for papers in connection with the Conven
tion. He followed closely the lines which he had indicated in his 
letter to Lord Lansdowne. He admitted that he was in favour of a 
policy of understandings and alliances rather than of continued 
isolation--" a splendid but sometimes precarious and possibly 
even dan~rous isolation." But there was a limit to the price which 
we ought to pay fol' such understandings and alliances. • \nd he 
proceeded to show with the remorseless logic which his intimate 
knowledge of the details of the arrangement enabled him to com
mand, that the bargain was one in the mak:ng of which we had 
been hopelessly outmanU:'uvred by our astute opponents. 

The sphere of influence which we had assigned to Russia embraced 
eleven out of the twdve cities that in the whole of Persia could 

•Letter dat<:d ;anuary 23rd, 1908. 
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boast a population of more than 3o,ooo, and seven out of the eleven 
recognised trade routes ; the sphere which we had been content 
to accept for ourselves, one such city and a solitary trade route. 
While attaching supreme importance to strategical considerations, 
we had altogether loSt sight of our immediate commercial, political, 
economic and telegraphic interests. 

"I have been reluctantly driven to the conclusion," he 
declared, " that whatever may be the ultimate effects produced, 
we have thrown away to a large extent the efforts of our diplo
macy and our trade for more than a century ; and I do not feel 
at all sure t4at this Treaty in its Persian aspect will conduce 
either to the security of India, to the independence of Persia 
or to the peace of Asia." 

He thought that in the case of Afghanistan we had obtained 
nothing in return for the very substantial concessions that we had 
made ; while in the matter of Tibet we had not merely made sacri
fices but had been guilty of absolute surrender. He thought the 
Annex to the Agreement concerning the Chumbi Valley deplorable ; 
all the more so because it placed the seal upon the decision of the 
late Government overruling the Government of India on the 
question of the occupation of the valley by Great Britain. The 
seventy-five years of occupation contemplated by Colonel Young
husband and the Tibetan authorities at Lhasa, and provided for in 
the Treaty negotiated by the former, had been reduced to three 
years by the Cabinet in I 904. In the Annex to the Convention of 
I 907 it was agreed that if for any reason the occupation was not 
terminated within the three years, the Government of Great Britain 
would enter into a friendly exchange of views with the Government 
of Russia on the subject. It had always been a matter of complaint 
by Lord Curzon that, when the Government had compiled their 
Blue Book on the Tibetan question, they had deliberately mini
mised the part which Russian activity in Tibet had played in deter
mining the Indian Government to press for an active policy ; 
and by so doing had created the false impression that he and his 
colleagues were urging a policy of adventure for no adequate 
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reason. i\Jow the successors of Mr. Balfour's Government had 
actually agreed to talk over the evacuation of a tongue of Tibetan 
territory, which ran like a wedge into the Indian Empire, with the 
Government of Russia, whose own borders were not merely many 
hundreds of miles from the Chumbi Valley but from the nearest 
frontier of Tibet itself. • " The particular Annex as regards the 
Chumbi Valley," he exclaimed, "unless it is capable of explanation 
seems to me to be almoSt a humiliation." 

There was one other aspetl: of the Agreement which he could not 
refrain from commenting on-the cynical indifference displayed 
even by a Liberal Government in disposing of other people's 
property. Had Persia been consulted about the Agreement, he 
asked? 

" I am almost astounded at the coolness, I might even say 
the effrontery, with which the British Government is in the 
habit of parcelling out the territory of Powers whose indepen
dence and integrity it assures them at the same time it has no 
other intention than to preserve, and only informs the Power 
concerned of the arrangement that has been made after the 
Agreement has been concluded." 

The criticism was given point by subsequent happenings in connec
tion not with Persia but with Afghanistan. It was stipulated in the 
Agreement that the provisions affecting that country should only 
come into force when the assent of the Amir had been received. 
The Amir showed his displeasure at the effrontery of Great Britain 
and Russia in arranging for the future of his country behind his 
back, by ignoring the whole proceedings. And it was eventually 
found necessary for the contracting parties to agree to regard the 
provisions of the Afghan section of the Convention as being opera
tive without the Amir's consent-a proceeding which naturally 
discounted the courtesy towards the Amir intended by the original 
draft. 

The discussion of February the 6th, was, of course, of purely 
academic interest since the Convention had already been signed 
and ratified; but it served to signalise Lord Curzon's return to 
public life. 
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CHAPTER III 

ACADEMIC AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES WITH AN INTERLUDE 

WITH the Conservative party in Opposition Lord Curzon's duties 
in the House of Lords left him ample leisure. And his aloofness 
from domestic politics at this time, due in part to his dislike of the 
Tariff controversy, left him free to turn to those many other interests 
to which he had always been attratl:ed, and from which, after the 
close of his career in India, he derived, as he once admitted, far more 
real pleasure than he did from the ups and downs, the victories 
and defeats, the achievements and failures of political life. For the 
next few years, until the unforeseen formation of a Coalition 
Government brought him for the firSt time into a British Cabinet, 
he devoted a large share of his time and energies to interests which 
ministered to the intellectual and resthetic cravings of his many
sided personality. 

Sir Herbert Warren shows how thoroughly he threw himself 
into his work as Chancellor of Oxford University. For moSt men 
this draught at the academic well might have been expected to 
suffice ; for, as was remarked at the time, it h!!d not been usual for 
great men to be pluralists in these high academic distinctions. 1 

Lord Curzon's thirst, however, was not so easily quenched; and 
when, little more than three months after his election to the Chan
cellorship, he was approached with a requeSt that he would allow 
himself to be nominated as the Conservative candidate for the Lord 
Rectorship of Glasgow Uliiversity, he readily consented. For the 

•Newcastle Journal of January zoth, xgo8. 
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remaining months of the year the matter was kept secret ; but 
when in January 1908 the nominations were formally made, much 
piquancy was added to the situation by the fact that Sir H. Campbell
Bannerman, whose refusal to facilitate Lord Curzon' s return to 
political life was by theil well known, was found to be the Liberal 
candidate. As matters tutned out Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman did 
not live to carry through the fight ; and, on his death in the spring 
of 1908, Mr. Lloyd George, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, was 
nominated in his place. Later a third candidate entered the field 
in the person of Mr. Keir Hardie who came forward as a suppliant 
for the SocialiSt vote. 

As the day of the election drew near, uncertainty as to the issue 
gave interest to the conteSt. The retiring Lord Rector, Mr. Asquith, 
had won at the previous election by a large majority ; and on the 
eve of the poll Lord Curzon gave expression to his doubts in a 
letter to Alfred Lyttclton who had gone to Glasgow to address a 
meeting on his behalf:-" I have not heard anything about the 
election on Saturday. The candidates seem to be the last people 
informed or concerned, and for all I know the little \X' elsh bruiser 
may leave me a mangled and eviscerated corpse." ~'hen the result 
of the poll was declared it was seen that Lord Curzon had been 
eletl:ed by a small majority over Mr. Lloyd George, the figures being: 
Lord Curzon 947, Mr. Lloyd George, 935. Mr. Keir Hardie Izz. 
"It was on your shoulders that I climbed," he told Alfred Lyttelton 
on learning the result, " a joyous as well as strenuous support in 
the hour of battle." 

Although it had become the recognised practice for the Lord 
Rector to leave the bulk of his duties to be discharged by an Assessor 
appointed by him to the governing body, the office was not alto
gether a sinecure. Its occupant was regarded as the representative 
of the students on the Court of the University-the body which 
controlled its affairs and over whose deliberations, when present, 
it was his privilege to preside. Lord Curzon's assumption of office 
coincided with impending changes in the system of Scottish Univer
sity training. Curricula and standards were being revised, lectures 
were being reduced in number and facilities for tutorial instruction 
added to. And it was the hope of some at least, that at this time 
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when efforts were being made to bring University education in 
Scotland into line with the requirements of modern times, Lord 
Curzon might do much to help and guide the movement. Apart 
from this, there was the ceremony of Installation to be gone through, 
including the delivery of a Rectorial Addre§S. 

These and all other engagements, however, were destined to 
undergo postponement. Lord Curzon's· health, which had been 
giving cause for anxiety for some time past, received a fresh set 
back from an accident while motoring a short time before his 
election as Lord Rector. " I have had a real bad shock," he told 
Alfred Lyttelton in October, " and shall probably have to take a 
long sea voyage." And the new year saw him far from Oxford and 
Glasgow, drinking in with undisguised delight the new impres
sions which South Africa afforded him. 

His journey from Cape Town to Kimberley had disclosed a land 
of illimitable spaces. The veld and the kopjes which he had pictured 
in imagination when he had been hurrying troops from India to 
save Nat:tl ten years before, were now spread out in stark reality 
before his gaze. And juSt as at Tel el Kebir :l quarter of a century 
earlier he had studied the battle field and commented on the conduct 
of the operations by Sir Garnet Wolseley, so now as he gazed from 
the window of his room in Kimberley upon the hills of Magers
fontein, :tgainst which the gallant , Highland regiments had been 
hurled in the calamitous opening phases of the Boer War, he mar
velled at the way in which the troops of the relieving force had been 
despatched time after time across the level surface of the plain, 
" unprotected by a tree or a bush or a fold in the ground," againSt 
those sinister hills," lined with the fineSt marksmen in the world." 

These things however-poignant though the memories which 
they evoked might be-were episodes in a chapter of history now 
happily closed ; and he turned with greater satisfaction to the novel 
scenes amid which he found himself. It was soon clear that he had 
lost nothing of his old love of travel. He devoted his attention 
impartially to the defences and the diamond mines of Kimberley, 
the latter-" a series of gigantic holes in the ground, perhaps zoo 
yards or more across and 5 oo feet deep. At the bottom are the 
smooth stone walls of what was once a crater, and in the blue soil 
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)acked in the crater the diamonds are found." On a desk in the 
:>ffice of De Beers he saw little heaps of uncut diamonds juSt as they 
were extratted from the soil worth £1 5 o,ooo. 1 

The Victoria Falls with their towers of descending foam, the 
shouting face of the cat~ract, the thunder of the watery phalanxes as 
they charged and reeled and were shattered in the bottom of the 
abyss, the spray spumes whizzing upwards like a battery of rockets 
into the air-all these overwhelming exhibitions of elemental force 
held him spellbound and stirred those chords of emotion which 
always responded exultantly to the appeal of the grand and the 
beautiful in !":ature. Under the influence of such stimulus from 
without, his artisticfaculty always sought expression, and he resorted 
to his pen much as a painter would resort in similar circumstances 
to his brush. His description of the Falls of the Zambesi was 
published in The Times of April the qth, I 909, and was subsequently 
reprinted in" Tales of Travel," published in r9z3. 

But it was not merely as a sightseer that he toured the country. 
South Africa with its great spaces was a fit setting for men of wide 
vision ; and Lord Curzon soon satisfied himself that one such man, 
at least, had been given by South Africa to the world. Over all 
that vast area there seemed to brood, not less powerful in death 
than in life, the master spirit of C-ecil Rhodes. "Every thing in 
this country," he exclaimed in a letter to his brother, "is Rhodes. 
His personality amounting to genius ; his large views ; his great 
undertakings assisted by his colossal wealth dominate everything. 
Everywhere are his buildings, statues and monuments; and the 
country is as proud of him as Corsica might be of Napoleon., z 
W'hen visiting Cape Town he stayed in Rhodes' house-" I had his 
room and bed," he mentioned ; and from Kimberley he travelled to 
Bulawayo to visit hl6 grave in the 'Matoppo Hills. His was the true 
Imperial spirit ; and behind the movement towards South African 
Union which he found in progress, he saw the guiding hand of 
Cecil Rhodes. "I venture to say," he declared at the dinner of the 
Imperial South African Association held in London in June of that 
year, " that all those who have been engaged in this great work!of 

•Letter to the Hon. F. N. Curzon, January IIth, 1909. 
•Ibid. 
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union have felt in their hearts that they were carrying into consum
mation the results not merely of their own efforts, but of his as 
well." 

There was taking place at Cape Town that which immediately 
arrested. his attention. Here he witnessed not only a new Constitu
tion but, as he believed, a new country struggling to birth. Within 
the walls of Parliament House the thirty-three foremost men of 
South Africa, British and Dutch, some of whom had never met and 
others of whom, only a few years ago, had been engaged in combat 
on the £eld of battle, were occupied with a momentous task in 
the domain of statecraft-no less a one than that of welding the 
various Colonies with their diverse intereSts into a splendid and 
powerful whole. On the main issue Lord Curzon found Briton and 
Boer at one. Putting from them all memories of the devastating 
war which had left its relics in the graves that sprinkled the veld 
with their frequent and pathetic mounds ; thinking only of the 
future and its promise, all were subordinating racial, party and 
sectional intereSts to an inspiring loyalty to " the wider cause of 
South African Union within the sheltering embrace of the British 
Empire." As to the precise means by which the end was to be 
attained there was room for legitimate difference of opinion. 
Federation or Legislative Union ? Which of these two ideals was 
best calculated to carry them to their goal ? In spite of the avowed 
preference of the veteran statesman of Cape Colony, Mr. Hoftneyr, 
for Federation, Lord Curzon found the tide of opinion flowing 
strongly, and as he thought rightly, in the direction of a still closer 
Union. 

But it was the complete subordination of all minor considerations 
to a loftier patriotism and a higher duty displa:~ed by all concerned, 
that most deeply impressed Lord Curzon and that led him on his 
return to England to make an earnest appeal to his own·country
men through the columns of The Times. There was one disturbing 
influence in the minds of the people of South ~frica ; could they 
count on a similar subordination of party interests in Great Britain ? 

" Mindful of a none too happy and a sometimes tragic 
past, in which the fate of South Africa has been the shuttle~ 
cock of political parties in Great Britain, and its inhabitants 
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have hardly known whether to fear moSl: from the ignorance, 
the indifference, or the party feuds of their distant rulers, the 
citizens of the new South African State may be pardoned if 
they look with some apprehension to the future. In too many 
instances they hav~ seen that what one party essays another 
resists ; what is done by one Ministry is undone by its suc
cessor. It seems almost too good to be true that the truce 
which in recent years has happily overspread the· field of 
Foreign Affairs, and which to an increasing extent is with
drawing India from the smoke of party contest, should extend 
its benign influence to the Colonies also, and above all to so 
scarred a ground of elemental warfare as South Africa. And 
yet may we not assure them that, if this is not already the case, 
at least it is the heartfelt desire of the thinking majority of our 
people that it should become so ? May we not tell them that 
we regard with sympathy and with pride the dawning of a new 
nationality and the creation of a fresh constituent in our 
Imperial Confederation ; that the co-operation between two 
races long at discord and recently in strife, but animated by 
similar virtues and sprung from a not dissimilar stock, is a 
source to us of unalloyed satisfaction ; that with them we de
sire nothing better than that there should be an end to racial 
animosity, to political huckstering, and to ignoble feuds ; and 
that their intereSl:s--the interests of the future South African 
Commonwealth, if it is called into being-will be equally 
safe with all parties in this country, because they will be en
shrined in the generous confidence and, I would like to add, 
in the quickened conscience of the nation ?" 1 

It was generally assumed-not altogether without reason-that 
Lord Curzon was deficient in a sense of humour where his own 
dignity was concerned. This was not always so. His sense of 
humour was sufficient on this occasion to cause him to preserve 
with his private papers an anonymous comment on his article, 
which reached him on a postcard-" I have read you in Tbc Times 
to-day-two columns of drivelling twaddle." 

tThe Times of .March 23rd, 1909. 
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The primary objeCt: of his journey, as I have explained, was change 
of scene and rest. If it supplied the former it can scarcely be said 
to have been productive of the latter ; for throughout the tour the 
traveller's restless brain passed rapidly from one subjeCt: to another. 
Before he returned to England he had wtitten single-handed his 
elaborate Memorandum on the Principle~ and Methods of Univer
sity Reform which,' as Sir Herbert Warren explains, formed the 
basis of the changes which were subsequently introduced at Oxford. 
And it was in the course of this same journey that he discovered, 
in an unused room at the back of Plantation House in St. Helena, 
the historic billiard table of Napoleon-a relic which had lain 
negleCI:ed and, indeed, unrecognised for three quarters of a century. 
It was, in faa, in pursuance of a projeCt: which he had formed of 
writing a book on the concluding years of the life of the Emperor 
Napoleon at St. Helena, to correCt: what he regarded as the popular 
misconceptions on the subjeCt:, that he broke his journey at the 
island. And it was with the same objeCt: in view that he acquired 
some years later that part of the A. M. Broadley Papers relating to 
St. Helena, which together with certain furniture of the Empire 
period he bequeathed to Oxford University. It is a matter for pro
found regret that the stress of public duties during his later years
with the exception of some months in 1924 he was continuously 
in office during the laSt ten years of his life-prevented him from 
carrying out his intention, except to the extent of using some small 
part of the material which he had collected and which he believed 
to be the moSt complete relating to the period in existence, for the 
purpose of chapters included in his " Tales of Travel " and " Leaves 
from a Viceroy's Note-Book." 

Lord Curzon's absence from England during the winter had neces
sitated a postponement of his installation as Lord Rector of Glasgow 
University, since the summer term was inconvenient to the students ; 
and in the course of a surprise visit paid to the University in October, 
he arranged for the ceremony to take place in January. But fate 
was still againSt him, for in November the House of Lords threw out 
Mr. Lloyd George's famous Budget, over whose novel and com
plicated taxes the House of Commons had wrangled in weary per
plexity throughout a Session of abnormal bitterness and duration. 
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1d in January Mr. Asquith appealed to the country against what 
held to be their arbitrary and unconstitutional behaviour. The 

te of the long expected Jnstallation was altered, consequently, 
February the zsth. • 
The result of the General Election was not without its effett, 
>wever, on the policy oi the l-nioniSt Party. It was at last realised 
at the time had come when reform of the House of Lords could 
> longer be regarded as a question of purely academic interest ; 
d, as one who in the past had been the moSt zealous and outspoken 
[vocate of change, Lord Curzon was naturally called into consul
don by the leaders of the party. Hence the Lord Rector found 
rnself, a fortnight before the date of b1s installation with his 
ddress unwritten, involved in urgent work of high political 
1portance ; and he requested a further postponement of the 
Lnction. 
The effect on the temper of the Scottish student community was 

[sastrous. Strong exception was taken to what was regarded by 
tern as a contemptuous indifference to their convenience ; and at 
.vo successive mass meetings of excited undergraduates, resolutions 
·ere passed condemning the conduct of the Lord Rector. Lord 
:urzon was taken completely by surprise. "lt is quite intolerable 
1at they should lecture and hector a Lord Rector in that fashion," 
e wrote on February the zrst. 1 But he was to learn that the Scot
.sh undergraduate was no respecter of persons, and the noise of 
:1eir ebullient expostulation echoed far and wide. The witty liken
:lg of their Lord Rector, by one of them, to Rostand's chanticleer 
vho thought that the sun could not rise without his aid-the 
nference drawn from Lord Curzon's letter being that he laboured 
mder the impressiQO that if he left London for two days the sun 
vould cease to rise on the British Empire-- provided inspiration 
or the cartoonists of the English press. And altogether so violent 
vas the storm to which his action had given rise, that Lord Curzon 
eriously contemplated resignarion. 

This denottement was fortunately avoided by a plebiscite taken 
mong the students as a whole, the result of which was to exonerate 
urn by a large majority of any intentional discourtesy. And at 

1Letter to Lord Lamington. 
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long last in January 19II, within nine months of the termination 
of his three years term of office, the Installation ceremony was per-
formed and the Rectorial Address delivered. - , 

The Address was a memorable one in the annals of the University. 
Taking the relations of Europe and Asia as his theme he spoke of the 
political aspirations which had been genetated in Eastern countries 
by recent contaCt with the democratic nations of the West. But it 
was his purpose to place such matters in true historical perspective 
rather than to discuss them on their merits-to depiCt them as the 
moSt recent phase of an age-long story of action and reaction between 
East and West. He had discussed the place of India in the Empire 
and the questions which arose naturally out of consideration of that 
subjeCt:, in an Address before the Philosophical Society of Edin
burgh fifteen months before ; and on this occasion he was at 
greater pains to paint a picture than 'to develop and sustain an argu-
ment. He lingered fondly over his descriptions of the EaSt as " the 
home of recondite philosophies and all powerful creeds, of abstruse 
metaphysics and the mystic cult o( the unseen, commingled in bewil
dering juxtaposition with strange idolatries and savage supersti
tions " ; and again as the abode of " an eternal mystery and an 
irresistible romance, casting its glamour equally over poets and men 
of aCtion but confounding all with its inscrutable secrets, and tes
tifying in mournful accents to the limitations of human intelleCt or 
the vanity of human ambitions." To him, he declared, Asia was like 
" some beautiful spirit whose heavy eyelids seem to be always half 
closed, and who nods, with a half smile on her face, in a land of 
everlasting dreams." 

It muSt, indeed, have been plain to those who listened to him that, 
as he spoke to them, he was living over again those enthralling 
years of travel which had brought him into sttch intimate contaCt 
with the splendour and havoc of the East. He dwelt on her land
scapes of " extreme contraSt but of wonderful beauty and dominat
ing grandeur, her panorama of vaSt plains and mighty mountains 
of utter desolation and soaking verdure ; of cities crowded beyond 
belief and coloured as the rainbow and almoSt within a stone's
throw placid villages which have known no change since Abraham 
-the shepherd with his slowly-moving flock and the creaking of 
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the water-wheels at the wells." He called to mind her amazing 
wealth, her silks and muslins, her pearls and ivories, her gold and 
silver and gems ; but he spoke also of a squalor that appalled and 
a filth that festered. The picture that he painted was of a world:of 
bewildering contrasts '"'splendid and pathetic, sunlit and sombre, 
rich beyond dreams and poverty-stricken beyond conception, 
marvellous and commonplace, cultured and barbarous, the greateSt 
of all contraSts and the most paradoxical of all contradiilions." 

Lord Curzon had intended elaborating the theme and bringing 
it out in book form, and the type was aB.ually kept standing for 
many months. But matters of political importance now began 
crowding in upon him and the type was eventually distributed 
without the task having been completed. 

It was Mr. Lloyd George's Budget of 1909 that had brought 
Lord Curzon back definitely into the arena of party politics. Up to 
that time his position vis-a'-t,is the leaders of the Conserv·,tive 
party had been that of an ally rather than of a colleague; and there 
had been occasions on which he had not hesitated to criticise their 
action with the freedom which is not infrequently regarded as the 
moSt valued privilege of an ally. "In my view," he had told Ian 
Malcolm in AuguSt 1908, "the House of Lords acted unwisely 
in touching the Old Age Pensions Bill. They ought to have left it 
severely alone. As it is they invited and received a smart rebuff. 
I think it was bad generalship." Earlier in the Session he had ex
pressed opinions in his private correspondence which were certainly 
at variance with the attitude officially adopted by the party-" If 
the Lords throw out the Temperance Bill (which I hope they wont 
do as it is not half a bad one ; whisper this not in Askalon) they " 
-the Government-" will dissolve pretty soon knowing that 
we are not ready ... "' x 

His dislike of the Tariff Reform programme had hitherto stood 
in the way of a more complete reconciliation ; and it was the 
vista of social legislation based on huge and ever expanding sub
sidies from the State which had been opened up by the Budget of 
I 909, that tipped the scale in favour of Protection in his mind and 
removed the last obstacle to his return to the party fold. Remunera-

1Letter to Lord Selbome, May 8th, Igo8. 
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tive employment, he now argued, and not subsidised idleness, 
must be the basis of national prosperity ; and, while our mills and 
yards lay idle, he saw millions of pounds worth of manufactured 
goods pouring untaxed into our ports from abroad. " Are we the 
only wise people in the world," he asked. at Leeds, " who go on 
worshipping Free Trade long after it has become a dilapidated 
image in an empty shrine ?" There was no longer any . doubt 
where he Stood ; and the next time he appeared on a platform-at 
Oldham in December I 909-it was not merely at his own desire, 
as the Chairman of the meeting pointedly observed, but at the 
urgent requeSt of the local Conservative organisation. 

The party truce brought about by the lamented death of King 
Edward on May the 6th, 1910, failed to effect a solution of the Con
stitutional crisis in which the country was involved ; and if the 
General Election which followed in December added nothing to the 
strength of Mr. Asquith's following in the House of Commons, it 
certainly did not lessen the difficulties of the UnioniSt party. The 
hasty adoption by the latter of the Referendum and of Reform of 
the House of Lords as planks in its platform, had savoured too much 
of death bed repentance to carry conviction with the average man ; 
and it was now clear that the Prime Minister was expected by his 
followers to lose no time in settling the question of the veto. The 
question, therefore, which was now anxiously debated in UnioniSt 
circles was how far Mr. Asquith would be prepared to go in his 
attempt to compel acceptance of the Parliament Bill. Would he 
advise a wholesale creation of peers ; or were the hints that he 
would do so to be attributed to a hope that he could bluff his 
opponents into that belief ? 

Prior to the Election Lord Curzon had been inclined to ridicule 
the idea of a huge creation of peers for the J:lurpose of forcing the 
Parliament Bill through the Upper Chamber. " The -idea that the 
House of Lords can be intimidated, or coerced, or cajoled by 
the threat of the creation of five hundred peers to act in a manner 
inconsistent with its own conviction or conscience, appears to 
me a fantastic dream." 1 To select five hundred gentlemen to 
ma~ch like well drilled supers into the House of Lords in order 

(,spet;C:h at Reading, May 5th, 1910. 
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to vote to reduce the Chamber of which they had been members 
for five or ten minutes to a nullity and a sham was, he declared, not 
politics but pantomime which would excite the inextinguishable 
laughter of the civilised world. Even after the Election he had 
spoken derisively at a private luncheon of Unionist candidates 
and M.Ps. of any such proceeding, and had advised his audience
somewhat incautiously as •it turned out-to fight in the laSt ditch 
and let them make their peers if they dared. 

As soon, however, as he realised that the Prime Minister was 
determined to carry out his threat ; that he had received an intima
don from the King that he would consider it his duty to act upon 
the advice tendered to him by his responsible Ministers, and that a 
creation of peers would be employed, not merely for the purpose of 
securing the passage of the Parliament Bill, but for enacting Home 
Rule for Ireland and other radical measures, he reconsidered his 
position and thenceforward never wavered in his view that in these 
altered circumstances it would be fatal to the beSt intereSts of the 
country-and not leaSt to the position of the Crown-to force the 
i1and of the Government by standing out longer againSt the Par
liament Bill. He argued his case in a letter which appeared in The 
TimlfS of July the 24th and thereafter a committee met daily at his 
house for the purpose of organising support for the course recom
mended by Lord Lansdowne of abstaining from voting on the final 
stage of the Bill. Lord Lansdowne was unwilling to countenance 
more than this; Lord Curzon's inclination would have been if not 
actually to urge, at leaSt to view with approval, a decision on the 
part of such 'CnioniSt peers as shared his views, to join the 
Government in the lobby rather than acquiesce in the policy of 
the Diehards under the leadership of Lord Halsbury of forcing 
the employment of the Royal prerogative. But he trusted that this 
necessity might not arise. 

"I hope you will not vote with the minority," he begged 
Lord Roberts, " but that with Lord Lansdowne you will 
abstain. The proteSt which you and others desired to make 
has been made ; public attention has been drawn to the out
rage of the Bill and the scandalous abuse of the Royal Prero-
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gative. Any vote that you give now can either produce no 
effeB: or drive into the Government lobby some self sacrificing 
and conscientious UnioniSt Peer who will go so far as to vote 
for the Government sooner than see the peers created. That 
would be a lamentable result and we de~ire that no one should 
be placed in so invidious a position." 1 

. . 
Nevertheless throughout the exhausting days which led up to the 
final scene in the House of Lords, he was in constant touch with 
those peers who were untrammelled by party ties and were willing 
to take this course. · 

On AuguSt the 8th in a brilliant speech he moved the official 
, UnioniSt Resolution, denouncing the advice tendered by the Prime 
Minister to the Sovereign as " a gross violation of constitutional 
liberty." And having thus made clear the position of ~hose who were 
ailing with. him, he made, two days later, the speech which was 
intended to bring the fateful debate on the Parliament Bill to a 
close. Uncertainty as to the result produced an atmosphere of excite
ment seldom experienced in the decorous proceedings of the Upper 
Chamber; and when Lord Curzon sat down Lord Halsbury, Lord 
Rosebery and Lord Selbome rose in quick succession to . address 
the House. Those who chanced to be present, as I was, on the steps 
of the throne, will not easily.forget those laSt few feverish minutes 
of a memorable debate. It was impossible to withhold a measure 
of sympathy and admiration from Lord Halsbury, courageous, 
Stubborn, fighting to the end-a fine epitome of the characteristics 
of his race-as he solemnly commended his aCtion to the judgment 
of God and his conscience. Lord Curzon sat pale and angry as 
amid growing clamour Lord Selbome sprang to the table, and in 
strident tones and with dramatic gestures made a fierce appeal to 
the House to defeat the Bill. Few debates in either House in modern 
times can have exercised so determining an influence upon the 
aCtions of so many people. A speech by Lord Camperdown, in 
which he Stated his intention of voting with the Government, 
determined the Duke of Norfolk and others associated with him who 
had intended to abstain, to go into the lobby with Lord Halsbury 

•Letter dated July 3oth, xgn. . 
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and his friends ; this decision was in its turn responsible for 
others, who had meant to abstain from voting, joining the Govern
ment in support of the Bill. No one knew when the division was 
called, what the result would be ; though it was realised that the 
balance would swing ~e way or the other, according to the number 
of UnioniSt peers who ;nded by answering in the affirmative the 
question whether circumstances demanded of them that they should 
sacriE.ce themselves by voting for a measure of which they pro
foundly disapproved. ~Ion: than a score did so, and to a crowded 
and palpitating House the tellers announced the victory of the 
Government by a majority of seventeen. 

The depth of feeling which had been stirred, more particularly 
by the action of those members of the Conservative party who had 
voted with the Government, was apparent the same night when, 
at an excited gathering at the Carlton Club, they were greeted with 
cries of" Shame" and shouts of" Judas." Lord Curzon, in view 
of the published advice to the party given by Lord Lansdowne, 
had decided that as a member of the Conservative Shadow Cabinet 
he could not himself go beyond the official policy of his party ; but 
he was held responsible--not without reason-for the result of the 
division, and he felt acutely the hostility which the part which he 
had played in it excited. And from the worry and vexation and the 
thanklessness of party politics he turned with relief to other matters. 
" All these talks and arguings and conferences have nearly finished 
me off," he had written on July the zoth, when the controversy as 
to the attitude to be adopted towards the Parliament Bill was at its 
height. " Public life is all againSt the collar for me since I am almoSt 
always in uneasiness and pain." r With his own party hopelessly 
divided and with life long friends at variance with him, the old zeSt 
for battle was for -the time being dead and disillusionment was 
bitter. " Some of us who arc not physically too strong, see our beSt 
years sliding away," he wrote. And depression overcame him
" I wish l had Strength for more than I do. But I am frequently in 
pain and seldom very far away from a breakdown. My autumn 
muSt be one not of platforms but of reSt." 2 

•Letter to a friend. 
•Letter to a friend dated AuguSt 18th, 1911. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 

WHEN Lord Curzon declared that his autumn muse be a period of 
reSt:, he only meant that he intended to desist from taking any 
serious part in the particular form of activity which for the time 
being had become distasteful to him, namely, party politics. ReSt: 
in the sense of abstention from definite occupation was no more 
possible to him now than it had ever been. For him relaxation 
meant merely the substitution of one form of activity for another
of a pleasUJ;able occupation for one that had become irksome. And 
no sooner was the Constitutional crisis over than he threw himself 
with zeSt: into a triangular correspondence with Professor A. A. 
MacDonell and the Maharaja of Nepal, with the object of securing 
for the Bodleian Library at Oxford the loan of a number of andent 
and valuable Sanskrit manuscripts which were known to repose 
in the Royal Library at Kathmandu. His efforts were successful, 
and as a result the originals of seventy rare manuscripts, hitherto 
buried in the dusty archives of a mountain citadel inaccessible to 
the scholarship of Europe, were made avail~ble to the Sanskrit 
scholars of the world. 

Incidentally in the course of the correspondence, Lord Curzon 
returned to a subject which he had firSt: taken up when in India as 
Viceroy, namely, that of the exploration of Mount EvereSt:. He 
broached the subject with the tact which, in view of his own failure 
while in India to secure an invitation to pass beyond the fringes of 
Nepal, he well knew that it demanded. Having informed the 
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Maharaja that the Royal Geographical Society had decided to pay 
him the unusual compliment of making him an Honorary Life 
Fellow, he went on to express a hope that he might some day win 
the great renown of sanctioning a pioneer party to explore the 
mountain. His exalted.correspondent with equal delicacy declared 
himself flattered by be~g thought of in such a connection, but 
lamented the conservatism of his people which, he feared, was 
likely to deprive him of the distinili.on. 1 By way of comment on 
this correspondence it is only necessary to add that when in 1922 

an expedition at length set out to make an attempt to reach the 
summit of Mount EvereSt, it was via Tibet and not Nepal that it 
approached the mountain. 

On his return from India, Lord Curzon had rejoined the Council 
of the Royal Geographical Society, and shortly before launching 
his ballon d' essai on the subject of Mount E vercSt, had become 
President thereof. Among its rellows his acceptance of office gave 
rise to interesting speculation. Kor were they kept long in doubt 
as to the particular manner in which he proposed to leave his mark 
upon its fortunes ; for when presiding at the annual dinner of the 
Society on May the 26th, 19II, four days only after his election to 
the Presidentship, he proceeded to take them into his confdence. 
The time had surely come, he said, when the Society should acquire 
a habitation more worthy of its pre-eminent position and better 
suited to the rapidly expanding scope of its activities. It was intoler
able that the volumes of what should be the fineSt geographical 
library in the world should be scattered inconveniently in obscure 
and dismal chambers ; its maps crowded in tantalising profusion 
in a totally inadequate setting and the activities of its members 
generally hampered by lack of space. And he foreshadowed the 
early submission to 'them of a concrete scheme for dealing with 
these shortcomings. 

The idea was not a new one. For twenty years successive Presi
dents had urged the importance of something being done. In 1909 

under the Presidentship of ~fajor Leonard Darwin, matters had 
reached a Stage at which the Society had passed a resolution endors
ing the view that a change of habitation was desirable and authoris-

•Letter from the Maharaja of Nepal, oaober 23td, l9II. 
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ing the formation of a building fund. But it required Lord Curzon's 
enthusiasm and driving power to give what had hitherto been little 
more than a pious aspiration, the chance of emerging into the 
sphere of what was pratl:icable. When once he had decided to take 
the matter up, he threw himself with chlU:acteristic thoroughness 
into the work. Not even the anxieties o£ the Parliamentary crisis 
were permitted to interrupt him in the prosecution of his self
imposed and laborious task. " I have been away here with the 
children," he wrote from Broadstairs, at a time when the political 
world was convulsed with the controversy over the House of Lords, 
" colletl:ing money for the Geographical Society and writing a 
book." 1 And within a few weeks of his assumption of the office of 
President he was remarking casually in a letter to a friend that he 
had already collected a sum of £zz,ooo. z At his bidding money 
flowed in with astonishing rapidity, and less than a week later he was 
writing to Ian Malcolm-" You are a Fellow and have not sub
scribed. Will you ? I have raised nearly £z 5 ,ooo." 

To what were such remarkable results due ? It is impossible to 
attribute them to anything else than Lord Curzon's own forceful 
personality. Immeasurable enthusiasm, unshakable determination, 
an embarrassing lack of diffidence in making clear to all whom he 
approached precisely what he expected of them, and not least his 
invariable practice of leaving nothing either to chance or to others, 
m~de of him a splendid and extraordinarily successful beggar. 
" When one takes things up,"· he wrote in connection with one of 
his many appeals for funds, " it is usually found that one has to do 
the whole thing, while other people look on in mute and maddening 
acquiescence." The reward which crowned his appeal for money 
for the Victoria Memorial in Calcutta was, perhaps, the moSt 
spectacular of his successes. But the qualities which enabled him to 
bring that tremendous undertaking-involving as I have explained 
in an earlier chapter an outlay of more than £5oo,ooo--to a success
ful issue, served him to equally good purpose in the many appeals 
for which he subsequently made himself responsible. 

·Many examples of successful mendicancy might be given. A 
typical illustration is provided by the appeal which he issued not 

1Letter to Mrs. Asquith, afterwards Lady Oxford. 
•Letter to Lord Lamington, Otl:ober 13th, 1911. 
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long after his return from India, with a view to making good an 
omission to do honour to a great Englishman which he regarded as 
being in the higheSt degree discreditable to the English name. 
Shocked at his discovery that neither in England nor in India was 
there any public monument to Lord Clive, the firSt founder of British 
Empire in Asia, he had, while still in India, caused to be marked out 
on the site itself, the position of the forces that had been ranged up 
on the battlefield of Plassey ; and had further commemorated Lord 
Clive's achievement by an obelisk erected on the spot. But he aimed 
at something more than a local memorial to a man who loomed so 
large in the pages of British history, and in the spring of 1907, he 
sat down to pen an appeal for funds to enable him to have statues of 
him erected both in London and in Calcutta. He was unaware at 
the time, of the efforts which had been made by men of Clive's own 
county, Shropshire, and notably by Colonel H. Southam, then 
Mayor of Shrewsbury, Sir OfHey Wakeman, Chairman of Quarter 
Sessions and Sir J. Bowen Jones, Chairman of the Salop County 
Council, from 1902 onwards to have the omission repaired. And 
when, after issuing his appeal, he heard of the efforts which had 
already been made, he wrote with characteristic generosity acknow
ledging their priority in the field and soliciting their support. But 
it was the case of the Building Fund of the Royal Geographical 
Society over again ; it required Lord Curzon's prestige and driving 
force to carry the project to a successful issue. 

The glowing words in which he set forth Lord Clive's claims 
to recognition bore convincing testimony to the depth of his feel
ings in the matter. Though Clive's life" was passed amid startling 
vicissitudes of fortune and went out in tempestuous gloom, it was 
a life of pre-eminent service, of dazzling achievement and of eternal 
renown. Persecuted and reviled beyond almost any other public 
servant (except his even greater successor) in a century of the coarsest 
political passions and the blackeSt political ingratitude no national 
celebration followed his melancholy demise. Not in the great 
temple of reconciliation, but in a humble parish church, unmarked 
by slab or monument, were laid the remains of the man who at the 
age of thirty-one planted the foundations of an Empire more endur
ing than Alexander's, more splendid than Gesar's ... " 
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And if these moving words bear witness to the emotional fires 

that burned beneath the cold exterior of the man, a few sentences 
in his handwriting, scribbled across the cover of a copy of the 
pamphlet in which they were set forth, bear equally striking testi
mony to the incongruous extremes to· which his exuberant nature 
was constantly betraying him. "Mightn't.you do a bit of touting 
on our behalf?" he wrote, when forwarding the copy to a friend. 
" No one ever forks out now-a-days without personal solicitation
! might almoSt say without a pistol." People who were familiar 
with the rich and picturesque phraseology of his pul;>lic utterances 
were often puzzled and not a little shocked at such descents from 
rhetoric to slang-lapses which when perpetrated by others could 
be counted on to call forth Lord Curzon's'own horrified denun
ciation : " What is America coming to," he once. asked in scanda
lised astonishment, " when the Chairman of the great dinner to 
Sir Thomas Lipton at New York addressed the guest of the evening 
in the_ following language-' Sir Thomas, you are a corker!'
this evidently being the highest form of compliment?" 1 Those who 
in the course of conversation with Lord Curzon were suddenly 
greeted with some excruciating colloquialism or with an explosion 
of Rabelaisian humour, were apt to ask themselves a similar question. 

·"But surely that's an awful corker!" he exclaimed to an astonished 
official in India who was explaining to him the grievances of an 
Indian potentate. "I like to hear a fellow spit it out.!" he remarked 
on another occasion when, at a drawing-room party arranged for 
his entertainment, he had listened to a somewhat vigorous tenor 
doing his best with Schumann's "Two Grenadiers." 

This, however, is by ilie way. The moving language of his 
appeal to his fellow countrymen to wipe out the stain of a century 
and a half of neglect, was riot without effect, a~d there now stands 
at the head of the steps by the India Office, overlooking St. James's 
Park, a noble statue of Clive in bronze, and in the Victoria Memorial 
Hall in Calcutta a replica of the same statue in white marble ; while 
his name and fame are commemorated in Westminster Abbey by a 
portrait medallion admirably executed by Mr. ] ohn Tweed on the 
lines of a fine but little known picture by Gainsborough. And so 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, OB:ober 3rd, 1903. 
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t laSt, as Lord Curzon himself wrote some years afterwards, Robert 
:live took his place " among the silent great ones who yet speak, 
tnd will speak for all time from the walls of the metropolitan temple 
)four race." I 

The response to Li>rd Curzon' s appeal on behalf of the Royal 
Geographical Society 1.1ad been so remarkable that he now felt 
justified in summoning a special General Meeting of the Society 
for the purpose of obtaining sanCtion for the sale of the existing 
premises. At this meeting held on January the I 5th, 1912, he 
explained that when he had assumed office the Darwin Building 
Fund aided by legacies amounting to £;,ooo had stood at £6,420; 
but that the new fund, which he had himself inaugurated only 
eight months before, already amounted to over £3 I ,ooo, so that 
the' Society had at its disposal a sum of £n,ooo. And in addition 
the Government who were as a rule, " more given to taking money 
from others than to giving it themselves," had been persuaded, 
provided more commodious premises were acquired, to raise their 
grant from £5 oo to £1,2 5o a year. Authority to sell the premises 
in Savile Row was given with only one dissentient. 

Lord Curzon proceeded with a rapidity which muSt have dis
armed the cynical and confounded the sceptics. By the end of July 
he ha<t sold the building for a sum appreciably above the reserve 
placed upon it, and had purchased Lowther Lodge within a stone's 
throw of the Albert Hall, a building admirably suited to the pur
poses of the Society, and having in addition two acres of unbuilt 
on ground " of which," he explained in a circular letter to the 
Fellows, "it should not be difficult to sell so much as may be re
quired to build for the Society a hall to contain over x,ooo persons 
in immediate proximity to the house on the eaSt side. We should 
thus be in a positiorf to secure our own hall for nothing and to solve 
the problem which has baffled us for half a century and has driven 
us to accept the hospitality of Burlington House in a theatre the 
discomforts of which have been a source of constant complaint." z 

•" British Government in India," vol II. p. 145· 
•Letter dated July 29th, 1912. Owing to circumStances over which Lord Curzon 

had no control an agreement for the sale of the surplus land, which was reached largely 
as a result of his own aCtivity but which was never ratified, fell through ; and it was not 
until 1927 that a sale was at laSt effected. 
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On April the 14th, 1913, less than two years after his assumption 
of the Presidentship, Lord Curzon had the satisfaCtion of seeing the 
Society installed in its new home. 

It was, perhaps, the increased liabilities entailed by this change of 
habitation, combined with the enhanced a~commodation which it 
provided, that led Lord Curzon to change pis mind-a rare event
on a question of no small importance, namely, that of the admission 
of women to the Fellowship of the Society. "Their contributions 
to the sources of the Society," he pointed out in ~he course of his 
Presidential Address, on May the 26th, 1913," will add to our power 
of usefulness in the future." 

In sponsoring a change which twenty years before he had opposed 
and defeated he left nothing to chance. In 1892 his vigorously 
prosecuted opposition to the proposal had been successful largely 
owing to the hostility of the Fellows, not to the admission of women 
per se, but to the action of the Council of that day in eleCting a 
small number of ladies without prior reference to the Society as a 
whole. Lord Curzon was careful to run no such risk. On November 
the 21st, 1912, he issued to all Fellows a circular letter in which 
the case for reform was stated and carefully argued. Having by 
referendum obtained a majority of more than three to one in favour 
of the proposal, he then submitted it to the vote at a special General 
Meeting held on January the 15th, 1913. He admitted that he had 
changed his views since he had laS!: been prominently associated 
with the question ; but he emphatically denied any inconsistency 
on the part of those who supported the admission of women to 
membership of a scientific body, while continuing to offer unyield
ing opposition to their political enfranchisement. 

" For in the on:e case it is the grant• of a political right 
that is in question, a share in the Sovereignty of the country 
and the Empire. In the other case it is the concession to women 
of equal intellectual and educational opportunity with men, 
and a voice, in all probability a very limited voice, in the 
control of a Society that exists for nothing more formidable 
or contentious than the advancement of a particular depart
ment of human knowledge." 
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A minority of their Fellows-the actual scientists and explorers 
among them-he went on to point out, contributed direaly to the 
advancement of geographical knowledge ; the majority contri
buted indirectly to the same cause by providing, in the form of 
their annual subscripti~ns, the funds which were necessary to the 
prosecution of their scieqce. Why, then, should they say that such 
contributions, essential as they were, should be rejected simply 
because they happened to be offered by persons of the female sex ? 

The motion did not escape opposition ; but with the ground 
prepared as carefully as it had been, the result was never in doubt, 
and of those present at the meeting, 1 3 o voted for it and 51 againSt. 

That Lord Curzon's term of office should have coincided with a 
great outburSt of activity in exploration, resulting among other 
things in the discovery of the South Pole " and the mingled tragedy 
and glory of the expedition of Scott and Mawson," was accidental. 
But Lord Curzon did undoubtedly do much to bring the existence 
and the work of the Society to the notice of a wider public. He 
sought with marked success to persuade the most eminent men of 
the day that patronage of geography was an obligation equally 
incumbent on the administrator, the philosopher and the statesman ; 
and among the guests who accepted the hospitality of the Society 
at its annual dinners during his term of office were Cabinet ~linisters 
from the Prime Minister downwards. The increasing share of 
public intereSt which was thus attracted to the Society was reflected 
in the rapid increase in its membership. During his Presidcntship 
the number of Fellows jumped from 4,867 to 5 ,;oo, and the Society's 
income from £14,;oo to £16,5oo. 

But moSt characteristic of all, perhaps, was the personal care which 
he devoted to the arrangement of the building which he had chosen 
and purchased for the Society, from the selection of its wall papers, 
carpets, furniture and ornaments, and the hanging of its pictures, 
to the choice and acquisition, whether by purchase or by appeal, of 
additions to its picture gallery and museum. '' A persevering cor
respondence with the families or descendants of famous men has 
resulted," he said in the course of his last Presidential Address, 
" in the gift of many relics and objects of high personal value." He 
added the hope that the practice of collecting such things would be 
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persevered with and that the Society would be able to show in 
unbroken sequence memorials of all those who had won renown 
in the field of geography. The portrait of Lord Curzon himself by 
Sargent, which now hangs over the mantelpiece in the Council 
Room, stands alike as a memorial of his services to the cause of 
geography and as a token of appreciatif>n on the part of those 
whose affairs he direCted with such success, unique in the annals of 
the Society. , 

His interest in the affairs of the institution did not cease with his 
relinquishment of office. He had obtained from the late Lord 
Glencoriner a gift of [5oo for the adornment of,the Society's new 
home, and constant attendance at Christie's enabled him to make 
valuable additions to its collection of furniture and pictures. 

The collection of works of art both for himself and for public 
institutions was a hobby from which he derived immense delight. 
When in London he was a regular visitor at Christie's, so much so 
that in the spring of 1910 he was called as a witness for the defence 
in a law suit brought againSt Messrs. Christie in connection with 
their preparation of a catalogue dealing with a sale of china. And 
of all the institutions in which he was interested, none benefited 
more from his pursuit of this hobby than the Victoria Memorial 
Hall in Calcutta. From the time when he first propounded his 
scheme to the Indian public to the day of his, death, he never wearied 
of his quest ·after objects of historic or artistic intereSt for the col
lection which he had always intended that the building should 
house. I was not in the least surprised when I was told by Mr. 
Clement Jones, who served as secretary of the Shipping Control 
Committee which was set up in 1916 to cope with the grave position 
which had arisen owing to shortage of tonnage, that as Chairman 
of the Committee Lord Curzon appeared to take as much personal 
intereSt in arranging for the conveyance of some marble from Italy 
for some purpose connected with the Victoria Memorial Hall in 
Calcutta, as he did in dealing with a commurucatiqn of the higheSt 
importance from the Foreign Office, touching on the whole ques
tion of the shipping requirements of the Allies. Many of the exhibits 
which it-now possesses came to it by gift or by bequest at Lord 
Curzon' s personal solicitation ; others were purchased by him 
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from time to time on behalf of the Trustees. No opportunity of 
adding to the collection was ever lost. " By the way," he wrote, 
when inviting Sir Rennell Rodd to visit him in India, " would 
not some memento of your grandfather, the famous Rennell, be 
very appropriate for our Indian Valhalla, the Victoria Memorial 
Hall ? Have you or your family anything that you would like to 
give ?" 1 If he had drawn his bow at a venture he had not done so 
in vain, as witness a letter to the same correspondent four months 
later-" Yes, I will hold you to the bronze bust of old Rennell. 
We shall be moSt: grateful for it. The other day I was wandering 
about in Bengal with a map of his in my hand." 2 How many other 
articles-miniatures, manuscripts, pictures, prints-now reposing 
beneath the marble domes of the shimmering white building at the 
southern end of the Calcutta Maidan, were not obtained as a result 
of similar displays of personal solicitude ? The Report of the 
Trustees of the Victoria Memorial Hall for the year 192.5 lies before 
me as I write. Therein it is stated that without Lord Curzon's 
" incessant intereSt: and personal labour after he ceased to be Vice
roy, the collection would never have been brought together." He 
retained his intereSt: in it to the end, and on his death bequeathed 
to it a three-quarter length portrait of Major-General Stringer 
Lawrence, by Sir Joshua Reynolds. 

Lord Curzon's qualifications for Trusteeship of the Art Treasures 
of the nation were too obvious to be overlooked ; and, on the death 
of Lord Carlisle in the spring of 1911, he was appointed a Trustee 
of the National Gallery in his place. Few Trustees can have taken a 
more conscientious view of their duties than he did. Before he had 
been many months on the Board, his colleagues were given a taste 
of his reforming zeal. In November he moved for, and secured 
the appointment of, • a Committee to enquire into the retention of 
important pictures in this country and other matters connected 
with the National Art Collections. The Committee under his chair
manship held a number of meetings to consider the general prin
ciples underlying the subject and the procedure to be adopted in its 
investigation; and it was not until the autumn of 1912. that they 

•Letter dated November 22nd, rgor. 
•Letter dated March 2oth, rgo:z. 
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were prepared to begin the examination of the witnesses whom they 
decided to invite to give evidence before them. Throughout the 
autumn and winter the process of examining witnesses proceeded, 
and towards the end of I 9 I 3, the Committee, after digesting the 
great mass of material which had been collected for their use, pre
sented their Report to the Board of Trustees. Lord Curzon left 
nothing to chance. He wrote the Report covering I 49 foolscap 
sheets of paper with his own hand, and 'he was successful in carrying 
the Trustees with him at a series of meetings held specially for the 
purpose of considering the recommendations made. And having 
secured the concurrence of the Board, he proceeded characteristi
cally to write the long covering letter which reached the Treasury 
over the signature of the secretary, commending to the favourable 
consideration of the Government the recommendations of the 
Report which required their co-operation or assent. His labours 
were not even then completed. Between the submission of the 
Report to the Treasury in March 1914, and its presentation to Par
liament a year later, he was involved in an exacting correspondence 
over a difference of opinion which had arisen between the members 
of the Committee on a question of the highest importance, but one 
which Lord Curzon held to be outside the terms of reference, 
namely, that of the relations of the Director of the National Gallery 
to the Trustees. And there is little doubt that but for the tithe and 
energy which he devoted to pressing his view, the brief note 
attached to Mr. Benson's signature to the Report, indicating that 
it was appended. subject to dissent on this point, would have been 
replaced by a Minute arguing the case for a fundamental change in 
the powers of the Director and in the practice under which pur
chases were made by the Board of Trustees as a whole. 

The story of the appointment of the Conuruttee and of its sub
sequent labours is of intereSt, as showing the enthusiasm with ~hich 
Lord Curzon took up any work of the kind which was entrusted 
to him. The value of such service rendered ungrudgingly to the 
Nation was fully appreciated by the Government ; and when, 
thirteen years later, in 1924, the Government of that day decided 
to appoint a Fine Arts Commission to whom they and other authori
ties of standing might turn for advice on such matters as the 
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location of statues and monuments in public places, whether in 
London or the provinces, the selection of models for such works, 
questions of town planning and of landscape gardening in public 
parks, the Prime Minister turned instinctively to him as being 
peculiarly well qualified to direct the activities of the new body. 
Though for various reas~ns Lord Curzon was unwilling to accept 
the chairmanship, he served as a member of the Commission under 
Lord Crawford till his death. 



• 
• 

CHAPTER V 

ARCHITECTURE AND SOME OTHER THINGS 

THE ever expanding range of Lord Curzon's intellectual and artistic 
intereSts is testified to by the extent of his association, whether in a 
working or an honorary capacity, with learned societies, and by the' 
number of honorary titles which he held. Besides being Chancellor 
of one University and for some years Lord Rector of another, he 
had at one time or another been a Fellow of All Souls College and 
an Honorary Fellow of Balliol, Romanes Lecturer at Oxford and 
Rede Lecturer at Cambridge ; and had been the recipient of the 
Honorary Degrees of no less than five English and Scottish univer
sities. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society, and in addition to 
being a Trustee of the National Gallery and a member of the Fine 
Arts Commission, President and subsequently Trustee ofthe Royal 
Geographical Society, he was a Fellow of the British Academy, a 
Trustee of the British Museum and an Honorary Fellow of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects. 

Though his possession of this last distinction was not widely 
known, it was by no means without significance. The liSt of Hono
rary Fellows of the Institute is a small and very select one. It seldom 
contains more than ten names. The honour, consequently, is a 
rare one'. It was conferred upon Lord Curzon in 1904 as a token 
of appreciation of the intereSt in architecture which he had dis
played throughout the term of his Viceroyalty, both by his work of 
preservation and restoration and by his creation of a staff of Govern
ment architects with a view to raising the level of public architec
ture throughout the continent. But it was also given in recognition 
of the faa that it was in connection with architecture, of which he 
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had considerable practical as well as theoretical knowledge, that 
his artistic impulses found at once their most striking and their most 
characteristic expression. He had an eye for line and colour and an 
appreciation of a good moulding combined with a practical know
ledge of structural det~l quite unusual in a layman. And he often 
said that if politics had r10t claimed him he believed that he would 
have succeeded as an architetl:. Yet what gave to his interest in 
architecture its special charaB:er was neither his technical knowledge 
nor his aesthetic judgment, but his point of view. 

That is not to say that Lord Curzon did not appreciate to the full 
the utilitarian qualities of a building. With his severely practical 
mind it would have been surprising if he had not done so. And 
when during the closing months of his life he devoted so much 
time and thought to altering Kedleston, he insisted upon the com
plete modernisation of the famous Adam building, entering as 
usual into the minutest details himself. There were to be fifteen 
bathrooms, lifts, a billiard room and an elaborate system of tele
phones. This last item was one of no small importance, as may be 
seen from the following correspondence. 

"Don't please ring me up unless for something important," 
he wrote from Kedleston to his private secretary in London, 
one day in September 192.0. "This house is as large as Windsor 
Castle. I was busy at the other end of it when I was told you 
required me on the telephone. It took me two minutes or more 
to get there, six or seven minutes to get on to you, only to 
learn that as I was not corning up, you proposed to send me a 
pouch." 

Sir George Cunningham had merely telephoned his message from 
the Foreign Office in the expectation that it would be taken by a 
servant, and had little dreamed that it would involve the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs in an unnecessary walk downstairs and 
along passages, still less in a holograph letter of explanation and 
expostulation. 

And if Lord Curzon was keenly alive to this aspetl: of a building, 
he was still more sensitive to the artistic qualities of an architect's 
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work. No one who recalls his comments. on the monuments of 
Greece and Egypt, or his descriptions of the Taj and other Indian 
buildings, which have been recorded in earlier chapters of these 
volumes, will need to be apprised of that. 

Appreciation of the practical conveni~c~ or of the artistic 
merits of a building is, however, comtnj)n enough. What par
ticularly distinguished Lord Curzon's attitude towards architecture 
was his· perception in the case of buildings of any age, of another 
and much more subtle quality. "A house," he declared," has to my 
mind a history as enthralling as that of an individual. If an old 

·house it has a much longer existence, and it may be," he added, 
with a touch of cynicism, " both beautiful and romantic, which an 
individual seldom is." Therein is to be found the key to his pecu
liar point of view-he invested buildings with an almost human 
personality of their own, so that when he contemplated some 
ancient castle or mansion, it was much more than the stones and 
mortar that met his gaze ; more even than a thing of beauty or of 
grandeur. What he saw was a thing with a distinctive individuality 
of its own whose life story he instinctively passed in review as he 
gazed at it, picturing its growth from youth to adolescence, and from 
adolescence to old age ; its changing aspect under the creative 
hands of its successive occupants ; and conjuring up the scenes of 
which it had been a mute but interested witness. 

And he delighted to immerse himself in the atmosphere which 
such an edifice exhaled. His interest in ancient buildings was~ in 
fact, derived, in part at leaSt, from that passion for reconstructing 
the paSt upon which stress had been laid in earlier pages of this 
narrative. " In the case of a great family mansion which has passed 
from one scion to another of an ancient stock/' he wrote on one 
occasion, " the house becomes an epitome of the family history 
and is the outward and material symbol of its continuity." 1 But 
beautiful and ancient buildings which recalled the life and customs 
of the past were, in his view, something even more than historical 
documents of supreme value, they were a part of the spiritual and 
::esthetic heritage of a nation imbuing it with reverence and educat
ing its taste. And it was this conviction that led him to purchase 

'"British Government in India," Vol. I. 
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and eventually to bequeath to the State, two famous examples of 
the architecture of different periods of English history. 1 

There was in this the dying gesture of a proud patrician to the 
people, a fine reminder of his unquestioning acceptance of the obliga
tions attaching to rank., And as one reads those passages of his Will 
in which he set forth his. wishes concerning these princely offerings 
to the nation, and more particularly his desire that grounds and 
buildings should be open for all time for the enjoyment of the 
public, there rises almost inevitably before one's gaze the dramatic 
scene which accompanied the reading of another famous Will. 
Had Lord Curzon himself, perhaps, as he penned his carefully 
thought-out instructions to his Executors, a fleeting glimpse of the 
Forum of ancient Rome ; of the noisy and excited crowd as they 
hearkened to the persuasive eloquence of ~lark Antony ; of the 
effect produced on ::hem as they learned of Julius Cesar's thought 
for them-his wal:<s and private arbours and new planted orchards 
left to them : 

" And to their heirs for ever ; common pleasures, 
To walk abroad ana recreate themselves ?" ~ 

The story of his acquisition of Tattershall Castle in Lincolnshire 
reads like a romance. Public attention had been attracted to the 
ruin by the rumoured removal from it in 1911 of its four famous 
mantelpieces dating back to the firSt half of the 15th century, re
puted the fineSt in the United Kingdom and known to be the models 
which Pugin had taken for the fireplaces which he designed for the 
Houses of Parliament. Further publicity had been given to the 
matter by the public-spirited action of a neighbouring resident, 
Sir Frances Trippel,_in offering, if the Kational Trust would step 
in to save the casde and its fireplaces, to advance the money required 
up to a sum of £5 ,coo without interest, the anonymous purchaser 
of the latter having made it known that he would stay his hand if a 
sum of £z,8oo were forthcoming within the next forty-eight 
hours. For various reasons the Trust declined to act. The fireplaces 
were accordingly removed and the castle itself became the subject 

•See Lord Curzon's Will, dared March 8th, 1925. 
•See Shakespeare's" Julius CxGar," Aa III, Scene 2. 
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of disquieting rumour, it being widely put aboti.t-by interested 
parties as it afterwards turned out-that the building was to be 
taken down brick by brick and shipped across the Atlantic. 

It was at this juncture that Lord Curzon came upon the scene. 
He acted with characteristic promptitude. H.e ran down to Lincoln 
one November morning, saw the building/and by five o'clock the 
same afternoon had purchased it by telegram. " I had less than 
twenty-four hours to do it in," he remarked. Six months later the 
famous fireplaces were discovered in a store in Bloomsbury, .ready 
packed for shipment to America, and with the generous co-operation 
of Captain, afterwards Sir, Archibald Weigall, M.P., and other 
friends, w~re recovered and restored to their originai setting. 

His other gift to the nation lay in a different quarter, away in a 
fold of the Sussex hills where they sweep down to the valley of the 
Rother. It was, perhaps, because there was no trace of the modern 
world to mar its ancient and solitary beauty that Bodiam Castle, 
when his eyes first lit upon it, made so immediate and profound 
an appeal to Lord Curzon. So potent was the atmosphere that 
hung over it, that he would have felt little surprise-so h~ declared 
in his account of it-had a train of richly clad knights, falcons on 
their wrists and their ladies mounted on gaily caparisoned palfreys, 
emerged suddenly from its Barbican Gate. All who are familiar 
with the sumptuous and erudite volume in which Lord Curzon 
has traced with his own hand the history of the building and painted 
a picture of its architectural features, 1 will appreciate the immense 
amount of labour and research which went to its compilation. 
Yet incredible though it may seem, the material for the history of 
Bodiam Castle was collected, and the Story itself written, concurrently 
with those of five-or, if we place in this category the elaborate 
work on Government House, Calcutta, publisl:red in I 92 5 under the 
title of "British Government in India," six-other buildings; a 
task which occupied him 'at intervals throughout the remainder of 
his life. 

In his pursuit of the life story of these various buildings-Calcutta, 
Walmer, Hackwood, Tattershall, Bodiam, Montacute and Kedleston 
-he delved deep into the.archives of the Record Office, the British 

•" Bodiam Castle," published po§lhumously. 
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Museum and other institutions ; and he perused with unexampled 
patience and pertinacity page after page of musty parchment on 
which might be recorded some transaction calculated to throw light 
on the matter under investigation. " Search must be made," he 
explained, " in Patent Rolls, Close Rolls, Pipe Rolls, Charter Rolls, 
Parliamentary Rolls, ~quisitions, Visitations, in the published 
State Papers, and in any documentary source that tells of the grant 
or inheritance of lands, the proceedings of Law Courts or of Par
liaments, or the gifts and awards of Kings." 1 

To tell in any detail the story of this absorbing queSt which had 
for its goal the production not of a volume, but of a whole series 
of volumes to be called " The British Mansions Series," would 
require a book in itself. All that is possible here is to indicate 
briefly the systematic way in which Lord Curzon set about a task 
which to him was a hobby and recreation, but which to many men 
might have sufficed for a life's work. 

The story of Bodiam Castle has been the firSt of six volumes on 
English houses which he planned, to be given to the world ; but 
it was not the first that he took in hand. His brief occupancy of 
Walmer Castle in the summer of 1904 had fired him with the ambi
tion of unravelling its paSt history and piecing together a consecu
tive Story of its Lord Wardens, from Lionel Sackville, Duke of 
Dorset, who was" the first Lord Warden who is supposed to have 
resided here and to have built the room in which I am now writing," z 
up to the present day. And the unhappy associations of his own 
tenure of the office did nothing to damp his ardour for research 
into the history of its paSt. His idea, as set forth in a letter to Mr. 
Barwick, was to amass and collate all the available material, and 
from it " to frame a private and unpublished history of the inner 
life of the castle anti the changes through which it has passed." 3 

And some time later he explained in greater detail the nature of his 
aim: 

" What I am looking for especially, is the personal aspect of 

•" Bodiam Ca.~e," p.14. 
•Letter to Mr. G. F. Barwick, Keeper of Printed Books, British Museum, September 

lilt, 1904· 
3Letter dated September 1~, 1904. 
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the life at Walmer, of the Lord Wardens, their letters from there 
about the place, the mention of alterations in its structure or 
appearance, allusions to it in the correspondence of eminent 
men, incidents that happened there, details about the property 
attached to the castle or the life and lFcal occupations of the 
Lord Wardens." x · 

His labour has not been lost. After his death the material which he 
amassed and the notes which he made together with the manuscript 
which he had completed, covering the ground up to the death of 
Lord Liverpool, were entrusted to the 'competent hands of Mr. 
Stephen Gwynn; and in the autumn of 1927 the story of Walmer 
Castle and of the Lord Wardens, planned and more than half 
written by Lord Curzon and completed from his notes by Mr. 
Gwynn, was made available to the reading public. 

Shortly after his return from India Lord Curzon took Hackwood 
House near Basingstoke, the property of Lord Bolton, and was 
soon engaged in studying its paSt. 

" I am looking into the history of this place, which was a 
famous house inhabited for a century, 1690-1790, by the seven 
Dukes of Bolton," he wrote, "and since then by the four 
Lords Bolton. There is a tradition that Capability Brown, 
whose chief work was done between 1760 and 1780, came 
here and remodelled the grounds and gardens, and it may well 
have been so. But we have no definite record. Have you any 
reference in the Museum to a Life of Brown fuller than that 
in the Dictionary of National Biography, from which I could 
derive accurate information ? There muSt somewhere be a 
record of his work." z 

A reply to the effect that some at leaSt of the records that Lord 
Curzon would like to have perused were no longer to be had 
evoked a sigh of regret-" What a pity it is that records that might 
so easily be kept, so easily disappear, submerged in private libraries, 
lost or destroyed." 3 

•Letter dated July 25th, 1905. 
•Letter to Mr. 'G. F. Barwick, April 18th, 1910. 
3/bid., April 21St, ~,9IO• 
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It was not enough for Lord Curzon that he should piece together 
the history of the buildings in which he took an intereSt, difficult 
and laborious though that task often proved to be. I Ic must also 
play his own part in the life story of the houses thcmsdvcs. The 
zeal with which he planned and carried through his gn:at programme 
of preservation and reltoration of ancient buildings in India, was 
scarcely more remarkable than the enthusiasm with which, after 
his return to England, he worked for the preservation and restora
tion of historic buildings in the English country sidc. For while 
in one case he had behind him the financial resources of the State 
and the professional and administrative assistance of a Government 
Department, in the other he had to rely on his own unaided effort. 
It was a positive pain to him to see a building of a particular pl.!riod 
losing its character-personality he would have preferred to call it 
-through ignorance, indifference or negleB: from whatever cause 
arising. And it can only have been a desire to ensure the preser
vation of the building in keeping with its own distinctive period 
that caused him in 1914 when heir to Kedleston and in actual occu
pation of Backwood House, to take a lease of yet another mansion, 
which he regarded as being by far the moSt beautiful house of middle 
size in England. Once in his possession, Montacutc House in Somer
setshire underwent complete restoration and was re-furnished 
from floor to roof. 

His intereSt ill the subjeB: was extraordinary, and when Mr. W. H. 
Helm wrote his book "Homes of the PaSt," in which he gave a 
sketch of domestic buildings and life in England from the :\orman 
to the Georgian age, accompanied by a proposal for preserving 
certain typical houses, each to be furnished as an example of its 
own time, Lord Curzon not only applauded the proposal but read 
through the proofs• and supplied additional information on little 
known details of early English life. " I think that your idea of the 
historical homes is a very good one," he wrote in October 1919, 
"and before I die I shall have contributed two and possibly three." 
And after the publication of the book : 

" I received with great pleasure the copy of your excellent 
book and noticed the intereSting interpolation "-this refer-
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ring to the information which he had himself supplied-" on 
baths. As you, I think, point out, they used to bat~e together 

· in great tubs in the open air and ablutions were nearly as 
common as now. . . . The absence of nightgowns or sleeping 
suits 'is another feature of domestic existence much in evidence 
in the stories and wood cuts." 1 f 

Lord Curzon viewed with dismay the indifference of the age to 
the sweeping changes which were despoiling England of much 
that was beautiful and characteristic of her past, both in the great 
centres of population and in the quiet country side. " One of the 
glories of the English country is the English village, and the main 
glory of the English village is the picturesque and s'm.iling cottage 
in which the English peasant and his forefathers have been wont 
to dwell," he wrote in a despairing effort to call attention to one at 
least of the evils which followed in the train of the utilitarian spirit 
of the day. 

" It would be a national tragedy if in the building or re
building of labourers' cottages that is likely to follow any 
systematic attempt made by the Legislature to improve the 
conditions of agricultural life, these old buildings were to be 
replaced by a new type of standardised cottage, dumped down 
either singly-or still worse-in rows like a lot of band boxes, 
or canisters, or dog kennels, or whatever may be the parallel 
suggested by the precise degree of monotony and monstrosity 
presented in their construction. It is doubtful whether the 
labourer would be mote comfortable-he certainly would 
not be happier-and a cruel injury would be done to the 
beauty of the countryside." 2 

The appeal was not without effect ; for in the following summer a 
large number of models and designs of country cottages, embodying 
the characteristic architectural features of akost every county in 
England, were sent in by architects from all over the country as 
exhibits in a competition which was organised in response to it. 

'Letter dated AuguSt 3rd, 1921. 
•Letter to Co~~ntry Life, Oetober 18th, 1913. 
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In the meantime Lord Curzon had made an equally impassioned 
appeal for funds for the preservation, if not of old London itself
for he realised that that was scarcely possible-at leaSt of records, 
maps and descriptions of it before it had wholly perished and been 
forgotten. London, he urged the public to remember, was not 
merely a vaSt and pur\:>oseless aggregation of human beings ; it 
was also a great historical monument, a unique and wonderful 
treasure-house of the past. "It is a place that has exercised a power
ful influence upon the life and growth of the nation ; and corres
pondingly the history of our people has written itself in indelible 
characters, sometimes in savage scars, upon its face." r 

Where he was in a position to do so, as in the case, for example, 
of houses which he himself owned or rented, he gave lavishly both 
thought and money to the work of restoring to the buildings or 
their surroundings features which had been lost to them through 
the carelessness of individuals or the ravages of time. At Backwood 
he traced dimly in the undergrowth of the famous Spring Wood, 
with its giant cedars, beeches and spruces soaring a hundred feet 
and more into the air, the outline of an ancient cockpit. His curi
osity was at once aroused. What had it been like when in use ? 
Had the floor been of soil, or sand, or turf? Would the banks of 
the arena have been furnished with wooden tiers or grassy steps ? 
Prints of covered-in cockpits by Hogarth and others were extant ; 
but pictures of open air cockpits he had not come across. Did such 
exist ? He turned not for the firSt time to the Keeper of Printed 
Books at the British Museum-" Once again I wish your kind 
assistance. I am thinking of restoring an open air cockpit-probably 
the only one left in England .... " His queSt was evidently success
ful, for the cockpit may be seen to-day, a hollow grass-sown cup 
with sloping bank s\lrrounded by a row of yews and with a flight of 
steps leading down to the floor of the arena. 

In his constant search for, and occasional acquisition of, historic 
monuments and works of art, Lord Curzon had more than once 
been brought into sharp collision with persons who trafficked in 
such things, not so much for love of art as with the hope of profit. 

•Speech at a General Meeting of the Committee for the survey of the memorials 
of Greater London, December 14th, 1913. 
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His knowledge gained at Tattershall, of the means employed for 
the purpose of raising prices, was added to not long afterwards, 
in the course of an attempt which he made to preserve in its original 
setting an historic room known as the Globe room, of the Reindeer 
Inn at Banbury-" that beautiful specimen," as he described it," of 
untouched and unspoiled Jacobean wor~, equally remarkable for 
its dark panelled walls, its fine mullioned window and its exquisite 
plastered ceiling which has for three centuries been the pride of the 
provincial town." 1 His efforts were unavailing, the room, pur
chased for a sum believed to be in the neighbourhood of £I,ooo, 
was removed and set up in the premises of a dealer in London, 
by whom it was intimated that it could be bought, the price men
tioned being £4,500. On entering into negotiations, Lord Curzon 
was informed that the room had in the meantime been disposed 
of though, as in the case of Tattershall, the name of the purchaser 
was withheld. 

"There," he explained in a letter to The Times in which 
the· story of his attempt was set forth, " the matter rests. 
Whether the Globe room has passed into the hands of some 
unknown but public spirited benefactor, acting in the interests 
of the public, or whether it has been made the subject of an 
arrangement designed to extricate those who are involved 
from an uncomfortable position, or whether it has entered 
upon one more phase of its career of unabashed profit hunting, 
or whether it is fated to disappear from our shores and to turn 

. up in a Transatlantic mansion or a Continental museum, we 
have no means of ascertaining. We call attention to the matter 
to show what are the proceedings at Banbury as at Tattershall 
which those who would fain save, the antiquities of our country 
from vandal hands have to cope with, and how rapacious are 
the instincts which will tear out panelling and mantelpieces 
from their ancient surroundings in order to make a dealer's 
profit out of what should be~ nation's glory." z 

Such experiences were unfortunate. They encouraged the sus
picion always latent in Lord Curzon's mind, that persons with whom 

•The Times of AuguSt 1St, 1912. •Ibid. 
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he transacted business were in the main concerned to get the better 
of him. They brought to the surface, consequently, a trait in his 
character which was curiously at variance with his habitually spacious 
outlook upon life. Despising and condemning meanness in the 
wideSt sense in which that term is used-and more particularly 
meanness of character and pettiness of mind-he nevertheless dis
played an almoSt huckstering spirit in business matters ; and 
while condemning rapacity in others, he openly gloried in getting 
the better of a bargain. A shrewd appreciation of values derived 
from the struggles of those early days when, aided by his own 
exertions, he had with difficulty made the two ends of an exiguous 
income meet ; a certain pride in the possession of knowledge of 
the kind ; an intense dislike of being done-since to be worsted 
predicated obvious inefficiency-all these led him to drive hard 
bargains and made of him a man with whom to do business was 
seldom easy and sometimes far from pleasant. 

He himself used to tell with obvious delight an amusing story of 
the way in which, on one occasion, he foiled the rapacity with which 
he invariably credited all dealers in works of art. There was adver
tised for sale at Christie's a particularly fine red lacquer cabinet for 
which he had determined to bid. On the day of the sale he was 
detained at an important meeting and on reaching the sale room 
learned, to his annoyance, that the lot had already passed under the 
hammer. Ascertaining the price and the name of the dealer from the 
provinces to whom the cabinet had been knocked down, he jour
neyed to his establishment, where the following conversation took 
place:-

Lord Curzon : " I should think .Mr. So-and-so, that they will be 
making you a peer before long." 

The dealer : " Why do you say that, my Lord ?" 
Lord Curzon: "Oh, because of your well-known political views, 

to say nothing of the immense profits which you muSt make on the 
works of art in which you deal." 

The dealer : " I assure you, my Lord, that I never look for a 
profit of more than zo per cent. on anything that I buy." 

Lord Curzon: "Is that so? Then I will give you xo per cent. 
on that lacquer cabinet which you have recently purchased." 
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The dealer though manifestly disconcerted had no choice but to 

agree. And the cabinet may be seen to-day at the foot of the stair
case in Lord Curzon's home in Carlton House Terrace. 

Lord Curzon's suspicions were not confined to dealers in works 
of art. He started with the assumption that all contractors were his 
enemies. His dealings with them took the form, consequently, 
of an odd kind of warfare in which he usually-though not always
came off the victor. His strategy was simple, his preference being 
for a direa frontal attack. He merely knocked off from their 
accounts the amount which he regarded as constituting the excess 
over a reasonable pro£t. This procedure did not always pass with
out challenge. A fum which he had treated in this way wrote back 
to him on one occasion in terms which caused him acute anguish 
for many days afterwards. 

When towards the end of his life he began the work which he had 
long planned at Kedleston, he sought an architect upon whose 
services he should have £rst call, and in Mr. A. S. G. Butler he found 
a man who was prepared to throw himself heart and soul into the 
task in prospea. The Agreement between them was drawn up much 
in the form of a Convention between the Governments of two 
Powers and with all the care that, as Foreign Secretary, Lord Curzon 
would have devoted to the drafting of such a document. Even the 
quality of the meals to which the architea would be entitled in the 
owner's absence was exailly stipulated. 

In all these transactions it was the reputation for shrewdness 
which he valued, and not the savings which he effected ; for he 
spent money lavishly and without the smalleSt tinge of regret pro
vided that the return ·which he obtained for his outlay was satis
factory. At Backwood, which he held on a comparatively short 
lease only, he spent thousands of pounds on improvements, going 
so far as to have a mound of solid chalk rising at its greateSt point 
to a height of from twelve to fourteen feet above the surrounding 
level, which interrupted to some extent the view over the park 
from the ground floor windows, bodily removed., Yet he would 
write pages in his own hand, disputing over the moSt trifling out
lays which he considered should be made by the landlord rather 
than by the tenant. A somewhat cold reception accorded by the 
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landlord's agent to a suggestion which he made shortly after the 
outbreak of war in 1914, that the estate should supply the material 
required for the repair of a pond which he wished to undertake, 
called forth a typical reply-" Really isn't it rather shabby haggling 
over the petty contributions I ask you to make ? . . . I am some
times almoSt: stupefied at the meanness of the whole thing, the 
tenant spending thousands on beautifying another man's place, the 
latter's agent huckstering over a few pounds." 

Similarly the somewhat frequent appeals for funds to meet 
church expenses at once conjured up visions of inefficient manage
ment. 

"It seems to me quite wrong that Mr. A. should have these 
incessant church expenses collections. On each of the three 
occasions on which I have been present in the laSt: six weeks 
there has been such a collection. There is not a church in Eng
land \vhere there is such an incessant demand for this object. 
Once a month or twice a quarter ought to be quite enough ... I 
have often given £1 to a church expenses collection here. But 
I will not do this if on every occasion when I enter the church 
I feel I am forcibly to be dunned for the same object." 

A steady rise in the rates was responsible for a prodigious cor
respondence. Detailed figures showing the increase in certain 
rates from £86 4s. 1od. in 1908 to £117 9s. 9d. in 1914, were labo
riously set out and communicated to the agent for his inspection
"Is there to be no stop to this progressive increase ?" Lord Curzon 
asked. An appeal was suggested ; but the suggestion met with 
little favour. 

" I think you have forgotten that exactly two years ago I 
spent £2.0 in a futile appeal against the enhanced assessment 
of this house. I regard the assessment of this house and estate 
as scandalous. But my experience two years ago was that I 
can get no justice from the Assessment Committee. What, 
therefore, is the good of my appealing again ? Do you wish 
to join me in such an appeal ? Two years ago you left me to 
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bear the entire burden whereas it seems to me that we are 
equally concerned." 

The question of repairs was a constant source of controversy. 
" The roof of coal shed which I have frequently advised you either 
to repair or to take down since it is a part of your obligation, has 
now fallen in as I always told you it would." It was all a question 
whether under the clause of the lease by which the landlord bound 
himself to keep the main walls and roof of the mansion house in 
order, he was bound to keep in similar repair all adjacent buildings. 
Lord Curzon thought he was-" It was precisely the point that you 
name about which I took legal advice, viz., that the roof of the 
mansion carries with it the contiguous buildings. . . . The coal 
shed has been in a state of dilapidation ever since I came here and I 

· have not the slighteSt intention of repairing it. If the landlord 
chooses to dispute his liability I have nothing to say to that ; I 
merely suggeSt in your own intereSt that you should save what 
slates you can while there is time." 

The exaCting and litigious spirit in which he approached all 
such matters did sometimes end by landing him in the law courts. 
" Can you name a competent solicitor to me in Basingstoke," he 
enquired one Sunday morning, " to represent ,me in a rather 
troublesome case with a horse-dealer in the County Court ?" A 
recommendation was duly made ; but the nominee had already 
been briefed by the opposing party and Lord Curzon tried again
'' I wrote to Mr. A. only to hear that he is appearing for X. in the 
case about the horse. As I mentioned to you Mr. B. cannot appear 
for me because he is Registrar of the Court. I would rather not 
employ Mr. C. because of the very rude letters that he wrote to me 
when he represented Y. in the -case. I have n<;ver had such letters 
from a solicitor . • . " • · 

And if it was distruSt of the intentions of other people that led 
him to approach all business matters in an aggressive and unaccom
modating spirit, it was similarly distrust of the ability of anyone else 
to do justice to his case that was the cause of his rooted aversion 
to delegate work of any kind to others. One day not long before 
his departure from England to take up his appointment as Viceroy 
of India, he was surprised by a friend hurrying from room to room 
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in his house in London, his shirt sleeves rolled up, a pencil and a 
sheaf of paper in his hands. He was making an inventory of his 
furniture before leaving. His view of the utility of a secretary was 
well illustrated by a casual remark in a letter to Ian Malcolm, who 
had promised to look out for a suitable person for him-"l am so 
busy with Frontiers "-the Romanes Lecture which he was prepar
ing to deliver-" and Oxford that I have carted secretary for the 
moment; but will take advantage of your good nature later." 1 

He insisted on the smalleSt detail of estate management being 
submitted to him in person and complained bitterly if this was not 
done. " If, as I am informed, it is the case that you have invited 
people to play on the golf course in Backwood Park "~though 
Lord Curzon had the shooting he did not rent the Park-" without 
reference to me, I muSt say that this is a procedure which I have 
every right to resent. I am willing enough to let people use it, but 
at leaSt I expetl: to issue the invitations myself." 1 A small altera
tion to the water-works done without prior consultation with him 
elicited a similar rebuke-" The water-works arrangement seems 
to me rather faulty. I never hear anything about it until I get the 
bill. Clearly as I have to pay two thirds I ought to know what is 
going on." 

Yet he sometimes professed indignation at being troubled un
necessarily. "It is rather hard in all my overwhelming work to be 
bothered by you with these complaints about rabbits," he wrote 
on June t!-.e 8th, I 921. " Your letter cost me six letters or perhaps 
twenty minutes of time which I cannot afford and now you trouble 
me again. Do for Heavens sake write to A. though he is the sub
tenant." A week later-" It would have been so easy for you to 
relieve me by writing your complaints to A. instead of taking the 
pedantic line of bothering me. I often wonder why it gives you so 
much pleasure to avoid the courtesies of life." And on July the r 3th : 
" I am astonished that instead of plaguing me with these letters you 
do not take the simple and, I should have thought, obvious course 
of writing to A. himself. However you seem bent on causing me as 
much annoyance as you can, and you certainly succeed." 

•Letter dated October 18th, 1907· 
•Letter to the Agent, 2oth April, 1913. 
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These traits in a man of Lord Curzon's breadth of vision are 

amazing. Taken by themselves they give an altogether false impres
sion of his character. Prima facie they suggeSt a meanness from 
which Lord C~rzon would himself have recoiled in horror. Of 
course he never saw them in this light. He saw in them a per
fectly natural display of a very proper business capacity which far 
from being reprehensible was wholly meritorious. He consequently 
added to his offence in the eyes of those who did not see matters 
precisely· as he did, by glorying in them. His many acts of private 
generosity he kept to himself. His gifts to the community-both 
in India and in Great Britain-were, of course, well known ; though 
few were aware, perhaps, that the reason why he kept Bodiam 
Castle in his own hands during his lifetime was that he was pre
pared to spend more money on its upkeep than he thought that any 
public department would feel justified in doing. He confided to a 
correspondent who, being unaware of his intentions, had enquired 
tentatively whether he would be willing to part with it, that he had 
already spent nearly £5 ,ooo on its restoration, and that until it 
passed on his death to the nation, he proposed to continue spending 
on it all that was required to keep it in a proper state of preservation. 1 

Another example of his indifference to money as such is provided 
by his action in 1915,in repaying to the Treasury sums amounting 
to between £6oo and £7oo which had been paid to him in respect of 
his salary as a member of the Cabinet. His explanation was given 
in a letter to the Prime Minister : . 

" At a time when the Government is preaching and ought, 
therefore, to be practising economy, I do not like the feeling of 
drawing a salary so greatly in excess either of my own de$erts 
or of the work which I am called upon to perform as that which 
I now receive ... I ask your permission to serve the State so 
long as I have the honour to be a member of your Government 

~ holding only a nominal office (that of Lord Privy Seal) in an 
·unpaid capacity." z 

That he had refused payment for his services which, though he 
hdd charge of no administrative Department, were sufficiently 

'Letter to Major B. Baden Powell, October 19th, 1921. 
•Letter dated AuguSt 5th, 1915. 
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arduous, became known at the time. But how many even among 
his closest friends were aware of his many acts of private gene
rosity and kindliness ? Of the banking account of a friend of his 
youth guaranteed ? Of the financial aid rendered to a writer 
fallen on evil days, whose works he happened to admire? Of the 
gift to a humble Indian Servant in far away Madras, a man quite 
unknown to him, but one whose gallant deed in trying to save an 
Englishman in danger, long after he had himself left India, had come 
to his notice through the columns of an Indian newspaper ? 1 

Nothing, indeed, has been more striking than the number of 
letters which I have received during the past two years from persons 
in every stratum of society testifying to Lord Curzon's instinctive 
generosity and kindliness of heart. Somewhere in this country 
there is-or was-a young man bearing the name, George Curzon 
Crabb. He is the owner of a treasured silver christening cup, the 
gift of his godfather. It was mere chance combined with a thought
ful impulse on the part of a passing traveller that dowered him with 
so eminent a godparent. He happened to be the infant son of a 
country chemist to whose shop Lord Curzon was taken for a ban
dage when he met with a motor accident in 1908. Nor did Lord 
Curzon's innate generosity stop short at the bestowal of mere 
material gifts. His intereSt once aroused, he would spare no pains 
to assist a fellow worker. Like the author of " Ozias Humphry " 
and" John Zoffany," 2 many speak in terms of the warmeSt gratitude 
of laborious aid ungrudgingly rendered to them. These arc but a 
few examples taken at random. But it is in these and such as these, 
rather than in the extravagant economics of an intelligible idiosyn
crasy, that is to be found a key to the real character of the man. 

•The occasion was the ass~sination of .\1r. H. 0. D. Hardin~, DiStrict Court judge, 
at Trichinopoly in December 1915. The Court Daffadar, an old man of over fifty, 
grappled with the assassin and was badly wounded. The story was told by Mr. E. L. 
Thornton, a former judge of the diStrict, in a letter to the Statesman of Calcutta, in which 
he asked for funds to purchase the Daffadar a plot of land. Ir was this letter which in 
the midSt of his exaCting labours in 1916 caught Lord Curzrm's eye and moved him to 
send a contribution to the fund. 

•Dr. G. C. \\illiamson, D.Litt., who tells me that in spite of the overwhelming 
burden which Lord Curzon was carrying at the time-the boob in queStion were 
published in 1918 and 1920 respeCtively--he devoted an immense amount of time and 
trouble towards obtaining for him certain material of which he was in need. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CHANCELLOR OF OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

~907-~92 5 

by 

SrR HERBERT WARREN; K.c.v.o. 

Vice-Chancellor of the University, 19o6-r9ro 

Vice, that is by turns
O'er pale faces mourns, 
The black-tassell'd trencher and common hat; 
The Chantry-boy sings, ' 
The Steeple-bell rings. 
And as for the Chancellor-domina!. 

Keats, "On Oxford, A Parody," written during 
his stay in Magdalen Hall, September, r8r7. 

T,!!E.gifted artist, Philip de-Laszlc:);,painter of the masterly portrait 
of Lord Curzon which hangs in the Hall of All Souls College, tells 
an interesting story about it. "When I began upon it,'' he relates, "I 
said to Lord Curzon, the firSt thing you muSt do is to forget that you 
w~~~~r Yiceroy C?f India. I am going to paint you as something 
far greater, as le grand penseur, the Chance11or of. the ,University of 
Oxford." What Lord Curzon replied he does not say. But if not 
greater than the Viceroyalty, the Chancellorship was also 'great.' 
Lord Curzon gave himself to either with his .whole being,. with 
all his unwearying ambitious -industry, eager to make the, moSt of 
either office, to set his mark alike on India and on Oxford, to leave 
each.bette~ thal} __ _hefC?.und it. · 
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Largely for this very reason he was not, during the process, 
popular. He was an exacting chief, but if he taxed and tired his 
helpers in Oxford as elsewhere it was not so ruthlessly as he taxed 
and tired himself. He sweated the sixty minutes to the death, and 
was always trying to find sixty-one minutes in the hour, and twenty
five hours in the day. Oxford which had only seen him in his pros
perous youth did not at once realize this. Even in his youth he was 
diligent to a fault. " What's the score ?" he said to a friend sitting 
on the bench at All Souls and watching the last game of a set after 
which the two were to join in. " Five, Three," was the reply. " Oh, 
I'll go back to my rooms, I think I can juSt: finish my article for the 
Quarterly. Call me when it's over." It was over very soon; and 
his friend summoned him. " Have you finished your article ?" 
"No, but I've done three more pages," he said. 

After his youth he too seldom gave himself time to enjoy and be 
enjoyed. He was for ever dashing off to the next engagement 
almost before the first was completed. 

But if not a popular, he was certainly a great, Chancellor. Oxford 
has seen greater men fill this post, a Cromwell, or a Wellington, 
neither of them it may be remarked, her own son, the one forced 
upon her, the other invited by her, from outside ; but she has not 
experienced since Laud, if ever, anyone who made so much difference 
to her constitution, her daily life, and her fate. It is the irony of 
history that much of the effect of Lord Curzon's work was swallowed 
up in that of the Commission which followed it. The prelude is loSt: 
in the larger composition, but without the prelude, the note of that 
composition itself would have been entirely different, for Oxford 
perhaps tragically different. 

The problem and the powers of Laud were in no way parallel. 
Oxford was in Laud's day a small, homogeneous, ecclesiastical 
community, a seminary, or set of seminaries, containing perhaps 
about a thousand resident members, graduate and undergraduate, 
all but a very few belonging to, or preparing for, a single profes
sion of which Laud was the head ; cloistered and cut off from the 
reSt: of the community, no fierce light playing on its rulers, no 
enemies or new-comers beating on the doors. 

Lord Curzon had known Oxford and been known by her for 
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s~mething.under thirty ye.~rs when he became.her~C:!!.ans£1Jo..!-.. To 
hold this office, her £rst magistracy, had been one of his avowed 
ambitions. He had, too, already been designated by others as the 
natural successor to the eminent Oxford man under whom as a 

· newly-fledged graduate he had begun his c_areer in the great world. 
When however, after some thirt¥-fiye ye<y;,~'.!.Y..gure of:the .Chan

cellorship, Lord Salisbury died in 1903, Lord Curzon was. in India 
still immersed in his Viceroyalty. Had he been in England it seems 
likely he would have been elected then. It is probably fortunate 
for Oxford that this did not happen. The time was ripening, but 
hardly yet ripe, for his advent and intervention. Lord Salisbury, 
though always ready when a dignus vindice nodas arose, had fol
lowed the old tradition, and been as Chancellor, for the moSt part, 
a figure-head and an absentee. Here, as in other spheres, he was a 
pungent critic but not a reformer. He had made scathing remarks 
about ' idle Fellows ' who had won their position by writing Greek 
Iambics, but he had let them alone. But now something more seemed 
called for. In the spring of 1906 Lord Goschen, who from the 
firSt had taken an active intereSt in these matters, told the Vice
Chancellor and others what he heard in_ political circles as to the 
imminence of a new Commission. The Campbell-Bannerman 
Government had juSt come in with an overwhelming majority, and 
many Liberals within and out of Oxford, thought the opportunity 
had arrived to follow the precedent of Gladstone's government in 
1870. With this in mind Goschen took the characteristic step of 
looking into the finances of the University and Colleges, and asked 
to have Statistical tables prepared to show what was being done 
by the Colleges voluntarily to assist the University in learning and 
science, in teaching and research. · · -

These revealed that the Colleges, according to their means
two or three of the richer very conspicuously-had been moSt 
generous in this regard. At the same time that very remarkable 
son and benefactor of Oxford, the Hon. T. A. Brassey, who had 
headed a movement for the further endowment of his own College, 
Balliol, was beginning upon a similar effort for the assistance of the 
University as a whole. 

In the midst of all this, on.:Febtuary..i-qth;::I907;:...Goscheg;J!Q.~.a 
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young man, died quite suddenly, and the representatives of 
the University went down once more to Seacox Heath to bid the 
laSt farewell to the Chancellor whom they had inducted there not 
four years before. When the Chancellor dies the Vice-Chancellor 
takes charge. He is possessed of very considerable powers, but he 
is in a very delicate position. It is not for him to nominate or even 
suggeSt a Chancellor, indeed he is the laSt person to do so. And 
yet, as appeared again in 1 92.5, he has much responsibility for 
guiding the process of deliberation so that a right choice, indeed 
the right and really representative choice, may be made. The deciding 
factors were in 1907, as they were in 192.5, as indeed they generally 
are, public politics, academic politics, and College and personal 
influences. 

Goschen's election had been exceptional. It was largely an agreed 
compromise. He was a Liberal UnioniSt who had become very 
much of a Conservative and had been nominated as his Chancellor 
of the Exchequer by Lord Salisbury when Lord Randolph Churchill 
"had forgotten him." Academically he was a 'moderate.' The 
Liberals, headed by men like Professor Pelham, accepted him as the 
moSt Liberal Conservative they could get, and the Conservatives 
because their " rising hope " was in India. Yet even Goschen had 
not been accepted without demur. The tradition had been that 
Oxford's Chancellor should belong to one of the old "govern
ing families " and be of high, if possible the higheSt, public 
distinction. An attempt had been made by his old Balliol friends, 
notably by Dr. Henderson, Warden of Wadham, to run Lord 
Lansdowne, but he declined nomination. Lord Rosebery was then 
nominated, but his name had not been in the Gazette two days 
when he withdrew it and Goschen was elected without a conteSt. 
When the vacancy ·occurred again, Lord Lansdowne was sounded 
more deliberately by the Vice-Chancellor, but again de£nitely 
declined. Academic distinction had now come to be recognised 
as a very important factor. Lord Curzon fulfilled this, as well as 
all the other requirements. His Oxford career had been full both of 
promise and performance; his cursus honorttm in public life even 
more so. But it began to be whispered that academically he was not 
so sound a Conservative as had been thought in 1903. " Die-hards " 
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like Mr. Case, the President of Corpus, who had no suspicions 
then, had doubts now. 

College intereSts, too, made themselves felt. Christ Church 
naturally casting about for a man, bethought itself of the brilliant 
Lord Rosebery and the sound Lord St. Aldwyn. But if the Liberals 
could divide Christ Church, All Souls had now become a leading 
force, and. Sir William Anson as its head, at the very height of his 
w~ll deserved influence, himself a Balliol man and the intimate 
friend of Strachan-Davidson and of Raper the "King-Maker" 
of Trinity, also originally of Balliol, could divide the Liberals, and 
Curzon could count on much support from Balliol. And so it 
proved. · 

The Liberals were anxious to fight, and· again induced ~Q..rd 
R9s.eb~ry to become their candidate. The Vice-Chancellor, by 
request, held a non-party meeting at Magdalen. Other names were 
suggested, among them those of Lord Milner and the Archbishop 
of Canterbury ; but they were not pressed. In the end the two can
didates went to the poll, the progressive and eager Conservative 
and the reluctant Liberal, Lox.d-C:u.rzon and Lor4 ... R.9J>~J;>ery. 
The poll was not heavy, but the majority was large and decisive. 

The new reign was inaugurated with what seemed an innovation 
but was really a return to an older custom. 

The University had falle~ into the dull and indolent method of 
admitting the Chancellor in his own house. A Dining-Room Admis
sion is like a Drawing-Room Wedding and quite unworthy of a 
great historic University, and one moreover which can set its stage 
in some of the most stately and appropriate buildings in Chri~ten
dom. It was suggested to Lord Curzon that he should be admitted, 
in full conclave, by a real Convocation and in the Sheldonian Theatre. 
He was the very man to inaugurat'e a better regJme and he ":as more 
than willing ; but with constitutional caution he asked what were 
the precedents. There were none. No Chancellor had been admitted 
in Oxford since the Earl of Arran in 1715. The whole ceremony, 
mode and order of procedure, ritual directions, · Latin formulre, 
had to be invented de novo. 

This was done, and on May I 1 the Admission was carried through. 
Oxford was still fortunate in possessing as her noted Public Orator, 
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Dr. Merry, on such occasions incomparable. The Chancellor, who 
had won classical laurels at both Eton and Oxford, took his 
accustomed pains in preparing and pronouncing his own speeches, 
and at the climax the Vice-Chancellor announced to Convocation, 
"Habemus Cancellarium." 

The formula contained a truth that went beyond the ceremony 
and the hour. Lord Curzon was not the man to delay even for a 
moment getting to work. He took up at once the question on which 
Goschen had been cogitating, and Mr. T. A. Brassey working, the 
formation of an Endowment Fund, with a body of Trustees, to 
represent both resident and non-resident Oxford. It proved a 
somewhat thorny business. 

Curzon and Brassey, though good friends, differed a good deal. 
Moreover the whole idea of Trustees, even though they might be 
old Oxford men, influencing the policy of the University by finan
cing it, was viewed with distruSt by many residents, and especially 
by the older-fashioned authorities of the CheSt. The Provost of 
Oriel avowedly, and others unavowedly, were opposed to it. "Let 
them colleCt the money, and we will spend it," said Dr. Shadwell. 
They did not realize that the alternative was a Commission, or 
possibly they preferred a Commission. 

It has achieved rather a modeSt than a brilliant success. It did not 
attraCt many large sums or conspicuous benefaCtors, though by the 
end of 1909 the total value of benefactions obtained amounted in 
round figures to about £r43,ooo. Thanks largely to the genial and 
able chairmanship of Lord Balfour ofBurleigh-aided by the efficient 
secretary found by Mr. Brassey, Mr. Nigel Bond-the keen personal 
intereSt he took in the business and his assiduity in coming down to 
Oxford and considering her needs on the spot, it has done not a 
little valuable work and aided very useful policies and projeCts. 
Specially noticeable among these were the new printed Catalogue 
of the Bodleian Library, Brassey's own peculiar care ;-the under
ground Book Store, a pet fancy of the then Librarian, has proved 
less of a success ;-the purchase of house property and sites in 
Oxford, perhaps as a precedent the moSt important step of all ; 
assistance in founding the Gladstone Professorship of Political 
Theory and Institutions, the new Coin Room and othe<gifts to the 
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Ashmolean ; large subventions to the Taylorian and the cause of 
Modern Languages, assistance to the Engineering School, and the 
securing of the generous and invaluable Dyson-Perrins Benefaction 
for Chemistry. 

It also kept a number of distinguished Oxford men in the great 
world in touch with their old University. But above all it encouraged 
and suggested liberality in others. Damus ut dent alii was suggested 
as its motto, and in more than one case this motto was justified. 

Still, the time was not a favourable one. Englishmen had forgotten 
and had not relearned how to give, or at any rate to give grandly 
as they learned to do in the War, and have done since the War. 
The Universities and their merits were less known to the business 
public. And it was no one's special· office, as Brassey had made it 
his, to undertake the task, distasteful and thankless, then even 
more so than to-day, of personal begging. 

The Summer Term closed brilliantly. The fir§t Commemoration 
of a Chancellor is the flowering of the aloe. It is not repeated in his 
lifetime. The Chancellor, with the aid, no doubt, of suggestions, 
chooses the recipients of Honorary Degrees himself, subniitting a 
li§t which the Hebdomadal Council, though it has the power to 
challenge any name, by custom accepts en bloc. Consequently it is 
not only much larger but more picturesque and daring than the 
short lists of men who have run the gauntlet of the votes of varied 
and critical minds. Lord Curzon himself had received the Honorary 
D.C.L. on the nomination of his predecessor as Chancellor, Lord 
Goschen. He walked up the Sheldonian side by side with Lord 
Tennyson, ex-Governor General of Australia, and as he did so, 
glancing at the gallery, said : " Good for these young fellows to 
see two Proconsuls like you and me getting this honour." He.now. 
cp.ose< ~~cs:~~ptly and bold1~,including among others .Prince Arthur 
of Connaught, the Prime Minister.(Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman), 
the American Ambassador (Whitelaw Reid), t~e Chancellor.(Lord · 
Loreburn), the Speaker (the Rt. Hon. James Lowther, now .Lord 
Ullswater), ~jr_Edward .. Grey, now Lord Grey of Fallodon, Lord 
Charles Beresford, Sir Evelyn Wood, Dr. Butler, Master of Trinity, 
and Dr. Warre of Eton, Auguste Rodin, Hubert von Herkomer, 
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Mr. G. F. Bodley, Sir R. Douglas Powell, Sir N. Lockyer, Sir W. 
Ramsay, M. C. C. Saint-Saens, the veteran and poetic Archbishop 
Alexander of Armagh, Mr. Rudyard Kipling and " Mark Twain," 
Canon Scott Holland, The Rev. A. H. Sayee, Mr. Sidney Colvin, 
Sir Sidney Lee, and, certainly not the leaSt audacious or picturesque 
selection, Mr. William Booth, the " General " of the Salvation 
Army. 

The function went well. The new Chancellor had been furnished 
by his friend, R. W. Raper, with a collection of Latin formulae of 
reception at once ingenious and happy. It need not be said that 
they were admirably given and that the Ex-Viceroy in his bullioned 
and brocaded robe looked and played his part to perfection. 

All was soon over. 

The tumult and the shouting dies, 
The captains and the kings depart ; 

The string of brilliant guests had taken their farewell. Full Term 
had long ended, their Oxford hosts were dispersed or dispersing ; 
Oxford itself was settling down for the comparative repose of the 
Long Vacation ; even the Vice-Chancellor and other officials, who 
are detained after others depart for necessary official business, were 
beginning to bethink them of a well-earned holiday, when suddenly 
the thunder rattled and the lightning flashed from the midsummer 
sky. 

Lord Gosch en's apprehensions had been only too well founded. 
The promoters of a Commission had been working pertinaciously 
both in Oxford and London. Lord Curzon's election had not pleased 
them, and they decided to force the issue. For reasons known to 
themselves they opened their campaign not in the House of 
Commons, but irf the House of Lords, and with a Prelate as their 
mouthpiece. With no word of warning to the Vice-Chancellor, on 
July 24th, Dr. Gore, Bishop at that time of Bir~ham, 
rose In his place in the Upper Chamber, and asked for a 
Commission to deal with the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. 
His chief gravamen was not that Oxford and Cambridge did not 
contribute much to learning, science, and education, but that they 
were the preserve and playground of the " idle rich " and had little 
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sympathy_with.the.poor. About the industrious rich he said little. 
He also took the line that the Universities were poor but the 
Colleges were wealthy, or at any rate many of them, and were inade
quately taxed. This was perhaps true of Cambridge. It was hardly 
true of Oxford, as has been shown by the recent Commission. It 
may be noted that neither of the Colleges with which Bishop Gore 
was connected stood to lose much pecuniarily by the proposal. 
"Cantabit vacuus" as Henry Smith and Strachan-Davidson used to 
quote at Balliol. Indeed it was not .difficult to show that many of the 
representations of the party which pressed for a Commission whether 
in the green pages of the Westminster Gazette or on the red benches 
of the House of Lords, were inaccurate and beside the mark. Bishop 
Gore was answered at the moment very effectiY:e.lv Q.v:...hi~...r.other 
Bishops of Oxford and of Bristol; but what was most im ~nt 
was t at tlme s ou e gained and that the matter should be de
layed until the University as a whole had had an opportunity to 
make its voice heard in contradistinction to the clamour of one, and 
that the smaller, party. Though taken by surprise, the Vice
Chancellor and Sir William Anson met the cnsis ener eticall . Lord 

ansdowne, the rc bishop of Canterbury, and a numb,er of spiritual 
and temporal peers, were written to. They were sympathetic and 
helpful. But the deciding factor was Lord Curzon himself, and it 
immediatel}Tbecame apparent how wisely Oxford Ead acted in 
electing him. He was able to point out that already he had begun 
to consider the reform of Oxford "from within." Mr. Asg~ith, 
then Chancellor of the Exchequer, like Gladstone a whole-hearted 
and conservative believer in Oxford, was more than friendl ~nd 
so was or . rewe, t e son-in-law of Lord Rosebery, Lord' Pre
sident of the Counc1l and the spokesman of the Liberal party in the 
House of Lords, one of the moSt brilliant of Cambridge men, and a 
true friend at all times to both Letters and Science. Lord Curzon 
himself addressed a full and persuasive memorandum to Lord 

· Crewe in which he was able to plead with much weight the appeal 
with which he had already made so much progress. Finally Lord 
Crewe announced that the Government considered it would be 
unfair to deprive a young and vigorous Chancellor of the oppor
tunity of trying his hand at reform from within, and that the ques-
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tion of appointing a Commission would be deferred for the present. 
Thus these thtee men, :Mr. Asquith, Lord Crewe and Lord Curzon, 
but Curzon especially, saved the Oxford and Cambridge that we 
know. The party which had put forward Bishop Gore did not cease 
from their efforts, but in the end the Commission was deferred till 
after the Great War. The Prime :Minister, Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman, canny and courteous as was his wont, and a Cambridge 
man, had indeed summed up the matter. On July z8th, he wrote 
to the Vice-Chancellor who had addressed a final letter to him plead
ing for such a stay of execution. " I showed your letter to Lord 
Crewe, who was to speak for the Government. I think the question 
is left very well. The need of reform has been ventilated, but 
hurry has been deprecated." This postponement, as has been hinted 
already, made an incalculable difference. The cavillings at the " idle 
rich " and the privileged classes were hushed and died away. The 
signal services then rendered and the sacrifices made, by graduates 
and undergraduates alike of both Universities, and by the Colleges 
in their corporate capacity, could not fail to have their effe8: on the 
country, to make them better known and understood, and to set 
them far higher in the popular esteem than they had ever been 
before in all their long history ; and when the Royal Commission 
of inquiry and the consequential Statutory Commission came in 
the years 1923-6 they came neither in hostility nor suspicion, and 
indeed came, if that is not suspicious, "bearing gifts." 

In this way the task was definitely entrusted to Curzon. Still two 
years short of fifty, though with a world of experience behind him 
and no little personal authority, and eager to attack such a labour, he 
set about it with all his promptitude, method and thoroughness. 

His own words may be given. After quoting the language of the 
185o Commission which ran: "The Chancellor rarely appears in 
Oxford and seldom takes any part in Academic government. Still 
his office is one of much dignity and influence and his advice always 
has weight with the ruling body of the University," he proceeds, 
"My own conception has been at once more and less ambitious. 
I have felt that the Chancellor is in truth not so much the foremost 
official as the firSt servant of the University." 

In the end it proved long and laborious, dragging on still uncom-
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pleted through seven years, right up to the fateful summer of 1914. 
Its course was beset with difficulties and delays. It was not so 

much that resident Oxford " hated to be reformed," as that there 
was not a whole-hearted support for reform from within. The 
keener reformers regarded it as at beSt a pis aller and a stop-gap ; 
they were not over anxious to see it succeed, as they still would have 
preferred the more drastic alternative of a Commission steered by 
their political friends. The " die-hards " in the opposite camp 
preferred that reform if it came at all should be forced upon them 
from outside rather thanit should be their own act. 

There remained the middle party of moderates, the constitutional 
leaders of the University, who desired to see many things improved, 
and were indeed constantly working at quiet reforms, but were 
very apprehensive of danger. to the autonomy of the University and 
the Colleges. 

One thing may certainly be said, that nothing short of the Chan
cellor's own-sincere zeal for improvement, energy, perseverance, 
assiduity and statesmanlike combination of decision and tact would 
have achieved such a measure of realisation as in the end was actually 
reached. 

When the call came he was more than ready. He had indeed 
begun on th~ morrow of his election.. He could count on the loyal 
support of Sir William Anson and of all the official Staff of the 
University and of a progressive and open-minded Council. He was 
fortunate in inheriting from Lord Goschen, as his unofficial "cor
respondent," Mr. Percy Matheson, whom he had known in his 
Balliol days, Fellow and Tutor of New College, a member of 
Council, and specially well acquainted with both University and 
College affairs and with Education. • 

As early as the firSt: of May, 1907, Lord Curzon had requested 
him to continue his functions and to write a report on the position 
of University affairs at the moment. 

His comments on this report show that already he anticipated the 
line which would be taken if a Commission' were demanded. " The 
public is convinced," he wrote, " that if the University is poor the 
Colleges are rich, and a movement will grow to take more of their 
property." . ' ' 
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The rising of Parliament, after Lord Crewe's pronouncement, 
had brought a temporary lull, and given the University time to 
envisage the situation. The party of reform now turned to the 
Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor and Council. 

It was a happy but ironical coincidence that the very firSt act of 
the Vice-Chancellor and Council when the University reassembled 
in October 1907 was to welcome what was constitutionally a 
revolution, the recognition of the Workers' Educational Associa
tion, commonly styled the W.E.A. The Vice-Chancellor immediately 
expressed his willingness to nominate the firSt representatives of 
this body, seven in number, 1 to sit with seven members of the " Ex
tension Delegacy," as it was commonly called, on a composite 
Committee and on equal terms ; and the University, with like 
readiness, legalised the arrangement, which worked excellently, 
and showed once more that sympathy with the poor student and 
the working-man was not the monopoly of the reformers. It had, 
too, a very great effect on the attitude of the Labour party. 

The campaign of " Reform from within," however, definitely 
opened with the announcement of a circular letter to be addressed 
to the Chancellor, signed by Mr. A. L. Smith, Tutor ofBalliol, and a 
number of others favourable to reform. Lord Curzon who had 
already determined to make a study of the persons, the problems, 
the institutions and the equipment, on the spot, now decided to do 
what no modern Chancellor had done before, to reside for a fort
night or so, to entertain and to make the acquaintance of the Oxford 
world for himself. He enlisted Mr. Buchanan Riddell, now Sir 
Walter Buchanan Riddell and Principal of Hertford College, as 
his Academic A.D.C. He had already, it is significant, engaged 
the Judge's Lodgings in St. Giles, before Bishop Gore showed his 
hand. On November xst he came down, kept open house and an 
open mind. He interviewed a number of residents representing 
many different views, and with his usual rapidity and method tabu
lated the results, with a view to the preparation of a comprehensive 

•The names were for the University: The Dean of Chri:lt Church, Prof. H. H. 
Turner, Mr. A. L. Smith, .\fr. Sidney Ball, Mr. J. A. R. Marriott, Mr. H. B. Lees 
Smith, and Mr. A. E. Zimmem, and for the W.E.A.: Mr. W. H. Berry, Mr. C. W. 
Bowerman, ;'vLP., Mr. R. Campbell, F.S.S., Mr. J. M. McTavish, Mr. A. Mansbridge, \Ir 
D. J. Shackleton, M.P., and .\ir. A. Wilkinson. 
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scheme already forming in his mind. Nor did he f<;>rget to enter
tain-a certain number of undergraduates. His parties whether of 
both sexes or of bachelors were very successful and he proved a 
most genial and even gay host. 

On the first day of his stay he delivered the Romanes Lecture in 
the Sheldonian Theatre: The subject, "Frontiers," was one with 
which he was peculiarly fitted to deal and he handled it in a masterly 
tl.!!nner, the only drawback being that the theme proved too 
large for even a full hour. A little later he writes that he is studying 
University Finance. " The present system seems to me to be very 
bad. There is no financial policy, no discussion of University 
Finance, no Annual Budget, no effective authority." It was under
stood that the various advocates of reform would now put their 
proposals in shape and that work upon them would commence with 
the New Year. On January 23, 1908, the Chancellor wrote to Mathe
son, " I am very much pleased at the recommencement of your 
letters ; as soon as I can combine strength and leisure I will take the 
University question up. Meanwhile I am still waiting for the 
artillery of A. L. Smith's batteries." They proved to be of the old
fashioned muzzle-loading order and opened tardily. The reformers 
began in June 1908, in a letter to The Times, to complain of slow 
progress, but Lord Curzon was able to give them an effective answer. 

All through the year, if more slowly than he himself liked, the 
scheme had been moving forward, and by the early autumn very 
considerable advance had been made, when a most untoward event 
put the prime mover himself more or less out of action. 

"I have had a very bad motor accident," he wrote on October 
5th, "which has precluded any of the final work on the Oxford 
Scheme which I contemplated. I have been in bed for three weeks, 
and am still there, and shall be permanently scarred." 

The Jubilee of the University Museum was about to be cek
brated. He was unable to attend, but wrote a letter from his bed. 
He had already inspected the Museum. " Some of the equipments 
are old-fashioned and obsolete, notably the old chemical laboratory, 
some excellent and up-to-date ; in others great improvements are 
required." 

Just at this time the Vice-Chancellor had told him that he desired 
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to nominate President Roosevelt and Mr. Arthur Balfour as 
Romanes Lecturers in I 909 and I 9 I o and asked him to do his best 
to persuade them to accept. " Roosevelt jumps at it," was his 
expression of the result. "Surely no one was ever asked to do a 
pleasant thing in such a pleasant way," were the opening words of 
Roosevelt's acceptance. Mr. Balfour said that, for himself, nobody 
but Curzon would have persuaded him to lecture. 

" I consider it a great triumph," Lord Curzon wrote, " that I 
have secured for two successive years Balfour and Roosevelt." 

A little later, "I have always meant to put forward Women's 
Degrees. It will be in a compartment by itself. The University 
can take or reject it, but I shall certainly put it forward." 

Shortly after this he Started, under medical advice, for a voyage 
to South Africa, promising Matheson to send the completion of 
the scheme from the Canaries. He wrote from there that he was 
making good headway, though hampered by want of secretarial 
assistance, and only allowed to work about three hours a day. 

"It is a great tax doing all this far away from books and with no 
possibility of reference." 

"Buluwayo, January t6, 1909. I am Stranded here for a week, 
but am proceeding with my MS. Never will a ' Memo ' have been 
written in more diverse circumstances, in cabins, on decks, in 
hotels, in trains, at odd moments, 6,ooo miles from England and 
books." 

With his return the Stage of printing approached, and Curzon 
naturally became anxious. His letters show his remarkable combi
nation of the fortiter in re with the suaviter in modo. If a man is to 
accomplish anything considerable, and especially if his task is to 
" reform," the first quality must predominate. 

And he still had hoth the fear and the argument before him, " lest 
a worse thing befall." He was working under a respite not a re
prieve. He stood between the ultra-moderates and the party of 
"thorough," Gore, Rashdall and the Westminster Gazette. 

" One thing rather amuses me," he writes, " the complaints 
that my proposals are not more definite, combined with a sharp 
assault upon any proposal that does happen to satisfy that test." 

He showed the greatest willingness to accept corrections and at 
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the same time firmness in resisting alterations in principle or the 
whittling down of substantial reforms. 

" There is scarcely a statement in my memo for which I 
have not definite authority. However, the main thing is to 
eliminate anything that will give offence. No one can write a 
Memo of two hundred pages on University Reform without 
treading on someone's toes and you have to contraSt my 
humble movements with the heavy tr~mplings of a University 
Commission." 

At this period letters passed almost daily between the Chan
cellor and Matheson, in addition to letters to the Vice-Chancellor 
and Sir W. Anson, and this though he was still far from well, and 
frequently in bed with severe pain. From the Vice~Chancellor and 
Anson he received expressions, which cheered him, of admiration 
for the skill and scope of the document, and its great value as 
furnishing both material and guidance for legislation. Sir William, 
however, constitutionally prudent and having his constituents ,to 
consider, -counselled caution. 

It was arranged that the Chancellor should come to Oxford and 
preside at special meetings of Council to consider· it. 

A hectic session was held at Backwood just before the end, con
sisting ·of the Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, Heberden, Matheson 
and Gerrans, beginning early in the afternoon, carried on through 
tea and dinner, and ending at 2 p.m. to pass the " Memo " for the 
press. 

Some question arose as to whether it should be published before 
the firSt Meeting of Council. On this Lord Curzon was clear and 
emphatic. " I see no advantage," he wrote, 1' in Council meeting 
with the Chancellor in the Chair, a thing unknown for centuriJs, to 
discuss a secret document. It involves the whole matter in an air 

. of superfluous mystery." 
Oxford is. shy and some had scruples, but the Chancellor was 

right. Wi~h April the Red Book, or " Scarlet Letter " as it was 
dubbed, was published. 

It received a very good press and also had an excellent reception 
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in critical Oxford, and the keener reformers like Prof. Gilbert 
Murray, Arthur Sidgwick and Estlin Carpenter were not the least 
laudatory. Strachan-Davidson, the Whig, and A. L. Smith, the 
Liberal, agreed in welcoming it. Walter Raleigh, a free lance, was 
warm in praise, and W. B. Gamlen, the cautious Secretary to the 
CheSt, pronounced it "a monument of industry, knowledge and 
statesmanship and also full of literary charm." Miss Wordsworth 
wrote that it was " lucid, interesting and opportune," and Miss 
Penrose spoke with the same cordiality. Lord Morley in London 
thought it " a very effeCtive piece of work." 

It had been arranged that Council should proceed by resolutions, 
adopting seriatim the principle of the several items and then ap
pointing Committees to consider and formulate definite proposals. 
These resolutions the Chancellor drafted himself. 

He came to Council for the z7th and z8th of April. He proved 
an excellent Chairman, business-like, but not wanting in either 
geniality or humour, and found far more general agreement and 

· \ess individual opposition than he had feared. The task was neces
sarily tedious, but finally the whole memorandum was gone through 
as arranged. 

On May zoth, he dined with the Oxford Medical Graduates 
Club in London. He took the precaution of informing himself 
beforehand of the position up-to-date of the Oxford Medical 
School and expressed his special thanks to Professor Gotch. 

On June 1st, he came down to Oxford for the celebration by 
Brasenose of its Quartercentenary, and the conferment of the Hon. 
D.C.L. on the Principal, Dr. Heberden. 

On June 15th, he gave a luncheon at All Souls, and made an 
excellent full-dress speech to the Conference of the Press of the 
Empire. 

The consideration of the measures of Reform was now going 
steadily forward : and Lord Curzon, though he was afraid that the 
Finance Board might be whittled down to nothing, was generally 
much pleased. Extra meetings of Council and its Committees were 
held in the early weeks of the Long Vacation, and the reports on 
the main points got in. 

The task was resumed in the autumn of 1909 with the Chancellor 
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again in the Chair. It was a long business. "After the meeting," 
he wrote to Matheson on November 3rd, "it occurred to me that 
the Chancellor might himself have hurried on matters a little. If 
he did not do so, it WllS from a desire to let everyone be heard." 

" What splendid work the Committees have done !" he wrote. 
on March 10th. The effort of 1910 was to complete and bring out 
t4e Report of Council. 

Again the task proved long. All through the summer term and 
far into the Vacation it continued. Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor 
and Matheson were at work all July, and even after that a special 
editing committee was busy getting together the Report and assist
ing the Chancellor with an introduction which he was to prefix 
to it himself. 

He had a conference with the Vice-Chancellor and Matheson on 
August z., and on August 3 he wrote " We shall have a big task at 
the beginning of next Term." -

Now again he was far from well and, as Matheson and Ball 
noted, he was much worn and worried. 

However, more suo, he soon recovered his energy and his good 
temper. "I have practically been compelled to write everything 
afresh," he wrote. But he really liked doing so. 

"As you will see," he wrote, "the Report is at the same 
time my Report and that of Council, and the combination is I 
think rather effective. I have endeavoured to throw everything 
into a harmonious form and to give a little literary shape. It 
is the Introduction that will be quoted and criticized. 

By all means show anything to Gerrans if that excellent 
man is about. I am very grateful to you and Ball." 

The Report appeared on AuguSt: z.8th. The Chancellor presided 
at a special meeting of Council on October 1 z.th, to discuss proce
dure. 

On November 8th, actual legislation began. The preamble of 
the Faculties Statute was introduced by the President of Magdalen, 
now ex-Vice Chancellor, having completed his term of office and 
been succeeded by Dr. Heberden, in Convocation on November 
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8th, and carried by a large majority. The Responsions Statute, 
making Greek optional, introduced by Matheson on November 
zznd, was less fortunate. 

On December 1 ;th, 1910, the Chancellor came again to discuss 
the question of the Finance Board, and yet again on January 19th 
of the New Year, 1911. The Faculties Statute amendments dragged 
on through two terms, its case fought by the President of :Magdalen 
with the aid of Anson and Strachan-Davidson, and at last was 
carried. 
'{', On May x6th, Matheson moved a modified reform, making Greek 
optional for men taking Honours in Mathematics and Natural 
Science, with more success, to the Chancellor's great satisfaction. 

Matheson was away during the Autumn Term. When he carne 
back he found the Chancellor an.xious and chafing at the slow pace of 
progress. He was much afraid of a Commission which was still 
being agitated for. "The University has stumbled badly," he wrote. 
"We are appreciably nearer the edge of the gulf. Unless the Univer
sity carries through the moSt important of the Reforms by the end 
of this Term or early in next, I shall not myself resist the demand 
for a Commission though of course I would not initiate or en
courage it. If in three years the University is powerless to do the 
little we have asked of it then Reform from within is a figment." 

In February and yet again in March he repeats the same warning 
and speaks of" the folly of the long delays that have postponed the 
final decision for nearly five years!" He is "in acute despair." 
" Think of what all tht: bright prospects of four years ago have 
dwindled down to." 

On May 1st, he says, "I have seen or heard no signs of Gore 
moving as yet, but it will come sooner or later." And ten days 
later: 

" You will not be surprised when I tell you that I have given 
up the govcrnmenr of Oxford as beyond hope. When a statute 
like that of the Fees and Dues can only attract 6; votes out of a 
total of 6oo, Congregation itself ceases to be defensible. I am 
in a moSt difficult position. The Prime Minister consulted me 
last night as to the desirability of a Commission. I have merely 
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to lift a little, finger to .get it. Every considerati<;>n but one 
tempts me to say " Yes," and that is the conviCtion that a 
Commission would destroy the Oxford that we know, and 
that curriculum, finance, government and colleges would 
go in one sweep. 

I am appalled at this prospect and yet Oxford never, takes a 
critical Step or faces a critical issue without bringing home to 
me that the Jtatus quo is impossible. 

Can you say anything to guide my troubled mind in the 
matter?" 

In the next letter (May 19) he asks fo~ a paper" giving in a brief 
and succinct form, for submission to the Prime Minister, the infor
mation you recently gave me as to the change of view on the part 
of the working classes (resulting from the Tutorial Classes), who 
now seem to prefer that the University should go out to them 
rather than that they should come in numbers as undergraduates 
to Oxford." 

Two days later, after firSt saying that he had been trying vainly 
to persuade Milner to become Chairman of the Finance Board and 
been" terribly disappointed," he returns to the W.E.A. question. 

"The revelation you give me of the Working Men's atti
tude in their own Report is very frank and very ominous. 
How any man after reading it can desire a Commission in 
which such views would probably to some extent prevail, I 
cannot understand." 

But there were those both in Oxford and London who were 
still eager for a Commission. On June 7tlr, the Chancellor was 
presented with a strongly signed petition begging him to procure 
one. With some difficulty, and at the cost of a good deal of labour, 
he Staved it off. Still they were not satisfied. A final determined 
effort was made by a special deputation to the Prime Minister. 
Fortunately he was not of their opinion. He replied that he found. 
that both at Oxford and Cambridge " there was too much diver
gence of opinion to justify him in taking action " and that he muSt 
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ait for more unanimity. Cambridge had now begun to react. 
:was about this time (June 1912) that the President of Magdalen 
.ad a chance interview with Mr. Asquith after a Foreign Office 
)inner, and that to the President's great relief he said, "We'll 
et it simmer, we'll let it simmer." So in October the Reform 
cmsiness began again. 

In the autumn of 1913 Lord Curzon adverts to the Report of 
the Finance Board and asks a number of questions as to facts and 
figures, the contributions of Colleges, etc. 

Thus the fateful year t 9 t 4 was reached. 

January z.z. "Glad to receive the opening letter of a New 
Year," he writes. " I am glad that after all Council have re
verted to my proposal of an Hon. Degree Committee which 
they would not look at when I proposed it. Indeed if ever I 
glance at the Red Book it seems to me I have been wiser than 
I thought and if it had been decreed straightaway by a ukase 
I don't think it would have been half a bad thing for the Uni
versity." 

March 6th. " Council have been doing a lot of work lately 
and I view with surprise the gradual conversion of Ball into 
an ancient Tory." 

June 5, 1914. "How grievous about Anson! 1 can scarcely 
express my feelings. I have been pressed by The TitJtes to sup
plement their notice of this morning. I have sent something 
composed amid incessant interruption in the turmoil of a 
big party. Let me hear what is the talk in Oxford about (t) 
new M.P. (z) new Warden of A.S." 

His next long letter is written on October zoth, after the War 
had been on foot for over two dire months. 

"I have been rather anxious," he writes, "about the War 
up-to-date, and even now am apprehensive about its long 
duration" (in this he agreed with Kitchener and not with the 
many who said it must be short). "At whatever cost I think 
we should see it through to an end that has real finality. 
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" I have the Belgian Royal Family in my home at Hack

wood, Belgian refugees in my stables, Belgian wounded in my 
house at Broadstairs, Belgian Relief Fund in my London 
House." 

His last letter to Matheson, who was leaving Council and giving 
up his post as Correspondent, forms a very pleasing finale. 

" Thanks to you I have always been kept in touch with the 
thought and feeling, as well as the action, of the University, 
and have never lacked a wise counsellor. 

"During the period of our co-operation the University 
has not always moved as quickly as I should have liked or 
exactly on the lines I should have chosen. But substantial 
advance has, been made and at any rate we have staved off for 
some years-an invaluable breathing time-an assault that 
at one moment looked really dangerous. I send you heartfelt 
thanks for the service you have rendered me, and on hearing 
that the V -Ch. approves I will ask Grant Robertson to take 
your place." 

With the War normai'Academic legislation ceased. It had been 
fortunate for Oxford that Lord Curzon when he was elected Chan
cellor was out of office. Now, in the autumn of 1914, he was swept 
into the world tides, first as a private citizen and then once more as a 
leading public man and Minister, becoming by degrees one of the 
foremoSt figures in the struggle, at first in war and then in peace. 

When his Chancellorship became again a reality his unique 
work for Oxford, which had filled juSt seven years, was over. The 
" reform " which he had inaugurated and largely shaped was 
advanced in detail by the University itself, u"ntil it became incor
porated and carried to conclusion by the Royal Commission and 
the Statutory Commission which followed, acting in the spirit and · 
with the impetus of a new era, and armed with a power which he had 

- not possessed, the command of the public purse and the Parliamen
tary Grant. In the appointment of these Commissions he took, of 
course, a prerogative part, and followed their action with interest ; 
but their task was no longer his personal or official concern. 
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Yet his own work undoubtedly influenced theirs, " Astonishingly 
little," wrote Dr. Hogarth in his notice for the British Academy, 
"in general or in detail, divides the judgments of the Chancellor's 
Report from those of the Royal Commission, and none now will 
grudge a tribute to the comprehensive grasp and prescience which 
make one man's findings so largely anticipate those of a dozen 
Commissioners." 

He returned from his exceptional attitude to being a Chancellor 
of the usual type, modern no doubt, but a modern modification 
of the older tradition. He came to Oxford when occasion called, 
he gave her his careful attention and advice whenever it was invoked. 
He presided of course in person at the Grand Encxnia after the 
War. He appeared when special degrees had to be conferred such 
as that accepted by the Queen, when he walked in stately progress 
with Her Majesty from Balliol down " The Broad " to the Shel
donian, a splendid scene and pageant. He headed and entertained 
a Deputation which presented the D.C.L. to the King of the Bel
gians, who with the Queen was his guest at Carlton House Terrace. 
As time went on, increasing physical disability and preoccupation 
made his visits less frequent. He was often obliged to receive the 
Vice-Chancellor and Oxford visitors in his spartan bedroom, or 
lying out on a day-bed, obviously weary and suffering, in the park 
at Backwood. How different from the days when Matheson 
found him cheerily raking his own gravel paths. But ill or well he 
would always give his mind to the question in hand and rise to the 
height of any real call, and the flame and sometimes the flash of 
the wit and humour, which in his youth had dazzled and delighted 
the " Souls " and the Crabbet Club, would burn and brighten again. 

Among his happiest appearances in Oxford wen; some of his 
latest. At the Center{ary Banquet of the Union Debating Society his 
speech was not only the best of the evening, but could not have been 
bettered. At the end of the Summer Term of I 92; he was persuaded 
to be present at the celebration of the Tercentenary of the Botanic 
Garden, a favourite resort, where he had loved to stroll with " Bob " 
Raper in undergraduate days, and on a temporary platform under a 
spreading tree, delivered a brief happy discourse on" Gardens." He 
had to dash back to meet a gathering of Ambassadors at Backwood, 
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and he was present for little more than an hour, but wrote that he 
enjoyed every minute. 

In the following summer (1924) he came for the Tercentenary 
of Pembroke College as he had come before the War for similar 
celebrations at Brasenose and Wadham. Again he was in a genial 
mood and delighted all his hearers at the Dinner, speaking moSt 
happily on the rOle of the smaller colleges. He charmed, too, the 
party with whom he breakfasted the next morning at Magdalen, 
among them being, as it happened, his successor, Lord Cave, and 
Lady Cave, whom he pleasurably startled by rememb~ring after 
many years the ·work and personality of Sir Lloyd Mathews, 
and when she said he was her brother, seemingly affecting 
surprise. 

He had meditated a longer visit the next year, repeating his 
experiment of November 1907, residing for a short periqd in the 
Summer Term, and entertaining and making acquaintance with 
the resident University old and young. It was, indeed, sad that this 
project was never carried out. It might have dispelled or diminished 
much preconception and prejudice about him, and would have made 
his personality known to a new young generation of Oxford men 
and women. But fate denied this enjoyment to both Chancellor 
and student. , 

It remained for him to be revealed after his death as a Benefactor. 
Already in I 908 he had procured .for the Bodleian a notable 
benefaction, a splendid collection of Sanskrit MSS., which made 
the Library richer in such MSS. than any outside India. It was his 
influence with the large-minded and munificent Prime Minister of 
Nepal, Sir Chandra Shum Shere Jung Bahadur Rana, on whom, 
at the Chancellor's suggeStion, the University had conferred the 
Degree of D.C.L. at the Encrenia of 1908, which induced him to 
purchase and present these literary treasures. 

Now he bequeathed to the University, to be preserved if possible 
in the Bodleian, his collection of Napoleonic books, prints and 
relics, together with the furniture of the room in which they had 
been kept. · 

What Lord Curzon would have done as Chancellor had he fallen 
from the firSt on days of ordinary routine it is difficult to conjecture. 
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Something he would probably have discovered to make his reign 
memorable. As it chanced it was a case of" the hour and the man." 
He was called on to save as well as to serve Oxford, and he wel
comed the opportunity in the spirit of the " Happy Warrior." That 
he loved Oxford there can be no doubt. Whether loved or not in 
return, he should certainly be highly esteemed by her. 

He counted nothing that affected Oxford as indifferent to 
himself. If nothing was too great nothing was also too small. 
The mass of letters on University affairs which he left, neatly 
sorted and docketed, is astounding. He received, sought and 
unsought, an immense number. He replied to each and all, and 
might have used with truth the words of the greateSt of letter
writers. " See in what large characters I write to you in mine own 
hand!" 

He wrote on all sorts of topics, Geography, Anthropology, 
The Indian Institute, the University and Oty Buildings, the creation 
of new professorships or the appointment to the old for many of 
which he was an elector, or with regard to which he was consulted 
by the Prime Minister or other important external authorities. 

He was delighted on occasion to be appealed to on the question 
of whether the Galliambic was a permissible metre for the Chan
cellor's Latin Verse Prize. "The matter," he wrote, "is one in 
which I take a natural interest both as a donor of the Prize and also 
as a former runner up for it, for in 1881 I was published as Proxi'me 
accessit." 

His unfailing and singularly kind letters of condolence or con
gratulation, when Heads like Dr. Daniel of Worcester or Dr. 
Heberden of Brasenose were removed by death, or when Dr. 
Macan retired from University College after a strenuous and bril
liant tenure, or o'ld friends like J. A. Smith were elected to 
Professorships, were greatly valued. 

He was always ready to throw the agi's of the University over any 
member who could rightly claim it. The young men were less 
shy of approaching him than their elders. The Master of the 
"Drag," Mr. " Volly " Heath, killed early in the War, did not 
hesitate to ask him to head a subscription for procuring new 
kennels for his hounds. The President or Secretary of the 
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Canning and Chatham, or the President of the Union, invited 
him freely to their dinners and ceremonies and he enjoyed 
nothing more than accepting. The President of the O.U.D.S. did 
the same. He liked pomp and state on occasion but he also loved 
to unbend and be young again. 

On the other hand it is hardly necessary to say that both the dis
cipline and the dignity of the University were never in fairer or 
firmer hands. 

In the spring of I9Io he conceived the idea of arranging a Royal 
visit to Oxford, of a rare and spectacular kind. King Edward's 
death in the early summer destroyed the half-formed projeCt and 
in its place he had to lead the University deputation which pre- · 
sented the loyal Address to King George V. 

A lasting memorial of Lord Curzon's effeCtive and vitalizing 
Chancellorship is a resuscitated St. Edmund Hall. The Commission 
of I 8 77 had decreed, as Curzon notes in the Red Book, the absorp
tion, subjeCt to the life intereSt of the existing Heads, of the old 
public Halls in Colleges. Only St. Edmund Hall, the oldeSt, the 
moSt picturesque, remained, thanks to Dr. Edward Moore, who, 
appointed in I864 as a young man of 29, was still Principal in I9o7, 
when Lord Curzon succeeded; and continued so until i913. But 
it was living with a halter round its neck. 

The Chancellors were the Visitors of the Halls, and encouraged 
by the advent in I 907 of a new and vigorous Patron, some of its 
members made an appeal to him in the December of that year. 
Lord Curzon from the firSt showed himself sympathetic. The 
Bishop of Carlisle, who became Principal in I 9 I 3, spoke at a later 
date with justice of his "constant kindness to the Hall." He 
favoured its preservation as an independent academic entity. But 
there were many difficulties. Queen's College, though inclined to 
be generous with pecuniary assistance, was at firSt, and not unnatu
rally, reluCtant to forego its claims, and, indeed, it was doubtful 
whether the Hall could maintain itself alone. Without support it 
pretty certainly could not. To strengthen its pecuniary position an 
Act of Parliament had to be passed severing the Benefice of Gat
combe from the Principalship. In this Sir William Anson was moSt 
helpful. Th-;:n a new statute muSt be adopted by the University 
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and approved by the King in Council. It was not till 1913 that 
these difficulties were overcome. Then, in June 1914, encouraged 
by the Chancellor, who himself gave £too, a public appeal was put 
out. Money was coming in, and over £ r ,ooo had been promised 
when the War suspended all operations. 

Unforgetful and undaunted, the Chancellor took the matter up 
again in the spring of 1919 in a letter to Council, suggesting that the 
University should now espouse the cause of the Hall as an institu
tion of its own. He also pleaded its case with the Endowment 
Fund Trustees. His advocacy was successful with both. The Hall 
was set on a sound footing. With a new constitution, increased 
numbers, the old buildings repaired, and fresh accommodation 
added, it is more prosperous to-day than it had ever been. 

He took a keen and constant intereSt in the award of Oxford's 
Honorary Degrees, the old distinguished D.C.L. especially. He was 
all for honouring undoubted merit, and the moSt indubitable in his 
view was that of public service, though he was eager to recognize 
literature-he himself suggested · both Swinburne and Kipling
and also notable discovery and eminent art. He was encouraged 
in his high estimate of their value by the letters sent him by 
the moSt distinguished recipients. One of the moSt striking may be 
quoted, that of Marshal Foch in May 1919. 

" Cher Lord Curzon, 
"J'apprecie a toute sa valeur l'honneur que l'Universite 

d'Oxford veut bien songer a me decerner. Je sais la place 
qu' elle a tenue et dent encore dans l'histoire de la pensee et 
dans l'action de l'Empire Britannique. Ses eleves ont voulu 
prendre dans la guerre un part d'autant plus grand que les 
liens qui unissev.t leur universite a la vie nationale etaient plus 
etroits. Beaucoup ont donne leur vie ; tous ont servi avec 
eclat. 

"J'ai eu l'honneur de leur commander; je ne l'oublie pas." 

In the Spring of 1924 the Chancellor's aid was invoked by St. 
Hugh's College to end an unfortunate deadlock which had arisen 
in its administration. His prompt adjudication relieved the personal 
situation at the moment, and also secured not only for St. Hugh's 
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but for the Women's Societies generally a" more defined and har
monious co-ordination among the authorities, by a considered 
revision of their Constitution." It is noticeable that Somerville 
College now made the Chancellor its Visitor. 

About the happiness of their relation with him, his successive 
University Correspondents, Mr. Matheson, Mr., now Sir, Charles 
Grant Robertson and Mr. Jenkinson speak with one voice. · 

His untiring industry, his attention to every letter and every 
point, amazed and impressed them all equally. He asked not only 
for facts but for "aperf11S, prospects, policies." Above all he asked 
for what he gave, complete confidence. Candour, " the maximum 
of candour," about both things and people, was what he postulated. 

"No one could ever have been kinder than he was. The idea 
that he was an Olympian Jove imposing his superiority on anyone 
in not so exalted a position was, so far as ·my experience goes, a 
ridiculous caricature " ; " a great man with whom it was a privilege 
to work." So Sir C. Grant Robertson writes of him. 

Perhaps the beSt summing up of Curzon's attitude to Oxford is 
to be found in his own words which form the eloquent conclusion 
of the Introduction written by him to the " Gray Book," the Report 
issued in 1910 on behalf of Council upon the earlier volume, "The 
Principles and Methods of Reform." 

"We have. made no attempt to build a new Oxford on the 
ruins of the old. We have too profound a 'conviction of the 
part that is still capable of being played by the older univer
sities and, as we think, by our own in particular, in the life of 
the nation, to wish in any degree to impair its essential character 
or its inspiring influence. We want Oxford-to remain what it is, 
but to become, if it may be, better : still to keep alive the 
transmitted flame, but to see that it illumines every corner 
of the temple of knowledge, and is accessible to all· sections 
of the community : above all since our University is an imperial 
training ground for character and intellect, to arrange that the 
scheme of life which produces the former is worthy and sourtd, -
and that the scheme of instruction which develops the latter 
is comprehensive and efficient." 
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Surely Oxford's gratitude should be his meed for such faith and 
such affeaion, nor less for the self-sacrificing intensity with which 
he toiled to implement this high profession. Surely as the years 
go on, and like some receding peak he towers up among the Chan
cellors of the past, it will be rendered to him more ungrudgingly 
than it was in his youth or in his mid-career. 

" I have been dogged through life," he said, " by an under
graduate epigram." So it was in the paSt:, so to some extent it still is. 
To-morrow appreciation will take the place of criticism. As Horace 
wrote of Augustus, 

" Grit cnim fulgore suo qui pracgraz,at artcs 
l11jra se positas, extinctus amabitur ide111." 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE COMING OF WAR 

LoRD CuRZON had long been apprehensive of a European war ; 
and he had long foreseen whence it would arise. " In my opinion," 
he had written as far back as the autumn of 1901, "the moSt marked 
feature in the international development of the next quarter of a 
century will be, not the advance of Russia-that is in any case 
inevitable-or the animosity of France-that is hereditary-but 
the aggrandisement of the German Empire at the expense of Great 
Britain ; and I think that any English Foreign Minister who desires 
to serve his country well, should never lose sight of that considera
tion." 1 

On his return from Iridia, his attention was drawn to military 
matters by the introduction of Mr. Haldane's Territorial Army 
Scheme ; and his study of the position very soon satisfied him not 
only that the country was unprepared to cope with an emergency 
of the kind which he believed might quite probably arise, but that 
under the proposed scheme there was very little likelihood of her 
ever becoming so. He admired and heartily ~ommended the public 
spirit of all who, by joining the Territorial Army, showed that 
they were willing, often at no small sacrifice, to take up on their 
own account the burden which ought to fall equally upon all. But 
he regarded the Territorial Army as altogether inadequate to the 
demands which he felt certain would sooner or later be made upon 
it. He never could persuade himself that the force, in spite of the 

•Letter to Lord George Hamilton, September zsth, Igoi. 
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admirable spirit by which it was animated, would prove equal 
either in numbers, in equipment, in training, or in knowledge of 
the art of war, to holding its own againSt the highly trained troops 
of Continental Europe. And he threw himself whole-heartedly into 
Lord Roberts' campaign in favour of National Service. 

He believed that universal military training for home defence, 
as advocated by the Kational Service League of which he became a 
Vice-President, would have a moral, spiritual and educatin: value 
of the higheSt order-an argument in itself which influenced him 
powerfully in its favour. But he was also satisfied that some form of 
compulsion was essential on purely military grounds. He had not at 
firSt thought of British troops~ven of the regular army-as being 
ranged up along side of the battalions of continental nations on a 
European battlefield. "\X'e require an army, not in order that we 
may march about on the continent and bombard or attack foreign 
towns-that is the very laSt purpose to which a British force is ever 
likely to be put," he told a crowded audience at lfanlcy ; " but we 
want it to garrison our own foreign possessions, to defend them 
againSt invasion or attack, and above all to prevent our enemy from 
effecting a successful landing upon our own shores." 1 

Gradually the conviction was forced upon him that circum
stances might quite probably arise in which British troops would be 
called upon to play a part in a still wider field. His reading of 
events as he caSt his gaze over Europe lent Ettle support to the 
easy optimism of those who argued that popular Governments 
would insist on a peaceful solution of international rivalries. In all 
that was going on around him he saw little sign of the ncar approach 
of the millennium. On the contrary, neitc~er the ideals nor the ethics 
of modern democratic Governments seemed to him to differ 
materially from thos{lt of the more autocratic forms of Government 
which they were in process of, or had succeeded in, supplanting. 
Their ambitions and their methods were the same. In his view it 
was a case of plus c'a change plus c'est Ia me!Jle chose. "I believe there 
has never been a time in modern history when the standard of inter
national honour has been lower or more unashamed .... :Meanwhile 
old Carnegie goes about prating of peace ; a great palace is built 

'Speech at Hanley on OB:ober 21st, 1910. 
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for the tribunal at the Hague, and the newspapers gush about 
arbitration. The real master of the situation is primitive man." 1 

He was not alone in his belief. Early in the summer of 19II, M. 
Clemenceau signalised a brief visit to England by becoming a 
member of the NationaJ Service League. The faB: that he did so 
was not in itself a matter of any great consequence ; but it .was, 
assuredly, a little unusual. M. Clemenceau himself was well aware 
of this. It was always a delicate matter he admitte4 to Lord Roberts, 
the President of the League, for a public man to intervene even 
indirectly in party or national movements in a country other than 
his own ; but he excused himself for having done so on the ground 
that in the circumstances of the time, the creation of an English 
army, truly representative of the British people and of their position 
of authority in the counsels of the world, was a matter not merely 
of domestic, but of European intereSt. 

The significance of M. Clemenceau's gesture was:not loSt on some 
at least of those who were watching with grave misgiving the trend 
of events in continental Europe. None knew better than Lord 
Roberts with what anxiety the military' authorities in France looked 
on at the modeSt provision made by successive British Governments 
againSt possible military requirements ; and he turned instinctively 
to Lord Curzon for counsel and assistance. "No one in the present 
Government or, so far as I know, in the late Government," he 
wrote on June the 6th, I 9 I I, " seems to take a serious view of the 
change that is taking· place in Europe and in the world generally 
to our detriment. Both parties seem either blind to what is ·going 
on, or desire to keep the public in ignorance." In Lord Curzon, 
he found a sympathetic listener ; and, encouraged by the aid 
which he had already rendered to the National Service League, both 
in Parliament and in the country, he laid his at!xieties plainly before 
him. What chance was there, he asked, of other countries accepting 
arbitration and curtailing their military preparations ? It was only 
necessary to glance at what was being done elsewhere to find the 
answer to that question. France was putting the whole of her able
bodied men under arms, and, dissatisfied with the number which 
this heroic measure gave her, was working out a scheme for raising 

•Lettet to Lord Lansdowne, September 29th, Igii. 
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concealed no stratagem ; it was put forward in all sincerity in the 
intereSts of the security of the nation. 

Lord Curzon was, however, too deeply tarred with the brush of 
compulsion for him to be persona grata to those who were deter
mined to countenance no departure from the voluntary system. The 
attitude of the Government was reflected in the comments of the 
Liberal press. 

" Lord Curzon shows us the objective when he represents 
Sir John French as saying that voluntary effort is quite inade
quate for the due defence of these islands. The Liberal party 
is certainly not going to confer with its opponents on this 
basis; but we are bound to take Lord Curzon's speech as 
another st~p forward in the conversion of the Tory party to 
compulsory militarism." 1 

Nothing, therefore, came of a contribution offered in all sincerity 
towards- the solution of a problem of steadily increasing gravity, 
and the country continued its march towards the abyss which was 
presently to open out in front of it, hoping that, somehow or other, 
the admitted deficiencies of the Territorial Army would be'" made 
good and that, in the laSt resort, Providence or the British,. Fleet 
would intervene to save the Nation from disaster. " How different 
the war would have been," Lord Curzon wrote, a short time after 
the die had been caSt which brought the people of Great Britain 
face to face with the greateSt crisis in their history," had the country 
adopted National Service ten years ago. We could then have poured 
thousands into the field and have turned the scale. As it is we cannot 
contribute more than Ioo,ooo, without incurring serious risk." z 

It was not only in the matter of its military'" preparations that he 
found the country unorganised for war. 

" When the war broke out," he wrote on August the 22nd, 
" I offered myself to Asquith for non-political work in any 
capacity. But none has been offered me ; and there is some-

•The Westminster Gazette of May 3rd, 1913. 
•Letter to the Hon. F. N. Cruzon, AuguSt 28th, 1914. 
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thing rather pitiful in the thought that at 39 one was thought 
fit to :rule 300 millions of people, and at 55 is not wanted to do 
anything in an emergency in which the national existence is at 
stake." 1 

The time was not far distant when he was to have a very different 
story to tell-" As for me," he wrote in December 1916, "I am to 
be the Conservative watch-dog in the \\' ar Committee of four, 
besides, 1 believe, being President of the Council, Leader in the 
House of Lords and a few other things. Quite enough to break me 
down."z But this was not until after the fall of ilfr. Asquith's 
Coalition Government and the succession of Mr. Lloyd George 
to the Premiership ; and during the early days of the war Lord 
Curzon fretted miserably under the sentence of inaction which 
seemed to have been passed upon him. 

For a time he found occupation in addressing crowded meetings 
in different parts of the country, on the origin of the war and the 
nature of the task which faced the people, in pursuance of a pro
gramme of education which he had himself propounded in the 
columns of The Tin;es. But the public work which came his way
even after he became a member of the firSt Coalition Government 
in the summer of 191 5 -still left him long hours of bitterly resented 
leisure, felt all the more acutely because in the uncertainties of the 
times he regarded it as his duty to remain at home. " I don't think 
that any of us will go north at all," he wrote in AuguSt. " I don't 
like the idea while all this is going on. We may be called upon at 
any moment for local or other work and I feel we ought all to stay 
at home." 3 

Lack of definite occupation led to morbid pessimism-

" I do not like ~e way things are going, the unthinking opti
mism of everyone, the selfishness of the sporting and pleasure 
loving world, the slackness of the middle classes, the indiffer
ence and money squabbles of the lower, the foolish reticence 
and mystery of the Government. All these are unpleasant 
symptoms." 4 

•Letter to Lord Lamington. '!bid., December 7th, 1916. 
lLetter to Hon. F. N. Curzon, AuguSt zi:\th, HJ14. 
•Letter to Lord Lamington, March 21llt, 1915. 
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THE COMING OF WAR 
And in despair he fell back upon his pen, the never failing com

panion of his busieSt and his moSt idle hours. It was during the year 
I9t 5 that the elaborate Report of the Committee of Trustees of the 
National Gallery-written by Lord Curzon himself-was pre
sented to Parliament ; and during the summer of the same year 
there appeared within a few days of each other two volumes, one of 
selected speeches and essays delivered and written by Lord Curzon 
since his return from India, with the title "Subjects of the Day," 
the other of War Poems and other Translations which, as he in
formed his readers in the preface, had at different times lent distrac
tion to his leisure hours. 

The circumstances during the early phases of the war were, indeed, 
such as to place an almoSt intolerable strain upon a restless nature 

. like Lord Curzon's; for while little work worthy of his abilities 
or of his position in public life was forthcoming, he was equally 
debarred by a fine conception of patriotic duty from the normal 
activities of a leader of the Opposition, since criticism of those 
burdened with the responsibility of guiding the country through 
the perplexing maze of these times of biting anxiety, seemed more 
likely to damage than to assist the national cause. As the days 
passed, something of the uneasiness of spirit from which he suffered 
became apparent in his public utterances. At his urgent requeSt the 
period over which the Government had intended that Parliament 
should stand adjourned, after the rising of the two Houses at the 
end of November I9I4, was curtailed so far as the House of Lords 
was concerned; and at its meeting in the firSt week of January 
I 9 I 5, Lord Curzon, in the absence of Lord Lansdowne from illness, 
referred frankly to the position in which the Opposition found them
selves. They had no share either in official responsibility or in execu
tive authority in connection with the war. H~ himself knew little 
more of what was happening than anyone else outside the charmed 
circle of the Government and their professional advisers. These 
disabilities, he hastened to add, did not deter them from giving the 
Government their unstinted support. They had refrained and would 
continue to refrain from making speeches and asking questions 
"where speech was tempting and criticism would have been easy." 
Yet they could not forget that they represented a considerable 
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portion of the nation and that in their representative capacity they 
held a watching brief and were under an obligation to voice the 
feelings, the anxieties and the fears of those whom they represented. 
Governments, he delicately reminded them, were very human insti
tutions and a Government that was subjected to no criticism, even 
in a great national crisis, tended " to become careless, to mistake 
silence for acquiescence, and very likely to develop an extravagant 
and almoSt pontifical sense of its own authority." 1 

These words, carefully chosen and spoken with due restraint, 
reflected what was passing through his mind. In council with his 
colleagues on the Conservative benches he spoke his thoughts with 
greater freedom. Much had happened to give rise to legitimate 
uneasiness in the public mind. The admitted loss of three cruisers, 
the Hogue, the Cressy and the Aboukir ; the suspected loss of a 
Still more important unit of the fleet, H.M.S. Audacious ; the fall of 
Antwerp and the disaster which had overtaken Admiral Craddock, 
to mention but a few, were incidents which called for explanation. 
Yet they were expeCted to give a mute and almoSt unquestioning 
support to all that the Government did ; to maintain a patriotic 
silence about the blunders that had been committed ; to give their 
active support to recruiting while kept in ignorance of the results. 
Recent proceedings in the House of Lords had painfully empha
sised the impotence-almoSt the humiliation-of their position. 
The Secretary of State for War had read them exiguous memoranda 
of platitudes which were the common knowledge of the music-hall 
and the market-place ; had interpolated a curt affirmative or nega
tive to the solitary speech to which he had deigned to listen,and had 
then marched out of the Chamber and left the reSt of the debate to 
colleagues who either affeCted ignorance or screened their silence 
behind the convcn!ent mask of his authority. They were, in faCt, 
caught up on the horns of a particularly painful dilemma : if they 
subjeCted the Government's conduCt of the war to effective criticism 
they laid themselves open to a charge of unpatriotic aCtion ; if, on 
the other hand, they preserved silence it was generally presumed 
that they shared with the Government responsibility for what was 
done. 

•Speech in the House of Lords on January 6th, 1915. 
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THE COMING OF WAR 
The position was undoubtedly a difficult one ; but it was the 

inevitable outcome of the British Parliamentary system and there 
seemed to be only two possible ways out of it. A statement agreed 
to by the Leaders of both political parties might be published, set
ting forth in as precise terms as possible the relations between the 
Government and the Opposition and making clear the extent, if 
any, of the responsibility for what was done that might properly be 
attributed to the latter ; or, provided that the Government were 
prepared to share the direction of affairs with their political oppo
nents, an equal measure of responsibility might be accepted. In 
other words a Coalition Government might be formed. 

This latter alternative was always viewed by Lord Curzon with 
dislike. It would tie the hands and seal the lips of those who entered 
it. It would make them responsible for many things which they 
ought in due course to subject to searching criticism. And with 
men so fundamentally divided on all the outstanding questions of 
the day, he feared that it might lead at the nerve centre of the 
British Empire to a fatal and irretrievable collapse. And when, 
four months later, this device, so alien to British practice and tradi- · 
tion, was suddenly seen to provide the only,means of escape from an 
unt~nable position, he still viewed the prospetl: with serious mis
giving. 

" Suddenly the Ministerial edifice has crumbled," he wrote 
on May the 18th," kicked over by old Jack Fisher. Winston 
has been shot out of the Admiralty ; a lot of other people, · 
including Haldane, are to go permanently and the long expetl:ed 
and (by me) much dreaded Coalition is to come into being. 
Whether I shall be wanted or not in some minor capacity I 
do not know." x • 

He was not left long in doubt, and o~ May the 27th, he kissed hands 
on his appointment to the Cabinet, and received from His Majesty 
the Privy Seal. "I joined the Government to-day as Lord Privy 
Seal," he wrote. " It is a big experiment ditl:ated by forces almost 
outside personal control." 2 

•Letter to Lord Lamington, •Letter to Sir Rennell Rodd 
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The day should have been a great one in Lord Curzon's life. The 

goal of which he had dreamed twenty years before had at length 
been reached. Yet the fuli1lment of the dream differed strangely 
from the dream itself. The keen enthusiasms of those earlier days 
had lost something of their edge, worn down by the passage of 
the years and the disillusionment wrought by the chequered experi
ences of public life. Ill-health and physical suffering beyond the 
ordinary gnawed ceaselessly at the springs of his vitality. "I see 
pictures of you at Murren, robuSt and happy," he wrote to one of the 
congenial companions of earlier days. "I am never the former and 
only negatively the latter." 1 And with such apprehension did he 
view the prospect of a Coalition Government that, when at laSt the 
chance of becoming a Cabinet lvlinister was within his grasp, he 
hesitated on the very threshold. " I am sorry that you are in doubt," 
wrote a friend while his decision hung in the balance ; " but for 
the country's sake I hope you will try to be one of them. I have 
watched your career for the laSt thirty years . . . and if you will 
allow me to say so, I feel that in this crisis you are a needed man
one with the indispensable singleness of aim." z 

His earlieSt experiences as a Cabinet :Minister did little enough to 
reconcile him to the difference between the glowing visions which 
he had once formed of Cabinet office and the crude realities of the 
position as he found them. He was in charge of no great Depart
ment of the State ; he was the arbiter of no one's destinies. There 
was little scope, consequently, for the application of the outstanding 
administrative ability which had won for him so great a reputation 
while in India. Moreover the haphazard method of transacting busi
ness greatly shocked his precise and methodical mind. The meet
ing at uncertain intepals of a body of more than twenty members, 
with no agenda to warn them of what was to be discussed and no 
record of the decisions which had been reached to refer to after 
they had dispersed, contrasted oddly with the business-like proce
dure of the small and efficient Executive Council over which he 
had himself presided in India and struck him as providing an out
standing and almoSt ludicrous example of the traditional amateur-

1Letter to Mrs. Asquith, afterwards Lady Oxford. 
•Letter from Sir R. Haggard. 
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ishness of the British people. The peculiar genius of the race for 
muddling through somehow, had its limitations ; it failed when the 
art of Government ceased to be a pastime and became an exact 
science ; its virtue passed from_ it when it was brought up againSt 
the hard realities of a mechanically efficient age. A system under 
which cases frequently arose when matters were left so much in 
doubt that a Minister went away and acted upon what he thought 
was a decision, which subsequently turned out to be no decision at 
all, or was repudiated by his colleagues, Stood self-condemned. 
"No one will deny," declared Lord Curzon at a later date, "that 
a system, however embedded in the traditions of the past and con
secrated by constitutional custom, which was attended by these 
defects, was a system which was destined, immediately it came into 
contact with the hard realities of war, to crumble into dust." 1 

Yet change was not effected without a struggle, and many months 
were to elapse before the unwieldy Cabinet of 1915 was supplanted 
by a. smaller and more business-like body of half-a-dozen during 
the closing days of 1916, and the happy inconsequence of pre-war 
days by the method and precision demanded by a sterner age. And 
until these changes were brough~ about, Lord Curzon moved rest
lessly hither and thither in queSt of work which might prove of 
definite value to the State. 

The contemplated Ministry of Munitions seemed to offer the 
opportunity which he sought, and after piloting the Bill authorising 
the establishment of the new Department successfully through the 
House of Lords, he looked forward eagerly to taking a share in its 
activities. The story of his disillusionment is told in a letter written 
four months later to Lord Crewe as Leader of the Government in 
the House of Lords. 

" As regards munitions, as you kflow, I was invited by the 
Prime Minister and Lloyd George to go into the Department 
and represent it in the House of Lords. Since the Committee 
meetings at which you and I were present, I have never once 
been invited inside the place or been made a party to any of 
the proceedings. I offered at the beginning to go there and work 

'Speech in the House of Lords, June 19th, 1918. 
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if they would give me a room. No notice was taken of the offer 
and I have never received a single paper or item of information 
about the work. In these circumstances I naturally preferred 
to resign my connection with the Department." 1 

In whichever direction he turned he found his hopes of definite 
and sustained work disappointed. 

" Do you not think we might have a more equal distribu
tion of labour in the House of Lords ?" he asked Lord Crewe. 
"I have now been a member of the Government for over seven 
months and during that time I have only (apart from the repre
sentation of Departments) spoken once for the Government 
in the House, and on that occasion at my own suggestion. 
On no single occasion have I been invited to bear my share 
in the burden. . . . Indeed I often wonder why I was invited 
to join or am in the Government at all." 

The sense of uselessness preyed heavily upon his mind. 

" Twenty years ago I was thought good enough by Lord 
Salisbury to represent the Foreign Office single-handed in the 
House of Commons ; but now apparently I am not qualified 
to represent the Government in any debate on any subject 
whatever. I have accepted the position without a murmur 
and have been content to sit in silence for seven months. But 
I have now decided to speak, since I can really find no ground 
for continuing to be a member of a Government to which I 
am not permitted to render any service, all the more that I am 
excluded from the Committee which deals daily with questions 
and countries to the study of which I have devoted thirty 
years of my life." 2 

His exclusion from the War Committee which came into exist
ence in the autumn of I 9 I 5 did not deter him, however, from taking 

•Letter dated January 6th, 1916. 
•Letter to Lord Crewe, January 6th, 1916. 
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THE COMING OF WAR 
a leading part in the discussion of such questions as came before 
the Cabinet as a whole. The new Government had not been long 
in Office when they were called upon to take a decision of far-reach
ing importance affecting the whole strategy of the war. On the 
Gallipoli Peninsular a position approximating to that of stalemate 
seemed to have been reached. During the summer a Cabinet Com
mittee charged with the duty of supervising the Dardanelles opera
tions had pressed on vigorously with the campaign. Lord Curzon, 
who at the invitation of the Prime Minister had joined the Com
mittee, impressed by the ever expanding vista of possibilities which 
success seemed likely to open up, was constant in urging the des
patch of the reinforcements necessary to ensure .it. At the firSt 
meeting of the Committee on June the 7th, it had been decided to 
send out three divisions of the new army, and before the end of the 
month to add to these two Territorial divisions, making a total 
reinforcement of five divisions of fresh troops in all. With these, 
additions to his force, Sir Ian Hamilton gave the Committee to 
underStand that success might be regarded as assured ; and Lord 
Curzon had been prominent in urging their early despatch. 

The Story of the disappointment of these too sanguine expecta
tions is now a matter of recorded history. Failure in the field on the 
Gallipoli Peninsular was followed by changes both in the plan of 
campaign itself and in the body entrusted with control of it in 
London. Under stress of events in Eastern Europe the Governments 
of France and of Great Britain pledged themselves to the despatch 
of 1 5o,ooo troops to Salonika, and with large drafts made upon 
the forces under Sir Ian Hamilton in fulfilment of this promise, 
all hope of any spectacular success in the neighbourhood of the 
Dardanelles was for the time being abandoned. 

In London the Dardanelles Committee ga.;e place to a smaller 
body, which came to be known as the War Committee, charged 
by the Prime Minister with the duty of co-ordinating and super
vising operations not in the Eastern Mediterranean alone, but in 
all the different theatres of war. To the question what should now 
be done with the troops still entrenched on the rugged slopes of 
the Gallipoli Peninsular, the War Committee, on which Lord Curzon 
found no place, at once addressed itself. Military opinion, though 
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not unanimous, was on the whole in favour of partial evacuation, 
advising the abandonment of Suvla and Anzac but the retention of 
Helles. 

To this course, when recommended by the War Committee to 
the Cabinet, Lord Curzon took strong exception. " We are to be 
asked in Cabinet to-morrow," he wrote on November z;rd, "(r) to 
evacuate Gallipoli; (z) to hang on to Salonika; (;) to concentrate 
on Egypt. I am so anxious and miserable about this policy that I 
shall raise a debate about it-in which I hope that you may, if you 
agree, lend support . .'' I At the discussion on November the 2.4th, he 
undertook in the event of the Cabinet agreeing to a brief postpone
ment of their decision to present a case in writing. He was as good 
as his word. W'ithin twenty-four hours he had drawn up an elabo
rate presentation of the case againSt evacuation, covering a dozen 
printed pages. With his accustomed skill he had analysed the 
military evidence, showing that even on purely military grounds 
there was no large balance of opinion in favour of retreat ; pitting 
againSt such military arguments as had been advanced the grave 
political and moral considerations which weighed heavily in the 
scale againSt a policy of withdrawal; and painting a graphic and 
moving picture of the horror of the final scene which muSt inevit
ably be enacted if the estimates of the probable losses which had 
been placed before them by every military authority who had been 
consulted, proved to be even approximately correct. 

" I ask my colleagues to picture the situation, and I wish 
to draw it in no impressioniSt colours, but as it muSt in all pro
bability actually arise. In the case of all three positions, the 
evacuation and the final scenes will be enacted at night. Our 
guns will contmue firing until the laSt moment, notably those 
on or near to the beaches, but the trenches will have been taken 
one by one, and a moment muSt come when a sauve qui peut 
takes place, and when a disorganised crowd will press in des
pairing tumult on to the shore and into the boats. Shells will 
be falling and bullets ploughing their way into this mass of 
retreating humanity. On the water the motor lighters and 

•Letter to Mr., afterwards Sir, Austen Chamberlain. 
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launches and row boats will be coming to and fro, and doing 
what they can. Conceive the crowding into the boats of 
thousands of half-crazy men, the swamping of craft, the noc
turnal panic, the agony of the wounded, the hecatombs of the 
slain. It requires no imagination to create a scene that, when it 
is told, will be burned into the hearts and consciences of the 
British people for generations to come. What will they say of 
those who have brought about this supreme and hideous 
disaster? 

Even supposing that a British commander were willing (as 
he might, in such conditions, very excusably be) to save the 
lives of his men by surrender-though probably no British 
commander would do this until the end was drawing nigh and 
fighting was about to be replaced by wholesale slaughter
can we be sure that an eastern enemy, intoxicated by triumph 
and maddened by blood, would stay their hands ? Is it not more 
likely that there would ensue one of the bloodieSt episodes in 
the history of mankind ? 

A parallel exists in the ancient world. Can any student of the 
history of Greece forget the Syracusan expedition of the ill
fated Nicias ? Read the following passage from Grote : 

' In this manner the whole army presently became one scene 
of clamour and confusion wherein there was neither command 
nor obedience, nor could anyone discern what was pa~sing. 
The light of the moon rendered objects and figures generally 
visible, without being sufficient to discriminate friend from 
foe. The beaten Athenians, thrown back upon their comrades, 
were in many cases mistaken for enemies and slain. Disorder 
and panic presently ended in a general fl!ght. The Athenians 
hurried back by the same roads which they had ascended ; 
but these roads were found too narrow for terrified fugitives, 
and many of them threw away their arms in order to scramble 
or jump down the cliffs, in which most of them perished. ' 

This was one of many incidents in the Athenian disaster. 
It would be multiplied many-fold by tpe conditions and im
plements of modern warfare and by the nature of the terrain 
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in Gallipoli. Nor can I forbear from pointing out to my col
leagues the prodigious effeCt: that was exercised by the above 
catastrophe, not merely upon the destiny of Athens, but upon 
the entire Eastern world." r 

He concluded with an impassioned appeal to them to pause before 
coming to a decision and to weigh carefully the considerations 
which he had placed before them, remembering that the decision 
which they were about to take would be one of the most momentous 
in British history and that each one of them would have to justify 
himself to his countrymen and to posterity for what might turn out 
to be an indelible blot upon the British name. 

Military opinion, however, was hardening in favour of evacuation. 
To the advice tendered by General Monro who had been sent out 
to take supreme command of the Mediterranean Expeditionary 
Force, was now added that of Lord Kitchener himself. No one 
had been more shocked than Lord Kitchener when General Monro's 
recommendation in favour of evacuation had been received. On 
November the 3fd, he had telegraphed to General Birdwood his 
objection-" I absolutely refuse to sign orders for evacuation 
which I think would be the gravest disaster and would condemn a 
large percentage of our men to death or imprisonment." On the 
following day he had left London for the scene of action, and on 
his return had explained to the Cabinet the reasons which had led 
him to change the opinion which he had formerly held and to recom
mend withdrawal. A decision in this sense was accordingly taken 
and, on December the zoth and January the 8th, the evacuation 
first of Anzac and Suvla and then of Belles was effected, contrary 
to all expectations, ~th negligible losses. That an operation, which 
in the opinion of every competent authority must be attended with 
losses amounting to from thirty to fifty per cent. of the entire force 
concerned, should have been carried through with scarcely any loss 
at all, constitutes a feat unparalleled in the annals of warfare. 

Yet relief at this unexpectedly successful outcome of the opera
tion did not reconcile Lord Curzon to the decision that had been 
taken. 

•Note written for the Cabinet on November 25th, 1915. 
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"This operation (the evacuation of Helles),'' he wrote 

more than a year later, " was carried out with scarcely inferior 
success on the 8th of January, and the last page was turned 
down of one of the moSt tragic, though heroic chapters of 
English history. Although the two-fold and final withdrawal 
from Gallipoli was thus accomplished and was generally 
acquiesced in by the public, I remain of the opinion that it was 
as great an error as any of the earlier blunders of the Dardanelles 
campaign. In my judgment persistence, if scientifically con
dutted, might still have led to victory ; and this view I know 
to be shared by some of the beSt naval and military authority 
that was engaged." x 

1Note on the Dardanelles Operations, drawn up by Lord Curzon for the Cabinet, 
on March 1oth, 1917. 



CHAPTER VIII 

COMPCLSION, SHIPPING CONTROL A..c"<D THE ~\IR BOARD 

THE problem of Gallipoli was not the only one that gravely exer
cised the minds of those who had joined .Mr. i\squith's Govern
ment in the summer of I 9 I 5. There was the question of man power 
which suddenly loomed up large and menacing againSt a back
ground of conflicting opinion and divided counsels. During the 
early days of the war the difiiculty had not been to secure men in 
adequate numbers for the army ; but to train and equip those who 
flocked to the colours. To this end machinery had been improvised 
with extraordinary success. The six divisions of the British expe
ditionary force, which had proceeded to France in AuguSt 1914, 
proved to be the spear-head of an armv unprecedented in the long 
annals of British military history, and, indeed, undreamed of in 
their wildeSt flights of imagination by previous British Ministers 
for War. Already thirty-five divisions were in the £eld, while 
behind them were an equal number filling the camps which had 
sprung up like mushrooms in a night all over the country. 

But by the summer of 191 5, a stage had been reached at which 
it was realised that the very success which had attended the improvi
sation of this vaSt army was going to be responsible for a further 
problem-that of keeping this new and unforeseen Colossus in exist
ence. The wastage of war had to be made good ; and already the 
extravagant wastage in the field was outrunning the renewals from 
hume. 'fhc war was becoming a war of attrition ; and to some at 
leaSt it was becoming clear that, unless the moSt economical use was 
made of the man power of the nation, there was imminent danger 
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of defeat from pure exhaustion. Great Britain had never, of course, 
been organised for such a war, though a few leading men-..,.-and 
prominent among them, as we have seen, Lord Curzon-had pic
tured dimly to themselves the J?Ossibility of tremendous and wholly 
unexampled drafts being made on the manhood of the nation, and 
had done their beSt to prepare their countrymen for it. 

Lord Roberts who had organised and led the campaign in favour 
of National Service was dead ; but Lord Curzon and others who 
had given him whole-hearted support in Parliament and upon the 
platform now renewed their efforts within the walls of the Council 
Room. On July the IIth, Lord Curzon referred to the difficulties 
in which he found himself in a letter to Lord Larnington-" The 
majority of the Cabinet is strongly anti-compulsion, and we should 
have split up by forcing that issue now. K. is againSt it because he 
wants to get the glory of winning the war throughout. But he won't." 
Whether Lord Curzon was right in his diagnosis of the cause of 
Lord Kitchener's reluctance to support conscription is of little 
importance. What was of importance was the faa that Lord 
Kitchener, who copld undoubtedly have carried the Cabinet and 
the country with him had he given a lead in the matter, remained 
silent, morose and uncertain. 

As the days wore on and nothing was done, Lord Curzon found 
the uncertainty of the situation increasingly trying. " May I add," 
he wrote at the end of a letter to the Prime Minister early in AuguSt:, 
"that before very long I-if no other-muSt bring up the question 
of compulsory service and seek a decision from the Cabinet ? The 
position of myself and some others-holding the views that we do
is not easy, and if we allow the matter to be definitely shelved, might 
become intolerable." The matter was accordingly faced. "We are 
discussing in Cabinet the different questions•to which you allude," 
he told Lord Lamington a little later, " and I believe, myself, that 
those with whom I aa, though in the numerical minority, will 
ultimately prevail. But, of course, we are told that compulsion 
instead of saving our finances will ultimately ruin them !" 

The divisions in the Cabinet were unfortunately reflected in the 
controversy which sprang up over the questiop of man power . 
outside. With the formation of the Coalition Government a vigo~ 
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rous campaign in favour of compulsion, led by The Times, had met 
with fierce opposition from leading organs of the Radical party. 
And with public opinion divided and irresolute the Government 
had been slow to aet. In July legislation authorising the institution 
of a National Register was passed. Even this modeSt advance in 
the direCtion of a more scientific organisation of the man power of 
the nation was attacked in some quarters, on the ground that it was 
a cloak under cover of which the conscriptionists in the Cabinet 
were preparing to force compulsion upon the country. And this 
suspicion gave rise to a hostile demonstration at the Trades Union 
Congress which met in London in September. 

Discussion in England, however, was powerless to stay the rapid 
progress of events in France; and againSt the arguments of the anti
compulsionists had to be set the inexorable logic of the losses of 
Loos. And convinced, in face of the rapidly increasing drain upon 
such reserves as were available, that further delay would be fatal, 
Lord Curzon invited those with whom he was aCting in the matter 
to a conference at his house to consider their position. This gather
ing proved to be the turning point in the controversy. With the 
approval of the Prime Minister, Lord Derby was invited by the War 
Office in October to assume direCtion of a far reaching scheme of 
recruitment, based on the information which the National Register 
had provided. No attempt was made to disguise the meaning of 
this fresh appeal to the patriotism of the people. It was frankly 
admitted to be the laSt effort on behalf of voluntary service ; and 
in November Mr. Asquith gave a pledge to the married men who 
came forward in response to it, that they would not be called upon 
to fulfil their undertaking until the unmarried men who were eligible 
had firSt been enrolled. It seemed that this pledge could only mean 
that, in the event of a!.ty considerable number of eligible single men 
failing to come forward voluntarily to atteSt under Lord Derby's 
scheme, compulsion would be applied to ensure their doing 
so. 

Yet opposition in the Cabinet was far from dead ; and though by 
the middle of December it was clear that the Derby scheme had 
failed-it was estimated that 65o,ooo single men of military age 
remained unattested-Lord Curzon was Still in doubt as to the issue. 
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He was faced, indeed, during the closing days of the year with the 
necessity of taking one of those fateful decisions which throughout 
his life he had found so difficult. In the event of the anti-compul
sionists in the Cabinet carrying the day, should he sever his connec
tion with the Government ? There is good reason to suppose that 
he would have done so. On December the 2.7th, he received from 
the Prime Minister an intimation· that it was the King's intention to 
confer upon him a Knighthood of the Garter. To few men would 
the refusal of such an honour have. been harder. Not only did it 
make an almost irresistible appeal to his passion for the trappings 
of life, of which something has been said in earlier chapters, but it 
constituted an exceptional recognition of public service which had 
lost nothing of its attraction in his eyes because on his return from 
India, when it had been secretly but fiercely coveted, it had been 
withheld. Yet now that it was actually within his grasp, he seriously 
contemplated the prospect of having to forego it. On the very day 
on which he received the Prime Minister's letter, a Compulsory 
Service Bill came before the Cabinet for consideration. The dis
cussion on it was inconclusive and the Cabinet rose without coming 
to a decision. Courtesy demanded a reply to the Prime Minister's 
letter ; the irresolution of the Cabinet left the nature of the reply 
in doubt. Lord Curzon temporised ; he proffered a request, which 
he hoped would not in the circumstances be regarded as improper, 
that he might be permitted to defer giving a definite answer for a 
few days-" when we shall all know more exactly how we 
Stand." 

Though the Cabinet had hesitated, the issue was not left long in 
doubt. Lord Curzon's name appeared in the Honour's List on New 
Year's day ; on the same day it became known that Sir John 
Simon had left the Government; four days"later a Compulsory 
Military Service Bill was introduced by the Prime Minister in ful
filment of his pledge to the married men, given in the House' of 
Commons on November the znd, and on January the 2.7th the 
measure became law. Lord Curzon's relief was considerable. " It 
is a great thing to have dragged this Government over the fence of 
compulsion," he wrote on January the 3rd. "When I joined it in 
May I was the only avowed compulsionist in the Cabinet. Now we 
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have a majority. That is a compensation for staying on which has 
often been irksome and mortifying to a degree." r 

Towards the end of January 1916, it became known that Lord 
Curzon had at last been given definite administrative work of the 
highest importance. This was the direction of the work of the 
Shipping Control Committee which came into existence under 
pressure of the demands which were being made on British shipping, 
not only by competing interests, military and commercial, in Great 
Britain itself, but by the growing necessities of her Allies. The diffi
culty of providing adequately for all these requirements had become 
steadily greater during the year 19I 5 as the toll of the available 
supplies taken by enemy raiders, submarines and mines increased. 

The problem, with which the Committee found themselves 
confronted, was similar to that of the Israelites in Egypt-how to 
make bricks without straw. Their instructions were to decide on the 
allocation of British ships to the essential requirements both of the 
Allies and of the United Kingdom, and to make representations 
to the Cabinet wid1 regard to the tonnage required for naval and 
military purposes. These terms of reference seemed to predicate 
an available margin of tonnage to be allocated, whereas no margin 
in fact existed. On the contrary, a careful comparison made by the 
Committee in the form of a balance sheet, between the total demands 
made and the resources available from which to meet them, showed 
an actual deficit amounting at a conservative estimate to 3 ,ooo,ooo 
tons. And the first problem which the Committee set themselves 
to solve was that of converting this alarming deficit into a surplus. 

They quickly came to the conclusion that there was only one way 
in which this could be done, and that was by restricting drastically 
the quantity of goods imported into the country. And as a result 
of a careful examin~tion of the question from this point of view, 
they recommended that, for a period of three months from March 
the 3 I st, 19 I 6, the import of all commodities other than those com
prised in certain clearly defined categories, should be definitely 
prohibited. The proposal was certainly a bold one and the recep
tion accorded to it, if not encouraging, was not altogether unex
pected. The Board of Trade considered the administrative and 

•Letter to Lord Lamington. 
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political difficulties in the way of so heroic a remedy insuperable, 
and declined to adopt it-a decision which was communicated to 
his Committee by Lord Curzon from a bed of sickness : 

"I am liable to severe back pains," he explained in writing 
to the Secretary, "and I had one of these seizures last night 
which will keep me in bed for a few days. I saw Runciman 
yesterday ... As I expected, the Board of Trade are quite 
unable to accept the bold and extensive prohibition of imports 
which we have proposed. It would involve us in imme
diate rows of a desperate nature, not merely with trades and 
interests in this country as well as with the War Office, Muni
tions Department, etc. ; but also with our Allies abroad. The 
calculations in our draft, which were based upon the hypothe
tical acceptance of this scheme, fall very largely to the ground." 1 

In these circumstances the Committee fell back for the time being 
upon a number of other devices for easing the situation, chief among 
them being the acceleration of merchant shipbuilding; the felling 
of timber in Great Britain for home requirements in place of impor
tation from abroad ; the obtaining of stone and timber in France 
itself to meet the huge local demand for such things there ; and 
insistence upon the more economical use of tonnage by the naval 
and military authorities. As a result of their exertions in these 
direB:ions some improvement was effeB:ed. The Admiralty, after 
discussion with Lord Curzon, agreed to release a number of ship
building yards and marine engineering works for commercial 
requirements; and by May, in spite of increased demands by the 
War Office in connection with the Salonika ex.Pedition, it had been 
found possible, as a result of the more economical employment of 
the tonnage allocated, to release from naval and military service 
over 13 o ships of the mercantile marine. 

All these devices, however, were little more than palliatives of a 
desperate evil, and while Great Britain was struggling to meet the 
necessities of her own case, the Governments of the allied coun-

•Letter to Mr. Clement Jones, C.B., to whom I am indebted for m{i'ch information 
concerning the working of the Shipping Control Committee. 
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tries, scarcely conscious of the extent of the aid already being ren
dered to them, clamoured loudly and continuously for more. So 
difficult was the position that Lord Curzon thought it desirable 
to explain it to the public. 

" Let me point out," he said in the House of Lords on May 
the 3 rd, " that we are rendering precisely the same services to 
the Allies as we are to our own people. Our ships are convey
ing supplies of food, coal, grain, timber, raw material for 
munitions, munitions themselves, to all the allied Govern
ments. The assistance which we are rendering to them is on 
a scale unprecedented in the history of any war-a scale un
suspected, I believe, by the allied Governments whom we are 
assisting, and practically unknown, except to experts, in this 
country. But for British shipping, there would not now be 
pouring into France, Russia and Italy the food and munitions 
which are necessary for the efficient conduct by them of the 
war .... ~'hile I am speaking about the services to the Allies 
let me, in no spirit of vainglory, but as a simple statement of 
faa, deal in rather more mathematical terms with the precise 
service we are rendering. I will not give the exact number of 
ocean-going steamers-that is steamers above I ,Goo tons
which at the present moment we possess, but I may say that 
the total number is between 3 ,ooo and 4,ooo. Out of that total 
we have dedicated over 5 oo of these ships to the exclusive 
use of France, Italy and Russia ... These 500 ships are a sub
traction from the total shipping of this country, every ton of 
which is really required for our own service. Let the House 
be quite clear about that. We gladly give it. We wish we could 
give more. My.Committee is daily confronted with the difficult 
task of having to refuse to give more. We take no credit to 
ourselves for what we have given, but at leaSt let our services 
be acknowledged and be known." 

Faced with these ever expanding demands, Lord Curzon became 
more strongly convinced than ever that a fundamental necessity 
of the situation was an enforced and much more drastic reduction 
of non-essential commodities imported into the country, and he and 
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his Committee continued to work to this end. By the close of the 
year 1916, competent opinion put the probable deficiencies of carry
ing power during the ensuing weeks at 5oo,ooo tons of imports a 
month ; and almoSt: the laSt: act of the Shipping Control Committee, 
in the shape in which it had hitherto existed, was to urge once more 
upon the Government the vital importance of securing by the pro
hibition of non-essential imports, the carriage of essential supplies. 
This action was taken at a moment of rapid political change which 
was to have its influence upon Lord Curzon's own position in the 
Government. Mr. Asquith's Administration fell ; and Lord Cur
zan became a member of the War Cabinet-the small Committee of 
Public Safety by which Mr. Lloyd George, who succeeded to the 
Premiership, conducted the affairs of the nation from this time on 
until the end of the war and the conclqsion of the Peace Conference. 
The Shipping Control Committee became merged after Lord 
Curzon's resignation of the Chairmanship in a new Ministry of 
Shipping ; but the principle for which the Committee had fought 
so strenuously had by then won the day. On December the zist, 
1916, within a few days of the formation of the new Government, a 
Cabinet Committee under Lord Curzon's chairmanship was ap
pointed " to consider and report on the question of the restriction 
of imports." By the middle of February the Committee had sub
mitted to the War Cabinet a programme of restriCtion involving a ' 
reduCtion of 6,ooo,ooo tons of shipping a year on the actual imports 
of 1916; within a week the approval of the Cabinet had been 
obtained; and on March the 31st, 1917, the consent of the Domi
nions and the Foreign Governments affected having been secured, 
the long liSt of the prohibitions agreed upon was published in the 
Gazette. 

The Shipping Control Committee had realised from the firSt 
how much they owed to Lord Curzon's administrative ability and 
prestige, and when, in the early summer of 1916, it was rumoured 
that his talents and driving force were likely to be required elsewhere, 
they passed a Resolution urging him not to leave them, even if he 
felt obliged to give a portion of his time to other matters, and 
offering to relieve him as far as possible of routine work. Lord 
Curzon was genuinely pleased. 
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" I desire to express to the Committee my sincere sense of 

the honour they have done me in passing the Resolution 
which I have juSt received. _My natural inclination would 
have been to resign a position to which I do so little justice. 
But if the Committee think that I can further their cause by 
taking up their important cases before the War Committee, 
I will gladly stay on until the Prime 1\finister or public outcry 
turns me out. In the meantime I am moSt grateful to the Com
mittee for their wiiiingness to add to their own labours in 
order to spare me. My Air Board meets every Monday, Wed
nesday and Friday afternoon and renders it impossible for me 
to be absent on those days." 1 

For some time past the administration of the Air Service had 
been a source of dissatisfaction. There was, in faB:, no separate 
Air Service at all, the army and the navy each employing air corps 
as auxiliary branches of their own. With a view to prevent over
lapping and waste a Co-ordinating Committee under the chair
manship of Lord Derby had been appointed in February 1916, to 
adjust relations between the War Office and the Admiralty in respect 
of supplies for the Air Service. Lord Curzon, who had made a 
study of the question, had condemned the Committee from the 
start as a perfealy useless half-measure; had pointed out in a Note 
drawn up for the w·ar Committee and subsequently circulated to 
the Cabinet, that such a Committee would lack authority, would 
spend its time trying to arbitrate between the different Depart
ments, would be powerless to evolve a policy or help materially 
to end the war ; and had boldly advocated the creation of an Air 
Department with an Air Minister at its head. He possessed the 
vision which enables:l him to grasp the immense potentialities of 
aerial warfare. He regarded the immediate organisation of the air 
forces of the country for long distance flights againSt the enemy as 
one of the moSt imperative demands of the situation. He brushed 
aside as irrelevant all discussion of the ethics of reprisals. No 
Englishman wanted to kill innocent men, women or children. 
But they did want to bombard, injure, and destroy German military 
stations, camps, railway centres, arsenals, factories and workshops. 

•Letter to ~Ir. Clement Jones, C.B., May 25th, rgr6. 
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He was convinced that, with proper organisation, it should long 
since have been possible to have had an air fleet over Essen. " That" 
he declared, " would produce a greater commotion in Germany 
than the capture of many miles of German trenches." But the poten
tialities of aerial attack would never materialise without a proper 
exercise of authority, initiative~ ,unity of action and control; and 
he saw little hope of these qualities being displayed by a Committee 
composed in the main of representatives of the War Office and the 
Admiralty, since there could be no real initiative where there was 
confused and uncertain responsibility. 

His forecast was an accurate one. Its terms of reference were too 
narrow to enable the Committee, to decide any question of policy, 
and it possessed neither the executive power nor the authority 
which might have enabled it to bridge the fundamental disagree
ment which existed between two distinct branches of what should 
have been one service, each having its own organisation, esprit 
de corps and aspirations. After a few weeks of futile endeavour 
Lord Derby therefore resigned ; and Lord Curzon renewed his 
representations to the Prime Minister and the Cabinet. 

He again urged the creation of a new Department ; but since 
he was aware of the doubts which the Prime Minister harboured 
about the proposed Air Ministry, fortified as such doubts were by 
the steady opposition of both navy and army, he put forward as a 
possible alternative a less revolutionary measure. Taking the Ship
ping Control Committee as his model, he suggested the appoint
ment of an Air Board which should be charged with the duty of 
formulating a policy and of advising the Government in due 
course for or againSt the creation of an Air Ministry. He regarded 
it as essential that, in the event of either the Admiralty or the War 
Office declining to act on the advice of the :eoard, the President 
should be at liberty to refer the matter to the War Committee. The 
Prime Minister anxious to do something, but fearful of doing too 
much, accepted the compromise, and in May the new Air Board 
with Lord Curzon at its head came into being. Apart from its 
President the Board cop.sisted of two naval and two military repre
sentatives, and of two civilians, Lord Sydenham and Major Baird, 
M.P., who spoke for it in the House of Commons. 
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The Board set to work with the energy to be expected of any body 
functioning under Lord Curzon's direction and control. But the 
old conditions which had rendered Lord Derby's Committee 
impotent remained unaltered ; the two branches of the air force 
were still under the control of the War Office and the Admiralty; 
and though the Air Board was invested with greater authority 
than the Co-ordinating Committee had been, it yet lacked the full 
power of compelling either Department to carry out its recommen
dations. The powers delegated to it by the War Committee were 
not those of a plenipotentiary-in the event of disagreement it 
could only refer matters back to the War Committee for decision. 

When putting forward his suggestion for an Air Board, Lord 
Curzon had pointed out that in the analogous case of the Shipping 
Control Committee questions of the first importance were constantly 
referred to it by the Foreign Office, the Board of Trade and other 
Departments, not merely for examination but for decision ; and he 
had added that unless the constitution of an Air Board was welcome 
to the War Office and the Admiralty, and unless both those Depart
ments would agree to facilitate a task which must in any case be 
" most difficult and often odious . . . it would be futile to set it 
up and no sane man would be found to accept the chair." 1 A very 
brief experience of the working of the new Board satisfied him that, 
far from its operations being welcome to the Admiralty, they were 
viewed by that Department with suspicion and dislike. The fact 
of the matter was that during the opening days of the war the 
Admiralty, under the enterprising direction of Mr. Winston Churchill, 
had strayed into strange fields of activity. Among other miscella
neous and, as some thought, incongruous tasks, it had been 
charged with, or, at any rate, had assumed responsibility for, the 
aerial defence of London. There were in reality better reasons for 
this allocation of duties than were apparent to the casual eye. 
The strain upon the Admiralty due to war expansion, though suffi
ciently great, was less severe than it was upon the War Office ; 
and their intelligence system was better adapted for obtaining 
warning of the approach of air-craft across the seas. It was not 
altogether surprising, therefore, that when a new body came into 

1Memorandum submitted to the Cabinet, April 16th, 1916. 
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being which seemed to be arrogating to itself wide powers in con
nection with aerial warfare generally, the Admiralty should be at 
little pains to disguise the faa that they resented its interference in 
matters which they regarded as lying in a special sense within their 
own province. 

For five months Lord Curzon Strove to effect the purpose for 
which the Air Board had been set up, and at the end of that period 
he recorded his failure in an elaborate Report to the Prime Minister 
and the War Committee. "I am in now for my big fight for the 
expansion of the Air Board," he wrote on October the 25th. "It is 
really a fight with the Admiralty, and if my proposals, in which 
my colleagues Lord Sydenham and Major Baird entirely concur, are 
not acepted by the War Committee (our military colleagues also 
entirely accept them) we shall resign." 1 The Report was written 
by himself in consultation with, and with the approval of, his two 
civilian colleagues. No part was played in its compilation by the 
representatives of the War Office and the Admiralty who had seats 
upon the Board, since their official position would have rendered it 
difficult for them, in Lord Curzon's opinion, to pass judgment 
upon many of the points which it would be necessary to raise. By 
far the greater part of the thirty pages of print covered by the 
Report was devoted, in fact, to an elaboration of the main con
clusion to which, as a result of the experience of the paSt five months, 
Lord Curzon and his civilian colleagues had been forced. This 
conclusion was Stated and re-Stated, buttressed with evidence and 
supported by illustration ; presented to the reader, in short, with 
the eloquence and skill which never failed Lord Curzon when 
framing an indictment or arguing a case. In its simpleSt shape it 
was formulated as follows-that " no expansiop of the work of the 
Air Board, no complete fulfilment of the charge with which it was 
entrusted, and no adequate provision for the urgent necessities of 
the future were possible so long as the Admiralty adopted its present 
attitude towards the Air Board, and so long as the administration 
of that branch of the Air Service which was in the hands of the 
Admiralty was conducted on the present lines." 

The Admiralty had passed under the control of a man who was 
•Letter to Mrs. Duggan. 
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not one whit behind the President of the Air Board in dialectical 
skill; and Mr. Balfour, while disclaiming either the time or the 
inclination for controversy, thought that it would hardly be res
peB:ful either to the authors of the Report or to his colleagues on 
the War Committee, if he were to let it pass wholly without com
ment. Of the Air Board's performances of which they had little 
to say themselves, he had Still less to write. But to do them justice 
they were much more intereSted in abusing the Admiralty than in 
praising themselves. 

" I do not suppose that in the whole history of the country 
any Government Department has ever indulged so recklessly 
in the luxury of inter-departmental criticism. The temptation 
no doubt has often existed ; but hitherto it has been more or 
less successfully resisted. In the case of the Air Board, how
ever, the ardour of youth and the consciousness of superior 
abilities have completely broken through the ordinary barriers 
of self-control. The Army also is mentioned, but only for the 
purpose of artistic contraSt. It is the virtuous apprentice, the 
lustre of whose shining merits serves but to darken the shadows 
in the character of his wicked rival." 

Lord Curzon's indictment of the Admiralty for their alleged failure 
to deal more effectively with Zeppelin raids and to appreciate the 
value of lighter-than-air machines as an adjunct of naval warfare 
itself, was lightly dismissed-" imaginary history is very easy to 
write, and quite impossible to refute .. " 

This reply by the FirSt Lord of the Admiralty elicited a rejoinder 
from the President pf the Air Board ; and for a time the gloom 
which overhung a domestic controversy, in itself deplorable, was 
lighted up for those who of necessity looked on while their chiefs 
monopolised the stage, by the sparks which flew from the clash of 
Steel upon Steel as the rapiers met in thruSt and parry. It is impos
sible to say what would have been the outcome of the controversy 
had Lord Curzon remained President of the Air Board and Mr. 
Balfour FirSt Lord of the Admiralty. Neither of them was, however, 
destined to play a leading part in the final stages of the controversy, 
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for at this juncture the tide of affairs took a turn which swept 
both of them to other shores. On December the 5th, Mr. Asquith 
resigned, and Mr. Lloyd George became Prime M~nister. Mr. 
Balfour moved from the Admiralty to the Foreign Office and Lord 
Curzon became Lord President of the Council, Leader of the House 
of Lords and a member of the small War Cabinet, which was, 
henceforth, to devote itself unremittingly to the conduct of the 
war. It was, however, Lord Curzon's view which in the end pre
vailed; for in January 1918 the changes for which he had from the 
first contended were brought about. An Air Ministry was created 
which in course of time acquired a position analogous to that of 
the War Office, with an Air Council corresponding to the Army 
Council, in control of a single service formed by the amalgamation 
of the Naval and Military wings of the Air Force. Thus was his 
judgment vindicated and his importunity justified. 
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FLANDERS, l'ALESTIN"E AND MESOPOTA~lL\ 

FRoM this time onwards Lord Curzon had little reason to complain 
oflack of work. Between December 1916, when Mr. Lloyd George's 
Government took office, and J'\ovember 1918, when hostilities on 
the main battle areas were brought to a close, the War Cabinet of 
which he was throughout a member, held over five hundred 
meetings. Normally it met daily in the morning and sometimes in 
the afternoon and evening as well. It became the brain of the Empire 
to which the daily developments of the war on land, on sea, under 
the sea and in the air, together with the problems to which each 
fresh move gave rise, were continuously communicated for infor
mation, consideration and decision. And to problems of a strictly 
military character were added questions no less bewildering in their 
complexity nor vital in their consequences, affecting the Imperial 
and Foreign relations of the Country and the economic and social 
organisation of her peoples. 

So great, so complfx and so continuous a flow of work necessi
tated a considerable departure from the methods of transacting 
business hitherto followed by British Cabinets. The preparation 
of agenda and the maintenance of a record and Minutes of the pro
ceedings were found to be essential if the mass of business which 
came before the War Cabinet was to be properly dealt with, and 
these innovations entailed the creation of a Secretariat with a highly 
competent and responsible officer at its head. 

Lord Curzon applauded all such changes and, as a result of eigh-
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teen months experience of the working of the new system, gave it 
as his deliberate opinion that when the history of these days was 
written, it would be found that they had left a not inconsiderable 
mark upon the conStitutional development of the country. He paid 
a glowing tribute to the officer-Sir Maurice Hankey, G.C.B.
who as Secretary to the Cabinet was charged with a task of no 
ordinary difficulty and of immense responsibility. "That distin
guished officer by his ability, his industry, his knowledge of affairs 
and his unfailing tatl:, has really been far more responsible than 
any individual for what I claim to be the successful working of the 
system, and when history is written he will deserve his own niche 
in the temple which records the builders of our national Constitu
tion." x Of a kindred innovation, namely, the elaborate Private 
Secretariat which Mr. Lloyd George added to the machinery of 
government for his own particular convenience, and which, owing 
to its location in the grounds of No. ro Downing Street, came to be 
known familiarly as " the Garden Suburb," Lord Curzon had a 
different Story to tell. For he was to discover by personal experience 
the embarrassment to which a Foreign Minister might be subjetl:ed 
by a Prime Minister with a highly Staffed Secretariat at his disposal, 
who took an atl:ive and sometimes independent part in diretl:ing 
the foreign policy of the Country. This was, however, the develop
ment of a later date ; and so far as the organisation presided over by 
Sir Maurice Hankey was concerned, he appreciated to the full the 
method which an efficient Secretariat introduced into the procedure 
of the Cabinet. 

Lord Curzon was by temperament and by experience better 
equipped, perhaps, than some of his colleagues for assimilating the 
contents of the never ending Stream of papers. which flowed in upon 
them. On the other hand, the habit which he had acquired in India 
of conscientiously perusing all the documents in a file rather than 
rely upon a summary prepared by someone else, imposed on him a 
ceaseless and tremendous Strain. At the end of an exhausting day 
he would return from a dinner party or some official engagement ' 
to sit up far into the night, poring over the mass of papers which 
had accumulated during the day ; and it was rare, indeed, if those 

•Speech in the House of Lords, June 19th, 1918. 
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concerned did not receive their boxes back the following morning 
with a clear Minute of instructions written in Lord Curzon's own 
hand. 

Nor was this all, for membership of the War Cabinet carried with 
it, automatically, membership of the Imperial War Cabinet-that 
gathering of statesmen from the Dominions and India which met 
for a Session, once during the year 1917 and twice during the fol
lowing twelve months. He also served as chairman of many Cabinet 
Committees, was Lord President of the Council and Leader of the 
House of Lords. " I am much obliged to you," he wrote to Lord 
Crewe on December the 1oth, 1916, "for telling me about the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. How I am to do 
all these things with War Committee sitting daily, often twice, I 
do not know." 

The burden of these days would, indeed, have weighed heavily 
upon a man in the full vigour of life and in the enjoyment of perfea 
health. Lord Curzon was Still short of sixty; but he was called upon 
to wage conStant warfare againSt physical pain which, with advanc
ing years, grew steadily in the frequency and the intensity of its 
attack. "I have not cared to publish my affliCtions," he wrote 
about this time, " but I have been in almoSt constant pain for the 
paSt six weeks." 1 Something of the struggle was to be gathered 
from his appearance. Even entering a dining room he walked 
haltingly and with a Stick. He retained much of the freshness of 
colour which had always been so striking a feature of his appearance 
and in his younger days had been the subject of Ba:otian humour 
on the part of his contemporaries. But the hard grip of the lips, the 
mute but unmistakable message of the eye, the contraCtion of the 
brow above the nose.and the slant of the eyebrows giving him at 
times an almoSt Mephistophelian expression, all told of prolonged 
and bitter conflict, waged with iron resolution, againSt the infirmities 
of the flesh. 

Yet Lord Curzon was, perhaps, happier now than he had been at 
any time since his return from India. To be at the heart of things; 
to have his finger on the pulse of great events; to play a dominant 
part in guiding and determining the destinies not merely of indi-

•Letter to Lord Lamington. 
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viduals but of nations, to be moulding 'the material of which history 
-and what history !-would be made-these were the things 
that he loved. It was thus that, in those far-off days when he had 
stepped across the threshold of the world on leaving Oxford, he 
had dimly piCtured himself as he projected his gaze into the mazy 
mirror of the future. And for a time the enthusiasms of the paSt 
burned once more with something of the brightness of their earlier 
flame. Moreover, there came into his life at this time the joy which 
he was capable 'of deriving in such abundant measure from that 
intimate companionship to which he had now for so long been a 
Stranger, but for which it was not in his nature not to crave. " When 
you read before long in the papers," he wrote on December the 7th, 
I9I6, "that I am going to marry Mrs. Duggan, pray believe that 
I am doing a wise thing which will make us both happy and brighten 
my often desolate life." 1 

His house in London became once more a centre of brilliant 
social life; it also became the scene of fateful and historic gather
ings. Somehow or other the gaunt spectre of war which trailed 
carnage and infinite misery across the face of the world, muSt be 
laid. By some means or other the long, wasting months .of stagnant 
warfare in the sodden and blood-soaked trenches, which drew a 
ghastly furrow half way across Europe, muSt be brought to an end. 
And the problem, which was debated with increasing urgency and 
anxiety as winter melted into spring and spring blof?somed cheer
lessly into summer in I9I7, was that of giving to the struggle once 
more the charaCter of a war of movement which it had long since 
loSt and seemed powerless to regain. The attempts which had been 
made at intervals from the spring of I 9 I 5 onwards had been costly 
beyond all previous computation and grievously inconclusive. 
Yet, when faced with this supreme probl<!m, human ingenuity 
seemed bankrupt and could suggeSt no other way of smashing the 
.Yoke under which the Western world lay groaning and so of freeing 
Europe from the nightmare in which she had become ensnared. 
And it was at a dinner party given by Lord Curzon that those 
charged with the responsibility of planning a further effort, came to 
decisions of momentous consequence. " We have now had Haig 

•Letter to Lord Lamington. 
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and Robertson before us for two days," he wrote on June the z1st, 
" and we have to take decisions for the autumn and winter which 
may affeCI:, indeed must affeCI:, the whole future conduCI: and perhaps 
the ultimate issue of the war." 1 Far into the night of June the zoth, 
the members of the Committee-Mr. Lloyd George, Lord Curzon, 
Mr. Bonar Law, Lord Milner, General Smuts and Colonel Hankey 
(the Secretary)-sat in earneSt conclave, first on the terrace over
looking the Mall and later on in the house itself. 

" Last night my dinner to the Committee went off very well . 
. . . Mter dinner we adjourned to the terrace to embark upon 
the great discussion. But after three quarters of an hour the 
wind drove us in and we adjourned to your boudoir where 
the guests showed a complimentary but uninstruCI:ed intereSt 
in the piCI:ures. The pow-wow lasted till 12.30 a.m. and sent 
me to bed quite worn out." z 

The formal decision which resulted in the Flanders Campaign 
of the autumn of 1917 was taken and recorded elsewhere. But it 
was at 1 Carlton House Terrace, on the night of June the zoth, that 
the die may be said to have been caSt. The decision to be taken was 
a sufficiently difficult one. The summer of 1917 found the French 
forces weary and disheartened and the French people sullen and 
depressed. And it was abundantly clear that in any large offensive, 
which might be undertaken during the remaining months of the 
year, the French army muSt be left out of account as a serious faCI:or 
in the calculations. On the other hand it was equally plain that the 
very state of the French moral demanded something more inspiriting 
than a passive defence on the part of her Allies. In these circum
stances two alternativ'e plans were open to consideration. The first 
to be examined by the Committee was an attack in force on the 
Italian front with a view to dealing the Austrian army a crushing 
blow, to be followed by the capture of Trieste. It was thought that 
if this plan was carried through successfully, Austria might then 
be detached from Germany by the offer of a separate peace. An 
admitted difficulty in the way of the projeCI: was the Italian shortage 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. >Ibid. 
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of heavy artillery ; and it was recognised that for its successful pro
secution it would be necessary to concentrate a force of 300 to 400 
British or French guns on the Isonzo front in support of the Italian 
advance. With such support General Cadorna was prepared to 
make the attempt. 

The alternative to this plan was a thruSt in force by the whole 
British army in Flanders with a view, not only to harassing and 
wearing do~n the resistance of the StrongeSt of the enemy Powers, 
but to effecting the subsidiary, but by no means unimportant, object 
of sweeping the German forces from the Belgian coast. The anxiety 
of the Admiralty to see Zeebrugge and Ostend cleared of enemy 
submarines and destroyers before the winter, weighed heavily 
with the Committee againSt doubts which they entertained as to 
the ability of the British army to carry to a successful issue the 
entire series of operations involved in the ambitious plan of cam
paign drawn up by Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig. Even so, it 
was not until they had passed in review and submitted to expert 
military opinion all possible objections to the plan, that they decided 
to recommend its adoption in preference to the offensive on the 
Italian front. On June the 25th, five days after the fateful dinner 
party at Lord Curzon's house, Sir Douglas Haig was authorised 
to proceed with his preparations. But it was not until after further 
prolonged and anxious consideration that orders for the commence
ment of the offensive were finally issued. At the same time it was 
decided that plans for the transport of guns and ammunition to the 
Italian front should be accurately worked out, so that, in the event 
of the advance in Flanders being brought to a premature standstill, 
a blow might still be struck at the Austrian army on the Isonzo. 

The doubts and fears with which the Committee had been 
assailed were unhappily more than justified b"y events. dn neither 
front were the expectations of the Allies realised. On the Southern 
front it was not the Italians, but a composite Austro-German force 
assembled behind the Austrian lines with complete secrecy, that 
broke through the defence, and effected the biggeSt surprise of the 
War since trench warfare had set in. In the course of these disas
trous operations the Allies loSt no less than 2,3oo guns and a quarter 
of a million prisoners. French and British reinforcements were 
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hurried to the assistance of the hard-pressed Italian army and before 
the end of the year were firmly established in the firing line. In 
Flanders no appreciable advance was made ; Zeebrugge and Ostend 
remained in the hands of the enemy, and it was not until a year 
later that the great results hoped for from the Flanders campaign, 
were realised. 

But while Lord Curzon was necessarily preoccupied with these 
profoundly moving events which bulked so large upon the Euro
pean stage, it muSt have been clear to those associated with him, 
that Asia had loSt nothing of the fascination which she had always 
exercised over him. Ifis thoughts were continually turning in the 
direction of those lands over which hung the unchanging glamour of 
the Orient ; and it was by virtue of his own intimate conneCtion 
with them in the past, that he constituted himself in a special sense 
the custodian of British intereSts in the East. Whether it was a 
question of the extension or the blocking of a railway in the debat
able lands beyond the Indian frontier ; of the future of Palestine, 
of Constantinople or of Cyprus ; of the aims to be pursued in .i\feso
potamia or Arabistan ; of the possibilities of German EaSt Africa 
as a future outlet for a surplus Indian population ; of the nature 
and extent of the military co-operation to be sought from Japan; 
of peace negotiations with Turkey or of means for making known 
to the Muhammadan world the real aims of British policy, as dis
tinCt from the distorted versions of it sedulously propagated by her 
enemies ; of the future of the new capital of India at Delhi, and not 
leaSt of the concessions to be made to the Indian peoples in the way 
of Constitutional Reforms, Lord Curzon was equally at home, a 
dominant and challenging figure, approving here and condemning 
there, wielding with zeSt and with effect, in the discussion of all 
such questions, the varied weapons of an unusually well stocked 
armoury. 

" As one who has had a good deal to do with the Sistan question 
for the last quarter of a century," he wrote in a Memorandum for 
the Committee of Imperial Defence in AuguSt 1916," and has been 
to a large extent responsible for the Quetta-Nushki-Sistan deve
lopments both in politics, strategy and trade during that perioJ, I 
may, perhaps, be permitted to say something about the lateSt 
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proposal. .· ." When Viceroy of India he had himself been respon
sible for the construction of the railway from Quetta to Nushki; 
but in the circumstances then prevailing had discpuraged its further 
extension. He did not now dissent in principle from its prolongation 
in the .direction of the Persian frontier. But the Strong Strain of 
practical common sense which sometimes asserted itself in the very 
cases in which his romantic imagination might have been expected to 
carry him with it-his demolition of the dreams of a great trunk 
line from Burma into the heart of China fifteen years before was a 
case in point-led him to counsel a much more modeSt advance 
than had actually been proposed. He did not think that the question 
ought to be decided exclusively from the point of view of the exist
ing strategical situation in Eastern Persia. There were other and 
more permanent considerations to be taken into account, the future 

, of which might easily be compromised by an extension hastily 
decided on to meet a particular emergency, since it was in the nature 
of frontier railways" to go forward rather than to" go back, and to 
substitute a larger for a smaller purpose." In place of a broad
gauge line he would suggeSt one of zft. 6in. as sufficient for all 
immediate requirements ; and for the long extension into Persia 
one that would stop short at Dalbandin some distance from the 
Persian frontier. When the total railway expenditure of India had 
been cut down to £3,ooo,ooo in consequence of the war, a proposal 
to spend £z,ooo,oo0 , on a broad-gauge railway across the des<::rts 
of Baluchistan into Persia demanded greater justification than it had 
received. He would prefer to see the whole matter treated as ten
tative and experimental, and speed of construction the principle 
teSt. If the broad-gauge was wanted later on, conversion could be 
carried out without difficulty. 

In another Note written for the Committee" of Imperial Defence 
about the same time, he argued strongly againSt the assumption 
too lightly made, that the British Government were committed 
even in principle to the construction of a Trans-Persian Railway
a proposal which he had always regarded as highly undesirable. 
And he requested that his Note might be placed on record for 
reference whenever the matter might come up for further discus
sion. 
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Lord Curzon had, indeed, loSt nothing of his trenchant ability 
:or dissecting a proposition with which he disagreed. If there was a 
mbble to be pricked his was the pen with which to do the pricking. 
With good-humoured satire and with obvious satisfaction he would 
:xpose the hollowness of the premises on which some elaborate and 
howy superstructure had been built. Temptation to indulge in 
his sedutl:ive pastime was great when people in high places began 
nventing formulas to define the things for which they conceived 
hat the nations had been fighting, or, at leaSt, the things which it 
~ratified them to think were to be the fruits of their having fought. 
' The establishment in Palestine of a l\ational Home for the Jewish 
ace," was the formula coined to express an aspiration of some, at 
ny rate, of those who were ranged under the banner of the Allies. 
'f./as this an aspiration with which His Majesty's Government 
>ught definitely to associate themselves ? By some the question was 
nswered with an unhesitating affirmative. Lord Curzon thought 
b.ey should have paused before they leapt. He wanted to know, in 
b.e firSt place, what was the precise meaning of the phrase " a 
~ational Home for the Jewish race in Palestine"? And in the 
c:cond place, what was the nature of the obligation which the 
~overnment of Great Britain would be assuming if they accepted 
2e aspiration as a principle of British policy ? And, since no one 
~emed prepared to offer any definite explanation of the meaning 
f the phrase, Lord Curzon proceeded to an analysis of it himself. 

A National Home for the Jewish race would seem to imply
: the words were to bear their ordinary significance-a place where 
1e Jews could be reassembled as a nation and where they would 
njoy the privileges of an independent national existence. Such at 
ny rate muSt be the .conception of those who spoke of the creation 
1 Palestine of" an autonomous Jewish State" ; that was to say, a 
olitical entity composed of Jews, governed by Jews, and adminis
~red mainly in the intereSts of Jews. " Such a State might naturally 
e expeB:ed to have a capital and a form of Government and insti
Itions of its own. It would possess the soil, or the greater part of 
1e soil, of the country. It would take its place among the smaller 
ations of the earth." 
Now was this a practicable ideal ? Let them consider the main 
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factors in the situation. It was estimated that the Jewish people 
numbered approximately I 2,ooo,ooo souls scattered broadcaSt 
over the face of the earth, of which number I 2 5 ,ooo only had been 
domiciled in Palestine before the war. So much for the race which 
was to inhabit the National Home. What of the Home itself? The 
land extending from Dan to Beersheba, i.e., the Palestine of the 
Scriptures, was, if the deserts were excluded, about the size of Wales. 
And it was helpful to remember when considering the question, 
that Wales, in spit,e of possessing one city of nearly 2oo,ooo and two 
others of 2oo,ooo between them, supported a population of 2,ooo,ooo 
only. As compared with this, Palestine could at beSt: claim to support 
a population which even before the war fell short of 7oo,ooo, and 
which consisted for the moSt: part not of Jews but of Moslems. 
The poverty of the land had admittedly been increased by the war, 
since the Turks had broken up such Jewish colonies as existed, had 
conscripted and to a large extent destroyed the peasantry, and had 
reduced the small urban population to beggary. But the war had 
merely added to an already existing leanness. The Scriptural phrase, 
"a land flowing with milk and honey," had to be read in relation 
to the desert features of Sinai, and loSt: something of its picturesque 
charm when it was realised that the milk was that of the herds of 
goats that roamed the hills, and the honey the juice of the small 
grape that was used as a substitute for sugar. 

The country, in short, was one which would require a colossal 
expenditure on afforestation, irrigation and restoration generally, 
before any considerable revival could take place-one which called 
for patience and prolonged toil by a people inured to agriculture. 
Assuming the inhabitants not to have been exterminated by the 
war, the nucleus of such a population would .be found already in 
possession of the land-a mixed community of Arab, Hebrew, 
Canaanite, Greek and Egyptian blood. 

" They and their forefathers have occupied the country for 
the beSt: part of two thousand years. They own the soil which 
belongs either to individual landowners or to village commu- · 
nities. They profess the Muhammadan faith. They will not 
be content either to be expropriated for Jewish immigrants, 
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or to aB: merely as hewers of wood and drawers of water to 
the latter." 

A prodigal expenditure of money might no doubt secure the expro
priation of some part of the existing population. 

" But when we refleB: that the existing Jewish colonies in 
the moSt favoured spots, after a prodigious outlay extending 
over many years, have only in a few cases as yet become self
supporting, it is clear that a long vista of anxiety, vicissitude 
and expense lies before those who desire to rebuild the National 
Home." 

Nor was this all. Those whose imagination was captivated by 
the prospeB: of the establishment of a Kational Home for the 
Jewish race in Palestine, dreamed of a Jewish State with a Jewish 
capital at Jerusalem. Such a dream was rendered wholly incapable of 
realisation by the conditions of Jerusalem itself. It was a city in 
which too many peoples and too many religions had a passionate 
and permanent interest to render any such solution even dimly 
possible. 

" The Protestant communities are vitally interested in the 
churches and in the country as the scene of the moSt sacred 
events in history. The Roman Catholics colleB: annually large 
sums and maintain extensive establishments at Jerusalem and 
Bethlehem. The Greek Orthodox Church regards the Holy 
Places with an almoSt frenzied reverence. Great pilgrimages come 
annually from the Slav countries and Russia. I recall a flourishing 
Russian monastery on Mount Tabor. The Hellenic clergy 
have large properties in the country. Finally, next to Mecca 
and Medina, Jerusalem is the moSt famous city of the Muham
madan faith. The .Yfosque of Omar, on the site of the Temple 
of Solomon, is one of the moSt hallowed of the shrines of Islam. 
It contains the great rock or Stone, known as Haram, which is 
regarded with so much awe in the Moslem world that when, 
a few years ago, an Englishman was alleged to have been 
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digging under it, the uproar spread throughout the Moslem 
world. It is impossible to contemplate any future in which 
the Muhammadans should be excluded from Jerusalem. 
Hebron is a site scarcely less sacred to Islam." 

These then were fatl:s which it would be folly to ignore-on the 
one hand a total Jewish population of twelve million ; on the other 
a small poverty-stricken agricultural country already occupied by a 
people of a different race and creed, and one which, for the reasons 
given, could possess no national urban centre or capital. How, out 
of this modeSt material, were they to fashion the sort of thing that 
muSt inevitably be conjured up in the minds of men by phrases such 
as that to which they were asked to subscribe-" His Majesty's 
Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a 
National Home for the Jewish race"? Was it not perfectly obvious 
that all that they could hope to realise-assuming that the Turks 
were defeated and ejetl:ed from Palestine-was the establishment 
of some form of European Administration under which the peace-

. able possession of their Holy Places would be secured to Christian, 
Moslem and Jew respectively; equal civil and religious rights 
would be guaranteed alike to Jew and Gentile, and some scheme 
for land purchase and the settlement of returning Jews might be 
undertaken ? 

" If this is Zionism there is no reason why we should not all 
be Zionists, and I would gladly give my adhesion to such a 
policy .... But in my judgment it is a policy very widely re
moved from the romantic and idealistic aspirations of many 
of the ZioniSt leaders whose literature J have studied, and, 
whatever it does, it will not in my judgment provide eithc:lr a 
national, material, or even a spiritual home for any more than 
a very small section of the Jewish people." 1 

When, in due course, the Government made their declaration 
on the subjetl:, it was accompanied by certain precautionary 
provisos-

' Note dated Otl:obe.r 26th, 1917. 
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"His Majesty's Government view with favour the estab
lishment in Palestine of a National Home for the Jewish people, 
and will use their beSt endeavours to facilitate the achievement 
of that objet\:, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be 
done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of 
existing non-Jewish Communities in Palestine, or the rights 
and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country." 

Farther east in the lands washed by the waters of the Tigris and 
the Euphrates rivers, British and Indian troops had brought two 
and a half years of chequered fighting to a definite issue by the 
capture, in March 1917, of the historic city of the Abbasid Caliphs. 
And with Baghdad in British hands the future of Mesopotamia 
at once became a question of something more than purely academic 
interest. It was natural enough, in view of his own paSt associa
tion with the politics of the Persian Gulf, that Lord Curzon should 
caSt a somewhat anxious eye in that direction. The danger of the 
establishment at the head of the Gulf of a strong and hostile Turko
Getman combination had now been removed ; and the danger to 
be guarded againSt muSt be looked for nearer home. There was, 
undoubtedly, a distinB: undercurrent of suspicion perceptible in 
certain quarters in England, that in this region the Government 
were harbouring Imperialistic, or at leaSt commercial, aims. And 
Lord Curzon realised the importance of convincing public opinion 
of the impossibility, on the higheSt grounds, of our ever voluntarily 
agreeing to the restoration of Baghdad and the Province of which 
it was the capital, to Turkey. He accordingly sat down and penned 
a Memorandum in which the arguments againSt any such atl: of 
gratuitous folly wer~ skilfully marshalled. FirSt and foremoSt was 
the compelling need of self-preservation. To restore Baghdad to 
Turkey would be to revive the shattered German ambition of a 
great Teutonised dominion stretching through Europe and Asia 
Minor as far as the Persian Gulf-" which is the real dream of 
German world policy and which is the weapon with which, in a 
future war, Great Britain is to be struck down." 

But there were other reasons equally cogent and of a kind more 
likely to appeal to the particular section of public opinion which 
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was most in need of instruction on the question. The Turks them
selves were interlopers in the country and were detested by the 
inhabitants. We had freed the Arab population from Turkish 
misrule and had solemnly assured them that never again should 
they be given over to the hand of the oppressor. The Viceroy of 
India had himself prO<;:eeded to Basra and had there repeated this 
pledge in a public speech. For the firSt time for centuries, even while 
war was in progress, order and good government were being 
evolved out of chaos and oppression. The great mass of the Arab 
tribes had already come over to us. They would throw in their lot 
with us more definitely still when the impending attack by Turko
Getman forces was thrown back-" for it is an incurable trait of the 
Arab character that he likes always to be on the winning side; he is 
the political Vicar of Bray of the EaSt." 

Slowly but surely an Arab State was being built up to which 
Great Britain herself desired to entruSt the future destiny of the 
country. But time and patience were required if out of the disorder 
and oppression of centuries a Stable indigenous Administ1;ation was 
to be created. If these lands were to be set on their feet again-" as 
Egypt was set on its feet after a Turkish misrule not less gross ; 
if indigenous institutions are to be created among a people who have 
almoSt lost the idea of what freedom is, and if the splendid and 
natural resources of the country are once again to be revived after 
centuries of neglect and decay, the responsibility of the under
taking muSt be assured by a civilised Power. The only civilised 
Power that is either equipped for the task, or is interested in it, 
is Great Britain, and if she were to throw it up, the result 
would not only be detrimental and even dangerous to herself, but 
positively disastrous to the native peoples." 1 

'Memorandum dated September 2ISt, I9I]. 
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CHAPTER X 

THE MONTAGU-CHEL..\fSFORO REFORMS 

THE queStions which came up for decision in Palestine and Mesopo
tamia were the direct outcome of the war. Further eaSt, queStions 
of no less difficulty were coming to the surface, drawn from the 
depths by the ripples which radiated outwards from the centre of 
the world's diSturbance. And, to the many problems with which 
the Cabinet were confronted during the summer of 1917, was added 
that of the future Government of India. The situation in India itself 
was such that the Viceroy considered it his duty to press for a very 
early Statement of the views and intentions of the Home Govern
ment. And in May, Mr. Chamberlain, then Secretary of State for 
India, invited the attention of his colleagues to the very serious 
problems with which the Government were faced and requested a 
decision as to the action to be taken. "It is not too much to say," 
he wrote, " that upon a right decision at this critical time depends 
the peace and contentment of India for years and perhaps genera
tions to come." 

It was natural that Lord Curzon should be expeeted, and should 
desire, to take a prominent part in the discussions on the matter, and 
he took an early opportunity of placing his views before the Cabinet. 
He was under no illusions as to the causes which had forced the 
queStion to the front. The generally accepted view that political 
concessions were due as a reward for the part played by India in the 
war, he brushed aside. Indian soldiers had rendered loyal and 
valiant service in the various theatres of hoStilities ; but Indian 
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soldiers were the laSt people in the world to hanker after political 
concessions. The true reward in pari materia for such services was 
the grant of commissions in the army to Indian officers, and to 
this proposal he had given his vigorous support. " You will have 
followed the Indian denouements," he· wrote in a letter to Mr. 
Chamberlain in AuguSt, I 9 I 7, after the latter had left the India Office. 
" D-, C-, and others put up a very Strong opposition to the 
Indian commissions ; but, with my very emphatic support, Montagu 
was able to carry it, just as you would have wished." 1 And 
apart from the services rendered by her soldiers it could scarcely 
be said that India's war effort had been such as to call for any 
exceptional reward. No other part of the Empire had suffered less 
or reaped greater advantage from the war then she had done. 

Neither, in Lord Curzon's view, could it be contended that 
one of those milestones had been reached in Indian history at which 
ConStitutional Reform could be said to be the legitimate outcome 
of acquired experience, or to be overdue. Thirty-one years had 
elapsed between the first India Councils Act in 186I and the Act 
which he had himself piloted .through the House of Commons 
when Under Secretary for _India .in .. I892.. Seventeen years had 
passed before the next advance had been made in the shape of the 
Minto-Morley Reform scheme of 1909. Eight years only had run 
their course since, then. 

If, then, the need for a further Step forward was admitted, let 
it be acknowledged that it arose neither because the war had juSti
fied it, nor because experience demanded it ; but because, in the 
course of the war, forces had been let loose, ideas had found.vent, 
aspirations had been formulated which had either been dormant 
before, or which in a short space of time h~d received an almoSt 
incredible development. 

" We are really making concessions to India because of the 
free talk about liberty, democracy, nationality and self-govern
ment which have become the common shibboleths of the 
Allies, and because we are expected to translate into practice 

'Letter dated AuguSt 25th. Mr. Chamberlain left the Government in July, as a 
result of the Report of the Mesopotamian Commission. 
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in our own domestic household the sentiments which we have 
so enthusiastically preached." 1 

Lord Curzon admitted the force of this latter consideration, and 
agreed that, in some form or other, a Statement by the Government 
to the effetl: that self-government within the British Empire was the 
goal at which they aimed, was desirable ; it being clearly underStood 
that it was under British guidance that this end muSt be pursued and 
could alone be achieved, and that there was no intention to weaken 
the essential safeguards of British juStice and British power. 

To the general assent which this proposition commanded there 
was one notable exception. From the use of the word " self
government " in any formula which might be devised to give 
expression to their intentions, one prominent member of the 
Cabinet dissented. He did so, not because he objetl:ed to setting 
up in India a system under which that country would more and 
more be governed by Indians, but because he feared that in the 
mouths of Englishmen the word " self-government " had acquired 
a perfetl:ly definite but technical meaning-namely, a Parliamentary 
syStem of Government on a democratic basis. And he thought that 
to graft such a syStem upon the ancient and unchanging social 
syStem of the EaSt would be to produce a hybrid which would 
almoSt certainly be worthless and probably dangerous. 

Here, then, was raised the crucial queStion as to what they meant 
by the phrase " self-government. " Did they mean the setting up 
of Parliamentary inStitutions on the English model, the fundamental 
feature of which was an Executive responsible to a representative 
body, which in its turn was responsible to an Eletl:orate? Or had they 
in mind inStitutions ~m the pre-war German or the Japanese model, 
in which the Executive was not removable by the Legislature and 
was not, therefore, responsible to it in the technical meaning of the 
term ; but inStitutions wrJch could, none the less, legitimately be 
described as self-governing, in that both Executive and Legislature 
would be partly-and ultimately wholly-Indian in composition ? 

It appeared that some meant one thing and some another ; while 
it is not too much to say, perhaps, of others that they had no very 

•Note written by Lord Curzon for the War Cabinet in June 1917. 
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clear ideas as to what exactly they did mean. In their representations 
to the Secretary of State the Government of India had been careful 
not to commit themselves to any specific foim of self-government. 
The special circumstances of India, they pointed out, differed so 
widely from' those of any other part of the Empire that they could 
scarcely expect an Indian ConStitution to model itself on those of the 
British Dominions. All that they contemplated was a gradual 
progress towards a 'larger measure of control by her own people 
which would ultimately result in a form of self-government, differ
ing possibly in many ways from that enjoyed by other parts of the 
Empire, but evolved on lines which had taken into account India's 
paSt: hiStory and the special circumStances and traditions of her 
component peoples. Their proposals for assiSting her towards this 
goal were, briefly, to confer greater powers and a more representa
tive character upon exiSting local self-governing units such as 
DiStrict (rural) Boards and Municipal Councils; to increase the 
proportion of Indians in the higher adminiStrative poSts, and to 
pave the way for an enlargement of the conStitutional powers of the 
Provincial Legislatures by broadening. the electorate and increasing 
the number of elected members. 

It could scarcely be said that these proposals conStituted ~. contri
bution of much originality towards the solution _of a, ~o~nplex 
problem. Their weak spot was at once detected by the Secretary of 
State, who pointed out that to increase the number of ele8:ed mem
bers of a Legislative body, without at the same time giving them any 
real control in any Department of Government, would merely 
result in an embarrassing multiplication of irresponsible critics 
without effeiling any real advance in the direilion of self-govern
ment. He thought that a scheme muSt be attempted under which 
some authority and responsibility would be conferred on members 
of the Legislatures, and he proposed the appointment of a small 
Commission to consider the beSt: means by which this could be done. 

As to a formula for the purpose of making known the policy of 
the Government, he did not think it possible to be more precise 
than to avow an intention to foSter the gradual development of free 
inStitutions with a view to self-government. 

Mr. Montagu, who succeeded Mr. Chamberlain at. the India 
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Office in July, submitted to the Cabinet a formula subStantially the 
same as that suggeSted by his predecessor-" the gradual deveiop
ment of free inStitutions with a view to ultimate self-government 
within the Empire." In place of a Commission, as proposed by 
Mr. Chamberlain for determining the nature of the Steps to be taken 
to give effect to this policy, he suggeSted that in accordance with an 
invitation issued by the Viceroy to Mr. Chamberlain and now 
extended to himself, he should proceed to India at the head of a 
small deputation to inveStigate matters on the spot. 

Lord Curzon's attitude now becomes extremely difficult to 
underStand. Contrary to all experience, his mind on this, the one 
question of all others on which he might have been expected to see 
clearly, seemed to be tossing painfully on a sea of indecision. For 
once his power of setting forth in precise language exactly what he 
had in mind seems to have deserted him. He had certainly never 
given anyone cause to suppose that he regarded a Parliamentary 
syStem as in the leaSt suitable to the circumStances of India. In the 
discussions of the Minto-Morley scheme of 1909 he had pointed out 
that the seeds of Parliamentary Government were being sown. 
But he had done so, not in commendation of what was being done, 
but as a warning againSt the consequences. 

" The noble Viscount," he declared, in a speech in the 
House of Lords, " assured us that he had no ambition to set up 
any sort of Parliamentary syStem in India, or even to share in 
the beginning of that operation. I do not doubt that in uttering 
those words the noble Viscount was entirely sincere ; but 
believe me that though it may not be his ambition it will inevit
ably be the consequence of his act." 1 

And now, when a fresh Step forward was in contemplation, he 
warned the Cabinet once more of the danger which he apprehended 
-"I entertain no shadow of doubt," he wrote," that these bodies 
(the enlarged Legislative Councils proposed by the Government of 
India) will gradually convert themselves into the very form, i.e., of 
small Parliaments which I ventured to forecaSt in the House of Lords 

•Speech delivered on February ::z3rd, rgog. 
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Debates in 1909, and. which Lord Morley repudiated with a vehe
mence which-was equally short sighted and sincere." · 

Yet, holding these views, he illogically characterised the Note in 
which exception had been taken by one of his colleagues to the use 
of the word self-government, as " Stubborn " and " reactionary " ; and 
more aStonishing Still, by changes which he introduced into the 
formula proposed by Mr. Montagu, did more than anyone else to 
ensure the ·eStablishment in India of a Parliamentary syStem of 
Government on the English model. 

The formula drawn up by Mr. Montagu was as.follows : 

"His MajeSty's Government and the Government of India 
have in view the gradual development of free inStitutions in 
India with a view to ultimate self-government within the 
Empire." 

This, at least, left open the queStion of the type of the free inStitu-
·tions to be set up. It did not rule out a conStitution modelled on that 
of Japan, or on that which has since been introduced in the State of 
M ysore in which an Executive irremovable by the Legislature, and 
so not responsible to it in the technical sense, is nevertheless brought 
into close organic union with the representatives of the people by 
means of the Initiative on the part o~ the popular Assembly on the 
0-9-e hand, and the Referendum to it by the Executive on the other. 

This formula-did not, however, satisfy Lord.C~~?~n; and on the 
eve ofits publication he redraftedjt_as follows: 

"The Policy of His MajeSty's Government, with which the 
Government of India are in complete accord, is that of the 
increasing association oflndians in every branch of the Admini
stration, and the gradual development of self-governing 
inStitutions, with a vie~ to the progressive realisation of 
responsible Government !n India as an.integraLpart.ofJ:he British 
Empire." 

The italics are mine. " When we came to the ConStitutional 
queStion,'; he. wrote i~ -~-letter to Mr. Chamberlain, describing the 
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proceedings, " ... I suggeSted a new formula which seemed to me 
rather safer and certainly nearer to my own point of view than the 
words you had originally favoured." 1 And a little later he wrote 
in a similar sense to the Viceroy-" It was, I think, mainly due to 
me that you got from the Home Government the pronouncement 
which you repeated in your Council-indeed the actual words 
were mine." 1 

What then was Lord Curzon's point of view? His introduction 
of the word " responsible " into the formula in association with the 
word "self-government," can only have had one meaning; it can 
only have meant that it was a Parliamentary syStem which the 
Government aimed at setting up. Did he realise this ? It is almoSt 
incredible that he did not do so, more particularly since there can 
be little doubt that the wording was suggested to him by a lecture 
on the Problems of Indian Government, delivered by Lord Islington 
at the requeSt of the Oxford Delegacy for the Extension of Teaching, 
in which the significance of the phrase " responsible self-govern
ment" was specially emphasised. The lecture was delivered on 
AuguSt the 8th, and a copy of it, presented to him by the author, 
reached Lord Curzon a day or two before he redrafted the formula 
submitted by the Secretary of State. In this copy two passages are 
underlined in pencil-evidently by Lord Curzon himself. Both deal 
with the introduction of responsible self-government into India. 

" I would say at once that, if the ideals of the British Empire 
Stand for anything, India's future muSt be in accord with those 
ideals and her ultimate ambition which she muSt one day 
realise, after successfully surmounting the difficulties before 
her, is the attainp1ent of responsible Government within the 
Empire." 

The other passage was explanatory : 

" . . . it is to be remembered that if, in deference to the 
Legislative Council, the Government modify their policy, the 
Council would have to shoulder the responsibility for the 

•Letter dated .\ugust 25th, 1917. •Letter dated oaober 1]th, 1917. 
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results. This is the essence of responsible Government as we 
underStand it. To secure its introduction into Indian Local 
Governments a suitable syStem of elections is important, so 
that the elected members may be properly representative of the 
various classes of Indian Society. Only if this is done will it be 
possible, consiStently with the interests of the people, to make 
the elected Councillors responsible for policy, and to make 
them realise that for whatever they say or do, they will be.~eld 
accountable to-constituents free to displace them if they fail to 
give satisfaction." 

The obvious inference, then, is that as a result of further consider
ation Lord Curzon had come to the conclusion either that Parlia
mentary Government was after all the right form of Government to 
aim at eStablishing in India, or that it was now inevitable and had 
better be frankly accepted by the Cabinet. This inference, however, 
becomes untenable in the light of his subsequent procedure. For 
when the scheme devised by Lord Chelmsford and Mr. Montagu, in 
accordance with the formula drawn up by Lord Curzon himself, 
was seen to amount to the introduction of Parliamentary Govern
ment, Lord Curzon expressed aStonishment and dismay. He would 
ask his colleagues in the Cabinet, he said, to bear in mind when 
considering the proposals, that, whether they were regarded as being 
moderate or extreme, they would, if accepted, involve a complete 
and irrevocable change in the political and administrative relations 
of Great Britain and India. 

"For they propose to do two things, neither of which has 
hitherto been contemplated, and both.of which have been . 
quite recently and solemnly disavowed by British Liberal 
MiniSters, viz., (a) to lay the foundations of a Parliamentary 
~system in India which was almoSt. passionately repudiated by 
Lord Morley in r 909 ; and (b) to set up almost complete Indian 
provincial autonomy which Lord Crewe, his successor as 
Secretary of State, fr.9m hisseat)n the.House of Lords not less 
emphatically and authorit"'atively disavowed." x- · 

1 
'Note written for the Cabinet, June 3rd; rgr8. 
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No wonder that on receipt of a copy of this Memorandum, the 
Secretary of State should have written : 

" I am sure you will not resent it when I say that your Note 
on my Report comes to me as a great shock and a surprise. 
From our conversation together, I had ventured to hope that 
your criticism would be mainly directed to detail, and I notice 
with extreme regret your very weighty word of doubt about the 
principles on which the Report is based. . . I would beg of 
you to underStand that neither the Viceroy nor I underrated the 
fundamental nature of the changes which we propose ; but 
we did think that the Announcement of August the 2.oth con
templated the changes and that it was incumbent upon us to 
carry that Announcement loyally to its fulfilment." 1 

Mr. Chamberlain took a similar view. He agreed with Lord 
Curzon as to the magnitude of the changes proposed. But he pointed 
out that the source of these changes was not the Report drawn 
up by the Secretary of State and the Viceroy, but the Declaration 
which the Secretary of State had been authorised to make on behalf 
of the Government on AuguSt the 2.oth, 1917. 

No amount of argument served, however, to shake the attitude 
of hostility which Lord Curzon had now taken up towards the 
scheme embodied in the Report ; and he viewed with the utmoSt 
aversion all approaches made to him with a view to furthering 
its prospeCl:s. He agreed, though reluctantly, to the publication of 
the Report, but only on condition that it was made clear that the 
Cabinet were in no way committed to its contents. He agreed, even 
more reluctantly, to the appointment of two Committees to inveSti
gate in India the queStion of the Franchise, and that of the division 
of the adminiStrative field between the new Executives of which the 
Provincial Governments were to consist. On this latter queStion 
he hesitated so long before committing himself, that on July the 
2.;rd, 1918, Mr. Montagu wrote to him summarising recent events 
and begging for a decision : 

1Letter from Mr. Montagu to Lord Curzon, dated June 6th, 1918. 
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" The situation, as I underStand it, is as follows. You, I and 
Chamberlain met. After a preliminary discussion, in which I 
suggeSted certain amendments to Chamberlain's proposal, I 
had, unfortunately, to leave. I asked you the next day what the 
result was, and I was told that Chamberlain would write .to me. 
Chamberlain wrote to me saying that he thought you would 
assent to the appointment of the two Committees, but that you 
saw objections to the reSt of my proposals and that I had better 
write to you on the subject. I wrote to you on the subject on 
Tuesday laSt.· You told me on Thursday that you would reply 
to my letter. Owing to your preoccupations I have not yet 
received that letter and I am awaiting it. When it comes I 
shall know where we Stand. At present I do not know what, if 
anything, has been decided, and whether we sat ad referendum 
to the Cabinet, or whether we were empowered to decide." 

On July the 25th Lord Curzon replied at considerable length. 
He did not dissent from Mr. Montagu's summary of what had 
taken place; and he confirmed what Mr. Chamberlain had written 
-" After you had left the room I told Chamberlain that I would 
agree, moSt reluctantly, to the two Committees proposed by him and 
urged by you ; but that I did not see why we should either set up 
the India Office Committee 1 now, or offer the further sop to India 
of a batch of Civil Service appointments." z He went on to make 
clear his Strong objection to committing himself in any way to the 
scheme contained in the Report : r 

"Now I come to your Report. We decided to publish it 
and no more for the present. But ever since, pressure has been, 
and I am confident will continue to be, applied, (to persuade us?) 
to agree firSt to one thing and then to another, until inevitably 
we shall have forfeited our liberty of action, and shall be 
committed to proceedings of which some of us may at bottom 

•A third Committee to be charged with the task of examining and reporting on the 
changes in the relations between the India Office and the Government of India which 
would be necessitated by the introduCtion of the proposed scheme. 

•A proposal to fill immediately a proportion of the vacancies in the Indian .Civil 
Service for which English candidates were not available, by the nomination of Indians. 
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disapprove. You have, naturally enough, in your mind, not 
merely your own hopes and aspirations, but a House of 
Commons predisposed to advanced proposals, which there are 
probably not a dozen men in that House who are really qualified 
to understand. I have in my mind both my own convictions, 
based at leaSt: upon some experience, and the knowledge that 
if I am Still a member of the Government when legislation is 
introduced, I shall be held largely responsible for it ; and that 
in the House of Lords, where there are a good many people 
with Indian experience, while it will only be with the utmoSt 
difficulty that advanced proposals will be carried at all, if I am 
unable to endorse them myself the likelihood of their being 
accepted will be materially reduced. In these circumStances I 
want to keep myself free until the results of the various inveSti
gations come in ; and I am made more and more uncomfortable 
as successive Steps are taken, or proposed, which appear to cut 
away foot by foot the somewhat precarious ground upon which 
I Stand." 

Finally, he made unmiStakably clear his dislike of the scheme itself. 

" Why is it necessary to proceed at breakneck speed in a 
case that conStitutes a revolution, of which not one person in a 
thousand in this country realises the magnitude, and which will 
probably lead by Stages of increasing speed to the ultimate 
disruption of the Empire ? The suggeSted reforms will prob
ably in some respects be quite futile; in others the harm they 
do will very likely have been grossly exaggerated. But they 
will drive certaip., perhaps unsuspected, roots deep into the 
soil, which will shake the foundations of the entire Structure 
both of Indian society and of British rule. I heard Morley 
saying all the things that you are saying now. He has subse
quently written a book to prove what wonderful things he did. 
But, before seven years have elapsed, you go out and compose 
another book to prove that he was alf wrong and that his feats 
were fiascoes. I shrink from applying any moral except that 
haSte and confidence are liable in Indian undertakings to rude 
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disappointment. My own experience in,India was not devoid 
oLsuch demonStrations. I have seriously considered the 
alternative of saying not another word in the Cabinet about 
any of these proposals, and then, when they finally assume a 
shape for which I shall have no responsibility, of deciding 
whether to leave the Government and, recover my freedom 
with regard to them. ldare say this wo_uld be the more logical 
course. I have only not so far adopted it because it did not 
seem to me quite loyal or fair with regard either to ordinary 
Cabinet obligations, or to my-acceptance oLthe.formula which 

' you announced, with my full consent, nearly a year ago." 

It is easy to imagine that to a Secretary of State bent on carrying 
through a far-reaching scheme of ConStitutional Reform, for which 
he never doubted that he possessed a mandate from the Cabinet 
and from Parliament, this-letter must have come as a rude surprise. 
He replied go it on July the 3oth. 

"You accuse me of pressing and.squeezing you)ntQ,new 
positions. Believe me I cannot, although I search my con
science, find myself guilty of that charge. I claim that I have not 
pressed you to anything since you assented to the publication 
of the Report save the steps which seemed to me to be necessary 
to gain you all the information you required. These are not 
decisions as to proposals ; in fact I do not want decisions on 
proposals at this Stage. These are decisions as to steps to be 
taken previous to the introduction of a Bill ... Finally, I want 
to make an appeal to you. Controversy wii:h you diStresses 
me very much.._> you talk in your let!er of my h~pes > and 
aspirations. My hope and aspiration is to carry forward a con
·tinuous Indian policy ; that is the only one I have. I want to 

/j continue the policy of Morley, Crewe, Chamberlain, Hardinge, 
'--with your support a.nd assiStan~e ... It. was you who helped .in 

the Pronouncement of the zoth of Augu~; it. ~as ,yop _who 
supported the suggeStion that I should go to India. . . It has 
been a matter of infinite regret to me that since our preliminary 
talk on the Report, we have never had another discussion on it. 
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Will you not let me help you whilSt you are making up your 
mind ? If you see points for criticism why will you not let me 
try to answer them ? I seek for nothing but to atl: as a colleague. 
I would regret nothing so much as that we should find ourselves 
finally in opposition to one another. If, therefore, I could only 
get you to believe that all I am asking now is assent to the 
necessary Steps for completing my proposals and then your 
co-operation in framing the necessary Bill. I do hope and trust 
that you will dismiss from your mind any suggeStion that you 
are being rushed or squeezed, and that you will not allow your 
mind to cryStallise previous to discussion with me, and that 
we may go forward to carry out the policy of AuguSt the 2oth 
together. It is because I hope that I can convince you that 
what I want is to proceed without halt, but not at breakneck 
speed, that I do not pause now to comment upon one sentence 
in your letter which shocked me very much-' a revolution 
which will probably lead by Stages of increasing speed to the 
ultimate disruption of the Empire ?' Surely you did not mean 
this ? So far as I can see it muSt apply, if it applies at all, to the 
Pronouncement of the 2oth AuguSt ; but-Oh, well! I am 
more than anxious to avoid controversy and I forbear to write 
further on this subjetl:." 

Matters between Lord Curzon and the Secretary of State were in 
:his delicate position, when a motion to refer the Report to a Joint 
Committee of the two Houses of Parliament, tabled in the House 
of Lords by Lord 1-fidleton, necessitated some Statement by the 
Leader of that House. Lord Curzon was careful to avoid com
mitting himself either to approval or condemnation of the scheme 
itself. Many of the s·peeches delivered in the course of the debate 
had contained a good deal of criticism of the Report itself and 
of the recommendations which it made. " With that part of the 
discussion," said Lord Curzon, " I am not particularly concerned 
to deal." It was the procedure adopted and proposed to be adopted 
by the Government, that the motion diretl:ly challenged ; and on 
that queStion he had no hesitation in throwing in his lot with the 
Secretary of State. A Joint Committee of the two Houses would 
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be an appropriate body to which to submit a Bill based on the 
Report ; but before that Stage was reached the Government must 
be permitted to arrive at their own conclusions on the particular 
proposals made in the Report without the intervention of any 
outside authority. 

Encouraged by this modeSt measure of support, Mr. Montagu 
became hopeful once more of securing Lord Curzon's acceptance 
of the main principles on which his scheme was based. Yet, when 
the Cabinet deci~ed in February 1919 to appoint a Cabinet Com
mittee to prepare the Bill already promised in the King's speech, 
Lord Curzon refused to serve on it, giving as his reasons pressure 
of other work and the .difficulty of his own position. "My own 
position," he told the Secretary to the Cabinet when declining the 
invitation to serve, " is a peculiar and difficult one. I am not in . 
complete agreement with some of Montagu's proposals : and while 
on the one hand I have not the time to thresh them out in Committee 
(which would be a great labour) I am unwilling on the other hand 
to be inveSted with responsibility for their final form which would 
certainly be the case if I were to serve on the Committee, whether 
I had or had not attended its meetings." r 

Once more the Secretary of State became seriously alarmed. 

" Thank you for your letter of this morning," he wrote, on 
receipt of a letter from Lord Curzon conveying to him his 
decision. " I am bound to . confess that it makes )Tie very 
unhappy ... The King's speech has now announced legislation 
and yet, although I cannot believe that you are going to dis
interest yourself entirely in the matter, indeed it would be 
lamentable if you were to, because of your intereSt in it, I can
not persuade you to co-openite in the pleparation of the Bill. 
Out of deference to your wishes and in order that the Com
mittee might be quite free to discard or modify anything in the 
Reforms scheme that we have published, I abandoned the idea 
of asking the Cabinet to assent to principles on which the 
Committee should work, but even this has been unsuccessful 
. . . I tell you again in all sincerity that I am starting as a mem-

•Letter dated February 14th, rgrg. 
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her of this Committee with every desire to produce a Bill wh1ch 
you can support whole-heartedly. Your share in the drafting 
of the announcement makes it imperative that you should have 
a share in carrying it out." 

Lord Curzon was not to be shaken in his decision. " I can press 
you no further," Mr. Montagu wrote on February the 17th" but I 
take a very serious view of your Statement that you cannot consent 
either to become a member or to State your objections or suggeStions 
to a Committee of the Cabinet. I do not know how and when we 
shall ever get an agreed Government Bill at this rate." 

He was unduly apprehensive. Though Lord Curzon never over
came his dislike of the measure, it is doubtful if he ever seriously 
contemplated resignation over it. When the Bill came up for Second 
Reading in the House of Lords on December the 12th, 1919, he 
confined himself in the main to a defence of the procedure adopted 
by the Government, and to a discussion of the alterations introduced 
into the framework of the Bill by the Joint Committee. On the 
merits of the scheme he said little, and that little can scarcely have 
been gratifying to its supporters. "This is a great experiment," he 
declared. "I would not have quarrelled with anybody who used the 
words ' daring experiment.' I am not certain that I should cavil 
even at the word ' rash.' " He did not think that India would be 
better governed under the new dispensation than it had been in the 
past. "I do not think that it will be so well governed. I think that 
the Standard will tend to fall.'' But he realised that with " the modern 
ideal of Nationalism and self-determination " making in the circum
Stances of the times so Strong an appeal, the peoples of countries 
such as India attached much more importance to being governed, 
even though not so \vell governed, by themselves, than they did 
to being even superbly governed by another race. 

In the subsequent Stages of the Bill which received the Ro~ al 
Assent on December the 23rd, he took no part. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE IRISH QUESTION AND' VOTES FOR WOMEN 

THEsE ~rst years of Lord Curzon's experience as a Cabinet MiniSter 
. were necessarily burdened with the conduct of the war All else was 

overshadowed by one all absorbing purpose-that of infliCting 
defeat upon the enemy. Domestic differences were as far as possible 
tabooed. Yet it was not possible wholly to banish from the Council 
room the wraiths of former controversies. On June the z8th, 1916, 
Lord Curzon had lifted the curtain a little on a scene of discord in 
the proceedings of a supposedly harmonious Cabinet. " We have 
been having terrible internal ructions over Ireland," he told Lord 
Lamington ; " but I think that the Cabinet will survive." 

It had, assuredly, not been of their own choice that Mr. Asquith's 
Cabinet had laid their fingers, at such a time, upon the thorny 
ramifications of the Irish question. The Irish question had, in fact, 
forced itself upon the Cabinet-abruptly and in a manner full of 
menace. On the evening of the 24th of 4pril, 1916, a telegram 
from Dublin Castle had been placed in the 'hands of the Chief 
Secretary in London. From the laconic message which it contained 
a harassed Government had learned that at noon on that day an 
insurrection had broken out in Dublin, that an attack had been made 
upon the Castle, and that a number of important bt;tildings in the 
city had been occupied by rebel forces. · 

The rebellion was suppressed ; but the unhealthy state of Ireland, 
of which the rebellion was but a symptom, remained, calling impe
ratively for action. And since, in the circumstances of the time, it 
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\'as inevitable that any action that a Liberal Prime Minister was in 
he least likely to agree to, should run counter to Unionist rather 
han to Irish NationaliSt principles, Lord Curzon, as a leading 
member of the UnioniSt wing of the Coalition Government, found 
himself involved in a peculiarly distasteful controversy; 

Had circumstances allowed he would never, I think, have taken 
any very active intereSt in the Irish question. Though his attitude 
towards the Home Rule issue was that conventionally demanded 
of a member of the Conservative party, the whole question was one 
which was incidental rather than essential to his own political creed. 
And it is somewhat remarkable that, though he himself held an 
Irish peerage and owed his seat in the House of Lords to the suf
frages of the small and specialised constituency of Irish peers, he 
had never once in the course of all his travels set foot in Ireland. 
His general view was that the existing Constitution of the United 
Kingdom had proved its worth and was superior to any other 
that had been suggested. The various schemes of devolution which 
had been widely canvassed at the time of the party truce following 
upon the death of King Edward, he had dismissed as fantastic, or, 
at least, far-fetched. There was no room, he declared in a speech 
at Bristol, for six Parliaments in these petty islands. And to this 
view he had steadfaStly adhered. " Like A. J. Balfour," he wrote 
some time later when the idea of the creation of ten or twelve 
Parliaments for Great Britain had been put forward once again as a 
possible solution of the problem-this time by Mr. WinSton 
Churchill at Dundee-" I favour the existing Constitution because 
I think on the whole it is the beSt ; and I do not want even for the 
beaux yeux of Ireland to set up all these Parliaments, Ministries, 
Exchequers, Powers •. . . I do not want even two Parliaments in 
England. One will kill the other." 1 And there he would have been 
content to leave matters. 

With the passage of the Parliament Att, however, the Irish ques
tion had taken on a new and more menacing phase, for the prospett 
of a Home Rule Bill being forcibly placed upon the Statute Book 
under its provisions had stirred feeling in the North of Ireland 
to such an extent as to make it unmistakably dear that the people of 

1Letter to Lord Selborne. 
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Ulster would resist by force any attempt on the part of the Govern
ment to subject them to the rule of an Irish Parliament sitting in 
Dublin. And Lord Curzon, in common with all who were actively 
concerned with the politics of the time, found himself obliged to 
give serious attention to the problem. 

His own strong inclination would have been to see an attempt 
made to find a solution by consent. Reference has been made in an 
earlier chapter to the deep impression which had been made upon 
his mind by the success wii:h which a Constitution had been 
fashioned in South Africa ; and, given a similar spirit of good will, 
he believed that British statesmanship should be capable of achiev
ing in the case of Ireland what had been secured in even more 
difficult circumstances in South Africa. 

"I happened to be in South:Mrica when the South African 
Constitution was being drawn up," he stated in the House of 
Lords. " The circumstances were even more difficult than 
those of framing a Constitution for Ireland, because the tWo 
parties were not only separated by great differences of race, 
religion, and so on, but had been actually engaged in war. 
You may almost say that the hands of the people who met in 
conference had been imbrued in each other's blood. How was 
it done ? The four States elected their' delegates and sent tip 
their most important men. Those persons met in conference, 
firSt in Durban, next in Cape Town, and then in Bloemfontein, 
the three capitals. They met without the embarrassing pre
sence of the Press and they discussed the matter in secret 
conclave. Between the sittings they met constantly, and I 
had the honour of meeting them and hearing them converse 
in private houses and elsewhere. Line by line, word by wbrd, 
they went through the proposed Constitution. They did not 
approach the matter as antagonists ; they approached it as 
statesmen. Not a single man had any desire to revive old 
sores or to score off the other party. They wanted to build 
up a new Constitution in which all could join for the benefit 
of the country. Something is to be learned from that. Further, 
when the Constitution had been drawn up, it was submitted 
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to the Parliaments of the various States concerned, and in the 
case of one State, Natal, of whose adhesion there was some 
doubt, it was actually sent on referendum to the people. If 
you are construCting a new Constitution for a country sundered 
by great differences, that is the method and those are the lines 
on which you ought to proceed." r 

Lord Curzon believed, moreover, that outside the ranks of party, 
1ere would be found to exiSt a strong desire for an amicable settle
lent. " I am not at all happy about this Home Rule question," 
te wrote in September 19 n. " If, as I believe, the Government 
nean to bring in a purely partisan measure to satisfy Redmond 
md make things easy for themselves without regard to statesman
;hip, or to Ulster, then no opposition on our part can be too strong. 
But if we exhibit no capacity to deal with the matter ourselves, if 
we have no alternative policy and if we merely fight the Home Rule 
Bill on the old lines, then I am half disposed to think we shall fail 
in the country." 2 

Lord Lansdowne sympathised with his point of view, but was 
painfully conscious of the difficulties in the way. "I have myself 
always been ready to treat respectfully proposals for a further 
devolution of public business to local bodies ; but that is very thin . 
ice, and you may remember I got into much hot water for allowing 
Anthony MacDonnell to talk to me about his Devolution scheme. 
Up to the present time I have heard of no policy which we could, 
and Redmond would, look at for a moment." 3 Lord Curzon 
agreed, but still urged that the door should not be irrevocably 
closed againSt: all possibility of compromise. 

" The only way to solve the Home Rule question is not for 
us to produce a plan now ; but to be willing to consider 
a plan (for relief of House of Commons) and to go to the 
Ulstermen and say-what is the maximum you will take ? 

'Speech on the znd reading of the Home Rule Bill in the House of Lords, on January 
30th, 1913. 

•Letter to Lord Lansdowne, September 2oth, rgu. 
3Letter from Lord Lansdowne to Lord Cunon, September zsth, rgr r. 
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The thing has got to come in some form or other (I mean 
Devolution) and we want to settle it with your consent." x 

He thought that the Government were as inuch to blame as the 
Ulster leaders for the uncompromising spirit which stalked abroad. 
" I do not at all want to go screaming round on the Carson lines, 
though I readily grant that if the Home Rule Bill is going to be, as I 
believe, a gigantic party job, we shall be entitled and bound to resist 
it by every means in our power." z 

And when the terms of the Bill became known, he at once realised 
that they were such as would goad the people of Ulster into taking 
all the steps which they regarded as necessary to defend themselves 
against the attempt which was to be made to subjea them to what 
they regarded as an intolerable tyranny. He approached the ques
tion, as he was careful to point out in his speech on the Second 
Reading of the Bill, from the standpoint of an Englishman whose 
connection with Ireland was purely accidental, who was free from 
any of those passionate emotions that arose from race or residence, 
and who .could regard the matter to some extent with the detach
ment of an outsider. And he was convinced that in the treatment 
which they were proposing to mete out to Ulster they were asking 
too much of human nature. " You are asking Ulstermen to submit 
to a sacrifice which not even their great love for their.country can 
justify." How, indeed, could the Liberal party defend the contem
plated coercion of Ulster ? Ever since the great Civil War there had 
hardly been a rebellion or an insurreaion in any part of the world of a 
minority either suffering or fearing oppression, which had not 
been encouraged by members of the Liberal party in · England. 
They had constituted themselves the internatienal champions of the 
right of insurreaion. They had made us the busybodies " and I 
suppose foreigners would say the political Pecksniffs of the world." 
Yet when Ulster proposed to do what in the' case of Italy, or Greece, 
or Poland, or Hungary, or Armenia, or the Balkans, or the Sudan, 
they had clamorously applauded, they accused her of the wickedness 
of plunging the country into civil war. 3 

•Letter from Lord Curzon to Lord Lansdowne, September zgth, 1gn. oJbid. 
3Speech in the House of Lords on January 30th, 1913. 
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But the moSt serious consequence which Lord Curzon appre
hended from the determination of the Government to carry their 
Bill with the aid of the Parliament Act, was the effeCt which such a 
proceeding was bound to have upon the position of the Crown. 
It was understood to be the intention of the Government to place 
the Bill on the Statute Book before appealing to the country, but 
to refrain from bringing it into operation until a General Election 
had been held. The view of the UnioniSt leaders was that any such 
course was contrary to the spirit of the Constitution and fraught 
with grave peril ; since not only would the passing of the Home 
Rule Bill into law over the heads of the people be likely to provoke 
a serious outbreak in Ulster, but if the subsequent verdiCt of the 
constituencies proved to be hostile to the measure, it would impose 
upon their successors the task of repealing legislation which had 
already taken its place on the Statute Book and so of depriving the 
NationaliSt Party of the fruits of an already proclaimed victory, 
with results which, if incalculable, could scarcely be expeCted to be 
anything but inimical to the peace and good government of Ireland. 

To Lord Curzon, as to others who had devoted their attention 
to this aspeCt of the matter, it seemed clear that if these things did 
indeed come to pass, the King would be held by large numbers of 
his subjeCts to have incurred a heavy measure of responsibility 
by giving his assent to the measure before, instead of after, an 
appeal to the people. To the question, had the King, as a Consti
tutional Monarch, the power to insist on an appeal to the country 
before signifying his assent to any particular measure, Lord Curzon 
replied in an emphatic affirmative. He did not challenge the doctrine 
that as a Constitutional Sovereign he could only aCt on the advice 
of a Minister ; but ha asserted that it had never been questioned by 
any Constitutional writer that, if the King was in doubt as to the 
advice tendered to him by his :Niinisters having the support of his 
people, he had an absolute right to change his advisers, to give the 
new Ministers whom he summoned the power to dissolve Parlia
ment, and so to satisfy himself as to the wishes of the country. 

But, if he entertained no doubts as to the Constitutional right of 
the Sovereign to aCt in this manner, he did not underrate the dis
inclination which the King might very naturally feel to rejeCt the 
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advice conveyed to him by a Prime Minister with a substantial 
Parliamentary majority behind him; and when conferring with his 
more intimate colleagues he urged that, in this case, the position 
of the Crown should be safeguarded by the preparation of a formal 
statement of the King's reasons, both for urging his Ministers to 
agree to a reference being made to the people before the Bill became 
law, and-in the event of their continued unwillingness to accept 
his view-for acquiescing in their decision, while at the same time 
disclaiming any personal share of responsibility for the results of 
their action. Such a statement of the King's position should, he 
urged, be presented to the Prime Minister as a State Paper of the first 
importance with a plain intimation that His Majesty reserved the 
right, should occasion arise in which his own attitude was mis
represented or misunderstood, of demanding that its contents 
should be made public. So strongly did he feel upon the point that, 
when summoned to Balmoral in September 1913, he pleaded for 
the immediate preparation of such a document for presentation to 
the Prime Minister before the impending meeting of the Cabinet 
early in October, and went so far as to draw up, with the idea of 
laying it before the King for his consideration, the draft of such a 
declaration as he desired to see made. 

In spite, however, of the interest which he took in this aspeCI: of 
the matter and of the part which he played in the drama which was 
thus being enacted behind the scenes, his association with the 
controversy was neither so intimate nor so sustained as that of some 
of those who were responsible for the policy of the Unionist Party ; 
and when, in September 1914, the Home Rule Bill received the Royal 
Assent, together with a Bill suspending its operation for an indefinite 
period, r he was glad enough to dismiss Ireland and the Irish question 
from his mind. • 

Hence his irritation and dismay at its rude recall in the spring of 
1916. His position, and that of his Unionist colleagues in the 
Governm~nt, was rendered all the more difficult by reason of the 
rapidity with which matters developed. It was, indeed, no time 
for dallying and a great many things happened in a very short 

'Actually for one year, or, if the European war was not then ended, to some other 
date to b~ fixed by an Order in Council. 
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?ace of time. The Prime Minister proceeded to Ireland in person 
nd returned to report to his colleagues in the Cabinet. All the chief 
Jfficers of the Irish Executive, including the Viceroy and the Chief 
5ecretary, resigned. Mr. Lloyd George was offered, and refused, 
:he office of Chief Secretary, but accompanied his refusal with an 
offer to make an attempt to £nd some common basis of agreement 
as between the different contending parties in Ireland. 

It was only to be expeeted, perhaps, that out of these hurried 
happenings should have arisen misunderstandings. The Prime 
Minister had certainly not contemplated bringing the Home Rule 
Act into immediate, or even early, operation. Mr. Lloyd George 
on the other hand, while not contending that he had authority to 
commit the Cabinet, had assumed that he was authorised to deal with 
the Irish leaders on the understanding that Home Rule might be 
~tought into immediate operation. The Irish leaders in their turn 
had derived the impression that Mr. Lloyd George, instead of ascer
taining their views for submission to the Government, had made 
them a firm offer of immediate Home Rule subject to the exclusion 
of the six Counties of Ulster. 

Rumours of these negotiations were soon circulating in UnioniSt 
quarters where they were received with cold disfavour, certain 
Unioni!ft members of the House of Lords making it known to their 
leader that they would not shrink from throwing out a Home Rule 
Bill if it ever reached the Upper Chamber. Lord Curzon himself 
seems to have been in possession of no certain information as to the 
exaCt tenor of Mr. Lloyd George's conversations when, early in 
June, the report reached London of a speech delivered by Mr. 
Redmond at a meeting of the Irish Parliamentary party held in 
Dublin, according to which he had asserted that Mr. Lloyd George, 
after seeing and consulting men of all parties in Ireland, had for
mulated on his own responsibility a proposal-" which we may 
fairly regard as the proposal of the Government." 

The speech was read with astonishment by the UnioniSt members 
of the Government ; and, in the absence of Lord Lansdowne, who 
was spending the Whitsuntide recess in Ireland, Lord Curzon 
invited those of them who happened to be in London to a conference 
at his house to consider their position. Later the same day-June 
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the 17th-accompanied by Lord Robert Cecil, he sought an inter
view with the Prime Minister and represented to him the diffi
culty in which he and his friends were placed by Mr. Redmond's 
wholly unexpected statement. The Prime Minister agreed that the 
impression created by the speech was unfortunate, and declared, 
that since the Cabinet had never even considered any proposals, 
there could be no authority for the statement. , 

It was clear, however, that the matter, could not be allowed to 
reSt where it stood. In the absence of any official contradiction of 
Mr. Redmond's assertion, there was considerable perturbation in 
UnioniSt circles outside the Government, and at a meeting of ,the 
Cabinet held four days later, it was made unmistakably plain that 
the proposals which had been put forward by Mr. Lloyd George 
were not acceptable to the Government as a whole. On the other 
hand, there were obvious objections to bringing to an abrupt ter
mination negotiations which had already progressed so far, and there 
was a disposition, among some at least of the UnioniSt members 
present, to reserve their decision on the question until they knew 
-the exact outcome of Mr. Lloyd George's conversations. Lord 
Curzon, acutely sensitive to the atmosphere of suspicion in which the 
doings of the Cabinet were wrapped, felt the difficulty of his own 
position so Strongly that he consulted a friend who, while concerned 
with the outcome of the controversy, stqod nevertheless outside 
the ranks of party and of the Government, whether he ought to 
remain at his poSt or leave the Cabinet ? 

Negotiations and discussions proceeded throughout the summer ; 
but no agreement was reached, and little real progress had been made 
towards a settlement when Mr. Asquith's Government fell and Mr: 
Lloyd George's Administration took its place. 

With his inclusion in the small War Cabin~t, which now became 
the supreme authority in the land, Lord Curzon's responsibility 
for the Government's policy towards Ireland became great. And he 
accepted the chairmanship of a small Cabinet Committee charged 
with the task of exploring all possible roads towards a settlement. 
A Bill which the Committee had reason to believe would be accepted, 
if with some show of reluctance, by the Irish Parliamentary party 
was actually drafted and submitted to the Cabinet when the Prime 
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~nister suddenly decided to throw upon the different parties in 
:reland itself the responsibility of finding a settlement by agreement. 
Lord Curzon may well have felt some irritation at this abrupt 
reje8:ion of the Bill which had only been drafted after endless labour 
on the part of his Committee. Yet an attempt to reach a settlement 
by means of conference on the part of those primarily concerned 
was in stria: accord with the procedure which he had himself pub
licly urged. And it was with obvious sincerity that he pleaded for 
an atmosphere of goodwill when, on May the ust, he announced 
in the House of Lords that invitations had been issued by the Prime 
Minister to the groups moSt closely interested, to send delegates to 
a Convention which was to be entrusted with an attempt to arrive 
at a solution of the centuries-old Irish problem by consent. 

The Convention was to be free to consider any plan. " We see 
no necessity," he explained when commending the proposal to 
Parliament and the country, " if the Convention be summoned, to 
restri8: its independence, or to embarrass its action by any instruc
tions. Once they take their seats in the boat they muSt ele8: to steer 
their own course. This means, in practice, that no suggestions of 
policy or scheme will be ruled out of consideration. The doors 
will be open to any or every plan." The e..xample of South Africa 
was ever present to his mind. He recalled the freedom with which 
in the assured secrecy of the conference room, the representatives of 
different and often conflicting interests had explained their own 
points of view and listened to those of others ; and he laid it down 
as an important condition that if the Convention was to have a 
reasonable chance of success, it muSt sit behind closed doors. There 
muSt be no publication of authorised or unauthorised accounts of 
its proceedings. In ~n impassioned peroration he pleaded for the 
goodwill of all parties towards the plan. 

" The British Parliament has more than once tried its hand 
at a settlement of the Irish problem. Its efforts have been 
attended with conspicuous failure. During the laSt thirty years 
British statesmen have exhausted all the resources of their 
eloquence, their enthusiasm, their ability, in the effort to find 
a solution. They also have failed. Everybody now realises that 
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settlement muSt now come from Irishmen themselves. No one 
else knows so well as Irishmen how Irishmen want to be go
verned, or ought to be governed. Let them tell us in conclave. 
We, in your Lordship's House, can contribute a little by saying 
nothing and doing nothing in this debate or in subsequent pro
ceedings which will interfere with that aim. The British public 
can, I think, do a good deal more by acting in sympathy. 
Above all, Irishmen themselves can contribute much by an 
exhibition of those qualities of calm patriotism, bold initiative 
and rich imagination which have made them one of the moSt 
attrat!:ive peoples of the earth. The tide is running faSt in 
Ireland. I pray God that on this occasion we may not miss 
it," I 

The hope, that at long laSt a real and generally acceptable solution 
of the Irish question was in sight, was tempered by contemplation 
of the debris of many shattered efforts in the paSt. But the sincerity 
and grace of the language in which Lord Curzon's appeal was 
couched, were widely recognised. " As an oratorical effort Lord 
Curzon's speech was a masterpiece, and he was delightful to listen 
to." Whether his arguments had carried conviction to the minds 
of those who were inclined to view with suspicion \\hat wore the 
appearance of an enforced attempt to pacify Ireland, was another 
matter. " But if choice of language and felicity of expression could 
contribute to the end Lord Curzon achieved a notable success." 2 

The conditions which had made success possible in South Africa 
were, unhappily, not present in Ireland. The element in the Irish 
people, which hated England and would have welcomed her des
truCl:ion, grew apace. The decision of the Government to release 
the leaders of the rebellion of 1916 may llitve been a courageous 
one. If so, it scarcely met with the reward which it deserved. Those 
who believed that in Ireland, in the circumstances of the time, 
magnanimity would inevitably be construed as fear, complained 
bitterly of the folly of the Executive. It may be that the Sinn Fein 
movement would have grown whatever policy the Government 
had pursued ; but, whatever doubt there may be as to that, there 

•Speech in the House of Lords on May 21~, 1917. 
•Irish Times of May 22nd, 1917. ' 
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is at leaSt no doubt that it was the rapid growth of Sinn Fein during 
the latter half of the year 1917 that all but smashed the Convention 
and rendered its labours sterile. 

During the opening weeks of its deliberations there was noticeable 
a genuine desire among all parties to reach agreement ; and by 
October such progress had been made that a Committee of twenty 
members was charged with the task of drafting a scheme for sub
mission to the whole body. Six weeks later the Convention was 
described by one of its members as being " in the throes of 
dissolution." The factor in the situation which had wrought this 
disastrous change was, undoubtedly, the tremendous accession of 
strength throughout the south and weSt of Ireland to the banner 
of Republicanism. The movement towards Republicanism had long 
been there ; and the people at large were dimly conscious of this 
moving force stirring in their midSt. But they had not hitherto con
sciously or deliberately thrown in their lot with it. Ireland was, in 
fact, trembling on the brink of a fateful decision. She had reached 
one of those breathless moments in the history of nations when 
a feather in the scale on one side or the other is sufficient to weigh 
it irretrievably down. In 1917 the feather fluttered in the air and 
dropped down finally into the Republican scale. A Sinn Fein 
rebel of the name of Ashe went on hunger strike in jail and sub
sequently died. His funeral was made the occasion of a vaSt demon
stration. Thousands of men wearing Republican badges, many in 
uniform, some armed, all under military discipline, accompanied 
by a firing party, openly flouted the authority of the Government. 
All Ireland was watching ; all Ireland saw the orders of the Govern
ment disregarded with impunity ; and all Ireland drew its own con
clusions. A moderata member of the Convention estimated that 
the number of Sinn Feiners had been increased that day by tens of 
thousands ; a NationaliSt member was heard to say that he did not 
know who was trying to govern Ireland at this moment ; and many 
shrewd judges concluded that the Irish people had at laSt come to 
believe that the British Government were afraid of them, and that 
anything could be wrested from them-even independent repre
sentation at the Peace Conference when it came-provided that they 
threatened violence. 
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From that moment settlement by consent was doomed. The 
ferment outside was reflected in the altered atmosphere in the con
ference chamber itself. . The Convention concluded its labours 
and issued a Report ; but no real agreement had been reached. 

The Government in London were sorely disappointed. They 
had pledged themselves, failing substantial agreement on the part 
of the Convention, to produce a Home Rule Bill and to make pro
vision for Ulster. · But the divisions in the Convention were re
flected in the Cabinet ; and the settlement which might have been 
reached as a result of the efforts of Lord Curzon's Committee a 
year before was far less easy of attainment now. "We had a long 
Cabinet this morning," Lord Curzon wrote on April the 5th, 
" mainly on our new man power proposals for next week and on 
our Irish policy, which is a matter of the deepeSt gravity and may 
wreck the Government. A Committee was to meet this afternoon to 
investigate one particular subjeB:, and we were told to hold ourselves 
in readiness at our houses to be summoned either this evening or 
to-morrow morning. Our meeting to-morrow is to be followed by 
a meeting of all tqe Ministers (both inside and outside the Cabinet) 
and there may be another Cabinet 'after that." 1 

The result of these discussions was the appointment on April 
the 13th of another Committee under the chairmanship of Mr., 
afterwards Lord, Long, upon which Lord Curzon consented, 
though reluctantly, to s.erve. 

But juSt as in 1917 the wave of Republicanism which had then 
swept over Ireland had rendered abortive the labours of the Con
vention, so in 1918 did the movement bring to nought the attempts 
of the Government to effeB: a settlement. And, when Lord Curzon 
rose to address the House of Lords on June l!he zoth, it was not to. 
commend to their consideration a: Bill for the better government 
of Ireland, but to explain that in face of the revelations made to the 
Cabinet in May of " a sinister and formidable conspiracy of the 
leaders of the Sinn Fein Movement in Ireland with the enemy of 
this country "-revelations which had occasioned in the Govern .. 
ment " surprise and consternation "-it was considered impossible 
then to proceed with their proposals. 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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Thus ended for the time being, at any rate, the Government': 
endeavour to bring about a settlement of the Irish question by con 
sent. And, when two years later an Irish Home Rule Bill wa~ 
brought in and passed, Lord Curzon was too deeply absorbed ir 
the work of the Foreign Office, to which he had succeeded as Foreign 
:Minister in 1919, to play any very prominent part in the proceedings. 

The Irish question was not the only subject of acute domesti< 
controversy that came up for decision during the war. The ques
tion of Woman Suffrage became suddenly urgent in 1917, and 
proved none the less embarrassing to Lord Curzon because it rar 
counter to, rather than in conformity with, the normal lines o1 
party cleavage. It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader of these 
volumes that throughout his life Lord Curzon had been one of the 
moSt vigorous and outspoken opponents of the SuffragiSt movement. 
When the question had firSt become a live issue, he had thrown 
himself enthusiastically into the fight and had devoted his remark
able talents as a beggar to collecting funds for the purpose of organi
sing opposition to the movement. In 1910 he had approached Lord 
Cromer and Lady Jersey, who were at that time in control of the 
two organisations which had been formed to combat the policy
one a man's Society and the other a Woman's League-and had 
urged amalgamation. In co-operation with Lord Cromer he had 
collected, within a space of three months, a fund amounting, in sums 
actually paid and promised, to more than £zo,ooo. And after Lord 
Cromer's retirement from the Presidentship of the newly formed 
League in February 1912, he had accepted that office-a position 
which he retained until its dissolution in 1918. 

The question became a matter of immediate practical concern 
when, in the early part of 1917, a clause conferring the Parliamentary 
franchise upon women was inserted in a Representation of the 
People Bill, providing for a large extension of the existing franchise, 
which was then under discussion in the House of Commons. With 
this unforeseen event, the officials of the Anti-Suffrage League, 
whose activities had been diverted into other channels during the 
war, found themselves suddenly faced with the task of organising 
opposition to thC: proposal both in Parliament and in the country ; 
and they turned at once to Lord Curzon for counsel and assistance. 
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It was soon seen that in the House of Commons their cause was a 
lost one. The part played by women in the war had brought about a 
marked revulsion of feeling on the question, and on the division, 
the opponents of the measure were able to muster only 5 5 votes 
as against the 3 8 5 votes given for it. 

In these circumstances the organisers of the Anti-Suffrage League 
realised that their only hope of saving the situation lay in an appeal 
to the House of Lords. And in the fight in the Upper Chamber, 
if fight there was to be, they looked naturally enough to their 
President for powerful aid. At a meeting at his house in June, at 
which the procedure to be adopted was discussed between him 
and certain members of the Committee of the League, he declared 
himself ready to speak against the Clause when the Bill came before 
the House of Lords ; and on the minds of some at leaSt of those 
who were present he left the impression-though that he had 
ever committed himself to this extent was subsequently denied
that he would reinforce his speech by his vote. He dbes not seem 
to have realised, until much nearer the time, how difficult he might 
find it to reconcile his position as a member of the Government 
and Leader of the House of Lords with his position as President of 
the Anti-Suffrage League. Even when it dawned across his mind 
that his own liberty of action was likely to be restricted by his official 
position, he did not find in this knowledge any reason for resign
ing from the Presidentship of the League or for ceasing to en
courage its members in their opposition to the measure. While 
the debate on the Second Reading of the Bill was in progress in the 
House of Lords he informed Mr. Arnold Ward, M.P., verbally, 
that he had come to the conclusion that as Leader of the Rouse he 
would not himself be able to vote again~ the clause on the 
Committee stage of the Bill ; but the· disappointment caused to the 
Anti-Suffragists by this announcement was mitigated by the speech 
which he made in the course of the Second Reading debate. He 
went out of his way, in the course of his remarks, to lay stress upon 
the faa that the Bill was not a Government Bill)n. the ordinary 
sense of the word, and that on such questions . as;:Proportional 
Representation and Women Suffrage members were left free to vote 
as they pleased. This declaration was hailed~with satisfaction by 
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the members of the Anti-Suffrage League, and an expression of 
their graillication was conveyed to Lord Curzon by Mrs. Humphry 
Ward, who was now acting as Chairman of the League's Executive 
Committee, in a letter written on December the z3rd-" May I 
congratulate you warmly on your speech ? It was most important 
to us to have it laid down that the Bill is not a Government Bill 
and that there will be absolute freedom of speaking and voting 
upon it." 

He certainly gave the League no reason to suppose that, short of 
voting againSt the Clause himself, he did not still intend to do what 
lay in his power to secure its rejeCtion. The people to get at, he urged 
in a letter to the Chairman on December the 3oth, were the peers 
themselves ; and he advised the despatch of a circular letter to 
every member of the House of Lords a few days before the Clause 
came up for consideration. Such a letter, he declared, should serve 
" to bring up a good many to vote, and after all that is what you 
want for the moment." 

The rejection of the Clause was moved by Lord Lorebum on 
January the 10th. When Lord Curzon rose to address the House 
he said that speaking neither for the Government, nor as Leader of 
the House of Lords, but merely as an individual, he regarded the 
proposal contained in the Clause as one which would introduce 
" a vaSt, incalculable, and almost catastrophic change, which, 
whatever might be their views about it, was without precedent in 
history and without justification in experience. If your Lordships 
pass this part of the Bill," he exclaimed, " you are doing more than 
crossing the Rubicon-you are opening the flood gates to a stream 
which for good or evil will submerge many landmarks we have 
known." He procee~ed to demolish the arguments advanced in 
support of the change, and scoffed at the suggestion that Parliament 
possessed any mandate for it from the country. It was a powerful
some may well have thought an unanswerable-condemnation of 
the measure, which did the utmoSt credit to the President of the 
Anti-Suffrage League. 

But Lord Curzon had not finished. " Logically," he declared at 
the close of his indiB:ment, " the direct consequence of everything 
I have said is that I should support the amendment." Here was the 
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fir~ faint suggestion of an impending sensation ; and the House 
hung breathlessly on his next words. " I do not intend to do so," 
he added. With this theatrical anti-climax, the whole tenor of his 
speech underwent a dramatic change. To his bewildered listeners 
it seemed as though with a single sentence he had abruptly thru~ 
from him alike his obligations as President of the Anti-Suffrage 
League, and the freedom of opinion which he had claimed as an 
individual, and had donned in their place the strait-jacket of official 
responsibility. Woman Suffrage, he pointed out, had been inserted 
in the Bill by an overwhelming majority of the House of Commons. 
He asked them seriously to contemplate what might happen if in 
such circumstances they were to come into collision with the 
Lower Chamber. For himself, he concluded, he could not assume 
the responsibility of embarking on a course which might well 
precipitate a confliCt. 

It is doubtful if Lord Curzon could have taken a course which 
was more certain to secure the passage of the Clause. It was felt 
that, if a man could deliver so scathing and impassioned an indict
ment of the change and yet feel bound not to stand in the way of its 
adoption, his reasons for not doing so mu~ be strong indeed. " There 
had been doubt about the result of this critical division," wrote an 
onlooker, " until the speech of Lord Curzon, Leader of the House. 
He told their Lordships frankly that if Woman Suffrage was elimi
nated the Bill would not survive. In these circumstances Lord 
Curzon stated that he would abstain from the division. This an
nouncement sent a chill of disappointp1ent into the hearts of the 
anti-suffragists, for it meant the frustration of their high hopes. 
There was an instant rally to the suffrage side and an addition of 
several waverers to the Mugwumps:" r • 

The members of the Anti-Suffrage League were at fir~ bewildered. 
Why advise us to bring up peers to vote against the Clause, they 
asked, only to exhort them to abstain when the crucial moment 
for doing so arrived ? Bewilderment was quickly succeeded by 
resentment. " I have received several abusive letters from members 
of the League," Lord Curzon complained in a letter to Mrs. 
Humphry Ward three days later, "for my conduCt in spe~king 

•The Parliamentary correspondent of the Daify Chronicle in its issue of January the 
r rth, rgrS. 
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againSt Woman Suffrage in the House of Lords in my private capa
city as I had promised to do, and refraining from voting, as Leader 
of the House, as I had told your son and everyone concerned-after 
much reflection-that I had no alternative but to do." In vain 
was it represented to him that it was not so much his actual absten
tion from voting as the manner of his doing so, that was resented. 

"As to your speech," wrote Mrs. Humphry Ward, in reply 
to his complaint, " . . . it seemed more and more impossible 
that it should not be followed by a vote. If your views were 
still such, was it conceivable that you should not give effect 
to them by your vote ? I began to think Arnold muSt have 
been mistaken. 1 Then came the anti-climax, all the more 
effective because of the vehemence of the speech. You warned 
the House in the graveSt tones of what the consequences of 
throwing out the Clause would be-that it would be a chal
lenge to the Commons from which the Lords could not emerge 
with credit and so on. The effect was immediate and abso
lutely disastrous!'~ 

The whole thing was an illustration of what has been said before, 
that Lord Curzon's imagination was not precisely of the type which 
enabled him to put himself in other people's skins. It was the story 
of the Parliament Bill over again-thoughtless encouragement of 
his friends in opposition to the measure and then, without warning 
or explanation, the adoption of a diametrically opposite attitude 
himself. In the one case, as in the other, he seemed to be incapable 
of understanding that the real cause of the bitterness which he 
excited was that, while encouraging the League in its policy of 
opposition to the measure and acting up to the letter of his under
taking to them by speaking againSt the Clause, he had then com
pletely stultified his whole attitude up to that point by his subse
quent procedure. It would, surely, have been easy to have dis
armed the sort of criticism to which he laid himself open, had he 
frankly explained to the Committee of the League the position in 
which he found himself as soon as he himself realised it, and offered 
in the circumstances to resign the Presidentship. 

•i.e. in reporting to the Committee of the League in December that Lord Curzon 
had decided not w vote. • Letter dated January 16th, 1918. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE COMING OF PEACE 

THE cessation of hostilities under the terms of the Armistice con
cluded on November the IIth, 1918, brought to an end the under
standing under which the Government had been carried on during 
the war. It was realised on all sides that a General Election could 
not be long delayed ; and a question requiring an early answer 
was, therefore, should there be a break-up of the Coalition and a 
return to party ? Opinion differed. 

Lord Curzon, as we have seen, had never been a very ardent 
advocate of the idea of Coalition government, and his experience 
of the working of the two National Governments of which he had 
been a member, though satisfactory on the whole, had nevertheless 
not blinded him to the possible consequences of any attempt to 
stereotype such a form of Government in times of peace. Any such 
attempt would involve the formation of a Centre party and the 
consequent disappearance of the two historic parties as he had known 
them ; and to any such contingency he wai altogether opposed. 

" I heard with some alarm this evening," he wrote in Febru
ary 1918, "that the Prime Minister was thinking of appointing 
a Joint Committee to arrange for organisation and programme 
of a new party under himself, to fight our battle at the next 
Election and to follow him hereafter. Further, that Milner 
(who is not a Conservative or a Unionist in the ordinary sense) 
is to be chairman of the Conservative section of the Committee. 
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If the above is corre8:, I should like to say at once that the 
movement is one which not only can I not support, but which 
I think to be entirely mistaken. As matters stand, I agrF:e that 
if there were to be a General Election in the near future, it 
would be the duty of our party to give the fulleSt: support to 
the Prime Minister for the prosecution of the war to the end
the object, indeed the sole obje8:, for which the Coalition was 
formed and still exists. But, from the idea that our party 
should merge its identity in some new party, or should pledge 
its allegiance after peace has returned, I entirely dissent and I 
hope that you as our Leader will give no encouragement 
to it." r 

It was not inconsistent with this view that he should have agreed 
with those who held in November, 1918, that the time had not yet 
come for a dissolution of the ties which had united representatives 
of Conservatism, Liberalism and Labour in the prosecution of the 
war. 

" I had a few words with the Prime Minister about the 
General Election this afternoon," he wrote in a letter to 
Mr. Bonar Law, one day early in November. " I told him that 
I was in favour of as early a General Election as can be managed. 
I think the Government (I am assuming that they go to the 
country as a Coalition Government asking for a renewal of 
support) require a fresh national mandate if they are either 
to conduct the war to an end-should the Armistice break 
down-or if they are to undertake the even more difficult 
labours of the ~ace Conference." 

The queStion of the exact nature of the appeal to be made to the 
electors was not so simple. 

" As to a programme I cannot speak ; it is difficult to con~ 
Strut! any programme in a week or two, and very difficult to go 
beyond general propositions in the present case. But I should 

•Letter to :Mr. Bonar Law, February 25th, rgr8 
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think that a formula is capable of being devised that would 
enable candidates to ask with sufficient confidence for the 
votes of their constituents. One thing is certain, viz., that the 
old party programmes are obsolete. Asquith's attempt to 
serve up the stale dishes of his-and the reception it has met 
with-are sufficient proof of this,." 

And it was on the ground that it was in the beSt interests of the 
commonweal, that he appealed to Conservatives to give their 
support to a National Government. The task of reconstructing the 
national, industrial and social life was one which called for national, 
not party, effort; for co-operation, not isolated ailion; for good 
fellowship and not for failion. Only a Government which was 
conscious of representing all parties and classes in the nation would 
be sufficiently strong- to shoulder successfully the burden of the 
immediate future.~ 

The majority of the Cabinet shared these views and, though the 
Labour party withdrew from the Coalition and Mr. Asquith led 
a Liberal campaign againSt the Government, it was as a Coalition 
that the latter appealed 'to, and received the support of, the country. 

Before a General Election could be held, however, there were 
certain proceedings of 'a formal nature to be carried through. The 
relief felt on all sides at the termination of the war demanded 
definite expression ; and on November the I 8th, Lord Curzon rose 
from his place in the House of Lords to move that an humble 
Address be presented to His Majesty congratulating him on the 
conclusion of the Armistice and on the prospea of a victorious 
peace. The occasion was one to which Lord.Curzon was especially 
well fitted to do justice. The subjeB: lent itself _to the particular 
style of oratory which he affeB:ed, and his speech proved worthy of 
the occasion. , At the table at which he stood, he reminded those 
whom he was addressing, had been read out, within a period ·of less 
than three weeks, the terms of the Armistices successively imposed 
on Turkey, Austria-Hungary and the German Empire. 

1ManifeS1:o issued by Lord Curzon as President of the Association of Conservative 
clubs. 
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" And with the acceptance of those terms in their comple
tion," he added, " the great fabric of over-weening ambition 
and towering pride reared by the Sovereigns and the peoples 
of the Central Empires, has toppled over and come with a 
crash to the ground. Rarely, my Lords, in history, has there 
been a fall from a pinnacle so high to a pit of such irretrievable 
disaster." 

He laid stress upon the solemnity and the greatness of the hour, 
md upon the wonder of the victory. "Are we presumptuous," he 
asked, " if we see in it the judgment of a Higher Power upon pano
plied arrogance and enthroned wrong ?" 

He paid a fine tribute to the steadfastness of the British people 
whose spirit, he declared, had never wavered. 

"In those fateful days in August 1914, the inhabitants of 
this country, with quick and unerring instintt, grasped the 
true nature of the struggle upon which they were about to 
embark. They saw that it was not merely a question of our 
fidelity to Treaties or of the security of our shores, but it was 
a struggle between two great methods or principles of govern
ing the world. It was the old historic secular conflict between 
Ormuzd and Ahriman-betwcen the principles of good and 
evil-in the governance of men." 

He spoke of the unity of all classes of the people and of the soli
darity of the Empire. 

" Among the many miscalculations of the enemy was the 
profound convidion, not only that we had a contemptible 
little army, but that we were a doomed and decadent nation. 
The trident was to be struck from our palsied grasp ; the 
Empire was to crumble at the firSt shock ; a nation dedicated, 
as we used to be told, to pleasure-taking and the pursuit of 
wealth, was to be deprived of the place to which it had ceased 
to have any right, and was to be reduced to the level of a 
second-class, or perhaps even a third-class Power. It is not 
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for us in the hour of victory to boast that these predictions 
have been falsified ; but at leaSt we may say · thi~-that the 
British flag never flew over a more powerful or a more united 
Empire than now ; Britons never had better cause to look the 
world in the face ; never did our voice count for more in the 
councils of the nations, or in determining the future destinies 
of mankind " ' 

Next, he accorded on behalf of the nation a joyous welcome to 
the prisoners of war, " streaming in driblets and sometimes in 
crowds, wasted but happy men, across the devaStated frontiers of 
the fight." And he offered words of sympathy to those who had 
no returning victors to crown with laurels, no recovered prisoners 
to embrace and cheer. He paid a glowing tribute to the King and 
Queen who by their bearing and conduct had endeared themselves 
to millions of our race, and who had so lived and laboured that, 
where other thrones were tottering, the British Monarchy had 
driven fresh roots into the affections of its peoples. He prayed that 
the spirit of unity which had inspired the Allies during four years 
of fiery trial might remain with them _in the future. " A little more 
than one hundred years ago," he reminded his audience, " the great 
romantic poet of our land, looking on the birth of a new Hellas, 
wrote these prophetic words : 

'The World's great age begins anew, 
The golden years return ; 
The earth doth like a snake renew 
Her winter weeds outworn. 
Heaven smiles and faiths and Empires gfeam 
Like wrecks of a dissolving dream.' 

A similar vision now rises above a far wider horizon. May we see 
it, under the guidance of Providence, assume form and substance 
before our eyes." 

Many of -those who listened to the speech were deeply moved 
by its sincerity and grace. " I muSt write you a line about your 
speech in the House of Lords to-day," wrote one who was more 
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often in opposition to, than in agreement with, Lord Curzon on 
political questions. "It not only expressed what we all wanted to 
have said, but it was the most perfect piece of English eloquence 
and literature which I have ever listened to." r 

Speeches by the Prime Minister and by Lord Curzon in the two 
Houses of Parliament were merely the prelude to a series of popu1ar 
rejoicings. And it was to Lord Curzon, with his talent for organi
sation and his innate love of pageantry, that the Prime Minister 
turned to direct the series of demonstrations of popular feeling 
that took place during the next two years. In collaboration with 
Field-Marshal Sir H Wilson and Lord Stamfordham he organised 
the reception accorded to M. Clemenceau and Marshal Foch on 
the occasion of their visit to London on December the rst, 1918. 
He was Chairman of the Cabinet Committee which was charged 
with the task of organising the Peace Celebrations which we:ce 
held on July the 19th, 1919. And it is to his genius that the nation 
owes the simple but profoundly moving service, which recurs 
annually on November the nth, before the Cenotaph in London, 
when the people pay homage frrst in reverent silence, and then in 
solemn prayer and song, to the memory of those who during the 
war made the supreme sacrifice on the altar of national duty. 

The proposal for the burial of an unknown warrior in \Vest
minster Abbey emanated from the Dean ; but it was Lord Curzon, 
once more, who was called in to preside over the Committee ap
pointed to devise a scheme which should combine the unveiling 
of the Cenotaph on Armistice Day, 1920, with the interment in the 
Abbey. And it may, perhaps, surprise those who habitually pic
tured him as a proud patrician, scornful of the claims of the people 
and tenacious of the ri~hts of rank, to learn that in all these projects 
he argued powerfully for the prominent participation of the masses. 
The firSt scheme for celebrating the conclusion of peace drawn up 
by his Committee contemplated rejoicings extending over four 
consecutive days, including a Sunday on which Services of Thanks
giving were to be held. Lord Curzon laid down that one of these 
four days should be par exce/lctJce a day of merrymaking for the 
masses of the people, both in London and in the provinces, and that 

•Letter t-ron' Lnrd Hert:oun, ~ovembcr tilth, I918. 
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every effort should be made to give them their share in the cele
brations. The programme on the other days, he pointed out, would 
be to a great extent official. But the final day should be, " as far as 
possible, non-official, spontaneous and democratic." And if much 
of what he and his Committee planned was destined to be still
born, this was due to no lack of imagination or enthusiasm on 
his part, but to circumstances arising which necessitated an earlier 
celebration than had been intended, and the compression of the 
programme into a single day. 

Similarly, in the proposals which he submitted to the Committee 
appointed to arrange for the burial of the unknown warrior, it 
was the people whose claims to participation he kept constantly 
before him. He argued strongly against anything that would " de
tract from the simplicity of the ceremonial and lend histrionic and 
pompous elements to a solemn service." And he was insistent in 
his demand that such limited accommodation as would be available 
in the Abbey, should be allotted " not to society ladies or the wives 
of dignitaries, but to selected widows and mothers of those who had 
fallen, especially in the humbler ranks." 

January of the year 1919 saw the Coalition Government, with 
Mr. Lloyd George at its head, firmly established in office with a 
mandate from the country to negotiate the terms of peace and grapple 
with the task of reconstruction. Lord Curzon still held office as 
Lord President of the Council. Fate held in store, however, work of 
a more specialised kind. On the morning of January the 3rd, Lo~d 
Robert Cecil, who was then serving as Assistant Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs-a post created as a temeorary measure during 
the war-came round to I Carlton House Terrace with a message 
for Lord Curzon from the Prime Minister. Would he, in the absence 
of Mr Balfour and the Assistant Secretary of State at Paris in con
nection with the Peace Conference, take charge of the Foreign 
Office in London ? " I said that I would readily do so," Lord Curzon 
wrote when reporting the conv~rsation to the Prime Minister for 
confirmation ; " and I undertook to commence on Monday 
morning, which I will do." 1 

•Letter to Mr. Lloyd George, January 3rd, rgrg. 
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Thus, one day early in January, 1919, Lord Curzon realised one 
of the ambitions which he had formed in days which now seemed 
so long ago. Between him, as he took his seat at the desk in the 
Foreign Secretary's room, and the days of his early apprenticeship 
under the spacious guidance of Lord Salisbury, there yawned the 
gulf of I 9 I 4- I 9-a vast fissure torn across the face of time. Behind 
these long-drawn years loomed other troubled days of loosened 
political anchorage and grievous domestic sorrow ; and behind 
them again the moving drama of the Indian Viceroyalty. And if, 
bearing upon his shoulders the burden of these strenuous years, 
he gazed with changed perspective at the world which lay beyond 
the Foreign Office window, that world itself had undergone great 
alteration. Troublous though the times had seemed as the 19th 
century had drawn towards its close, they now appeared, when 
viewed in retrospect, serene indeed. 

"My own acquaintance with the Foreign Office," he told 
the members of the Imperial Conference in I 92 I, " dates 
back to more than thirty years since I was Under Secretary 
to Lord Salisbury. At that time peace prevailed over the 
greater part of the world's surface, and we were almost excited 
if here and there was a patch-it might be the Sudan or Armenia 
or Crete-in which disturbed conditions prevailed. Now the 
whole world is still, although the war has ceased for two years, 
in a state of disturbance. As I sit in the Foreign Office and 
look out on the scene I am reminded of one of those lava
lakes with which some of you are familiar in the islands of the 
Pacific, where you observe a great liquid expanse, an uneasy 
movement trou~ling the surface, a seething and bubbling 
going on. From time to time a violent explosion occurs; 
here the banks slip down into the mud and are engulfed, while 
there you see new landmarks emerge. That is a picture of 
what is going on all over the world at the present moment." 

For nine months Lord Curzon officiated at the Foreign Office 
in London while M.r Balfour remained in Paris. The work was 
none the less arduous because it was shared by two Chiefs instead 
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of being concentrated in the hands of one. " I had to preside at 
Cabinet this morning," he wrote on April the 8th, " Bonar having 
flown to Paris. C. Hardinge came to see me, very doleful about 
all that is going on there. Now I am about to think of something 
to say at my political dinner to-night. Then House of Lords·. Oh! 
dear me, if only I could get half an hour off, fifteen minutes off, even 
five minutes off. But no such luck." 1 Work poured in on him 
in a nev~r-ending stream-" LaSt night," he wrote on April the 
1oth, "I had my solitary dinner, and then twenty-seven boxes
the recor-d up to date." And a week later-" Now for my miserable 
boxes, a regular barricade around me. When shall I get to bed?" 2 

He had been inured to late hours ever since he had acquired the 
habit of working far into the night at Eton. But the strain which 
he imposed upon himself was becoming too great for tired nature 
to bear. " Last night I was so tired out with my post-midnight 
work, that I fell asleep in iny red chair while writing at 1.30 a.m. 
and with difficulty struggled off to bed." On the afternoon of May 
the 1oth, he wrote to Lady Curzon who had gone to Paris-" From 
now till 2 a.m. I shall not leave this house, but try to pull up some of 
my arrears. My room really looks like Hyde Park after a public
holiday, so great is the litter." 

Mid-August saw him still toiling in London 

"It is 6.3o," he wrote· on the 19th. "We have had two 
Cabinets about Turkey and the EaSt, sitting for five hours. 
The P.M. goes off to France to-morrow A.J.B. is in Paris 
pursuing one policy. I am here pursuing another. A.J.B. 
wants to ·take a holiday and me to ta~ his place. I have 
declined. No one knows what ought to be done, and mean
while, of course, nothing is done, and we go on getting deeper 
and deeper into the mire. Oh! how I long to get away and 
have a reSt." 

But he was not going to be let off so easily, and the question of 
his taking over the negotiations with Turkey was raised again the 
next day. 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. •Ibid. 
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" This morning at the end of our third Cabinet-it lasted 
1! hours-in the last twenty-four hours, the conclusion was 
reached which I have all along predicted muSt come. The 
Cabinet led by the P.M. unanimously asked me to go out to 
Paris and take in hand the Eastern question, and gave me 
authority for any settlement that I might like to effect. I said at once 
that I could not go out now. I was tired out anci needed my 
holiday and muSt insist on takmg it. Otherwise I should be 
confronted with a complete breakdown. What I did offer to 
do, provided Balfour welcomed the idea, was to go out to 
Paris a month from now to explore the Turkish and Syrian 
questions with all the principal parties concerned, i.e., Clemen
ceau, Feisal, the Americans, the Italians, etc.-and then, after 
a fortnight or three weeks, report to the Government whether 
I had found the basis of a settlement or had failed ... " ' 

With the best will in the world it was difficult for two men of 
such different temperament, the one in Paris, L.~e other in London, 
to share control of the Foreign policy of the country. "I am 
heartily sick of this indeterminate position," Lord Curzon wrote on 
September the 9th, " possessing full powers in one set of things, 
but powerless in others ; pursuing a definite policy here which 
may be thrown over any day in Paris. Few can realise the unsatisfac
tory and almost humiliating position of being at the same time 
Secretary of State and yet only a substitute." • Mr. Balfour was no 
less conscious of the difficulties of the position than Lord Curzon ; 
and he discussed them frankly on his return from a nine months' 
sojourn in Paris. On September the nth Lord Curzon conveyed 
the gist of the conveqation in a letter to Lady Curzon. " Last night 
I met A. J. B. at Victoria. He appeared very white in the head, clad 
in the most dilapidated of suits, but in tremendous spirits, calling 
everyone ' old man,' and beaming all round." Lord Curzon carried 
him off to a tete-d-tete dinner at the club. 

"We then walked home, came into No. 1, and he did not 
finally leave till 12.15 a.m. I went over everything with him. 

'Letter to Lady Curzon, Augm.'t zotb, rgrg. 
•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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He is never coming back to the Foreign Office in any capacity. 
He does not want to go back to Paris and wishes me to do the 
Turkish Treaty if I can combine it with Foreign Office here. 
He would have resigned at once had not Lloyd George pressed 
him to stay. He realises that this half-and-half arrangement is 
hard on me ; but says that he is not going to interfere in the 
smalleSt degree. I expect the change will come when Parliament 
meets, as he says the House of Commons will not stand his 
continuing to be Foreign Secretary while he never appears, 
and I expect that he will exchange offices with me then." 

This proved correct. Mr. Balfour left the Foreign Office in 
October, and on tht 24th of that month Lord Curzon was installed 
in his place. Congratulations poured in upon him. 

" You have, if I may say so," wrote one who had for long 
been in intimate association with him, " certain capital and 
essential qualities, too rarely found combined, yet each and all 
of which are peculiarly desirable in the holder of such a position. 
They are conscience, intellect, information, experience, as 
static qualities ; the habit of diligence, and the gift of expression 
with tongue and pen as dynamic qualities. More, I think, 
may be done by one man juSt now as Secretary of Foreign 
Affairs than as Prime MiniSter." 1 

In the Foreign Office itself and in the ranks of the Diplomatic 
service his regime during the months of his acting appointment had 
created a favourable impression and had given ri~e to great expecta
tions. " I have always kept in dose touch with my former colleagues 
in the Diplomatic Service," Major Baird informed him, "and I 
can tell you-what they cannot-how anxiously they hoped that 
your temporary control of Foreign Affairs would become per
manent. What they have appreciated particularly during the past 
months has been that they have felt that they were serving under a 
Minister who not only took decisions, but himself controlled our 
Foreign policy." 2 

•Letter from Sir Herbert Warren, Oaober 3otb, 1919. 
'Letter from Major Baird, afterwards Lord Stonehaven, Governor General of 

Au:ltralia, dated Oaober 26th, 1919. 
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Had it been possible to write this of him at the end as at the 

beginning of his career as Foreign Minister, British history during 
the next few years might well have been written differently, and the 
closing years of Lord Curzon's life would not have been marred 
by the element of tragedy which cast its shadow over them. 

But the turn which events were to take was not yet apparent, and 
during these months of officiating service Lord Curzon had un
doubtedly made his personality felt. His conception of the 
importance and dignity of the office was illustrated by one of 
the many stories-some wholly apocryphal, others with a substratum 
of fact to sustain them-which were current about him. On sitting 
down at the desk in the Secretary of State's room for the firSt time, 
his roving eye was caught-and held-by the unobtrusive, if 
inoffensive, inkpot modestly inviting the first dip of his pen. 
Lord Curzon rang the bell. " Is this the inkpot used by previous 
Secretaries of State ? " he asked of the expectant official who 
answered his summons. He was assured that it was. " But," 
exclaimed Lord Curzon indignantly, " his inkpot should be of 
crystal and silver, not glass and brass ! " Be the Story faa or fiction, 
it is the case that Lord Curzon did cause to be transferred to the 
Foreign Office one of the inkpots presented to the Privy Council 
by Queen Anne. 

There came a day when the demands which the Foreign Secretary 
made upon those who served under him earned for him the dis
approbation rather than the applause of the officials of the Depart
ment. But that was not yet. At this time, though he always in
sisted upon the highest possible standard of industry and efficiency 
being maintained, Lord Curzon was not altogether indifferent to 
the convenience of his subordinates. He admitted, in conversation 
with one who served under him during the war, that he doubted 
if MiniSters ever really appreciated what they owed to the Civil 
Service. "We are not half grateful enough for what they do," he 
said. "We expect them to be always on the spot, always cheerful 
and attentive, at the very time when they may be having all sorts 
of troubles of their own ; domestic worries ; financial anxieties ; 
ill-health." 1 And Mr. Oement Jones, when writing to offer his 

•In conversation with Mr. Clement Jones, C.B., on December the 2ISt, rgr8. 
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good wishes to Lord Curzon on his appointment, declared that 
among the large number of those who would be congratulating the 
Foreign Office on its good fortune none would be more pleased 
than the Foreign Office staff-" Of this I am convinced, not from 
hearsay or because I have read it in the papers, but because all 
my friends in the Foreign Office have told me so. One of them, 
who has never even been inside your room, told me only the other 
day what an immense change has come into the whole spirit of the 
place since January last." If the task which lay before the new Secre
tary of State was a formidable one, the auspices under which he 
embarked upon it were, at any rate, favourable . 

• 
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PERSIA ONCE MORE 

fHE period during which Lord Curzon officiated at the Foreign 
Jffice before being definitely appointed Secretary of State, was 
narked by one distinct if short-lived success. On assuming the 
lirection of affairs in London, he had at once turned his gaze 
~astwards to those lands where his heart always lay; for, if he was 
)ppressed with a sense of the overwhelming difficulty of restoring 
'eace in Europe, he was also filled with growing apprehension as 
1e caught echoes of the world's unrest reverberating ominously 
~ound the whispering-galleries of Asia. 

"The world is very troubled," he wrote on September the 
z1st, 1919, "and while peace is supposed to have been secured, 
active and murderous warfare is going on in at least a quarter 
of the recent areas of struggle. And, if this is the case in Europe, 
the situation in Asia is worse, and will not subside for a genera
tion. In these drcumstances the task of Government is full of 
incident, but even fuller of disappointment and perplexity " 1 

And as he gazed curiously over the constantly changing kaleido
cope of the Near and Middle East, his eyes came to rest finally 
lpon Persia-that magnetic land of mystery and romance over 
~hose dus1::y plateaux and through whose ancient cities, crumbling 
mcared-for into inert but picturesque decay, he had travelled all 

1Letter to Lord Lansdowne. 
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but thirty years before. Persia that had provided him with material 
for the most monumental of all his books ; the decrepit descendant 
of a mighty nation into whose veins he had striven so hard through
out the seven years of his Viceroyalty to infuse the blood of a new 
vitality. And, finding himself at last in a position not merely to 
formulate, but to enforce a policy, he was determined to make a 
supreme effort to drag her from the slough into which she had 
fallen, and to make of her what he had always dreamed that, with the 
benevolent co-operation of Great Britain, she might some day be
come-a worthy successor to the kingdom of Cyrus and a strong 
link in a chain of friendly States, stretching from the confines of 
Europe to the frontier of the Indian Empire. 

It was all part of a perfectly definite and logical policy which had 
taken shape with his first glance at the political map of Asia while 
still a boy at Eton, and had remained clear-cut in his mind ever since. 
It rested upon a single and quite simple conception-the creation 
of a chain of buffer statys stretching from the northern confines of 
India to the Mediterranean sea, to serve as a screen, giving protec
tion against attack to India and the great arterial line of communica
tion between Great Britain at one end and Australia, New Zealand 
and the Far East at the other. That the source of possible attack 
had changed, made no difference to the policy ; it remained valid 
whether the potential aggressor was Russia, as it had long been, or 
Germany, as it had more recently become. And, with this urgent 
necessity always in mind, he had laid constant stress throughout the 
war upon the importance of the Eastern theatre. His view was 
summed up comprehensively in an Address to members of the 
Imperial War Cabinet during the critical surpmer of 1918. 

From this Address it is clear that, if others had dismissed from 
mind certain early indications of the real nature of the ambitions 
which were revolving in the fertile brain of the German Emperor, 
Lord Curzon at least had not done so. He had stored them in his 
memory ready to be produced when evidence was required. Such 
were the visits of the Kaiser to the Turkish Capital and to Palestine 
during the closing decade of the nineteenth century These spec
tacular pilgrimages had naturally excited comment at the time. 
People had wondered vaguely why an Emperor of Germany should 
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rish to visit Constantinople and to take under his patronage the 
eeble and tottering power of the Ottoman Turk. And curiosity, 
~hich had remained unsatisfied in 1893, had been revived when some 
·ears later, clad in a flowing white robe, he had ridden dramatically 
hrough the streets of Jerusalem and Bethlehem in the spirit of a 
rusader and then, incongruously enough, had proceeded to 
)amascus to address a great gathering and proclaim himself the 
•ne and only friend among the Western Powers of the Followers 
f the Prophet. As time went on people had become accustomed to 
he theatrical in the Emperor William and had discounted the sig
Lificance of such displays. Not so Lord Curzon. In the course of 
tis Address he begged those who listened to him not to lose sight, 
t1 their anxiety over events on the Western front, of the rapidly 
:rowing importance which the collapse of Russia had given to the 
~astern theatre. Let them consider the trend of German world 
•olicy as directed by William the Second. These almost forgotten 
;estures with which he had excited the amused interest of Europe a 
tuarter of a century ago had been fraught with a wide and sinister 
mrpose. They had been made in pursuance of a policy designed to 
>lace Turkey " in ultimate political and economic bondage to 
iermany." They had heralded the laying of " the first Stones of the 
:auseway that was to lead him to the ultimate conqueSt of the EaSt ... 
rhey were the premonitory symptoms of the policy that was 
mpending. The thread upon which all the strings were to be woven 
ogether was the Baghdad Railway, which was to place at the dis
>osal of Germany the resources of Asia Minor and to take the 
iermans by easy Stages to the head of the Persian Gulf and the 
i:ontiers of India " 1. 

This particular line of advance had now been blocked, thanks to 
he success of our arms in Palestine and Mesopotamia-not " side
haws," as they were sometimes called, even by highly-placed 
nilitary authorities ; but campaigns undertaken " for direct military 
md political advantages of the most obvious nature." But, with 
he collapse of Russia, a new avenue of approach had been opened 
1p via the Caucasus. And, with his customary lucidity, Lord Curzon 
:xplained the dangers to which this new disposition of the pieces 

•Address at a meeting of the Imperial War Cabinet on June the 25th, 1918. 
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on the chess-board of the Middle EaSt gave rise. And, finally, he 
asked his audience, bearing in mind the long-cherished aspirations 
of the German Emperor, to consider the immense significance of 
all that he had placed before them. The narrative of events which 
he had given them meant that Germany, if she were baffled in the 
WeSt, either as the result of military operations, or even as the result· 
of peace, would tur~ toward the EaSt. 

"She can afford to give up everything she has ~won in 
WeStern parts, in France and Flanders, if only this door in 
the EaSt remains open to her. If peace proposals were made 
now and the representatives of the Powers were seated at a 
Peace Conference table, Germany could, I venture to submit 
to you, afford to give back Belgium, to make large concessions 
in respect of Alsace-Lorraine .... and she would still have the 
illimitable range of future ambition and opportunity which 
I have been describing." 

British statesmanship could never afford to lose sight of the fact 
that under the inspiration of William the Second the destruction 
of the British Empire had become an obsession with the German 
governing classes. The centre of Bnt1sh power in the EaStern world 
was India-

" and it is at India, along these lines of advance that I have 
been describing, that Germany is striking. And, observe, that 
if she is. unsuccessful now' if she does not push her forces 
right forward as she is trying to do, or if spe is held up by our 
efforts, the object will not be abandoned, but the attempt will 
be renewed." 

How, he asked in conclusion, was this supreme and imminent 
danger to be countered? Neither Germany nor her Allies must 
ever again be permitted to occupy Palestine or Mesopotamia ; 
every effort must be made to re-create Russia-" even though it 
may take ten!years or twenty years "-as a bulwark against German i penetration ~oward India ; and, finally, " we must endeavour by 
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every means in our power to secure a friendly Persia and a loyal 
Mghanistan." 

The Address, of which the above is a brief summary, was delivered 
by Lord Curzon as Chairman of a Committee appointed by the Prime 
Minister to assiSt the War Cabinet in formulating their policy in 
Asia. It was natural that under his guidance the rejuvenation of 
Persia should play a prominent part in the programme drawn up 
by the Committee. And Lord Curzon was urgent in pressing it upon 
the attention of his colleagues. The problem had not become easier 
with the passage of time. One of the grounds on which he had 
criticised the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 had been the 
indifference displayed by its authors to Persian sentiment. 1 Criticism 
on this ground had been justified by events. From the day of its 
signature Great Britain had been tarred in the eyes of Persia with 
the Russian brush. This view of the Agreement between two 
Powers hitherto at daggers drawn was natural enough. It was 
fortified by the attitude of the Russian representative at Tehran 
who, finding himself in the enjoyment of a happy immunity from 
British criticism, became a virtual Dictator in all matters affecting 
Russian interests in Northern Persia. And, while British statesmen 
of all parties were as truly anxious as they had always been to build 
up, establish and fortify the independence and integrity of Persia, 
the disintegrating years of war had driven them to action whiCh 
had inevitably given colour to the view that, with the enaament of 
the Convention, they had adopted Russian aims and Russian 
methods. 

During the war the British Government had, in fat!:, been com
pelled in self-defenc.,e to undertake considerable military operations 
on Persian soil ; so that juSt when the curtain was rung down on the 
battle fields of Europe, it was rung up on a Persia picketted on all 
sides with British forces. In the East there was a cordon of troops 
running up from the Persian Gulf in the south to Khorasan in the 
north, serving as a screen in front of the Indian and Afghan fron
tiers. In the West a similar cordon stretched from Baghdad through 
Kermanshah and Hamadan to the Caspian ; while Southern Persia 
was dominated by a local force known as the South Persia Rifles, 

't •See chapter II, p. 44· 
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raised and officered by British soldiers for the very necessary duty of 
controlling the insurre__ctionary movements to which the un
certainties of the times had given rise. Finally, based on the capital 
itself, were the so-called Persian Cossacks, led by Russian officers, 
but now-so oddly unexpected a shake had Time given to his 
glass-paid from the coffers of Great Britain. 

The measure of comparative security which Great Britain had 
thus acquired against the threatened break-up of a kingdom lying 
on the frontier of her Indian Empire, had only been achieved at 
heavy financial cost. The policing of the country was a heavy, but 
not the only, item of expenditure in the bill which she foUfld herself 
called upon to pay. In addition, large subventions had been neces
sary to stave off actual bankruptcy ; and a careful survey of the 
position at the end of 191% disclosed the fact that her commitments 
in Persia alone were responsible for an outlay of no less than 
£3o,ooo,ooo a year. 

It must have been at least as obvious to the Persians themselves, 
as it was to every other observer, that, but for British money, their 
Treasury would have been empty ; and, but for the presence of 
British armed forces, the more virile tribes amongst them would 
have been in a state of explosive insurrection. Knowledge of these 
things did not, however, render a state of affairs under which the 
virtual control of the country had passed into the hands of Great 
Britain more palatable to the Persian Government. And it is not 
surprising that among the members of the Eastern Committee and 
their advisers, as they contemplated their commitments and the 
staringly inadequate advantages in the shape of Persian co-operation 
which they were receiving in return, there should have been some 
who thought that we should without delay w1thdraw our troops, 
cease our subsidies and, as one of them bluntly put it, " leave 
Persia to go to the devil in her own way." 

Lord Curzon was not among them. " I take it," he declared, 
when summing up the situation at a meeting of the Committee on 
December the 3oth, 1918, "that this policy (i.e. that of withdrawing 
from Persia) would please the Persians better than any other; but 
[ submit to this Committee that it would be immoral, feeble and 
l.sastrous." Important as it always had been to ensure the stability 
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>f a country lying on the Indian frontier, it was doubly important 
1ow that on the west Mesopotamia had also become a definite 
British interest. "You have the situation now," he pointed out, 
"that Persia, instead of being a solitary figure moving about in a 
chronic state of disorder on the glacis of the Indian fortress, has 
the Indian frontier on one side of her and what is tantamount to a 
British frontier on the other." He hoped, therefore, that his col
leagues would spend " not five seconds more of thought " in de
ciding that a policy of retreat was, in the circumstances of the case, 
impracticable. 

It had been suggeSted in some quarters that we should con
tinue our subsidies and maintain our troops, but should humour 
the Persian Government, address them with deference, convince 
them, if that were possible, that we had no other desire than to 
place ourselves and our resources at their disposal ; in short, that 
" while we remained a financial support, we did not wish to be a 
political nuisance." In theory such a policy had much to recommend 
it ; but in practice it was almost certain to prove abortive, and it 
was rejected by all the authorities who spoke with first-hand know
ledge of the country. 

What, then, was left ? The possibility that Great Britain might 
be invited to act as the Mandatory of the Powers, or of a League of 
Nations, was too remote to have much bearing on the immediate 
situation. " I am not at all clear myself that the demand will ever 
be made upon us. It is by no means certain that Mandatories are 
going to be created. Before you settle whether there are going to 
be Mandatory Powers all over the world, you have to constitute 
the League of Nations to give the invitation." What he himself 
would suggest was that the Persian representatives, who were under
stood to be on their way to Europe with the intention of knocking 
at the door of the Peace Conference, should be addressed with the 
complete frankness that the case demanded. Such frankness need 
not be of" a purely minatory character." We could go a long way 
towards meeting some at least of what were believed to be PersiatJ 
aspirations. Assurances as to the independence and integrity~ 
the country we should be willing to renew in the most expli 
terms. The hated Anglo-Russian Convention we should be ot 
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too glad to abrogate. As to the creation of a national army, that 
was a thing which we had long since advocated, and in the forma
tion of which we should be willing, subject only to one condition, 
heartily to co-operate. No such force would have the smallest chance 
of coming into existence without the aid of a cadre of European 
officers ; and while we should require as a condition of our assistance 
the appointment of a British officer at the head of the organisation, 
we should raise no objection to officers of other nationalities being 
engaged to serve under hlm. A happy p.recedent for such an 
arrangement was to be found in the Customs Administration of 
Chlna, which, while manned by persons of many nationalities, 
had for years been under the supreme control of Sir Robert Hart. 
Then the huge financial stake which we now possessed in the country 
made it necessary that there should be a British Financial Adviser 
at the head of affairs at the Capital, and on that point we could take 
no refusal. If the Persians accepted these terms, we should at once 
set to work to assist the Persian Government in putting their house 
in order. In the event of their proving obdurate they should be 
told that all subsidies would cease, a settlement of all outStanding 
claims would be demanded, and that for the future Persia must 
work out her own salvation relying upon her own unaided re
sources. 

In the Minutes of the meeting at which Lord Curzon expounded 
thls policy occurs the following entry : '' The Committee were 
generally in favour of the policy recommended by the Chairman and 
Lord Robert Cecil." And armed with thls authority, Lord Curzon, as 
soon as he was eStablished at the Foreign Office, embarked upon the 
negotiations which led, in the course of the summer of 1919, to 
the Anglo-Persian Treaty. • 

How completely the policy of the Government in these matters 
was the policy of Lord Curzon is clear from correspondence which 
passed between him and Mr. Montagu after the meeting of the 
EaStern Committee to which reference has been made. The diver
gence of view between the Secretary of State for India and Lord 
Curzon, which had firSt disclosed itself in connection with the 
Indian Reform scheme, was wont to assert itself whenever ques
tions of British policy in Asia came up for decision. It was to 
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a large extent a matter of temperament. The two men viewed 
matters from widely different standpoints. But there was also a 
certain antagonism between them which neither was ever able 
wholly to overcome, and which ended three years later in an open 
breach, and the disappearance of Mr. Montagu from the Govern
ment. His dissent from Lord Curzon's Persian policy was summed 
up in a)etter dated January the 6th-

" I am sorry to have to bother you with further corres
pondence, but I really feel so alarmed about some aspects of 
Eastern affairs that I am compelled to write to you .... I notice 
in the draft Minutes (of the EaStern Committee) a Statement 
that the Committee agreed with the Chairman. Surely you 
will not allow this to Stand, for the situation was this. Mr. 
Balfour was away ; I was away ; I do not see it recorded that 
the C.I.G.S. was present ; Lord Robert Cecil (I don't know 
whether he is a member of the Committee or not now) had 
left before he had heard either Sir Hamilton Grant or Sir 
Arthur Hirtzel, and therefore the Committee consiSted of the 
Chairman ; and the Chairman, of course, not unnaturally 
agreed with the Chairman." 

He proceeded to explain his objection to the proposal that the 
reorganised Persian army should be placed under a British 
Commander-in-Chief. Such a suggeStion, he thought, was " un
necessarily offensive to the Persian Government and national 
feeling." And, apart from this specific proposal, he regarded the 
whole tone of Lord Curzon's intended exposition of the British 
view of the situation "ff.S unduly minatory and dictatorial. 

"Lastly, I cannot regard the policy of the EaStern Committee 
with regard to Persia as satisfactory unless a genuine attempt 
is made to put our position in Persia on a footing satisfactory 
to the Persians by re-eStablishing their confidence in us as 
being anxious to help but not desirous to control. I have 
warned the EaStern Committee more than once of the grave 
difficulty which I am experiencing, and which I shall experience 
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more and more in the future, of getting contributions from 
Indian revenues to expenditure in Persia. I cannot hondtly 
make the attempt in future if the policy is one in which neither 
the India Office nor the Government of India concur." 

Matters turned out much as Lord Curzon had foreseen and hoped. 
A Persian delegation reached Paris, knocked boldly but vainly at 
the door of the Peace Conference, and, disappointed of any hopes 
of success which they may have cherished in thls direilion, turned 
a chaStened ear to the suggeStions which Great Britain had to offer. 
In Tehran itself, with an Anglo-phil MiniStry in power under the 
control of a leading Persian Statesman of conservative views, 
Vossug-ed-Dowleh, and with the representation of British intereSts 
in the capable hands of Sir Percy Cox-the officer who nearly 
twenty years before had been specially selected by Lord Curzon 
himself to take charge of matters in the Persian Gulf-negotiations 
proceeded with gratifying success : so much so that, early in AuguSt 
Lord Curzon was able to inform the Cabinet that an Agreement 
had been reached. The terms of the Treaty which had thus been 
successfully negotiated were made public a few days later, and 
Lord Curzon eagerly scanned the papers for their verdict upon 
his achievement. There was ready approval of the Treaty, but little 
mention of its author, an omission which Lord Curzon was quick 
to notice. 

" The papers give a very good ·reception to my Persian 
Treaty, which I. have been negotiating for the past year, and 
which is a great triumph, as I have done it all alone. But not 
a single paper so much as mentions my natfle or has the dimmeSt 
perception that, had I not been at the Foreign Office, it would 
never have been at all." 1 

Great credit was, indeed, due to Lord Cutzon for the successful 
outcome of the negotiations. In the course of them he had succeeded 
in bridging the differences by which in the earlier stages he and the 
Secretary of State for India had been divided. In their final form, 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, Auguift 17th, 1919. 
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he told the Cabinet, the provisions ot the Agreement had the 
approval of Mr. Montagu and Mr. Chamberlain in London, and of 
Mr. Balfour in Paris. And he gave a brief summary of their effect. 

" What they mean in practice is this : not that we have 
received or are about to receive a Mandate for Persia ; not that 
Persia has handed over to us any part of her liberties ; not that 
we are assuming fresh and coStly obligations which will place 
a great Strain upon us in the future ; but that the Persian 
Government, realising that we are the only neighbouring great 
Power closely intereSted in the fate of Persia, able and willing 
to help her and likely to be disintereSted in that object, have 
decided of their own free will to ask us to assiSt: Persia in the 
rehabilitation of her fortunes." 1 

The Treaty was, in fact, a simple and straightforward document, 
the giSt: of which was the loan by Great Britain to Persia of such 
expert advisers as might be thought desitab1e by the Governments 
of the two countries in consultation ; the provision by Great Britain 
of the officers, munitions and equipment required for the creation 
of a national army-the queStion of a British Commander-in-Chief 
being left open for further consideration ; and, in order to provide 
the Persian Government with funds for financing these reforms, an 
additional loan by the British Treasury of £z,ooo,ooo, to be secured 
on the Persian customs. The Government of Great Britain agreed 
further to give support to approved schemes for the construction 
of roads and railways by Anglo-Persian enterprise, and to the 
appointment of a joint committee of experts to revise the Persian 
CuStoms Tariff in a <!ireaion favourable to Persia. These provisions 
were subject to the reiteration by the British Government of the 
undertakings frequently given by them in the past, " to respect 
absolutely the independence and integrity of Persia." 

The conclusion of the Treaty was celebrated at a dinner given in 
London in honour of Prince Nosret-ed-Dowleh, one of the fore
moSt Statesmen of Persia who had proceeded to England in advance 
of the Shah, whose proposed visit to Great Britain was to take place 

1From a Memorandum written for the Cabinet on AuguSt gth, rgrg. 
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in the autumn. With his flair for Stage management, Lord Curzon 
realised the importance of making the occasion a success. 

" If you can come up to the Government dinner which we 
are giving to the Persian Foreign MiniSter on Thursday next to 
boom the Agreement and to applaud him (he is one of the 
triumvirate who have concluded it) please do so. It is very 
difficult to colletl: people now." 1 

His own speech at the' dinner gave a lucid account of the negotia
tions leading up to the conclusion of the Treaty and of the objetl:s 
of the Treaty itself. For the Student of Lord Curzon's personality 
it possesses a special interest, for it provides a striking example of 
that fixity of ideas which was one of his outstanding characteristics. 
The views which he had formed while still a boy at Eton, of Persia's 
place in Asia and of the policy which Great Britain should adopt 
towards her, had never varied. At the age of thirty-four they had 
been repeated, emphasised, elaborated in his book on Persia ; at 
the age of forty he had begun the sustained attempt to give effect 
to them which had lasted throughout the period of his Viceroyalty. 
The attempt had been interrupted but not banished by the conclusion 
in 1907 of the Anglo-Russian Convention; and with the oppor
tunity which had now presented itself of brushing aside that in
strument, it had been vigorously renewed. 

"I was never an ardent admirer of the Anglo-Russian 
Convention," he told his audience. " On the contrary, I 
criticised it severely in Parliament and elsewhere. . . . I regard 
that Agreement as dead. It is only owirl"g to the fact that there 
has been for some time no Russian Government with whom we 
were in relations and to whom we could turn, that we have not 
sought its definite abrogation. But, in my judgment-and I 
speak probably for the Russians as well as myself-that 
Agreement may Be regarded as having been wiped off the slate. 
I do not believe that anything like it is likely to be resuscitated 
by the Government of my country!' 

zLetter to Lord Laming-ton, September 13th, rgrg. 
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This unhappy interruption in the traditional policy of Great 

3ritain towards Persia having been brought to an end, Lord Curzon 
?assed on to a profession of his own faith in the hiStoric continuity 
of the relations between the two countries. 

" I have always been a sincere and outspoken friend of 
Persian nationality. I regard Persia as a country with a great 
history and a romantic paSt, one of the few surviving indepen
dent Muhammadan States of the world, which it is of vital 
interest not only to ourselves, but to Asia, to keep alive. I 
know that country and the people to be possessed of marked 
individuality and national spirit, too ardent to be suppressed, 
too valuable to be submerged. Was it not natural that Persia, 
seeking to establish and stabilise her future, should tum to us ? 
Our boundaries march with hers for hundreds of miles on her 
southern frontier. For a century we have pacified and policed 
the Gulf. At Mesopotamia we shall presently be her neighbour 
on the West. It is an obvious intereSt to us to have a peaceful 
and prosperous Persia ; and, as regards Persia herself, if it be 
true-and I do not think the moSt ardent Persian patriot will 
deny it-that external assiStance of some sort is necessary for 
her, is it not natural that it should be to this country that she 
should turn ? " 

On the whole Lord Curzon was satisfied with the way in which 
things had passed off. " Yesterday night," he told Lady Curzon in 
a letter written on September the I 9th, " I presided at the Carlton 
over a dinner to the Persian Foreign MiniSter-over sixty people
and I made what I believe was regarded as a successful speech about 
the Anglo-Persian Agreement." 

The negotiations for a Treaty satisfactory to Great Britain and of 
obvious advantage to Persia had thus been brought to a successful 
issue. Yet Lord Curzon's hopes that he was at last to see realised
and that through his own efforts-the dreams which he had long 
dreamed, of a rejuvenated Persia freed from the menace of Russian 
militarism on the north and supported by, and beholden to, Great 
Britain, were once more doomed to disappointment. The story of 
failure is told in two speeches delivered by him in the House of 
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Lords on November the 16th, 1920, and July the 26th, 1921. And 
it will be convenient to anticipate a little the chronological sequence 
of events in order to complete the narrative of what was but an 
episode certainly, but none the. less an important episode in the 
hiStory of Lord Curzon's Foreign AdminiStration. 

For some months after the conclusion of the Treaty all went 
well. The Shah, during his visit to England in the autumn of 1919, 
gave expression to his cordial acceptance of its provisions. A Mili
tary Commission under General Dickson proceeded to Persia to 
examine the military situation with a view to making recommen
dations for the creation of a national army ; an able Treasury official, 
Mr. Armitage Smith, headed a Financial Commission charged with 
the task of reorganising the country's finances; two consulting 
engineers were despatched in an advisory capacity, and a Persian 
syndicate was formed for the survey of railway lines in different 
parts of the kingdom. 

The summer of I 920 was, however, a troubled one for Persia, 
and progress with the reforms was brought to a standstill by con
vulsions within and aggression from without her borders. The 
forces of the new and aggressive Communism, which had sprung 
to life out of the decay amid which the Russian social system had 
sunk to disintegration, suddenly spilled over from the Caucasus, 
swamped the Province of Azerbaijan which became a Soviet 
Republic, and sweeping simultaneously down the Volga, obtained 
the naval mastery of the Caspian sea. The situation in which the 
Shah and his Government found themselves, in face of this new 
menace, was rendered more precarious by the attitude of the Russian 
officers still in. command of the Persian Cossacks, which was so 
equivocal as to determine the Shah to dispense ·with their service.s. 

It is never an easy task to unravel the tangled skeins of Persian 
internal politics, and it is sufficient to take note of the fact, without 
seeking the reason, that within a short time of the return of the 
Shah from Europe, Vossug-ed-Dowleh, the Prime MiniSter and 
part author of the Treaty, resigned. He was succeeded by Mushir
ed-Dowleh at the head of a more distinctively Nationalist MiniStry, 
which decided to regard the Treaty as in suspense until the consent 
of the Medjliss, or Parliament, had been accorded to it. 
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Here, then, was the first definite indication that the Persian people 
might yet reject the co-operation of Great Britain which seemed so 
necessary to their future welfare. 

" I thought myself," exclaimed Lord Curzon, " that it was 
rather a pedantic and foolish policy on the part of the Persian 
Government to deny themselves the enormous advantages of 
the Agreement by which they had already begun to profit. 
But that was their business rather than ours, and so anxious 
were we to obtain the approval of the M{·djliss, that we ac
quiesced in the policy, provided only that the Parliament was 
itself summoned at an early date and the Agreement submitted 
to it." 1 

The note of pessimism that ran through the speech proved only 
too well founded. With the fall from power of Vossug-ed-Dowleh, 
Persia relapsed into a state of traditional instability. Ministries rose 
and fell with monotonous regularity ; and while five different 
Governments made their entries and their exits, the Medjliss re
mained unsummoned and, consequently, impotent. Persian respect 
for Great Britain ebbed with the final withdrawal of British troops 
from northern Persia; and as her respect for Britain ebbed, so did 
her fear of Soviet Russia grow. And the fruit of this psychological 
process quickly ripened. In February, 1921, a new Treaty was 
entered into between the Persian Government and the Soviet 
authorities at Moscow. 

With this denouement may be said to have been brought down 
finally to the ground the policy for the regeneration of an Oriental 
State, which had beep with Lord Curzon not the expedient of the 
moment brought into being by the ephemeral circumstances of the 
day, but the preoccupation of a lifetime. Persia by her attitude had 
made her own choice. She had deliberately rejected the chance of 
recovering her own fortunes with British aid. She had preferred 
to fall back upon the familiar game of playing off Russia againSt 
Great Britain, and in the laSt resort she appeared to be not unwilling 
to accept the caresses of the Soviet Government. Over his perished 
hopes Lord Curzon sang a mournful requiem-

•Speech in the House of Lords, November I6th,_;I920. 
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'The picture that I have drawn has been the picture of a 
country with a great and hiStoric past, a country for which we 
have had the warmeSt: sympathy, for which we have made 
countless sacrifices, and upon which we have spent many mil
lions of money since the beginning of the war ; but it is a 
country which now appears to be marching of its own accord, 
with deliberate and logical steps, towards an end which I do 
not attempt to forecast, but which cannot, I think, be other 
than most unfortunate. I wish I could have given a more 
roseate account of Persia or a more sanguine estimate of the 
situation than I have been able to do. Of all the speeches that 
I have ever had to make upon Persia-and they have been 
many-the one which I make this afternoon has been de
livered with the greateSt regret." 1 

•Speech in the House of Lords, July 26th, 1921. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

FRANCE AND GREAT BRITAIN 

So long as the conduct of the Peace negotiations was in other hands, 
Lord Curzon was able to devote a large share of his attention to 
those EaStern problems which always bulked so large on the horizon 
of his mind. But when, in October 1919, Mr. Balfour withdrew 
from the Foreign Office, he found himself confronted with a host 
of difficulties nearer home to which, whether he would or not, he 
was obliged to turn his mind. 

Once before-when at long last he had become a Cabinet MiniSter 
-disillusionment had come upon him with something of a shock. 
Now, as he gathered the Strings of British foreign policy into his 
own hands, he was assailed once more with feelings of acute dis
appointment. Neither the position of the Foreign MiniSter, nor 
the part which he was called upon to play, bore any resemblance to 
the picture which he had painted of them in those far-off Oxford 
days, which had sligped imperceptibly but inexorably into the limbo 
of the paSt. The conception of the Foreign Secretary and his work 
which he had formed in those days, had been based on his study of 
the personalities and times of Palmerston and Disraeli. The story 
of British Foreign Policy as he had read it had been one of" dazzling 
Strokes of policy, of baffied rivals and discomfited opponents; 
of perpetual shouting of challenges and waving of flags." 1 He 
himself would have been an impressive figure on such a Stage as 

•Statement on Foreign policy made by Lord Curzon to Representatives of the 
United Kingdom, British Dominions and India, on June the 22nd, 1921. 
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Palmerston and Disraeli trod. Even as Under Secretary during Lord 
Salisbury's tenure of the Foreign Office, he had exhibited impatience 
at a Foreign Policy conducted in what he had regarded as a minor 
key. And the post-war policy of Great Britain had inevitably to be 
conducted in a minor key. If there was one thing more than another 
that had to be excluded from it, it was " the perpetual shouting of 
challenges and waving of flags." Caution rather than brilliance, 
self-abnegation rather than assertion, were the qualities which the 
sombre circumstances of the time demanded in the direction of the 
country's Foreign Policy. "We have, as I read the lessons of the 
time," he declared, " to keep what we have obtained, sometimes 
almost against our will ; not to seize anything else ; to reconcile, 
not defy; to pacify, not to conquer." r 

On the other hand, a policy of splendid isolation was no longer 
possible even if it had been desirable. Great Britain had been sucked 
into the vortex of the European maelstrom and she could not afford 
to stand aside now that the task of salvage was being taken in hand. 
The gigantic work of reconstruction could only be carried through 
by continued co-operation between the Great Powers who had won 
the war and who were now trying to gain the peace. Decisions of 
momentous consequence had constantly to be taken ; but they were 
not the decisions of this Power or of that Power, but of four Great 
Powers acting, or at least attempting to act, in unison. In such 
circumstances frequent consultation was unavoidable. " The papers 
are fond of deriding the meetings of the so-called Supreme Council," 
Lord Curzon observed. " The Supreme Council is merely a name 
given to the Allied Conferences held from time to time of the 
Representatives of the Four Great Powers."~ • 

This constant meeting for consultation-the necessity of an 
unprecedented situation-was a feature of his work as Foreign 
Secretary which Lord Curzon himself disliked. " Believe me," he 
declared, " it is no particular enjoyment to those who take part in 
these Conferences to have to attend them. They break up one's 
Parliamentary and public life and duties at home ; they take one for 
indefinite periods to foreign countries ; they involve long, com-

1Statement on June 22nd, 1921. '!bid. 
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)licated and sometimes vexatious discussions." But he saw no 
possible alternative-« for the time being they are the only means 
of maintaining the peace of Europe and recovering the lost equilib
rium of the world." I 

And if no one realised more surely than Lord Curzon that the 
keystone of the arch on which the ruins of continental Europe must 
be rebuilt was the closest possible union between Great Britain 
and France, no one was more acutely conscious of the difficulty of 
maintaining so intimate a relationship. There were differences 
inherent in the history, the mentality and the national character of 
the two peoples. And, apart altogether from these differences of 
a fundamental nature, it was inevitable, in the circumstances of the 
case, that the French view of the German problem should differ 
essentially from the British view of it. It was true enough that while 
the war lasted the feelings of the British people had been deeply 
stirred against Germany. Her conduB: had excited in their minds 
burning anger and righteous indignation. 

" But we are the kind of people who, although fierce in 
confliB:, are not laSting in resentment or bitter in revenge, and 
when the war was over, more particularly when our signatures 
had been placed to the Peace Treaty and we had a German 
Ambassador back in London, I believe there was not one of 
us who was not quite content, to the beSt of his ability, to wipe 
out the past, to Start again on a new basis, and gradually to 
build up relations which in time may be those of friendship 
in the future/' 2 

With France it .;as not so. Great as had been our own sufferings, 
the sufferings of the French people had been infinitely greater. Her 
losses on the battlefield had been larger ; vaSt tra& of what had 
been smiling and prosperous country still lay ravished and moulder
ing to ruin before her eyes. And, above all, in the case of France 
there still remained, unaffected by the Treaty wrung from Germany, 
the apprehension of an open frontier on the EaSt. Hence it was that 
she snatched at every opportunity for the military occupation of 

•Statement on June 22nd, 1921. •Ibid • 
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German territory across the Rhine. The supreme task confronting 
British diplomacy in Europe was, consequently, that of exercising 
a reStraining influence upon France. The delicacy and difficulty of 
the task were being constantly illustrated. Early in 1920 the viola
tion of the neutral zone by Germany in the course of operations 
forced upon her by a Communist outbreak in the Ruhr, led France 
-in spite of the advice of the British Government to the contrary
to occupy Frankfurt and four other German towns. Later on the 
British Government had been reluctantly persuaded to agree to 
the occupation of three towns at the entrance of the Ruhr Valley. 
And Lord Curzon was apprehensive of further projects for the 
occupation of German territory ; for mixed with French fears he 
thought that he discerned certain well-defined ambitions which 
loomed large in the mind of the French Chamber, whose sentiments 
the French Government were unable to ignore. Elected after the 
war, the Deputies certainly appeared to reflect the mood of trium
phant aggressiveness induced in the French people by the sudden 
turn in the tide of battle which had opened up a dazzling prospect of 
scarcely hoped for victory in the autumn of 1918. Fear of defeat 
had been succeeded by the amazing realisation of victory, and the 
reaction was not more extreme than was to be expected in a people 
of the Latin race. Moreover, the goal of French chauvinism was a 
sufficiently alluring one. With Lorraine, the Saar Valley and the 
Ruhr in her grasp, she would become the miStress of Europe in 
respect of coal, iron and steel ; and with those countries under her 
military control she would become the military Dictator of the 
Continent. 

At all these many Conferences, consequently,, to which, as Lord 
Curzon once remarked, he looked back " with a shudder almoSt of 
horror," the task of the representatives of Great Britain, if difficult 
and uninspiring, was at leaSt clear. They had first and laSt to reStrain 
France from such aCtion as might precipitate a fresh outbreak of war. 
The task was rendered all the more difficult by the failure of the 
German Government to execute the Treaty to which their represen
tatives had appended their relucta'nt signatures. Lord Curzon, 
though he sometimes loSt patience with what he regarded as the 
ineptitude of successive German Governments, was usually ready 
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to make allowances for the difficulties of their position. In 1920 they 
held precariously to office between the Scylla of Communism on the 
one side and the Charybdis of Monarchical reaction on the other. 
And at any moment the patient and painstaking work of British 
diplomacy at the Conference table was liable to be upset by news of 
a German internal crisis. 

"Our Foreign Office is upside down," Lord Curzon wrote 
on March the I 2th, I 920. " There is a Monarchical revolution 
in Berlin l Feisal has been proclaimed King of Syria l The 
Egyptians have declared their independence l One needs 
nerves of steel to stand this strain--all the more that the Powers 
are not affing loyally together. I am here (in London) over 
Sunday and shall be too busy to Stir out." 1 

The Monarchical revolution-the Kapp " Putsch," as it came to 
be spoken of-flared up and then petered out, a flickering rush-light 
where a flaming torch had been intended ; but this and similar 
troubles provided the German Government with an excuse for 
their own dilatoriness in discharging their obligations to the Allies. 
And their failure to do so, whether due to impotence or to deliberate 
evasion, provided France in her turn with undeniable justification 
for a policy of aggression. Over and over again the fate of Europe 
trembled in the balance while men of Strangely different temperament 
and outlook argued endlessly round the Conference table. 

From. fragmentary descriptions contained in letters and occasional 
speeches it is possible to construct an interesting picture of the pro
ceedings behind th~ closed doors of these fateful gatherings. And, 
against a background of grave international discussion, carried on 
between the flock-papered walls of the rococo buildings of various 
continental resorts, are to be seen delineated the likenesses of two 
men-two men thrown by Fate into intimate association, but stand
ing in all that makes for personality as far as the poles asunder. 

" I have a big fight on presently-at 4 p.m.-at the Allied 
Conference," Lord Curzon wrote on March the 24th, I9zo. 

'Lette.t to Lady Cwzon. 
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"I had to ring up P.M. juSt now, 3.20 p.m., at Walton Heath. 
Reply came that he is fast asleep in bed. Extraordinary man ! 
I wish I could sometimes get to bed or to sleep except at 
3 a.m."l 

That was Lord Curzon's trouble. All his life he had lived at 
high pressure, driving body and mind relentlessly to the utmost 
limit of endurance. And now, with the pressure remorselessly 
maintained, the mechanism gave increasingly ominous signs of 
wear and tear. " I am so dead beat," he wrote one day in August 
1920, "that I fell asleep after dinner and can only just pull myself 
together to write this." z More often his complaint was of inability 
to sleep. " I tried to sleep without any drugs," he wrote on another 
occasion. "No good-awake 11.30 to 2.30. Then I took a mild 
chloral and got about two hours' light sleep, the first for ten days ; 
then awake again till 8.30. a.m."3 Yet warnings were no more 
heeded now than they had ever been. "On Wednesday night;" 
he wrote in reference to his departure from London for one of the 
many conferences in Paris, "I did not get to bed till 3.20 a.m.
so much to do before starting." 4 

Mid-April of the year 1920 saw him at San Remo-" a very poor 
sort of place confined in a very narrow strip between the hills and 
the sea, much less tidy and spick-and-span than the French Riviera." 
Outside the hotel in which the British Delegation were quartered, 
big Italian gendarmes in heavy black uniforms and cocked hats 
patrolled the paths, and there was " an eternal twitter of the engines 
of Italian motors, which seem to make quite a different noise from 
any other." 5 He was oppressed by the nature of his surroundings ; 
by the constant presence of the gendarmes-" of whom there are 
six hundred walking about and dogging us as though we were 
criminals " ; by the pressing attentions of the photographers
" of whom there must be thousands"; by the pressmen and the 
crowds of interested people from every land under the sun-Syrians, 
Zionists, Armenians, Poles, Ukrainians, Chaldeans, everyone who 
wanted to influence the Conference. " They take rooms in the same 

•Letter to Lady Curzon 
3/bid. 
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hotel as we are in and they dog our footsteps wherever we go." 
The one cause for satisfaction was the discovery that his bed-room 
was equipped both with venetian blinds and with shutters-so that 
he hoped to be able to sleep at nights. 1 

The Conference met for discussion on April the x8th. "We had 
our first meeting in a great showy, pretentious villa high up on the 
hills behind, called Villa Devachon. It was built by an Earl of 
Mexborough, who was, I believe, a Buddhist. After his death it 
was bought by a rich Italian." He noted with interest the attitude 
of the chief delegates-" Nitti in the chair, very affable and bland. 
Millerand quite subdued; Lloyd George rather taking the lead." 
The earlier sittings, while the Conference was settling down and its 
members getting to know one another, were devoted to considera
tion of some of the smaller matters on which decisions were re
quired. The discussions which took place were sufficient to show 
that even on matters of comparatively minor importance it was not 
always easy for men of such different personality to find common 
ground. Nor were the differences always between the delegations 
of the countries represented at the Conference ; there were occa
sions on which the members of a delegation differed amongst 
themselves. 

Outside the Conference Room the delegates met in excellent 
spirits. "In the evening he (Lloyd George) gave a dinner to 
Millerand, Berthelot and Co. Lots of good stories were told. 
A.J.B. talked atrocious French with perfect imperturbability. 
The P.M. was in tearing spirits." And so long as the big question
the German problem-was kept in the background all went well. 
"We have made pretty good progress with our work," Lord Curzon 
wrote at the end of the second day, " and the members of the Con
ference, who now know each other well, get on excellently. But 
some of the biggest questions have not yet been faced." And when 
he wrote on April the 24th, the main question was still untouched. 
"Foch at dinner was moSt intereSting, so precise, emphatic, almoSt 
epigrammatic in speech"; but-" We have not got to the dis
cussion about Germany yet. It is always hanging over our heads." 
So difficult was the task of the British Delegation, where Franco-

•Letter to Lady C=on. 
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German relations were concerned, that the ex-Foreign Secretary 
was called in for consultation. "A.J.B. turned up last night from 
Cannes," Lord Curzon wrote on April the 21Sl, "for a discussion 
about policy rc Germany, and is going to Stay till we go. He is 
writing a book, and says it does not matter whether he writes it here 
or anywhere else." And under the shadow of this cloud the Con
ference loSt something of its initial buoyancy. "Lloyd George has 
fits of impetuosity at the Conference which sometimes take him in 
the right direilion, sometimes in the wrong. The French are de
pressed and take little part .... " 

In these circumStances it is not surprising that ·the San Remo 
Conference should have dispersed with many of the moSt important 
questions still unsolved. The faa of the matter was that the relations 
between the French and British Governments had been seriously 
Strained by the independent ailion of the former-to which reference 
has been made-in occupying Frankfurt and the four other German 
towns across the Rhine. Lord Curzon himself had been greatly 
incensed by the action of the French and Belgians, and had spoken 
his mind very plainly in his conversations with the Ambassadors of 
those two countries. It muSt be admitted that he was not without 
grounds for his irritation. For six weeks he had been presiding over 
an Allied Conference in London. Over and over again during those 
six weeks decisions had been poStponed owing to the refusal of 
M. Millerand to give the French Ambassador plenipotentiary powers 
either in great things or in small. And then, during the opening days 
of April, Lord Curzon had learned, not through the ordinary official 
channels, but through reports in the newspapers, that without 

'Warning and in defiance of the plainly expressed wishes of:their 
Allies, France and Belgium had embarked upon what he regarded as 
their rash adventure; 

The gravity of the situation which had thus been created is clear 
from the tone of the conversations which took place between Lord 
Curzon and the French Ambassadbr, as reported by the former to 
Lord Derby, at that time British Ambassador in Paris. 

" The French Ambassador called upon me by appointment 
at noon to-day. I had juSt received a series of telegrams-
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JOtting the action of the French Government, both 1n r"--'-•u 

d Berlin, in relation to the German requeSt to be allowed to 
nd troops into the Ruhr valley-which revealed a state of 
fairs so surprising and so disquieting that I seized the oppor
.mity to speak to M. Cambon at once upon the subject. 
)nly yesterday, at the meeting of the Allied Conference, when 
mentioned the persistent rumours in the newspapers that 

.\1. 1\.fillerand had been dealing separately with the German 
representative in Paris and had made proposals or used threats 
about the French occupation of Frankfurt and Darmstadt, 
M. Cambon had himself declined to attach the slighteSt im
portance to these rumours, which he had told me were only 
newspaper gossip, and had said that it was incredible that 
M. 1\.iillerand should have used such language or should have 
contemplated such aCtion without prior consultation with 
the Allies . . . . I said . . . . one thing appeared to be quite 
certain, and that was that what .M. Cambon himself had told us 
yesterday was incredible, had actually occurred. .M. 1\.fillerand 
had aCted, and was aCting, independently of the Allies, and 
indeed, without even informing them of his aCtion. . . . This, 
I went on to say, was an impossible State of affairs. There were 
only two ways of dealing with the situation ; either the Allies 
should aCt as they had hitherto aCted, in combination, or they 
might act separately. The former was the only sound and 
practical policy. W'e were anxious to adhere to it and were 
prepared to do so. But if M. :Millerand was unable to attend the 
meetings of the Conference here, preferred to remain in Paris 
and regarded himself, in his double capacity of French Prime 
:Minister and .Minister for Foreign Affairs, as if he were the sole 
Supreme Council now existing, and if he took advantage of that 
position to speak and act independently in the way he had 
apparently done, then we might have to abandon the policy 
of co-operation, and to consider very seriously whether we 
should not withdraw altogether from the occupied area, and 
decline to share the responsibility for aCtion concerning which 
we were not even consulted." r 

•Despatch from Lord Curzon to Lord Derby, April 1St, 1920. 
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German relations were concerned, that the ex-Foreign Secretary 
was called in for consultation. "A.J.B. turned up last night from 
Cannes," Lord Curzon wrote on April the 21St, "for a discussion 
about policy re Germany, and is going to Stay till we go. He is 
writing a book, and says it does not matter whether he writes it here 
or anywhere else." And under the shadow of this cloud the Con
ference loSt something of its initial buoyancy. "Lloyd George has 
fits of impetuosity at the Conference which sometimes take him in 
the right direCtion, sometimes in the wrong. The French are de
pressed and take little part .... " 

In these circumStances it is not surprising that ·the San Remo 
Conference should have dispersed with many of the moSt important 
questions still unsolved. The fact of the matter was that the relations 
between the French and British Governments had been seriously 
Strained by the independent aCtion of the former-to which reference 
has been made-in occupying Frankfurt and the four other German 
towns across the Rhine. Lord Curzon himself had been greatly 
incensed by the action of the French and Belgians, and had spoken 
his mind very plainly in his conversations with the Ambassadors of 
those two countries. It muSt be admitted that he was not without 
grounds for his irritation. For six weeks he had been presiding over 
an Allied Conference in London. Over and over again during those 
six weeks decisions had been poStponed owing to the refusal of 
M. Millerand to give the French Ambassador plenipotentiary powers 
either in great things or in small. And then, during the opening days 
of April, Lord Curzon had learned, not through the ordinary official 
channels, but through reports in the newspapers, that without 
warning and in defiance of the plainly expressed wishes of ·their 
Allies, France and Belgium had embarked upon what he regarded as 
their rash adventure; 

The gravity of the situation which had thus been created is clear 
from the tone of the conversations which took place between Lord 
Curzon and the French Ambassador, as reported by the former to 
Lord Derby, at that time British Ambassador in Paris. 

" The French Ambassador called upon me by appointment 
at noon to-day. I had juSt received a series of telegrams-
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eporting the action of the French Government, both in Paris 
md Berlin, in relation to the German requeSt to be allowed to 
;end troops into the Ruhr valley-which revealed a state of 
affairs so surprising and so disquieting that I seized the oppor
tunity to speak to M. Cambon at once upon the subject. 
Only yesterday, at the meeting of the Allied Conference, when 
I mentioned the persistent rumours in the newspapers that 
M. Millerand had been dealing separately with the German 
representative in Paris and had made proposals or used threats 
about the French occupation of Frankfurt and Darmstadt, 
M. Cambon had himself declined to attach the slighteSt im
portance to these rumours, which he had told me were only 
newspaper gossip, and had said that it was incredible that 
M. Millerand should have used such language or should have 
contemplated such action without prior consultation with 
the Allies . . . . I said . . . . one thing appeared to be quite 
certain, and that was that what M. Cam bon himself had told us 
yesterday was incredible, had actually occurred. M. Millerand 
had acted, and was acting, independently of the Allies, and 
indeed, without even informing them of his action. . . . This, 
I went on to say, was an impossible State of affairs. There were 
only two ways of dealing with the situation; either the Allies 
should act as they had hitherto acted, in combination, or they 
might act separately. The former was the only sound and 
practical policy. W' e were anxious to adhere to it and were 
prepared to do so. But if M. :Millerand was unable to attend the 
meetings of the Conference here, preferred to remain in Paris 
and regarded himself, in his double capacity of French Prime 
Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs, as if he were the sole 
Supreme Council now existing, and if he took advantage of that 
position to speak and act independently in the way he had 
apparently done, then we might have to abandon the pollcy 
of co-operation, and to consider very seriously whether we 
should not withdraw altogether from the occupied area, and 
decline to share the responsibility for action concerning which 
we were not even consulted." x 

•Despatch from Lord Curzon to Lord Derby, April I§t, 1920. 
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German relations were concerned, that the ex-Foreign Secretary 
was called in for consultation. "A.J.B. turned up last night from 
Cannes," Lord Curzon wrote on April the 2.1St, "for a discussion 
about policy re Germany, and is going to stay till we go. He is 
writing a book, and says it does not matter whether he writes it here 
or anywhere else." And under the shadow of this cloud the Con
ference loSt something of its initial buoyancy. "Lloyd George has 
fits of impetuosity at the Conference which sometimes take him in 
the right direction, sometimes in the wrong. The French are de
pressed and take little part. . . . " 

In these circumStances it is not surprising that ·the San Remo 
Conference should have dispersed with many of the moSt important 
questions still unsolved. The fact of the matter was that the relations 
between the French and British Governments had been seriously 
Strained by the independent action of the former-to which reference 
has been made-in occupying Frankfurt and the four other German 
towns across the Rhine. Lord Curzon himself had been greatly 
incensed by the action of the French and Belgians, and had spoken 
his mind very plainly in his conversations with the Ambassadors of 
those two countries. It muSt be admitted that he was not without 
grounds for his irritation. For six weeks he had been presiding over 
an Allied Conference in London. Over and over again during those 
six weeks decisions had been poStponed owing to the refusal of 
M. Millerand to give the French Ambassador plenipotentiary powers 
either in great things or in small. And then, during the opening days 
of April, Lord Curzon had learned, not through the ordinary official 
channels, but through reports in the newspapers, that without 
warning and in defiance of the plainly expressed wishes of ·their 
Allies, France and Belgium had embarked upon what he regarded as 
their rash adventure; 

The gravity of the situation which had thus been created is clear 
from the tone of the conversations which took place between Lord 
Curzon and the French Ambassador, as reported by the former to 
Lord Derby, at that time British Ambassador in Paris. 

" The French Ambassador called upon me by appointment 
at noon to-day. I had juSt received a series of telegrams-
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reporting the action of the French Government, both in Paris 
and Berlin, in relation to the German requeSt to be allowed to 
send troops into the Ruhr valley-which revealed a state of 
affairs so surprising and so disquieting that I seized the oppor
tunity to speak to M. Cambon at once upon the subjeCt. 
Only yesterday, at the meeting of the Allied Conference, when 
I mentioned the persistent rumours in the newspapers that 
M. Millerand had been dealing separately with the German 
representative in Paris and had made proposals or used threats 
about the French occupation of Frankfurt and Darmstadt, 
M. Cambon had himself declined to attach the slighteSt im
portance to these rumours, which he had told me were only 
newspaper gossip, and had said that it was incredible that 
M. Millerand should have used such language or should have 
contemplated such aCtion without prior consultation with 
the Allies . . . . I said . . . . one thing appeared to be quite 
certain, and that was that what M. Cambon himself had told us 
yesterday was incredible, had actually occurred. M. Millerand 
had aCted, and was ailing, independently of the Allies, and 
indeed, without even informing them of his aCtion. . . . This, 
I went on to say, was an impossible State of affairs. There were 
only two ways of dealing with the situation ; either the Allies 
should aCt as they had hitherto aCted, in combination, or they 
might act separately. The former was the only sound and 
practical policy. We were anxious to adhere to it and were 
prepared to do so. But if M. Millerand was unable to attend the 
meetings of the Conference here, preferred to remain in Paris 
and regarded himself, in his double capacity of French Prime 
1-linister and :Minister for Foreign Affairs, as if he were the sole 
Supreme Council now existing, and if he took advantage of that 
position to speak and aCt independently in the way he had 
apparently done, then we might have to abandon the policy 
of co-operation, and to consider very seriously whether we 
should not withdraw altogether from the occupied area, and 
decline to share the responsibility for aCtion concerning which 
we were not even consulted." 1 

•Despatch from Lord Curzon to Lord Derby, April I§t, 1920, 
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At a subsequent discussion, in the course of which Lord Curzon 
felt obliged to lay further Stress upon the faa that action such as 
the French Government had taken was really "incompatible with 
that mutual understanding and that common action upon which 
the Stability of the Alliance and the security of Europe alike de
pended," M. Cambon declared that during the whole of his long 
service in England, amounting now to twenty-two years, this was 
the moSt painful and serious moment with which he had been faced. 

It was hardly to be expected that M. Millerand should be willing 
to cry peccavi. And, since Lord Curzon was equally unwilling to 
accord an ex post facto adhesion to action which he regarded as ill
conceived and fraught with danger, the attitude of the French dele
gates at San Remo, if unhelpful, was at least intelligible. It had not 
been rendered more cordial by a proposal suddenly put forward by 
Mr. Lloyd George, but eventually dropped, that German repre-

, sentatives should immediately be summoned to the Conference 
table. 

San Remo in April was followed by Spa in July. And at Spa 
representatives of Germany were admitted for the firSt time to a 
Conference with the Allies. For this advance Lord Curzon conceded 
exclusive credit to Mr. Lloyd George. "I believe the French," 
he declared at a later date,~' would have been ready to go on with 
the old system of declining to meet them and trying to settle the 
business by correspondence which would have taken a decade. The 
whole situation changed when we got these people at the table before 
us, and when they saw themselves treated not only as human beings 
but as equals." 1 On July the 8th he was able to report that the Allied 
terms about disarmament had been accepted. "To-morrow," 
he added in a letter to Lady Curzon, "we resume with Coal, War 
Criminals, and Reparations-a rather grim liSt." The liSt proved 
to be not only grim, but a source of infinite difficulty. "Trouble 
has arisen in the last twenty-four hours," he wrote on July the 12th, 
"with the Germans and also with the French about coal and Re
parations ; and the Conference which was to have terminated to-day 
is to be prolonged all the week." 

1Statement to the Representatives of the United Kingdom, the Dominions and 
India, June 22nd, 1921. 
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The trouble was not easily allayed. "All the morning," he told 
Lady Curzon the next day, " I was busy on Foreign Office work, 
while the Conference discussed coal. This afternoon we had a meet
ing and it seems as though the negotiations with the Germans 
might entirely break down, as they are obdurate about the coal 
that they can furnish under the Treaty. The situation is very serious, 
as it is impossible to say what a breakdown will involve." At 10.45 
the same night he added as a postscript-

" We have had a day of great perturbations, and this minute 
I have come up from Lloyd George's room where I have been 
dining and where Millerand was hastily summoned, to see if 
we can come to an arrangement at the last minute with the 
Germans, otherwise there will be a rupture to-morrow and the 
Allied forces will have to occupy a portion of Germany called 
the Ruhr Valley. Sir H. Wilson has been hastily recalled from 
England and arrived ten minutes ago." 

Lord Curzon's relations with soldiers in high positions had not 
always been happy, as the story of his life and work in India has 
shown. For Sir Henry Wilson he entertained feelings of real regard. 
He appreciated to the full his Irish humour and he had a high opinion 
of his ability. And when, all but two years later, news reached him 
on a bed of sickness of Henry Wilson's tragic end, his feelings were 
deeply stirred. "F. has this minute been in to tell me that poor 
Henry Wilson was assassinated this afternoon in his house in 
London, presumably by a Sinn Feiner. What an iniquity ; what 
cursed scoundrels. Ireland is, indeed, a heritage of woe, a hell on 
earth with demons for many of its inhabitants." 1 Towards the end 
of his life, Sir Henry Wilson became a bitter critic of the Govern
ment ; but Lord Curzon declared that, however caustic his denun
ciation, he could never lose the high esteem in which he held him. 

At Spa, fortunately, Henry Wilson's services were not after all 
required. A Coal Agreement was reached and signed ; and the 
question of Reparations was left over for future settlement. This 
thorny question was further debated at a Conference in London 

ILetter to Lady Curzon, June 22nd, 1922. 
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early in the following year, which not only proved abortive, but 
resulted in an Allied ultimatum to Germany ; in the fall of one 
German Government ; in the rise of another and in the eventual 
acceptance by the latter, with Herr Wirth as Chancellor, of the Allied 
demands. 

These difficulties made frequent consultation between the Allies, 
and in particular between Great Britain and France, imperative ; 
and in the course of them signs of the temperamental friction which 
later made the relations between the Prime Minister and his Foreign 
Secretary so difficult, became apparent. From a bed of sickness
due to the recurring trouble in his back-Lord Curzon wrote on 
April the zznd, 1921 : ' 

" I am in trouble about the extraordinary tactics of the P.M. 
over Lympne. He has been trying by every m_anner of means to 
prevent me from going, on the ground that it ought to be a 
Conference between Briand and himself alone. When, however, 
it transpired that the former insisted upon bringing Berthelot, 
as there were other Foreign Office queStions to be discussed, I 
sent Vansittart over to enquire whether I should be expected 
to go as well. He returned no answer, but telephoned this 
morning to Vansittart, my Private Secretary, without even 
consulting me, ordering him to go to Lympne to-morrow in 
my stead." r 

To Lord Curzon with his natural sensitiveness keyed up, as it 
invariably was, by physical suffering caused by the nervous affection 
in his back, such incidents, however trifling, acquired an exaggerated 
and sinister significance. He complained to his friends that he was 
subjected to deliberate ignominy ; and he brooded darkly on the 
possibility of resignation. 

On this occasion the breach was healed without great difficulty. 
It was explained that Lord Curzon was under a misapprehension as 
to what had happened. His Private Secretary had been invited under 
the impression that he was too unwell to attend himself, and that in 
these circumstances he would like to be direaly represented. 

1Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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Regret was expressed that, owing to a misunderstanding, this 
arrangement had been made without prior consultation with Lord 
Curzon himself. And a few days later he was writing as if no contre
temps had occurred. 

"I have been at the Conference all the morning. I had two 
and a half hours with all the members, engaged in a protratl:ed 
struggle with Briand over the form in which our policy is to 
be announced. At times agreement seemed impossible, but 
finally he gave way and we (i.e. the British) realised a decisive 
victory. When we went over to Downing Street Lloyd George 
was full of praise and congratulations at the result." 1 

The day had been a heavy one, judged even by Lord Curzon's 
standards. "Yesterday," he mentioned in a letter on May the 3rd, 
"I calculated my day-14 hours of work! Worse and more than 
any navvy." And discussion was not yet over. "The Conference 
sat this morning, II a.m. till 1.30, and now, 3 p.m., we are about to 
meet again. I hope it may finish to-night." Progress was satisfactory, 
and he had a word of praise for .M. Briand. " W c all like Briand for 
his humour and geniality and utter casualness. He and Lloyd George 
really have a regard for one another." 

The cause of all the difficulty had been, as usual, the difference 
between the points of view of Great Britain and France-the latter 
straining at the leash, ready and anxious to spring ; Great Britain, 
determined to reduce as far as possible her commitments, steadily 
holding back. Lord Curzon-or at least the Government in which 
he was Foreign Minister-was sometimes accused of being pro
German. Such charges shocked him. He was certainly anxious 
to see Germany given the same chance of recovery as was given to 
all those who had fought againSt the Allies ; for he realised more 
clearly than did some people how closely the economic recovery of 
Europe depended upon the recovery of its conStituent parts, and 
more particularly upon that of so important a constituent as Ger
many. But he cherished no feelings of undue tenderness towards 
the German people. Their mentality struck him as being " at once 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, May 2nd, 1921 • 
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the mo§t formidable and the stupideSt in Europe." They made every 
conceivable blunder in dealing both with France and with Great 
Britain, so that they appeared to be absolute children in diplomacy. 
But in treating with them he admitted that he never quite knew 
whether they were really perfidious or merely perverse, whether 
they were actually dishonest or merely dull, whether they were 
friendly or definitely hoStile. 

Before Germany's acceptance of the ultimatum issued to her in the 
spring of 1921, he had agreed to proposals put forward by the French 
representatives at a Conference held in London in March, for 
imposing upon Germany certain sanctions, notably the occupation 
of Duisburg and two other towns on the right bank of the Rhine, 
and the establishment of special Rhineland customs barriers. On 
the German Government notifying their acceptance of the ulti
matum, he took the initiative in urging the cancellation of the 
sanctions, and represented to the Cabinet that the matter should be 
brought up at the forthcoming meeting of the Supreme Council 
and the concurrence of the Allies pressed for. The French Govern
ment took a different view. From the beginning they had made it 
clear that they were determined not to allow the Rhineland sanction 
to be cancelled until (; ~rmany had given "real pro.of" of her 
bona fides in executing the terms embodied in the ultimatum. On 
one pretext or another they poStponed the meeting· of the Supreme 
Council. And since it was by the Allied Powers in Conference that 
the sanctions had been imposed, and only by the same authority 
that they could be cancelled, they necessarily remained in force. 

A meeting of the Supreme Council had at last been arranged for 
August the 4th when a fresh subject of dispute between the Govern
ments of France and Great Britain arose 1n connection with events 
in the eaStern districts of Germany. The bone of contention here 
was Upper Silesia, inhabited to a great extent by Germans, but 
coveted and claimed by Poland. Pending a settlement German 
troops had been withdrawn, and an Allied Commission had been 
set up to administer the area,. to conduCl: a plebiscite of the inhabi
tants and in due course to demarcate the frontier. To the surprise 
and chagrin of France and Poland, the plebiscite held in March had 
resulted in a decision in favour of Germany by a majority of more 
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han six to four. This had proved to be only the beginning of the 
rouble. The Allied Commission had failed to agree upon a frontier 
tnd, while the Commission deliberated and argued, Korfanty, a 
turbulent character of Polish extraction, acted. At the head of an 
armed force estimated at close on Ioo,ooo he swooped down upon 
Upper Silesia, put out of commission the authority of the Powers, 
and, but for the resistance of the German inhabitants who organised 
themselves for defence under a German officer of the name of 
Hoeffer, would undoubtedly have taken over the country. The 
contingents of French and Italian troops on the spot did little to 
stay the incursion, and it was not until the British battalions (which 
had been withdrawn after the taking of the plebiscite) were sent 
back, that the position began to improve. 

The queStion in dispute in July was whether the situation in 
Silesia was such as to call for the despatch of further reinforcements. 
Lord Curzon was satisfied that the troops already on the spot were 
sufficient to cope with the situation ; the French Government were 
equally certain that they were not, and without waiting for the appro
val of the Allied Governments, demanded facilities from the 
German Government for the transmission of another division of 
French soldiers across German territory, while at the same time 
rejecting the British proposal that the Supreme Council should at 
once meet and settle the frontier. This precipitate action was gravely 
embarrassing to Great Britain. Under the terms of the Peace Treaty 
the German Government were under an obligation to grant facilities 
for the passage of Allied troops across German territory, but only 
if asked for by the Allies in conjunction. And taking advantage of 
this proviso they had refused the French demand. To the further 
embarrassment of the Allies, the Note in which their refusal was 
conveyed to the French Government was made public. It was 
interpreted by French public opinion as a rebuff of calculated in
solence which no German Government would have dared to ad
minister, except in the belief that in the matter at issue the sympathy 
of Great Britain was with them. 

Relations between France and Great Britain had, indeed, never 
been so strained since the termination of the war, and in the irritation 
which was aroused across the channel the value of the Alliance 
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between the two countries was freely queStioned. Nor was this 
attitude due solely to the annoyance of the moment. Great dis
appointment had been caused by the failure of the Anglo-American 
Guarantee ; a conviB:ion had taken root in the mind of the French 
people that at each successive Conference between the represen
tatives of the two nations the British point of view had been upheld 
at the expense of the French ; the Russian policy of Great Britain
particularly the conclusion of a Trading Agreement-was regarded 
with suspicion and dislike. French public opinion was, in fact, 
resentful, irritated, definitely hostile. Nor were the French Govern
ment one whit behind French public opinion in their resentment. 
The French Ambassador found himself in the painful position of 
having to convey to Lord Curzon the deliberate opinion of his 
Government that the attitude of Great Britain, if adhered to, muSt 
lead to a definite rupture between the two countries, since persistence 
in their refusal to associate themselves with the French demand muSt 
inevitably be regarded in France as an indication that, in this matter 
at least, it was their intention to support Germany againSt 
her. 

The interview was one which each realised was fraught with the 
possibility of momentous consequences. Lord Curzon listened at 
first with astonishment and then with hot indignation to the Note 
which the Ambassador had been charged by his Government to 
read to him. So shaken was he by the menace which it seemed to him 
to convey, that he declined, without further opportunity for re
fleB:ion and consultation with his colleagues, to say anything on the 
specific issues which it raised. He could not, however, refrain from 
observing to the Ambassador that it struck him as " deplorable " 
that such a communication should have been presented to him by the 
Government of an Ally. Had the French Government, he asked, 
fully measured the seriousness of the situation which the Note 
created, and its inevitable consequence upon the Alliance ? 

As the door closed behind the retreating figure of the Comte 
de St. Aulaire, it may well have seemed to Lord Curzon that it had 
at the same time closed ominously on a chapter of European history. 
With an open rupture between Great Britain and France he saw no 
hope of escape from the morass from which a Stricken world was 
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·uggling painfully to emerge. The ensuing twenty-four hours were 
time of anxious consultation. The Cabinet met to hear Lord 
uzon's comments on the situation and to consider the lines of his 
:oposed reply. They met again to listen to the reply itself and, at 
.e close, to accord their unanimous endorsement to a Statement of 
te position of Great Britain which was characterised as " masterly.'' 
:> grave a view did the Government take of the crisis which had 
1ddenly arisen, that it was considered desirable to call the Prime 
[inisters of the British dominions and the representatives of India, 
1en in London, into consultation. The reply drawn up by Lord 
:urzon on July the 28th, and communicated to M. Briand by 
.ord Hardinge on July the 29th, represented, therefore, the views 
.ot of the Government of the United Kingdom only, but of the 
>ritish Empire. It was a closely reasoned Statement in language 
v-hich, while courteous and dignified, lacked nothing in firmness. 
t concluded with the assertion that the position which had been 
cached was one that concerned not France and Great Britain alone, 
mt the whole of the Allied and Associated Powers ; and that it was 
mly by that tribunal that the matter in dispute could be resolved. 

The crowning disaSter of a rupture between the two countries 
was fortunately avoided and a modus vivendi found. A meeting of the 
Supreme Council took place on AuguSt: the 8th, at which it was 
agreed that the queStion of Silesia should be referred to the Council 
of the League of Nations and that the Customs barrier on the Rhine 
should be terminated forthwith, the question of the military sanc
tions being poStponed for future consideration. The corner was 
thus mercifully turned, though no attempt was made to disguise the 
gravity of the crisis through which Europe had passed. The meeting 
of the Supreme Council was described by the Prime Minister in the 
House of Commons eight days later, as in many respeB:s the moSt im
portant meeting held since the declaration of peace. " There were 
queStions there," he stated, " which menaced the solidarity of the 
Alliance." No wonder that Lord Curzon found the burden of public 
affairs a heavy one. " Oh dear l it is time I got out of this," he wrote 
on August the 17th, " and sought a little rest somewhere .... I am 
very tired and stunned and seem never to be out of trouble." 1 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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This much of hiStory has seemed necessary i11 order to indicate 

the nature of the background againSt which, during these years, 
Lord Curzon moved as Foreign Secretary. We rnay now pause for 
a little to see" how he reacted to the environment in which he found 
himself. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE PROBLEM OF EGYPT : ACTIONS AND REACTIONS 

1919-1922 

CoNSIDERING his upbringing, his early ambitions, his passionate 
belief in the Imperial deStiny of Great Britain, and the dreams which 
he had long dreamed of the part which he himself might some day 
play in guiding her on her way to her predestined goal as the 
dominant Power of the W odd, it is remarkable how quickly Lord 
Curzon adapted himself to the altered circumstances of the time. 
A quarter of a century earlier it had been Lord Salisbury's complaint 
that his Under Secretary always wanted him to condua the Foreign 
Policy of the country as if he had an army of 50o,ooo men at his 
beck and call. Now it was Lord Curzon, the erstwhile Under Secre
tary, who grasped the limitations imposed upon the liberty of the 
Foreign Secretary by his inability to back diplomacy with force. 
" The qualities which a British Foreign Minister should now cul
tivate," he remarked on one occasion, " seem to be those not of 
cleverness or astuteness, still less of enterprise or daring, but those 
of endless patience and of an equanimity that never falters." 

The British people had-thoughtlessly, perhaps, but none the 
less effectually-disabled their Foreign Minister from playing a 
more heroic part by the precipitancy with which they had insiSted 
on demobilisation. " The world knows only too well," he told the 
members of the Imperial Conference in October, 1923, "that when 
the war was over we disbanded our forces with almost undue alac
rity." In relation to the extent of our Empire we had now an army of 
almoSt insignificant dimensions. In these circumstances "the 
perpetual shouting of challenges and waving of flags " which-in 
retrospea at any rate-threw so brilliant a halo over the Foreign 
Policy of Palmerston and Disraeli, were not for us. 
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Lord Curzon's appreciation of the need for caution and restraint 
was heightened by the fact that, with undetonated gun-powder still 
strewn thickly upon the ground, there were Powers upon the Con
tinent which displayed a deplorable tendency to shout challenges 
and wave flags and which, having maintained their manhood under 
arms, were in a position to indulge themselves. There was no gain
saying the fact that, since the conclusion of peace, France had become 
the most formidable military Power in Europe. Under the guidance 
ofa Minister " of great ability and untiring zeal, but of a stiff and 
rigid nature," ,she was pursuing a policy which from her own point 
of view was perfectly intelligible, but which was certainly little 
calculated to assiSt towards the tranquillisation of a world in turmoil. 
And how grievously distraught the world was I As Lord Curzon 
looked back over the years immediately following the Declaration 
of Peace, he saw them packed with incidents, crises, alarms and 
excursions, everi with tragedies. " Although it is now nearly five 
years since the Armistice was signed in a railway carriage in France," 
he reminded the members of the Imperial Conference in 1923, "the 
tramp of armed men is still heard upon the Continent, and you have 
only to pick up your daily paper to hear the rumble of almost chronic 
revolution in your ears." 

Yet despite his frequent disapproval of French aims and methods, 
he never departed from his conviction that co-operation with France 
must remain the sheet-anchor of British Foreign Policy. 

"No one is a more profound believer than myself in the 
p~licy of the Entente : and I do not rest that belief merely on the 
memories of the war, or on principles of self-interest ; my 
conviction is based on the wideSt considerations of world peace 
and world progress. If France and ou~selves permanently 
fall out, I see no prospect of the recovery of Europe or of the 
pacification of the world. To maintain that unity we have 
made innumerable sacrifices. During the laSt two years I have 
preached no other doctrine and I have pursued no other 
practice." 1 

•Statemept to the members of the Imperial Conference, Otl:ober the 5th, 1923. 
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Whlle Lord Curzon had always appreciated the value of ships 
and guns as an adjuntt to diplomacy, his conduct of affairs as Foreign 
Secretary showed that his real greatness as a force in world politics 
lay in his inStinttive recognition of the power of moral rettitude 
in the field of international relations. The righteousness and justice 
of the cause, the honeSty and single-mindedness with which the 
cause itself was pursued-these were the things to which he clung 
with an almoSt blind tenacity, derived from his primitive but deep
rooted belief in the Divine control of the universe, to which refer
ence has previously been made. It was upon this fundamental trait 
in his character that rested the acts of moral courage which marked 
his administration as Viceroy of India, and upon which was built 
up the lofty idealism which hiStory will recognise as the real source 
of his greatness throughout the seven years of a brilliant albeit 
stormy Viceroyalty. And in these dolorous days, when England 
with her armour laid aside was called upon to play a pacifying part 
in the affairs of a maimed and sorely harassed world, it was upon 
these intangible but trustworthy weapons once more that he relied. 
Our policy, he explained, when reviewing the five years of troubled 
peace which had rolled by since the signing of the Armistice. had 
been one not of sensation but of sobriety. 

" It is not one, I think, of which we have any cause to be 
ashamed. We have endeavoured to exercise a steadying and 
moderating influence in the politics of the world, and I think 
and hope that we have conveyed not merely the impression, 
but the conviction that, whatever other Governments or 
countries may do, the British Government is never untrue to 
its word, is never disloyal to its colleagues or its allies, never 
does anything underhand or mean ; and if this conviction be 
widespread, as I believe it to be, that is the real basis of the 
moral authority which the British Empire has long exerted 
and, I believe, will long continue to exert in the affairs of 
mankind." 1 

The extent to which the temper of his Imperialism had been cooled 
by the revolutionary change which the war had brought about in 

•Statement to the members of the Imperial Conference, October the 5th, 1923. 
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international relations throughout the world, was well illustrated 
by his. attitude towards the Egyptian queStion which, within a few 
weeks of the coming of peace, had risen to the surface of a sea of 
troubles, washed up like many another thorny problem by the con
vulsion of the'waters. 

The .problem presented by :ij_m,t was, indeed, by no means the 
leaSt of the many poSt-war tangles which the British Government 
were called upon to unravel. During the war the Egyptians had 
accepted, willingly enough so far as could be seen, the Declarf!..tion 
of.;,Jj:.otect_?~te, '\Vhich the British Government had issued. The 
yeaJ:.J9I9 was not many weeks old, however, when the authority of 
Great Britain was rudely challenged by a violent and wholly un
expected outbreak of nationalism centring round the person of one 
Zaglul Pasha, whose demands were not merely for self-government 
under British suzerainty, which had satisfied what had been under
stood to be Egyptian aspirations before the war, but complete 
internal and external independence. During the first phase of the 
conflict which had thus arisen, matters had moved with great 
rapidity. Zaglul. 4iid demansJ.ed.to pe heard in London ; his demand 
had been refused ~~th~· Rushdi cabiner ii:i~·truro"''liad thereupon 
resigned, and since, in face of the intimidation which Zaglul was 
able to bring to bear, no other Egyptian was found willing to form 
a Ministry, Zaglul had been deported, at the instance of Sir Milne 
Cheetham, who was acting for Sir Reginald Wingate, then on leave, 
and interned in Malta. 

No one imagined that deportation was going to provide a cure 
'7 for what was quickly realised to be more than a passing ailment; and 

·:. -on M:ay*thec-qJ!l, ~-9~9·l.~r appointment of a Mission under the 
chairmanship ofLord Milrietwas announced, whose duty it was to 
be, " to enquire into 'ilie ·~ses -of the late disorders in Egypt and 
to report on the existing situation in the country and the form of the 
Constitution which, undt:r"""'thc;"'"£.t:.Qk~~~. will be beSt calculated 
to promote its peace and prosperity, the progressive develop!llent 
of self-governing inStitutions, and ·the proteCtion of foreign in
tereSts." 

The reception accorded to. the Mission in Egypt was anything 
but encouraging. At the inStigation of Zaglul PashJ'!., who had been 
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released after a brief period of internment, Lord Milner and his 
colleagues were subjected to a rigorous boycott. They were not, 
however, to be deterred from carrying through their investigations ; 
and in spite of the difficulties under which they worked, they re
turned to E,qglarul in the spring of 192.0 prepared to lay before Lord 
Curzon certain provisional conClusions at which they had arrived. 

It was, of course, realised that if Great Britain and Egypt were to 
arrive at a settlement by consent, Zaglul Pasha and those associated 
with him must be parties to the transaction. In June, therefore, at 
the invitation of Lord Milner, the Nationalist leader accompanied 
by Adly Pasha, a prominent and respected figure in Egyptian politics, 
reached London for discussion of the points at issue ; and by August 
agreement on the general principles of a settlement had practically 
been reached. This was to take the form of a Treaty of Alliance 
between Great Britain and Egypt. It went nine-tenths of the way 
towards meeting the Nationalists' demands ; but since Zaglul 
Pasha hesitated to commit himself irrevocably until he had sounded 
opinion in Egypt itself, no engagement was entered into, but 
the heads of the proposed terms of agreement were embodied in a 
Memorandum for that purpose. The terms set forth in this docu
ment, which came to be known as the Milner-Zaglul Agreement of 
Aug~~t-~e.~8th,,_I92.o, were subsequently embodied 1n the Report of 
the Milner Mission as their recommendations to the Government. 

It must be admitted that only by a very generous interpretation 
of language could it be said that these recommendations were 
covered by the terms of reference under which the scope of the 
Mission's enquiry had been defined. They went a good deal further 
than the conclusions provisionally arrived at during their stay in 
Egypt, which had been communicated to the Government in the 
previous March. They now included the concession to Egypt of 
the right of diplomatic representation in foreign countries, and they 
acquiesced in the conversion of the British army of occupation into 
a local force, to be quartered in a single specified locality on the 
confines of the country for the sole purpose of guarding Great 
Britain's Imperial communications-conditions hardly applicable, 
surely, in the case of a country under the protection of Great 
Britain. And there is no doubt that, when communicated by Lord 
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Curzon to his colleagues, they took the Government completely by 
surprise. The Foreign Secretary himself took advantage of the 
presence in England in the autumn of Lord Allenby, then High 
Commissioner, to discuss the matter with him. "I am engaged on a 
Note to Cabinet about Egypt," he told Lady Curzon on October 
the 7th, " concerning which Milner, Allenby and I were in confer
ence for nearly four hours yesterday." 

In his Note, Lord Curzon did not attempt to minimiss: the gravity 
of the decision which the Cabinet would be asked to take. He 
emphasised the fact that it would be one of the moSt momentous that 
would ever have been taken by a British Government, not only in 
its effect on Egypt itself, but in its reaction upon every·country in 
the EaSt towards which we acted in a governing, or fiduciary, or 
mandatory capacity. They would have to bear in mind that in 
coming to a decision they would not be merely solving a difficulty, 
but creating a precedent. And he did not hesitate either to call the 
attention of his colleagues to the dangers which seemed to him to 
lurk among the proposals, or to suggest safeguards where he thought 
that they might be provided. But he accepted the broad principles 
upon which Lord Milner's reco~endations rested and he com
mended them to the favourable consideration of the Cabinet. 

"The remarks which I have made in this paper," he wrote, 
"must not be held to detract from the thanks which we all owe 
to Lord Milner and his colleagues for their immense and self
sacrificing labours in the solution of the Egyptian problem. 
They have rendered a great national andlmperial service. Nor 
do I dissent either from Lord Milner's main proposition, that 
the solution is to be found in a Treaty of Alliance between Great 
Britain and the Egyptian Government, or from the major 
premiss on which the principle is founded, namely, that if we 
are to advance it must be a large advance in the direction not 
merely of co-operation but of trust." 1 

The Government took the line that they were in no way bound 
by the recommendations of Lord Milner's Mission. But they realised 
that these muSt: provide the basis of future discussion ; and in 

, •' 
1Memorandu~ ~atec!_9C!:>b!! the nth, 1920. 
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February, 1921, they laid the Report before Parliament, and pub
lished an invitation which they had sent to the Sultan to despatch 
a duly accredited delegation to England to negotiate a settlement. 
In face of the recommendations made in the Report, they went so 
far as to concede that the status of Protectorate was not a satisfactory 
relation in which Egypt should continue to stand to Great Britain. 

The Sultan accepted the invitation which had been tendered to 
him, and d11ring July and August Lord Curzon was engaged on 
negotiations with the delegation under the leadership of Adly Pasha, 
who had become Prime MiniSter. As the negotiations proceeded 
the difficulties in the way of agreement grew. Before the arrival of 
the delegation the queStion of the future relations between Great 
Britain and Egypt had come before the Imperial Conference, where 
Stress had been laid upon the supreme importance of maintaining 
intact the position of the country vis-a'-vis the Suez Canal. Nor 
were the Cabinet, as a whole, prepared to go as far as Lord Curzon 
would have done to reach agreement. "We had a very long 
Cabinet," he wrote on October the zrst, 1921," and I had to explain 
my Egyptian negotiations, which are likely to lead to nothing. The 
Cabinet all much Stiffer than I am in the matter, and I am sure we 
shall have an absolute rupture with another Ireland in Egypt." 1 

Lord Curzon was, in fact, in a minority in the Cabinet. In the terms 
which it was agreed to offer Adly Pasha, the majority had already 
gone further than they would have been prepared to do, but for the 
publication of the :Milner Report. Lord Curzon would have gone 
further still, and placed before his colleagues a detailed statement of 
the further advances which he advised should be made. Discussion 
showed, however, that the majority having already conceded more 
than they approved, were not to be persuaded. The negotiations 
consequently broke down because, as Lord Curzon explained to the 
Imperial Conference two years afterwards, "Adly Pasha dared not 
concede anything from fear of the extremiSt or Zaglul party in Egypt, 
whereas my inStruCtions rendered it impossible for me to meet him 
on many of the points on which he was disposed to insist." 

It was not long before Lord Curzon had the melancholy satis
faction of seeing the pessimistic forecast contained in his letter to 

•Letter to Lady Curzou. 
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Lady Curzon fulfilled. · For on his return to Egypt at the end of 
November, Adly Pasha resigned ; the extremiSts roused popular 
feeling to such a pitch that no one was found willing to form a 
Ministry ; and in the case of Zaglul and his chief associates, whose 
incendiary speeches were responsible for rioting and bloodshed, it 
was found necessary to resort for a second time to deportation. 
With no Government in office the administration of the country was 
carried on precariously under Martial Law with the assistance of 
the British Under Secretaries in the va:iolls'"bepartments. 

It was obvious to everyone that such a state of affairs could not 
be permitted to continue indefinitely. And in January, 1922., the 
High Commissioner, who had viewed- Wlth"'*grave -concern . the 
rupture in November, and who had since been striving by private 
negotiation to set on foot an Egyptian Government in succession 
to the Adly Ministry, telegraphed conditions on which an ex
Minister, Sarwat Pasha, would be prepared .. to take office. The 
crgg~ood.iUQ!l,.Was, t]lc:;,.agpJ,itk>n.. oLthe .P.{~£et&!~~e, a;~.a~pr.elJJ:X!in- jf
ary to, and not as~apr()xi.sion.,pf,a Tre.aty; to be concluded between 
Gr~i: B~itru~and Egypt.~~(~rd._f;:ll~nhy w;s"~~nvinced that on no 
other condition was a settlement.poosible, and he asked that he might 
b~;lJJ.,thorised.by.telegram,to negotiate on tJ:es~,.~st,.What advice 
was Lord Curzon to give the Cabinet in face of this situation ? 
He found himself in no little difficulty, for his recommendation 
to the Cabinet in November, as to the form which the Treaty to 
be offered to Adly Pasha should take, had been rejected. His 
colleagues, as he did not fail to remind them, had preferred to take 
a course which had been attended with the very consequences which 
he had then predicted. On the whole he thought the risk involved 
in acceptance of the proposals of the High Commissioner was less 
than the danger of refusing to be guided by his advice, though he 
urged that much more specific undertakings should be demanded of 
the Egyptian Ministers in regard to the ma~ers to which Great 
Britain attached vital importance, ~han Lord Allenby himself 
appeared to be willing to accept. 

Herein lay the difference between the High Commissioner and 
the Cabinet. L~~n,~y had always held that since Lord Milner 
had been regarded in Egypt as being invested with plenipotentiary 
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powers, it was not open to the Government to recede from the 
terms contained in the Milner-Zaglul Agreement and embodied 
subsequently in the Milner Report. And since, in these circum
Stances, he was unwilling to communicate to the Egyptians proposals 
which seemed to him to amount to a repudiation of promises already 
made, he now tendered his resignation. A deadlock had thus been 
reached which called for immediate action. 

Lord Allenby was summoned to London ; and it was only after 
prolonged consultation between him and his advisers on the one 
side and Lord Curzon and the Prime MiniSter on the other, that a 
solution was at last discovered. In a Manifesto addressed to the 
Egyptian people, the British Government decl'ared-The Prbtec'torate 
at an end and Egypt to be an independent Sovereign State. But 
they also declared in the same document tha(penct1ng the conclusion 
of Agreements concerning them, the security of the communications 
of the British Empire in Egypt ; the defence of Egypt againSt all 
foreign aggression or interference, direct or indirect ; the protection 
of foreign intereSts in Egypt and the protection of minorities ; 
and the status of the Sudan, were " absolutely reserved to the dis
cretion of His Majesty's Government." And, to make assurance 
doubly sure, they added at the conclusion of their Manifesto that 
until Agreements had been arrived at, the status quo in all these 
matters would remain intact. 

S.~r~at.Pl!:§ha was satisfied by the unconditional recognition of 
Egypt as an independent Sovereign State ; the High Commissioner 
was satisfied by the contents· of the· Declaration which carried out 
the undertakings by which he held the Government to be bound, 
and the Cabinet by its form, which secured to them in the matter of 
the vital intereSts of Great Britain in Egypt the juridical position 
which they had been unwilling to forego. On M:s:h -$~."~:1-thJ!. 1 
I~; Parliament declared itself satisfied by approving by 202 votes 
to 77 the policy of the Government ; and on March the I 5th, the 
Sultan assumed the title of Hi§ M~i~~ty l{,.ipg Ev.l!d ~nd proclaimed 
Egynt -~ l-J:onarchy. 

Careful study of the long-drawn negotiations which ended in the 
abolition of the Protectorate over Egypt throws an interesting light 
upon Lord Curzon as Foreign Secretary. It shows that his power 
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of- lucid exposition was undiminished ; that he marshalled facts, 
figures and arguments in orderly procession with all his former skill ; 
that he was quick to grasp the essentials of any problem with which 
he was confronted and that his judgment of situations-if not 
always of persons-was, therefore, ordinarily sound. But it shows 
also that for all his confidence in his own judgment, he displayed a 
surprising diffidence in pressing his views againSt opposition in the 

·Cabinet. The Egyptian queStion was essentially a Foreign Office 
queStion on which it was to be expetl:ed that the Foreign Secretary 
should give the Cabinet a definite lead. Lord Curzon was convinced 
that unless the concessions which he advocated were sanctioned by 
the Government, no settlement would be reached and Great Britain 
would be saddled with another Ireland in Africa. He had behind 
him the weight of authority provided by the unanimous Report of 
the Milner Commission ; and he was supported by the High Com
missioner and his advisers on the spot. Yet he accepted instructions 
from his colleagues which tied his hands and brought about the 
rupture which he predicted. To those who recalled the vigour with 
which as Viceroy of India he had invariably pressed his views upon 
the Government in London ; his intolerance of opposition and his 
uncompromising rejection of anything that fell short of what he 
himself deemed necessary, this new-found pliancy was a perplexing 
development in Lord Curzon's character. It became a fatl:or of 
increasing importance in his adminiStration of the Foreign Office 
having repercussions in many diretl:ions, and it will necessarily 
become a subjetl: of increasing comment as the Story of his tenure 
of the Foreign Office is unfolded. 

In the meantime a clue to this unexpected malleability may be 
found in the subtle change which his attitude towards men and 
matters had for some time paSt been undergoing-a change which 
it is now easy to perceive had its roots as far back as the year 1905 
and had been creeping over him from that time onwards, not at any 
uniform pace, sometimes advancing, sometimes receding, but 
making headway none the less and now plainly apparent to all who 
knew him well. No one, who after a lapse of years was suddenly 
brought into contact with him at this time, and who carried in his 
mind the pitl:ure drawn from earlier ass~dation with him of a man 
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of exuberant animal spirits, stimulating, forceful, confident in 
himself and inspiring confidence in others, the dominant personality 
in any gathering of his fellow men, could fail to miss in the make-up 
of the Foreign Minister the assurance and the hilarious optimism 
of those earlier days. There is no need to remind the reader of these 
volumes that Lord Curzon had always been subject to periods of 
depression. But these had been of the nature of parentheses which 
had emphasised by contrast the high tension of the key-note on 
which his life symphony was habitually played. There were still 
flashes of the old vitality ; at the telling of some tale of humour the 
eyes would still light up with the roguish tv.rinkle of former days, 
the broad shoulders shake with spasms of what Mr. Harold Nicolson 
has well described as rich, eighteenth century amusement. Neither 
were indications lacking that the old readiness of wit was still there. 
A printer's error in a Consular report on the condition of the people 
in a district of the Near EaSt was capable of bringing it into play. 

" The condition of the inhabitants of these districts is de
plorable," he read. "Education is practically non-existent, 
and religious observances have all but disappeared. So much is 
this the case that I am credibly informed that even the monks of 
Mount Athas are violating their .... " 

here an unfortunate printer's error occurred, for the v of vows had 
been supplanted by a c. Lord Curzon's swiftly moving eye came 
suddenly to rest, and then-" Better send them a Papal Bull," he 
noted in the margin. But these had now become but episodes in a 
solemn fugue written and played in a minor key. And from this 
plane of lowered vitality he slipped all too easily into sombre moods 
of melancholy. Discovery one day in a drawer at KedleSton of the 
faded reports on his work and conduct at his private school was 
sufficient to set in motion a gloomy train of thought. High praise 
had been bestowed upon him and a great future had been predicted 
for him. Had these early forecaSts proved correct? He sometimes 
wondered, he wrote after perusal of them, whether he was not 
going down hill in reputation : 
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"I never seem to get any credit for anything nowadays. 
No one accuses me of any definite errors or blunders of states~ 
manship. But there seems to be a general tendency to run me 
down, or completely to ignore what I am doing or have done. 
If one looks at the record of this in any book of reference it 
is very substantial, as varied, and in a way as successful, as that 
of any Englishman of my age living. And yet it does not seem 
to count for much, and I am treated as though I were rather a 
back number." 

And, as one watches him musing sadly upon these things, he stands 
out suddenly before one a poignantly pathetic figure. " Well, per
haps I am," he murmurs. " I suppose one gets what one deserves 
and I daresay the fault lies somewhere in me. And yet, how I have 
worked and toiled and never spared myself, while I see others 
treating WOrk aS a jeSt and life aS a holiday." I 

So great a change in his general outlook necessarily affected his 
attitude towards his work. His absorption was as great as ever ; 
but the daily task had become more of a labour anciless of an interest 
than it had formerly been. There were days when it was with 
almost Sisyphian hopelessness that he contemplated the never ending 
stream of tabbed and docketed boxes that flowed in upon him from 
the Foreign Office. " I suppose I muSt now tackle the great pile of 
boxes stacked at my left hand," he wrote one day in October, 1921. 
" How I hate the sight of them." z Subjects from outside his own 
Department were no longer welcomed as adding variety to his daily 
fare ; and the necessity imposed upon him by his position as Leader 
of the House of Lords, of familiarising himself with a number of 
extraneous queStions, became increasingly irksome. ~· I J:.ave to 
take the House of Lords debate on Irish reprisals to-morrow," he 
complained in a letter to Lady Curzon on October the 19th, 1920. 
"What I am to say, I have no idea, since I have not attended a single 
one of the Committees on Ireland!' And on another occasion : 
" Lloyd George has gone and fixed a Cabinet meeting at Inverness 
next Wednesday morning to discuss de Valera's reply, which seems 

1 1Letter to Lady Curzon dated September the Ioth, 1921. 
•Letter to Lady CtU:zoo. 
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o be very insolent. I have been looking out the trains from here 
Kedleston), and I really cannot go. It would mean two whole days 
nd two whole nights in the train and this would simply knock me 
o pieces." 1 Indeed, his letters during these years tell a story the 
aeaning of which it is impossible to misunderstand-" Back to all 
he worries," he wrote on November the 1st, 1920. "It is just past 
mch; A.J.B. is coming in to discuss Egypt in ten minutes. Then 
have to go down to P.O. to see Imperiali. Then Cabinet with a 

'ersian crisis ; a French ditto ; the Egyptian queStion. I have to 
1aSl:er all the papers on all these points. Then a Committee on No
ember 1 Ith ceremony. Then a solitary dinner. Then to compose a: 
peech on Ireland. It is breaking me." z 

Yet he could not bring himself seriously to contemplate the 
ossibility of giving up. Now and then he would appear to listen 
) the promptings of his overtaxed system. "I absolutely hate being 
ack here," he wrote on his return to London from France, in 
'ebruary, 1921. " Everything has dropped back into the old rut .... 
{lhat a happy man I should be if I could escape it all." 3 And on 
1ay the 29th of the same year he wrote in a similar strain to Sir 
J-eorge Cunningham, who had recently retired after serving him 
pwards of four years as his private secretary-" I envy you the 
eace and freedom of retirement and I suspect that you are much 
appier at a diStance from Whitehall. So should I be, and I suppose 
1at in due course I shall attain it." But he knew quite well that the 
?ell under which he lay was one that he could not and would not 
reak, however attractive the prospect which awaited him were he 
) do so. Often he talked of resignation ; but always when he 
~ached the brink of the precipice and looked over he turned back. 
)nee at a critical moment in his career he had resigned, and the 
tcident, with its aftermath, had shaken him to the foundations of 
is being and had left an ineffaceable mark upon him. Always in the 
ackground of his mind when he toyed with the idea of resignation, 
1ere loomed the spectre of that earlier disaSter. Sometimes he spoke 
fit ; more often he brooded upon it in silence. But always it was 
1ere. It became a sombre background against which he viewed 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, dated September the 3rd, 1921. 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. Ibid. 
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each fresh political difficulty as it arose. When attacked in January, 
1918, for his action in connection with the passing of the Woman 
Suffrage Clause in the House of Lords, he wished to continue the 
controversy in the columns of the press. He was dissuaded from 
doing so by Sir George Cunningham, though he insisted that always 
when he had refrained from publicly defending himself againSt: 
charges of the kind now brought againSt: him he had subsequently 
regretted it. He could have thrown a flood of light upon the con~ 
troversy which had led to his resignation of the Indian Viceroyalty, 
he declared, but had been persuaded not to pursue the matter, with 
the result that his whole subsequent career had been gravely pre
judiced. Sir George Cunningham pointed out that he muSt: look to 
hiStory for his vindication, to which Lord Curzon assented. 

It was not only memories of the past that militated againSt: his 
voluntary withdrawal from the Government. He was morbidly 
sensitive to the effect which his resignation might have upon the 
eStimation in which the public held him. The respea and recogni
tion of his countrymen-these were the things which above all else 
he craved. To retain them he was willing to brave the pangs of 
bodily suffering which the strain of office entailed and to endure 
that which for him was harder still to bear-personal humiliation. 
During these years a Strange form of dual control-of which in
dications have been given already and of which more will have to be 
said hereafter-came to be exercised over the Foreign Policy of the 
country. And control shared by two men, both emotional and highly 
Strung but differing profoundly not in method only but in outlook, 
was bound to lead to violent collision. On these occasions the 
Foreign Secretary suffered grievously. Often he proteSted verbally, 
sometimes in writing,· againSt: what he regarded as the ill-judged 
excursions of the Prime Ministe.r, made sometimes without the 
knowledge of the Foreign Office, into the domain ofFore1gn Policy; 
but always he refrained from pressing his protests to their logical 
conclusion. On one notable occasion, to which reference will be 
made hereafter, he had the assurance of more than one of the more 
prominent of his colleagues in the Cabinet that they were prepared to 
associate themselves with him in his proteSt, to accompany him to 
the Prime MiniSter and, failing an outcome of the interview which 
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they could regard as satisfactory, to join him in tendering their 
resignations. Lord Curzon pondered long upon the matter and 
decided that he would first elaborate his complaint on paper and 
submit it in a letter to the Prime Minister. The letter was draf~ed; 
but it was never sent, because, as Lord Curzon afterwards noted 
upon the envelope which contained it, before he had found time to 
submit it for the consideration of all those with whom he was aaing, 
" the crash came and Lloyd George fell." 

It would, however, be flagrantly unjuSt to attribute Lord Curzon's 
attitude to a mere selfish desire to cling to office. Human aaion 
is seldom the outcome of a simple motive. It is determined by a 
complex combination of causes, and conscious reasoning is often 
profoundly influenced by subconscious promptings. And while to 
the actor himself the process of reasoning is necessarily plain, the 
subconscious working of his mind is usually hidden. Lord Curzon 
was co'lvinced that it was in the beSt intereSts of the country that he 
should remain at his poSt, even when his doing so entailed personal 
suffering and, indeed, ignominy. "Perhaps I was wrong to stay," 
he wrote down afterwards as a result of one of those periods of 
introspection in which he was wont to indulge. " And there were 
moments," he added, " when the situation was painful and even 
humiliating." But he was persuaded to do so by " the certain know
ledge that if I were to go, my place would be taken by the -
combination, which I regarded as a great national peril."' 

This state of affairs preyed grievously on Lord Curzon's mind; 
and, burdened with work which taxed his strength to the utmoSt, he 
loSt much of his old resiliency. Conscious of the loss, he developed 
a diStaSte for the companionship from which, in the paSt, he had 
been accustomed to draw so keen a zest for life. More and more as 
the days went by he withdrew from the society of his friends. " I 
have no news," he wrote on March the 1oth, 1920, "for I see no
body." 2 Yet when his friends respected his apparent desire for 
solitude, he complained bitterly of neglect. 

" I think I muSt be entirely forgotten, or have no friends 
left," he wrote from a bed of sickness one day in the summer of 

'Pencil notes by Lord Curzon. 
•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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192.2.. "Not a. single one of the people whom I used to enter
tain year after year at Hackwood has written one line, or even 
left a card. Well, such is the world. It does not wait even till 
you are dead to forget you ; but if you are laid temporarily 
on the shelf it shuts and locks the door of the cupboard so as 
not to be ~eminded." 1 

It does not seem to have occurred to him that it was his own with
drawal from the society of his old friends and acquaintances that 
was responsible for his increasing loneliness ; and, when remons
trated with, he proteSted innocence. "I am quite unaware of any 
drift apart," he wrote in reply to a letter from Lord Lamington, 
"still less of any cause for it. My overwhelming work which leaves 
me no leisure explains why I rarely see anybody, even my old· 
friends; and why my life, in Dickens' phrase, is only 'one dem'd 
long horrid grind.' " 

This frame of mind tended to foster a trait in his charaB:er which 
it had always required a conscious effort on his part to check. A 
recent hiStorian has said of the Emperor William II of Germanv 
that he was driven to " an ostentatious display of his authority by 
the wish .... to betray no sign of physical weakness.'' z Something 
of the same sort might with truth be said of Lord Curzon. Like the 
German Emperor he suffered from early youth from a grievous 
physical disability. With heroic will and with amazing success he 
forced himself to rise superior tt> it. In face of what he had himself 
constantly to battle with and overcome in the discharge of his daily 
duties, the petty inconveniences to which he put th\)se who served 
under him were brushed aside as things too trivial to require con
sideration. Recognition of what. was due to his subordinates floated 
idly on the surface of his mind and sometimes attracted his passing 
notice, as we have 'seen from his casual admission to Mr. Clement 
Jones. 3 But it was an affectation rather than a conviCtion, for except 
when his attention was called specifically to it by outside agency, 
he aCted in complete oblivion of it. From the higheSt official to 
the humbleSt messenger there was scarcely a man in the Foreign 

1Letter to Lady Curzon, dated May the 22nd, 1922. 
•" Kaiser Wilhelm II," by Emil Ludwig, English Translation, page 64. 
3See back, page 206. 
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Office Staff who at some time or another during Lord Curzon's 
tenure of the poSt of Foreign MiniSter did not nurse a grievance 
againSt his Chief for some unconscious aCl: lacking in consideration. 
Yet he had only to be told that he was giving cause for umbrage, 
to make amends. 

" Many thanks for your kind remembrance, which has 
pleased me greatly," he wrote to Sir George Cunningham, 
who had sent him his good wishes on his birthday. "Lady 
Curzon being away and the whole of the family absent, I have 
juSt returned-8 p.m.-from being photographed, church
warden pipe in hand, with the Foreign Office Messengers' 
staff at a hostelry called the Cheshire Cheese, in the Strand, 
where, being unable to celebrate my own birthday, I invited 
them to celebrate it for me." 

It was the story of his Balliol servant and the broken teapot over 
again-the inconsiderate treatment of the former followed years 
later by an impulsive and delightful amende honorable. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE TREATY OF SEVRES 

THE unusual degree of control which Mr. Lloyd George exercised 
over Foreign Policy after the cessation of hoStilities was to a great 
extent the outcome of abnormal circumstances consequent on the 
war itself. As Prime Minister he was necessarily the supreme 
representative of his country at the Peace Conference, and the 
Peace Conference was the inevitable Starting point of British poSt
war Foreign Policy. The negotiations were, therefore, conduCted on 
behalf of Great Britain by Mr. Lloyd George ; and it was always 
possible for him after his return from France to claim the right to 
deal with this or that queStion, on the ground that he had been 
responsible for the policy pursued at Paris. 

That this was natural and, indeed, to some extent inevitable Lord 
Curzon readily admitted. But while admitting that, in the special 
circumStances of the time, it was reasonable that the Prime MiniSter 
should take the lead, he was very far from agreeing that•he should 
do so almoSt to the exclusion of the Foreign Minister. And from the 
firSt he had viewed with alarm a tendency which he thought that he 
deteCted in Mr. Lloyd George to take advantage of the situation by 
assuming the position almoSt of a DiCtator. Often as the War 
Cabinet met in these days it was not in such conStant session as Lord 
Curzon thought that it ought to be. 

"I am somewhat diSturbed," he wrote as early as OCtober, 
1918, "at the failure to summon the War Cabinet, and have an 
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uneasy consciousness that things are being or may be done, for 
which we shall bear the responsibility but of which we are not 
aware. In my view the Cabinet ought to be sitting every day 
in these times. Repeated meetings have been promised and 
even arranged to discuss German Colonies, Terms of ArmiStice 
and other vital considerations. But they are always poStponed 
frequently at the last moment. Important queStions are shelved, 
and even as regards information we are left to pick up what we 
can from the boxes and telegrams." r 

And he formed the opinion that, if the control of Foreign Policy 
was not to pass altogether out of the hands of the Foreign MiniSter 
the tendency was one which would have to be Strenuously resiSted. 

It was with particular intereSt, consequently, and not always 
without alarm, that he looked on during the year r9r9 from the 
Foreign Office in London, at the proceedings of the British Delega
tion in Paris. And viewing events from day to day with the detach
ment of an intereSted speCtator, he placed his own interpretation 
upon them ; and in particular he read into the suppression of the 
Council of Ten and the rise and rapid apotheosis of "the Big 
Four," a special and siniSter signilicance. Everything seemed to 
him to point to the supersession of the Foreign Office and the un
challenged domination of Mr. Lloyd George. And, when later in 
the year he succeeded to the subStantive appointment himself, he 
did so imbued with the belief that what he regarded as the rightful 
position of the Foreign Office had already been forfeited by default. 

Harmonious collaboration between the Prime MiniSter and his 
Foreign Secretary might have been possible, and, indeed, in the 
circumstances of the time, highly advantageous, had those poSts 
been held by men of less antithetical natures than Lord Curzon and 
Mr. Lloyd George. The difficulties which arose between them were 
due not merely to differences of opinion on the merits of the ques
tions which came before them for decision-though in some cases 
these were considerable-but even more to differences of method. 
They were sundered by much the same gulf that had yawned betWeen 
Lord Curzon as Viceroy oflndia and Lord Kitchener as Commander-

•Letter to Mr., afterwards Sir, AuSten Chamberlain, October the 23rd, 1918. 
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in-Chief. Like Lord Kitchener, Mr. Lloyd George had a supreme 
contempt for convention in adminiStration. His methods had much 
of the directness which had characterised Lord Kitchener's. In the 
large Private Secretariat which he built up for himself in Downing 
Street, he found a convenient and ever ready agency for carrying into 
effect any orders which he felt moved to give. In the pressure of the 
times the necessity for consulting or even informing the Foreign 
Office was sometimes overlooked. Interviews would be granted to 
the representatives of foreign Governments without the knowledge 
of the Foreign MiniSter; and in these circumStances it is not 
surprising that occasions arose on which it seemed to other Powers 
that the British Government spoke with two discordant voices. 
More particularly was this so, of course, in the case of th?se ques
tions upon which the!e exiSted a definite divergence of view between 
the Prime MiniSter and his Foreign Secretary. And on no question 
did they differ more profoundly, or with more disaStrous conse
quences, than on the attitude to be adopted by Great Britain towards 
Greece and Turkey. 

From the firSt Lord Curzon had urged the importance of dealing 
promptly w~th Turkey and of effecting a settlement of the whole 
Near EaStern queStion-with how little success a reference to what 
has already been said in chapter XII will show. There is little doubt 
that if the Powers had found it possible to deal with Turkey during 
the opening months of 1919, they would have found her in no 
position to reject any-reasonable terms that they might have decided 

_to offer her. But they did not find it possible. Innumerable questions 
were clamouring for settlement and Mr. Lloyd George, with little 
previous knowledge of Foreign Policy, found himself suddenly called 
upon to play a leading part in arranging the affairs of half the nations 
of Europe. It is difficult to know which to admire moSt, the courage 
or the assurance with which he set about devising new and often 
purely arbitrary frontiers for the proteSting peoples of Central 
Europe, and unravelling the tangles of Sllesia, Fiume, Poland and 
other foci of continental trouble. It was his misfortune rather than 
his fault that, at a time when prompt action was above all thlngs 
called for, he should have been drawn by President Wilson, together 
with the representatives of the other Powers assembled in Paris for 
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tl.e Peace Conference, into the morass of the League of Nations dis
.ussion. Lord Curzon looked on at the proceedings of the Peace 
:onference with feelings of growing apprehension, and in May he 
?Ut his fears on paper in a letter to Mr. Chamberlain-" The methods 
of the Peace Conference have, I think, been miStaken throughout ; 
and it has been tragic to read of decisions arrived at in independence 
of any expert authority and containing the seeds of certain failure." 

Lord Curzon had certainly given his colleagues no excuse for 
pleading ignorance of his view either as to the urgency of the Near 
Eastern queStion, or as to the nature of the settlement to be aimed at. 
The ejection of the Turk from Europe and the eStablishment of a 
much reduced but compa8:: and homogeneous Turkish State in Asia 
Minor were to his mind the essentials of any permanent settlement 
of this age-long queStion. Such a policy entailed the amputation of 
large tra8::s even of the Asiatic dominions of the former Turkish 
Empire. Syria and PaleStine, Arabia, Mesopotamia and Armenia
all these extensive lands hitherto incorporated in the loosely knit 
Sovereignty of the Sultan muSt be freed finally from the capricious 
and too often savage tyranny of Turkish domination. On the other 
hand the future Turkish State, with its seat of Government at Brusa, 
Angora or Konia, muSt be permitted to occupy in its integrity the 
hiStoric tongue of land thruSt out from Asia in the dire8::ion of 
Europe and known comprehensively as Asia Minor. No European 
encroachment upon the natural geographical boundaries of this 
territory, whether Italian, French or Greek, muSt be allowed. In a 
Minute drawn up some time before the termination of the war, he 
had set forth the arguments for such a policy. He dealt first with the 
case for confining the future Turkish State to Asia. 

" For nearly five centuries the presence of the Turk in 
Europe has been a source of distra8::ion, intrigue and corrup
tion in European politics, of oppression and misrule to the 
subje8:: nationalities, and an incentive to undue and overween
ing ambitions in the Moslem World. It has encouraged the 
Turk to regard himself as a Great Power, and has enabled him 
to impose upon others the same illusion. It has placed him in a 
position to play off one Power againSt another, and in their 
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jealousies and his own machinations to find pretexts for his con
tinued immunity. It has been an unexpugnable barrier to the 
solution of the Balkan problem or the full emancipation of the 
Balkan peoples. It has been an equal obStacle to the proper or 
good government of his own people whose resources have been 
squandered in the polluted coulisses of ConStantinople, or in the 

· expenditure required for the upkeep of military and naval 
forces disproportionate to the real Strength or requirements of 
the Turkish nation." 

Next, he discussed the queStion of the successors to the Turks 
in their erStwhile capital. Powerful arguments were shown to exiSt 
againSt the inStallation of any one Power in the seats of the mighty 
on the shores of the Golden Horn. Great Britain because. of her 
traditional policy and her great EaStern connections would be in 
some respeB:s the moSt suitable heir to the Turk, and the choice 
would probably be more acceptable than any other to the EaStern 
World. But the main duties and responsibilities of Great Britain 
lay elsewhere. She would emerge from the war with an increase of 
obligations which she would with d%.culty suStain, and no British 
Government would dream of adding to them by the assumption of 
so vaSt and perilous a charge. Some other solution muSt therefore 
be sought: 

" The successive elimination of the various possible or 
available Powers brings us to the discussion of the final alter
native of some form of international authority ; and many and 
obvious as are the objeB:ions to a condominium, it may yet be 
found that, short of keeping the Turk in his capital, this is the 
only possible alternative." 

Under such a scheme, an International Commission presided over 
possibly by an American, or as a conceivable alternative, America 
herself as the Mandatory of a League of Nations, would occupy and 
adminiSter ConStantinople and the shores, both European and. Asia
tic, of the Bosphorus. With a Turkish capital eStablished securely in 
the highlands of Anatolia many of the Turks who " already conSti-
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ed only forty per cent. of the population of ConStantinople " 
ght be expected to seek new homes across the Straits ; the re
.inder would continue to reside in "what would have become 
" excellence the Cosmopolis or international city of the EaStern 
orld." 
Into the conclud.ing passage of his Minute crept that note of 
mance which gave so peculiar a d.iSt:inaion to his treatment of all 
.eSt:ions associated with ancient or med.ia:val hiStory. Not the leaSt 
the advantages of such a settlement in the eyes of some would be 

e fact that in these circumStances, "JuStinian's great Byzantine 
ne of St. Sophia, which w<>s for nine hundred years a ChriStian 
turch, and has only been for little more than half that period a 
:uhammadan mosque, would naturally revert to its original dedica
)n. On the other hand the integrity and sanctity of the great 
lamic mosques of ConStantinople, more than sufficient for the 
[oslem population, would be scrupulously respected and guaran
ed."r 
Such was the solution " at once draStic and decisive" which com

!Cnded itself to Lord Curzon and which he believed could be 
fecte,~ by prompt and resolute handling. And from the day that 
e took up his duties as Mr. Balfour's deputy at the Foreign Office, 
e urged it upon the Government. Delay in dealing with the 
ueStion exasperated him. "I wish to express to my colleagues," he 
rrote on March the 25th, 1919, "certain apprehensions which I 
annot help entertaining about the progress of events in the Near 
nd Middle East." The terms of the ArmiStice granted to Turkey 
tad been neither so comprehensive nor so severe as Lord Curzon 
Limself had advised. And three months' negle8: at the hands of the 
'eace Conference had already resulted in a serious deterioration in 
he situation. In ConStantinople the Committee of Union and 
Jrogress far from being d.issolved was everywhere aaive in the 
Jackground. Enver Pasha was Still acclaimed as a national hero. 
The forts of the Dardanelles remained inta8:, occupied only by 
weak Allied detachments. On all sides evidence of the ability of the 
Allied Powers to enforce their will was Stead.ily d.issolving. The 
French and Greeks had been eje8:ed from the Ukraine. We ourselves 

tMinute dated January the znd, 1918, and circulated to the Cabinet in January, 1919. 
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were withdrawing from Transcaspia ; it was widely known that we 
intended to evacuate the Caucasus ; ere long our flag would cease 
to fly upon the Caspian. Egypt was in widespread and serious revolt, 
and the Turkish flag had actually been raised again in the Valley of 
the Nile. The fate of PaleStine remained undecided; in Syria France 
and Great Britain were sharply divided. Such was the picture upon 
which " the Old Turk who Still hopes to re-eStablish the former 
regime, and the Young Turk who means to cheat us, if he can, of the 
spoils of vitl:ory, look out from the crumbling watchtowers of 
Stambul." 1 

But the warning fell upon deaf ears ; and three weeks later Lord 
Curzon again drew attention to the Steady deterioration which delay 
was producing in the situation. The Turks had recovered from the 
firSt dismay of defeat and were intriguing with all their old spirit and 
skill. The decision as to ConStantinople had already been so long 
delayed that what might have have been in January would prob
ably be found more than difficult in May or June. No decision had 
been come to as to the future of Armenia. More lamentable Still, 
failure to compose Anglo-French differences over Syria had led to the 
expedient of a Commission, which so far from being confined to the 
Syrian queStion had, "with perfetl: logic but with deplorable impru
dence," been inStrutl:ed to examine and report upon the entire 
Middle Eastern situation. A siniSter development due to conStant 
delay was that, in the absence of definite decisions by the Powers in 
Conference, individual nations were showing signs of atl:ing inde
pendently. Italy had already anticipated and, indeed, precipitated 
the ultimate decision by a military descent upon Adalia and the 
neighbouring coaSts and by sending troops to Konia. She had also 
" with a rashness to which it is difficult to find a parallel " accepted 
a Mandate for the Caucasus and the Caspian. And, besides this 
accomplished fact, it was rumoured that a claim put fo:rWard by 
Greece to Smyrna and the vilayet of Aidin was likely to be conceded 
by the Peace Conference, not on account of any urgent political or 
military necessity, but thanks to "the superior diplomatic ability 
of M. Venizelos." Was it to be believed, asked Lord Curzon, that 
the Greeks " who cannot keep order five miles outside the gates of 

1Note dated March the 25th, 1919. 
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)alonika," would be allowed contentedly to occupy and administer 
l great city like Smyrna or a province like Aidin ? 

These excursions by individual Powers into the thorny mazes of 
the Near EaStern problem filled him with alarm for the future. 

" That the Turks should be deprived of ConStantinople is, 
in my opinion, inevitable and desirable as the crowning evi
dence of their defeat in the war ; and I believe that it will be 
accepted with whatever wrathful reluctance by the EaStern 
World. But when it is realised that the fugitives are to be kicked 
from pillar to poSt: and that there is to be praCtically no Turkish 
Empire and probably no Caliphate at all, I believe that we shall 
be giving a moSt dangerous and moSt unnecessary Stimulus 
to Moslem passions throughout the EaStern World and that 
sullen resentment may easily burSt into savage frenzy." 

He urged, therefore, that if it was not too late, the partitioning or 
Mandatory policy should not be pursued in Asia Minor beyond the 
geographical limits which were the inevitable consequences of the 
war, and that presuming the Italians had already accepted the 
Mandate for the Caucasus-" though I am not aware of any existing 
authority for offering it to them "-they should be asked even at 
the laSt: moment "to desiSt: from an act of such deplorable levity, 
for which no juStification can be found on any plea of local self
determination, of public or private intereSt:, or morality or even of 
expediency." r 

No proteSt had the smalleSt effeCl: in Staying the Steady march of 
events in the direCtion which Lord Curzon moSt earneStly depre
cated. The encroachments of Italy and Greece on the Asiatic 
territories of the Turks went rapidly forward. Between May the 
I 5th and zznd, I 9 I 9, 1 5 ,ooo Greek troops were disembarked at 
Smyrna and a number of places in the coaStal diSt:riCl: were occupied 
in accordance with an authorisation issued by the Peace Conference 
in Paris. And, in June, Lord Curzon took up his pen once more in a 
vain hope of arousing those primarily concerned to a sense of the 
disaStrous future towards which matters were plainly drifting. 

1Note dated April the x8th, 1919, and circulated to the Cabinet on April 22nd. 
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Since at a later date an attempt was made to hold Lord Curzon 
responsible for the very disasters againSt which he constantly 
warned the Government, it is due to him that his Despatch of 
June the zoth, 1919, should be published in extenso. 

Earl Curzon to Mr. Balfour 
Foreign Office, June zo, 1919. 

" Sir, 
On grounds of public policy I have been a good deal dis

turbed at the continuous and as yet unarrested advance of the 
Italian and Greek forces in the Western parts of the Turkish 
dominions in Asia Minor, and I have the honour to transmit 
herewith a statement from such information as is available in 
the Foreign Office of the extent to which that advance has so 
far in each of the two cases been pursued. Though these 
movements were in part undertaken in the first instance with 
the knowledge, and in the case of the Greeks with the sanction, 
of the Allied Powers at Paris, they appear to be continued in 
their later stages, so far ~s is known here, with no similar 
authority, and in open disregard of the principle, laid down in 
the early days of the Paris Conference, that its ultimate deci
sions should not be prejudiced by premature and aggressive 
action in respect of the occupation of territory by any of the 
interested States or Powers. Moreover, in the case of the · 
Greeks in particular, they are alleged to have been accom
panied by scenes of discreditable and unprovoked outrage. 

I am the more concerned at the occurrence of this twofold 
penetration because it is apparently being prosecuted without 
interference or protest (save from the Turks) at a time when 
the importance of retaining at least some portion of the Turkish 
Sovereignty and of the former Turkish dominions in Asia is 
reported to have received a somewhat tardy recognition at 
the hands of the Allied Powers, although it muSt be clear that 
the realisation of any such policy will be seriously compromised 
by the presence in the regions affected of the forces of two 
States whose ulterior intentions so small an attempt is made to 
conceal. A further disquieting symptom is the constant recur-
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renee of warnings from our representatives at ConStantinople 
of the consequences that muSt ensue from these continued 
encroachments upon what remains of Turkish Sovereignty in 
Asia, and the likelihood that this part of the Middle EaSt will 
thereby be plunged into a State of renewed and, in all probability, 
protracted violence and disorder. The further these advances, 
whether of Greeks or of Italians, are pushed, the greater be
comes the difficulty of withdrawal, and the more inevitable the 
prospect of future Strife, if not of serious bloodshed. 

In the various appreciations that reach the Foreign Office 
of the policy that is now being pursued with regard to Turkey, 
I cannot find any voice that welcomes or indeed defends these 
encroachments. And yet the persiStence of the actors appears 
successfully to effect what the considered judgment of the 
spectators declines to approve. 

I have ventured to submit this representation, not as a pro
teSt, which I cannot but feel will be useless, but with a view 
to ascertaining whether it is in contemplation to place any 
limit to the extension of these advances, and whether there is 
any ground for regarding them as provisional in character and 
duration. I shall be very grateful for any information that you 
may be able to give me on these points. 

I have, etc. 
Curzon of KedleSton." 

Still the Powers delayed. They clung to the hope that America 
might consent to play a predominant part in Straightening out the 
tangle into which matters in the Near EaSt had fallen. They were 
not without grounds for their belief, for President Wilson had gone 
so far as to ask that action might be poStponed ; and for a time there 
was a definite expectation that America would not only emerge 
from her traditional isolation but was contemplating doing so on a 
large and dramatic scale. This hope was doomed to disappoint
ment ; but before it vanished, further developments of a menacing 
nature had taken place. 

In an evil moment the Sultan acting with the beSt intentions, had 
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sent out to Angora in Asia Minor, in a position of some importance, 
a young man of between thirty and forty years. Mustapha Kemal 
Pasha, a man of forceful personality, quickly gathered round him all 
the elements of discontent, including various members of the 
Committee of Union and Progress who had contrived to escape from 
the prisons of Stambul, and raised the Standard of revolt againSt 
the Government in ConStantinople. He provided a focus for the 
anti-ChriStian and anti-European elements which were rapidly 
rallying in face of the apparent impotence of the Allied Powers. 
And, if anything had been needed to bring the waverers down on the 
side of the champion of Turkish nationalism, it would have been 
the aCtion of the Peace Conference in authorising the landing of the 
Greeks at Smyrna. To Lord Curzon at any rate it was' abundantly 
clear that ever since this unfortunate Step, no living Turk could have 
any feeling except one of profound sympathy with the cause of 
patriotism and nationality which MuStapha Kemal represented. 

Before the end of the year America had ceased to count as a 
possible faCl:or in the settlement of the Near and Middle East : and 
on the· occasion of a visit to London in November, M. Pichon 
suggeSted to Lord Curzon that it was desirable that the matter 
should be discussed between the two Governments before it was 
taken in hand by the Peace Conference as a whole. Lord Curzon 
went further. He would welcome any opportunity, he said, of taking 
part in such a discussion as a preliminary to more formal proceed
ings ; but he urged consideration of the whole queStion of a Turkish 
peace by the Allied Powers with the leaSt possible delay· and pre
ferably in London in the course of the coming month. 

In due course conversations took place. M. Clemenceau, who had 
been persuaded to come to London in person, had at firSt been 
opposed to the ejeCtion of the Turks from ConStantinople. But 
in course of the discussion of the matter he had been convinced 
by the arguments brought to bear by Lord Curzon and Mr. Lloyd 
George arid had agreed to ·the eStablishment at ConStantinople of 
an international organisation. Further conversations between Lord 
Curzon and M. Berthelot, towards the end of December, resulted 
in subStantial agreement be~een France and Great Britain in favour 
of a settlement on the broad lines consiStently advocated by the 
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citish Foreign MiniSter, and the way at laSt seemed clear for the 
egotiation of a satisfaCl:ory peace. 
No sooner, however, had agreement been reached with France 

1an opposition manifeSted itself in another quarter. On January 
he 6th, 1920, the Cabinet met to consider the EaStern queStion ; 
nd, in spite of the faa that on this particular issue he had the 
mwerful support of the Prime MiniSter, Lord Curzon was defeated 
)n his policy of ejeCting the Turk from Europe. The next day he 
:lrew up an emphatic proteSt againSt this decision. 

" I ask to place on record my earneSt and emphatic dissent 
from the decision arrived at by the majority of the Cabinet 
yeSterday-in opposition to the advice of the Prime MiniSter 
and two successive Foreign Secretaries-to retain the Turk in 
ConStantinople. I believe this to be a short-sighted and, in the 
long run, a moSt unfortunate decision. 

" In order to avoid trouble in India-largely manufaCl:ured 
and in any case ephemeral-and to render our task in Egypt less 
difficult-its difficulty being in reality almoSt entirely indepen
dent of what we may do or not do at ConStantinople-we are 
losing an opportunity for which Europe has waited nearly 
five centuries, and which may not recur. The idea of a res
peCl:able and docile Turkish Government at ConStantinople, 
preserved from its hereditary vices by a military cordon of the 
Powers-including be it remembered, a permanent British 
garrison of 1 o,ooo to I 5 ,ooo men-is in my judgment a chimera. 
Nor will it be found that the decision, if carried into effeB: in 
Paris, will either solve the Turkish problem or calm the EaStern 
World. 

" The Turk at ConStantinople muSt have very different 
measure meted out to him from the Turk at Kania. He will 
retain a Sovereignty which will have to be a mere simulacrum, 
and those who have saved him will, unless I am miStaken, 
presently discover that his rescue has neither satisfied him nor 
pacified Islam. But beyond all I regret that the main objeCl: for 
which the war in the EaSt was fought and the sacrifice of Galli
poli endured-namely the liberation of Europe from the 
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Ottoman _Turk-has after an almoSt incredible expenditure of 
life and treasure been thrown away in the very hour when it has 
been obtained, and that we shall have left to our descendants
who knows after how much further sacrifice and suffering ?
a task from which we have flinched. 

" I may add that the refusal of the Cabinet to endorse the 
scheme prepared by M. Berthelot and myself was resolved on 
without any consideration by them of what the rival scheme 
will be, i.e., a Turkish State Still centred at ConStantinople but 
under international supervision. When produced it may cause 
some surprise." 

His own share in the proceedings caused him endless worry. " I 
have been presiding all the morning over Allied Conferences," he 
told Lady Curzon on March the xxth, "and am now, 3 p.m., trying 
to piece together some material for my two speeches this afternoon. 
I am worried by it all, for the Treaty with Turkey is going badly and 
we are in for great trouble at ConStantinople." 

It is on record in Lord Curzon's own handwriting r that, follow
ing upon this decision, the principles of a Treaty to be imposed 
upon Turkey were laid down at a meeting of the Supreme Council 
presided over by Mr. Lloyd George in Downing Street ; that a 
Conference of the Ambassadors under his own chairmanship was 
charged with the task of filling in the details in accordance with the 
principles laid down ; and that the Treaty in its final form was de
bated and decided in Mr. Lloyd George's presence and largely under 
his influence at San Remo in the following April. 

The Treaty thus agreed upon at the Conference at San Remo con
tained two outStanding provisions to which Lord Curzon had 
always been opposed and against the acceptance of which he had 
conStantly Striven. In accordance with the decision of the Cabinet 
above referred to the Turk was to remain in Europe ; and, as if 
in the nature of a set off to this, a Greek enclave was to be recqgnised 
in the coaStal region of Asia Minor with Smyrna as its centre. Up 
to the laSt moment Lord Curzon used his influence againSt 
what he regarded as a fatal decision. Shortly before the meeting at 

•In a Memorandum written by Lord Curzon and kept with his priyate papers~ 
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n Remo he caused to be circulated to the Cabinet a Despatch 
)m the British High Commissioner at ConStantinople in which 
e latter, after explaining that the views which he put forward were 
tared by his advisers-" men for the moSt part with life-long expe
ence of Near EaStern affairs "-described the provisional occupa
on of Smyrna by the Greeks as " the canker in the Near EaStern 
ituation since laSt May," and asserted that its proposed perpetuation 
vould be a canker for years to come, a conStant irritant which would 
ead to bloodshed in Asia Minor for generations. Did the British 
'eople realise, Admiral de Robeck asked, that the proposal to dis
nember Ottoman provinces of Turkey in the intereSts of Greece 
would drive the remaining Turks into the arms of the Bolsheviks 
and set the Near EaSt and all Central Asia aflame ? But the die had 
been caSt and Lord Curzon's warnings remained unheeded. 

The document embodying the decisions of the San Remo Con
ference, which came to be known as the Treaty of Sevres, was signed 
at that place on AuguSt the 1oth, 192.0, by the representatives of the 
thirteen nations associated, for one reason or another, with the 
negotiation of peace in the Near EaSt. Little more need be said of 
it, for by the time that it had been finally approved and signed it had 
ceased to be within the sphere of what was practical. Throughout 
the months during which the Allied Powers had been pondering the 
matter, MuStapha Kemal had been consolidating his position. 
Depicting the Sultan in ConStantinople as a puppet in the hands of 
the Powers, he had appealed with complete success to the sentiment 
of the Turkish people. He had, in fact, set on foot a formidable 
movement which, with great dexterity, he presented to the Turkish 
people, sometimes in the guise of pan-Islamism with its irresiStible 
appeal to their religious sentiment, at others in the form of pan
Turanianism directed towards the goal of ethnic unity. During the 
early part of 1920, forces acting at his inStigation, if not under his 
direct orders, had inflicted a heavy defeat on French arms in Cilicia. 
The French had been compelled to evacuate Marash, the moSt 
considerable city of Cilicia, and in the course of their retreat in which 
they had been accompanied by many thousands of the population, 
the victorious Turks had indulged in wholesale massacres which had 
shocked the civilised world. The victims of this holocauSt, in th( 
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main Armenians, were variously eStimated at from 1 5 ,ooo to ;o,ooo 
souls. MuStapha Kemal had shown, however, that he possessed 
considerable conStruCtive ability. A National Assembly had been 
convened, Government inStitutions had been set up ; and by the 
time that the twenty-six representatives of the thirteen nations had 
appended their signatures to the Treaty of Sevres, MuStapha Kemal, 
claiming for his Government in the highlands of Anatolia, that it 
was the true fount of Turkish nationality, found himself Strong 
enough to repudiate the aCtion of the Sultan's Government in 
assenting to the document and on behalf of the Turkish people to 
rejeB: absolutely the terms embodied in it. 

MuStapha Kemal had not miscalculated. The Treaty {)f Sevres 
remained a dead letter, and early in 1921, representatives of the 
de jure Government in Constantinople and of the de facto Govern
ment in Angora were invited to London to discuss the matter. 
The Conference which ensued, if it did nothing else, proved beyond 
all reasonable doubt that so far as Turkey was concerned, the real 
force lay at Angora and not at ConStantinople. Proposals were 
eventually put forward by the Allies with a view to bringing about a 
peace between Greece and Turkey. They met with no success 
because, to Lord Curzon's p.rofound regret, they were brought to 
nought by the military operations embarked on by the Greeks. 
Though it was not apparent at the time, this shortsighted aCtion on 
their part was in reality the firSt Step towards their ultimate ruin. 

The Conference, at which mediation was offered, was held at 
St. James's Palace in March, and was presided over by Mr. Lloyd 
George himself. Yet for all the proceedings at the Conference, the 
Greek delegates undoubtedly gained the impression during their 
Stay in London that the British Prime MiniSter would not in his 
heart be sorry. to see the proposals for mediation rejeB:ed and a 
renewal of the Greek offensive. Mr. Lloyd George had certainly 
never attempted to disguise his personal sympathy for the Greeks 
throughout their Struggle againSt the Turks ; and at a later date
in AuguSt 1922-the Greek authorities were. undoubtedly en
couraged to continue the fight at a critical moment in their hiStory 
by his openly proclaimed sympathy with them. It is necessary to 
make this clear, since it has a definite bearing upon the attempt 
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vhich was subsequently made to hold Lord Curzon responaible for 
he disaSter which befell them. No greater injuStice could have been 
lone Lord Curzon than to attribute to him a calamity which, as the 
1arrative will make clear, he Strove throughout to avert. 

With the failure of the Conference of March, I9ZI, the Near 
EaStern queStion may be said to have entered upon its second phase. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

THE NEAR EASTERN QUESTION : THE SECOND PHASE 

THE failure of the Treaty of Sevres and of the subsequent Confe
rence was followed by disaStrous results. It led for one thing to the 
insertion of a fresh wedge into the solidarity of the Alliance. Rela
tions between France and Britain, by no means always smooth, some
times, as has been seen, Strained almoSt to breaking point, now 
developed fresh points of difference in the Near EaSt. Relations be
tween Great Britain and Italy were similarly affeCted. Conscious of 
the impotence of the Government in ConStantinople and of the 
growing Strength of MuSt:apha Kemal in Asia Minor, the representa
tives of both France and Italy took advantage of the presence in 
London of delegates of the National Government at Angora to 
negotiate with them, independently and without the knowledge of 
the British Foreign Minister, agreements affecting intereSts of their 
own in Asiatic Turkey. 

The aCtion of the French Government, when in due course it was 
made known to the 'British Foreign Office, was defended on the 
ground that Mr. Lloyd George had been informed verbally by M. 
Briand, if not of the actual details at leaSt of the general lines on 
which he was proceeding-a method of conduCting business 
which it was admitted in these days of Stress sometimes superseded 
the efforts of the old diplomacy. The defence was not one which 
was calculated to appease Lord Curzon who, not unnaturally, saw 
in it a Striking illuStration of the evil results following upon the 
employment of unorthodox methods, and particularly of indepen-
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ient aCtion by others, in matters falling StriCtly within the ambit of 
he Foreign Office. 

The matter proved of little a&lal importance for, as events turned 
)Ut, neither the French nor the Italian Agreement was ratified by 
MuStapha Kemal's National Assembly at Angora. And, commenting 
upon the matter at a later date, Lord Curzon remarked that, as for 
the pro-KemaliSt policy of the Italian Government, he was able 
to point out " with a certain amount of sardonic satisfatl:ion " that 
it had proved a dismal failure, inasmuch as, while the Agreement 
had been repudiated by the Turks, the Italians had found themselves 
in so perilous a position at Adalia that they had been obliged to 
withdraw from that port. 

Nevertheless the fatl: that these things had been done was not 
without significance ; for it showed that on the slippery ground of 
the Near and Middle EaSt diStinCl: divergence of aim had opened 
out between France and Italy on the one hand and Great 
Britain on the other. It showed also that where their own parti
cular intereSts were concerned, the Governments of these two 
countries were prepared to make terms with the Government in 
Angora, whether such terms did or did not conflitl: with the provi
sions of the Treaty of Sevres to which they had been signatories, 
and without deeming it necessary to take the Foreign MiniSter 
of their principal Ally into their confidence. 

Later in the year Lord Curzon found himself faced with a definite 
Franco-Turkish Agreement, negotiated, once again, without his 
knowledge, by a well-known French Parliamentary leader, M. 
Franklin-Bouillon, and known thereafter as the Franklin-Bouillon 
Agreement. M. Franklin-Bouillon had been described, when his 
visits to Angora had firSt attraB:ed attention, as a private person 
travelling in Asia Minor for purposes of his own, and later on as 
having some sort of an official mission to negotiate on behalf of the 
French Government with regard to French prisoners, the proteCtion 
of minorities in Cilida and other matters incident to the evacuation 
of that area by French troops. To an Agreement of a purely local 
charaB:er little exception need, perhaps, have been taken. But when 
after its signature on OB:ober the zoth, 1921, it was communicatec 
to the Foreign Office, it certainly appeared to cover a very mud 
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wider field. It wore, in faa, much more the appearance of a separate 
Treaty of Peace entered into by one of the Allies with an enemy 
Government without consultation with the reSt. · Among other 
things, it appeared to reStore to Turkey a large and fertile traa 
of territory, including places of great Strategic importance in relation 
to Mesopotamia, which, although by arrangement among the Allies 
under the Mandate of the French, had nevertheless been conquered 
by British arms ; places, therefore, which could not, without the 
violation of solemn engagements entered into by the principal 
Allies, be bartered away in t_he absence of their consent.. It led to 
important correspondence between the French and British Govern
ments, the former of which admitted that when peace was finally 
concluded the various . agreements whic;h had been entered into, 
including the Franklin-Bouillon Agreement, would require to be 
adjuSted with a view to taking their place in a general settlement. , 
Harmony was thus outwardly reStored. But the episode was one 
which left behind it an unpleasant taSte, and the divergence between 
French and British aims in the Near and Middle EaSt, though 
brushed aside, in faa remained. 

It was not, indeed, denied that such sympathy as the French 
people had entertained for Greece had been alienated by the aCtion 
of her people, following upon a plebiscite taken on December the 
5th, 1920, in recalling the ex-King ConStantine to the throne. And 
there can be little doubt that from this time onward Turkey's preten
sions were increased and her attitude Stiffened by the belief that 
French sympathy was on her side. On the other hand the Prime 
MiniSter of Great Britain had never disguised his pro-Greek leanings. 
It was generally assumed that it had been at his suggeStion that the 
Greeks had been invited by the Paris Peace Conference to land troops 
at Smyrna. And, during the London Conference held early in 1921, 
Lord Curzon, attempting to Steer a course midway between the 
Scylla of French and Italian support of Turkey and the Charybdis 
of his own Prime MiniSter's enthusiasm for Greece, had found his 
position a sufficiently embarrassing one. " This afternoon we meet 
at St. James's Palace to hear the Greeks," he wrote on February 
the 2.1St. "The Prime MiniSter is as convinced a VenizeliSt and 
phil-Hellene as ever, and uses all the advantage of his position as 
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chairman in that diret!:ion." 1 This divergence of sympathies 
between the Prime Minister of Great Britain and the Governments 
of France and Italy was fraught with disastrous consequences. It 
encouraged each of the belligerents to carry on the struggle-a 
struggle which ended, as will be seen hereafter, in bringing Greece 
to ruin and, incidentally, in bringing Mr. Lloyd George's Govern
ment to the ground. 

When it became clear that the negotiations carried on in London 
during the opening months of 1921 were doomed to failure, hostili
ties broke out once more on the plateaux of Asia Minor. And the 
immediate task of the Allies became that of preventing an extension 
of the conflagration. The task was far from easy. Undeterred by an 
initial reverse, the Greeks spent the summer of 1921 in preparing 
for a fresh offensive; and in June Lord Curzon proceeded to Paris 
in the hope of securing from the Allies an offer of mediation. In the 
event of Greece placing herself in their hands, he was prepared to 
meet French views to the extent of recognising the altered balance 
of power in the Near East due to the rise of the Kemalist Govern
ment, which he described at a meeting of the Imperial Conference 
on June the 22nd, as having created a body of national sentiment and 
of military strength which appealed as the main source of its national 
unity to the duty of evitl:ing the Greeks from Smyrna. And he put 
before the Conference in Paris a proposal for the creation of an 
autonomous province, with Smyrna as its capital, under Turkish 
Sovereignty, to be administered by a Christian Governor with the 
assistance of a body of gendarmerie under European officers ; all 
Greek troops to be withdrawn as soon as the gendarmerie were in a 
position to ensure the security of the province. Nothing came either 
of this or of any other of the proposals discussed in Paris, for the 
reason that the Greeks, hopeful of the success of their impending 
attack, refused to place themselves in the hands of the. Allies. 

Autumn had a sobering effet!:. The Greeks, it is true, indulged in 
offical celebrations of the vit!:ory which they claimed to have won. 
But while Te Deu!JJS were being sung in the churches of Athens, 
public rejoicings at the success of Turkish arms were being held in 
Angora and thanksgivings offered up in the mosques of Anatolia. 

'Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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"We· are reminded of the battle of Jutland," Lord Curzon wrote, 
" which was simultaneously celebrated as a triumph in London and 
Berlin." The opinion of unbiassed persons was that for the time 
being, at any rate, the position as between the opposing forces was 
that of Stalemate. 

In OB:ober the Greek Prime MiniSter; M. Gounaris, accompanied 
by MM. Baltazzis and Rangabe, travelled to London and, after 
discussing the position in its various aspeB:s with Lord Curzon, 
agreed to place himself in his hands. The time seemed ripe, there· 
fore, for a further attempt to reach a settlement ; and Lord Curzon 
drew up a liSt of the modifications of the Treaty of Sevres which 
seemed necessary to meet the alt~red situation, for submission to his 
colleagues. 

Apart altogether from the attual terms of a possible peace, the 
queStion of procedure was a matter of the utmoSt importance. On 
three separate occasions the efforts of the Powers had been rendered 
futile and their authority flouted ; and Lord Curzon saw little 
advantage, consequently, in their intervention unless, having agreed 
upon the principles of the settlement which they desired, they were 
prepared to enforce them upon the combatants. And he proposed, 
therefore, a meeting of the Foreign MiniSters of Great Britain, 
France and Italy for the purpose of arriving at an Agreement on 
these all important matters. Assuming that agreement was reached 
both upon the terms to be offered and the Steps to be taken to ensure 
their being accepted, he next proposed a meeting of the Supreme 
Council in ConStantinople at which the Treaty of Peac~ should be 
laid before the belligerents. · 

At the end of December he com"ffiunicated his proposals, which 
had in the meantime received the approval of the Cabinet, to the 
French and Italian Governments ; and a meeting of their respeB:ive 
Foreign MiniSters was arranged for the middle of January for the 
purpose of discussing them. Yet once more fate intervened to 
poStpone these much needed conversations, for early in January 
M. Briand fell and M. Poincare Stepped into his place. 

The crisis which resulted in this change in the Government of 
France was a clear indication that the French people had inStinruvely 
realised that the rift which had opened between the two countries 
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over Silesia during the previous summer had not after all been 
closed but had, on the contrary, widened. The crisis itself was, in 
fact, due to a sudden realisation on the part of the French that the 
policy of M. Briand, which was directed towards closer co-operation 
with Great Britain, was not in reality the policy which they desired 
to pursue. For some time paSt this trend of French opinion had been 
gathering force. Silesia in the summer had been followed by the 
Washington Conference in the autumn ; and the Washington 
Conference, whatever it might be thought to have achieved, was 
regarded by the people of France as having been for them nothing 
but a humiliation. 

Such, then, was the atmosphere in France when early in January 
192.2., the Supreme Council met at Cannes. No one knew better than 
Mr. Lloyd George himself how essential it was to the success of his 
own programme that ivL Briand should continue in office. And to 
that end he was at laSt willing to offer him the Treaty of Guarantee 
that France had so long and so urgently desired. In face of these 
greater issues, the Near EaStern queStion became for the British 
Prime MiniSter a troublesome matter which muSt by one means or 
another be got out of the way. At Cannes, therefore, the hard facts 
of the situation were placed with complete candour before M. 
Gounaris. A settlement of the Near EaStern queStion, he was 
informed, had been made a condition of the proposed British 
Treaty of Guarantee to France. This at leaSt might be accounted 
unto Great Britain for righteousness by the Statesmen of Greece. 
But-and here was the naked and bitter truth realised at laSt, 
seemingly, by the British Prime MiniSter-no settlement of the Near 
EaStern queStion was possible unless the Greek forces were with
drawn from Smyrna. British feeling for Greece, Mr. Lloyd George 
went on to explain, while fundamentally unchanged, had loSt some
thing of its fervour as a result of the return to power and to the 
affections of his people of the ex-King ConStantine. In these circum
Stances they could expect no active assiStance from Great Britain if 
they decided on a renewal of war with Turkey ; and unless they were 
prepared to fight it out alone he advised them to place themselves 
unreservedly in Lord Curzon's hands. 

No concessions to M. Briand, however-not even this advice to 
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Greece nor the accompanying promise of the Treaty of Guarantee
were to prove sufficient to avert the crisis. In the eyes of all France 
Mr. Lloyd George had become the embodiment of everything that 
they most disliked in the British people. He was regarded as the 
most sinister advocate of a pro-German and pro-Russian policy, 
and as the personification, consequently, of the particular charac
teriStic which they traditionally imputed to the inhabitants of 
Albion. It needed nothing but a sign that at Cannes M. Briand was 
running in harness with Mr. Lloyd George to ensure his downfall. 
" Ah, Briand," exclaimed one who occupied a prominent position 
in the political life of France, on the eve of the French Premier's 
departure for the Riviera, " vous etes deja aile a Canossa. Prenez 
garde que vous n'alliez pas a Cannes aussi !" And it is at least a 
plausible supposition that, in the state of nervous tension in which 
the French public watched events at Cannes, it was in the photo
graphs of the French Premier meekly accepting instruCtion from Mr. 
Lloyd George in the art of swinging a golf club, which were pub
lished broadcast in the Press, that they found the sign which they 
sought. At any rate, events in Paris following closely upon this 
display of enterprise on the part of the piCtorial Press, necessitated 
M. Briand's abrupt return to the capital. In spite of his appeal, which 
had all the appearance of success, for the continued support of his 
colleagues and the Chamber, he decided to tender his resignation. 
And before the delegates at Cannes had time to realise what was 
taking place, M. Briand had been supplanted by M. Poincare. 

From the Riviera Lord Curzon hurried 'back to Paris and on 
January the 16th was received by the new 'French Premier. He 
went straight to the heart of the Near Eastern problem. At Cannes 
only a day or two before, he explained, M. Briand and the Italian 
Foreign Minister had accepted his proposals as a suitable basis for 
discussion. How soon would M. Poincare be prepared to take up 
the threads where they had been dropped ? Would the following 
week be possible ? It was scarcely possible to overstate the urgency 
of the matter. The Italian Foreign Minister awaited only a summons 
at the end of the telegraph line. It was not too much to say that the 
whole peace of the East was trembling in the balance. 

M. Poincare was not to be hurried. He was on the contrary 
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exasperatingly deliberate. In one respeCt he resembled Lord Curzon 
himself-he entertained an abiding passion for his pen. It has, 
indeed, been said of him that "if StatiStics and tabulated data were 
the sum of human exiStence, and the rules of geometry and algebra 
the bases of all human knowledge, Poincare would certainly be the 
greateSt public man of his generation." 1 And it was entirely in 
keeping with his reputation that he should have decided that before 
he could undertake to discuss the matter he would draw up his 
observations on Lord Curzon's proposals in writing. 

Here was a promise of the very delay that Lord Curzon was 
above all things anxious to avoid. Delay had been fatal in the paSt 
and had been a main cause of the humiliating position in which the 
Powers had long been floundering. Now, thanks to the season of the 
year, a little time had been vouchsafed to them in which to repair 
previous errors. Snow lay deep on the plateaux of Asia Minor, and 
while snow laSted the hope of a settlement lived. But January was 
already slipping by, and an exchange of Notes such as M. Poincare 
contemplated might absorb weeks of precious time. By March or 
ApriJ climatk condidons would favour a resumpdon of ho§tilities, 
and with fighting once more in progress what hope would there be 
for the methods of diplomacy ? 

But M. Poincare was adamant. Of one thing he was absolutely 
certain, and that was that at the present time French public opinion 
was Strongly opposed to Conferences. And he held French public 
opinion in extreme respeCt. Conversations were the moSt he was 
prepared to contemplate, and these not until the whole queStion had 
been exhauStively explored by means of written Notes. 

If in other respetts the interview was disappointingly infruetuose, 
it at leaSt left Lord Curzon in no doubt upon one point, and that was, 
that in no circumStances was M. Poincare going to do anything 
that savoured even remotely of rendering assiStance to the Greeks. 
And when in due course the Note promised by him reached the 
Foreign Office, Lord Curzon, realising that with the fall of M. 
Briand the prospett of agreement in face of the Near EaStern menace 
had become infinitely remote, cancelled his intended visit to Paris. 
And while a further exchange of written commentaries was taking 

•By Mr. F. H. Simonds in " How Europe made peace without America." 
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place between· Downing Street and the Quai D'Orsay the Italian 
Government fell, thus placing a further obStacle in the way of the 
long delayed conversations. 

In the meantime the position of the Greek army was Steadily 
deteriorating and the coffers of the Greek treasury were becoming 
exhauSted. Attempts which had been made for some months paSt 
to raise a loan in London had been unsuccessful, and on February 
the I 5th M. Gounaris penned a letter to Lord Curzon, which, 
because of the use which was subsequently made of it, acquired an 
undeserved notoriety. After referring to the delay to which the 
promised conversations between the Allied Powers had been 
subjeB:ed, the Greek Prime MiniSter set out the faB:ors which were 
tending to alter the military situation to the disadvantage of his 
country, laying special Stress upon the inability of the Greek Govern
ment, in the absence of immediate financial help, to meet the neces
sary expenditure on the upkeep of the army~ and commenting 
pointedly on the Steady increase in the supply of military equipment 
and munitions which was reaching Mustapha Kemal's forces. 

"Not to mention the war materialwhich he has been able 
to procure from Soviet Russia, we cannot but note with painful 
surprise the attitude taken up in this conneCtion by the Allied 
Powers, by whose side the Greek army participated in the war 
which Turkey had declared not againSt Greece but againSt the 
Allies. Certain of these Allied Powers have gone so far as to 
supply the enemy with arms and munitions to be used againSt 
their Ally in the great war." 

To redress the balance three things were essential; (i) reinforce
ments to neutralise the growing Turkish superiority in mere num
bers, (ii) fresh supplies of war material, and (iii) immediate financial 
aid. The firSt of these Greece could supply herself; f')r the other 
two she muSt look elsewhere. But unless all three were promptly 
provided, the Greek Command considered that any offensive move
ment on the part of the Turks would expose the Greek army to 
very serious danger. In the event of no such assiStance being 
praCticable, the Greek Command had asked that orders might be 
given for a withdrawal of the Greek forces while there was yet 
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1e to take the initiative, before being forced to it by the develop
:nt of the situation. 
Having thus set forth the position in detail in his letter to Lord 
Jrzon, M. Gounaris proceeded to address Mr. Lloyd George, 
peating in an abbreviated form the subStance of his Note to the 
ritish Foreign MiniSter, explaining that lack of financial resources 
1d shortage of war material muSt: expose the Greek army to grave 
anger as soon as the campaigning season set in, and asking the 
iVOUr of an interview before his early return to Athens. To this 
1tter requeSt: Mr. Lloyd George was unable to accede. 

In Lord Curzon's eyes, the State of affairs disclosed by M. Gounaris 
,dded yet one more cause for regret at the delay which had been 
·arced upon him by M. Poincare, and provided a further reason for 
.uging an early resumption of the conversations which had been 
broken off at Cannes. In early action by the Allied Powers lay, in his 
opinion, the beSt: hope of Staving off disaSter ; and after expressing 
the hope that the military position in Anatolia was " less imme
diately critical " than M. Gounaris feared, he urged that the wiseSt: 
course was unqueStionably " to expedite the diplomatic solution 
of the anxious position in which all were placed." 1 An Italian 
MiniStry having now been formed, he had haStened to propose a 
meeting in Paris within the next few days. On the queStion of the 
withdrawal of the Greek forces he ventured no opinion, since this 
appeared to be a matter for the Greek authorities themselves. Nor 
was it necessary for him to do so, since M. Gounaris had already 
telegraphed on February the z8th authorising the Greek Command 
to proceed immediately to such measures preliminary to withdrawal 
as they might consider necessary for avoiding danger to the army. 

From the time of his receipt of M. Gounaris's Note, one domi
nant idea occupied Lord Curzon's mind-to secure the agreement 
of the belligerents to an ArmiStice, to be followed by the peaceful 
evacuation of Anatolia by the Greek forces. And it is easy to under
Stand his feelings of exasperation when into the main Stream of his 
diplomatic effort there suddenly flowed one of those cross currents 
from which the Foreign Policy of Great Britain with her world-wide 
intereSts and responsibilities can never be certain of being free. 

•Letter from Lord Curzon toM. Gollnaris, dated March the 6th, 1922. 
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The presence in England of the Greek Prime MiniSter, combined 
with the absence of any visible attempt on the part of the British 

_Government to reach a settlement of the Near EaStern trouble by 
diplomatic means, gave rise to mischievous rumour. And in India 
rumour, once Started, sped rapidly from mouth to mouth in the 
mosques and bazaars where Moslems congregated, that it was in 
contemplation to render Greece such financial and material aid as 
would enable her to impose by force upon the Turkish people a 
peace which would shatter dreams to which the valour of MuSt:apha 
Kemal's army had given rise. The rapid spread of rumour to this 
effect fanned into open flame once more the smouldering embers of 
the Khilafat agitation. 

A~.cuSt:odians of the intereSts of seventy million Indian· Moslems, 
the Government oflndiahad Steadily urged.upon the Home Govern~ 
ment their view of the extent to which this.factor.in the ~ase should 
be borne in mind by those charged with the negotiation of a peace 
with Turkey. And, perturbed by the menace of a renewal of grave 
Muhammadan unreSt:, the Viceroy forwarded to the _Secretary of 
State yet one more Strongly worded representation <>n-the subject, 
together with a requeSt: that- he might be authorised~to .. pu'blish it. 
On March the:_ 4th, without consultation with any ofhis colleagues 
and without seeking the sanction of the Cabinet, Mr. Montagu tele
graphed his 92Q~~nt. 

With negotiations of extreme delicacy on this very queStion 
about to take place in Paris where, as Lord Curzon was only too well 
aware, not the leaSt: of his difficulties would be to overcome the 
Strong pro-Turkish leanings of the French Government, this 

nauthorised publication of the similarly pro-Turkish pronounce
tent of the Indian Government came as a tremendous shock. How 
reatly his feelings were outraged is abundantly clear from the tone 
:- the letter in which he set forth the grounds of his complaint to 
•· r:hamberlain, as leader of the UnioniSt: Party in the House of 

r1ons: 

" Look at the position in which it has placed me. I am 
bout, by desire of the Goyernment, to enter into negotiations 
•f the utmoSt: difficulty in Paris in which the dice are already 
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loaded heavily againSt me and in which my chances of success 
are small. JuSt at this moment, on the eve of the Conference, 
my pitch is queered, my hand is shattered, by the declaration 
f~QD;L~~·~ .. tl~e.J1riti§h GQY .. ~r.qment, claiming far more 
for the Turks than even in their wildeSt moments they have 
dared to ask for themselves, or than it is possible for any 
British Statesman to concede. When I argue to MuStapha 
Kemal or to Poincare about Adrianople or the Straits they 
have merely to brandish againSt me this fatal declaration. I 
have now no desire to go to Paris at all. I conceive that my 
mission is doomed by the aCt of one of my colleagues to certain 
and inevitable failure ... 

" If the policy of H.M.G. is the policy of the Viceroy and 
Montagu, then let Montagu go to Paris in my place, and fight 
to obtain Adrianople and Thrace and the Holy places for his 
beloved Turks. He will then have the failure which his own 
aCtion will have rendered inevitable inStead of thruSting it upon 
me. I shall be glad if you will show this letter to the Prime 
MiniSter at once. It is written in bed, hence the pencil. I would 
ask for a Cabinet this morning to discuss the matter, were I 
not too ill. But matters cannot reSt where they are, for in that 
case I cannot undertake my task." 1 

The Prime .MiniSter was only a little less angry than Lord Curzon, 
and Mr. Montagu's resignation became inevitable. It is but fair to 
his memory, however, to State that, whatever the lack of judgment 
which he displayed in assuming responsibility for the publication of , 
so confidential a Despatch, and however great the embarrassment ' 
that he consequently caused to the Foreign MiniSter on the eve of/ 
negotiations of supreme importance, his aCtion did have a veryj 
marked effeCt in laying what, from the comfortable diStance 
Whitehall, Lord Curzon charaCterised as " a faCtitious agitation 
but which, to those in India who were called upon to cope with 
had all the appearance of a movement fraught with the possibi 
of very real trouble. 

With this sensational and unfortunate episode disposed of, 
./tLetter dated March the gth, 1922. 

·- ~··~-· ' - •.< -~ ~ 
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Curzon turned his attention to his negotiations once more. On 
March the 16th and 18th he saw in his Study at 1 Carlton House 
Terrace, which had witnessed so many fateful gatherings, the repre
sentatives of the ConStantinople and Angora Governments who were 
then in London, and promised that he would endeavour to secure the 
evacuation of Anatolia by the Greeks, provided always that the 
Turks would accept an ArmiStice as an essential preliminary condi
tion. A note of his conve1;sations was submitted to the Cabinet, 
whom he met on March the zoth; and the French and Italian 
Governments were urged by him to join in insiSting on an imme
diate truce as a firSt condition of successful mediation. No one, 
indeed, could have worked harder or more wholeheartedly to 
secure a settlement which should be juSt and honourable to both 
disputants. Throughout the ten sittings of the Paris Conference, 
held on March zznd-z5th, he took the lead; and the Pronouncement 
issued at its conclusion, in which the results of their labours were 
made known to the world, was the work of his own pen. " Sitting 
as we are doing for six or seven hours in the day with barely time 
for meals," he wrote on March the 25th," I only have a moment to 
say that the Conference is ending far better for us than I had deemed 
possible, and that I shall come back with a plan which I think it 
quite likely that the Turks may ultimately refuse, but which will 
approve itself to the public opinion of the world as a juSt and 
generous solution." 1 .. 

The main provisions of the settlement, to which he had secured 
the adhesion of M. Poincare and Signor Schanzer, were the progres

ve retirement of the Greek forces from Anatolia under the super
ision of Allied officers ; the formulation, in the firSt place, by an 
tter-Allied Conference, of a new code for the protection of minori
es in both Greece and Turkey ; the execution of this new code of 
1ternational Law to be entruSted to the League of Nations; an 
lu1~ation to the League of Nations to co-operate in finding a 

Jon of the Armenian queStion, with the object of obtaining for 
\rmenian people the satisfaction of their traditional aspirations 
L National Home ; demilitarised zones on both shores of the 
ts and a zone of Allied military occupation, embracing the 
.etter to Mr., afterwards Sir, Austen Chamberlain. 
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.3-allipoli Peninsular as far as RodoSto on the Sea of Marmora ; an 
[nternational Straits Commission to control the navigation of those 
waters ; the reversion of ConStantinople to Turkey and the creation 
of a demilitarised zone of considerable extent, circling the city and 
serving as a cushion between the city and that part of EaStern 
Thrace assigned to Greece ; the speedy abolition of conscription in 
Turkey and a Strict limitation of the Strength of any future Turkish 
force recruited on a voluntary basis ; the grant to Turkey of in
creased financial control, and a modification of the Capitulations. 

The materialisation of this carefully thought out settlement 
depended upon one thing-the acceptance of an ArmiStice. That 
was the foundation upon which the superStruCture was to be 
eretl:ed. The Pronouncement which had been issued represented the 
plans and drawings of the architetl:s-no more. Until it was known 
whether those primarily concerned would consent to the founda
tions being laid, the builders could not get to work. They were 
never even called in, because after an ominous delay the Angora 
Government declined to call a halt to their military operations. 
And, though the Greek Government signified their acceptance of a 
truce, it is more than likely that their aaion would not have been 
ratified by the Greek people. The publication of the Pronouncement 
with the outline of the suggeSted settlement excited, indeed, a Storm 
of passionate indignation which swept tumultuously over the 
country. Single copies of a Greek newspaper which came out with 
a headline in huge letters, consiSting of a single word of opprobriu 
applied to the Allies, sold for as much as ten drachmas. In tl 
Greek Chamber M. Gounaris was vehemently assailed by the Opp1 
sidon, whose spokesmen declared that Mr. Lloyd George had Stat( 
officially that victorious Greece deserved more even than t1 
Treaty of Sevres had given her. Once more, therefore, Eurot 
looked on while Greece and Turkey prepared to rekindle the fir~ 
of destruction on her borders ; and not for the firSt time the rep 
sentatives of the Powers who had won the war Stood by, wring· 
their hands in impotent ill-humour at their failure to extinguish 
conflagration. 

It has seemed desirable to narrate, somewhat fully, the Star 
these abortive negotiations on account of the misappreh 
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as to the part played in them by Lord Curzon which subsequently 
arose. To this reference will be made in due course. It is not neces
sary to deal at any length with developments during the summer of 
1922 which followed on the failure of the Paris Conference of 
March, for Lord Curzon was prostrated by illness and was unable, 
therefore, to take any leading part in them. 

The summer of 1922 was, indeed, a melancholy one for him. To 
the chronic weakness in his back and leg was now added a severe 
attack of phlebitis, which kept him chained to his bed at Hackwood 
from the end of May to the middle of July. During this time he 
carried on much of the work of the Foreign Office from his bed. 
But it was obvious that there were many duties falling to the lot of 
the Foreign MiniSter which could not conveniently be discharged 
from a bed of sickness ; and at the end of May, when it seemed 
likely that his recovery muSt be a matter of time, Mr. Lloyd George 
proposed that Lord Balfour should take his place for the remainder 
of the Session. To this Lord Curzon agreed, though he was mor
bidly sensitive to any suggestion that the State of his health might 
render his retirement from so onerous a poSt desirable. " I accep
ted," he jotted down in pencil on a sheet of paper. " Balfour had 
not the leaSt intention of supplanting me and only consented as an 
aB: of kindness." But he was not so certain that the intentions of the 
Prime MiniSter were purely disintereSted, and he added to his note a 
diSturbing surmise as to what might be in process of being planned 
-"But when the Session ended, and the Foreign Office and public 
had become used to my absence and its cause, Balfour was to retire 
and" A orB or perhaps even C "was to take my place." 

His recovery was retarded by worry over such possibilities and 
by his old enemy insomilla to which such thoughts gave rise. 
Nothing that might possibly prove effective in inducing sorely 
needed slumber was neglected. Even hypnotism was given a trial, 
and there is a touch of the old humour in the description which he 
penned of the solitary attempt which was made to exorcise insomnia 
by this means. 

"YeSterday was a woeful night. He (the practitioner) dis
coursed for the beSt part of an hour about his method, the 
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conscious self, the sub-conscious self and Heaven knows what. 
I said, ' Tell me only what you propose to do.' He offered to 
come at I 1. ;o p.m.'' 

In due course the hypnotiSt returned and the seance began. 
" He Stood at the end of the bed, made me look at a gold 

ring on his finger, talked hard all the time about the certainty 
that I would have a quiet night, a tranquil night, reStful sleep, 
no more worry, the sub-conscious self fulfilling itself; then 
told me to close my eyes ; went on chattering ; declared I could 
not open them (which I found not the slighteSt difficulty in 
doing) ; announced that in half a minute, one minute, two 
minutes I should be faSt asleep, and finally after half an hour of 
this foolish chatter, left me far more wide awake than when he 
came. However, I did my best, kept my eyes closed, thought of 
nothing, gave full chance to the sub-conscious self, and after 
one and a half hours was as wide awake as at noonday-nay 
more so. Then I took under his inStructions my drug which 
failed to operate at all. . . So that experiment is over. I can 
underStand its being successful with a wounded Tommy. 
But with my brain all afire and resenting assurances which I 
knew to be a fraud, it was no good." 1 

There was the root of the trouble-his brain was always " all 
afire " ; and rumours which now began to circulate in the Press 
fanned it to a devouring flame. " I dare not put anything about 
myself in the papers," he wrote on May the I 7th, " or the Dai(y 
Express will continue its clamour for me to resign." And on the 
next day-" The Dai(y Express announces (for obvious reasons) 
that I am very seriously ill and that my friends are very anxious 
about me." He kept a vigilant eye on all that happened in London: 
"I was greatly tickled at Arthur's maiden speech in the House of 
Lords being followed by a smashing Government defeat. What will 
all the people say who thought he was sent there to charm and 
subdue the Salisbury group and to save the Government from the 
rebuffs which I incurred ?" 

July saw him Still a prisoner at Hackwood and bitterly resentful 
1Lc:tter to Lady Curzon, dated May the t8th, 1922. 
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of attacks upon him in the Press. "This morning I was thrown back 
by reading the two vile paras in The Times and Dai!y Mail, a part of 
their ceaseless vendetta againSt me. . . I am, indeed, ill-treated, for 
the Northcliffe people will not spare me even in my illness and seem 
bent on getting me out alive or dead." x 

At Orleans, whither he went in the middle of July, the phlebitis 
responded to treatment and his spirits rose. " I am going out this 
afternoon on foot," he wrote on July the 29th, "to see the houses 
of the various Royal improprieties, Diane le Poitiers, Agnes de 
Sorel, etc., who seem to have found an attraction in this place of 
which I can discover no relics." z And early in AuguSt with his 
veins reStored, but weak and shaken by conStant pain and sh!epless
ness, he returned to London. 

•This and the previous quotations are from letters to Lady Cur:z:on. 
•Let~er to Mr. A. W. Keith-Falconer. · 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THE GATHERING STORM 

As the year 1922 wore on Lord Curzon found his position growing 
more difficult. The Near EaStern queStion was not the only one on 
which his view differed au fond from that of the Prime MiniSter. He 
viewed with grave misgiving and with a Strong personal dislike the 
tendency which Mr. Lloyd George displayed to seek a rapproche
ment with Soviet Russia. And, if his illness during the summer 
caused him infinite diStress, it at leaSt saved him from the embarrass
ment of accompanying the Prime MiniSter to Genoa, where Mr. 
Lloyd George had planned to receive representatives from Moscow. 

The idea of a great gathering of the nations at Genoa seems firSt 
to have formed in Mr. Lloyd George's mind after the Washington 
Conference in :Kovember 1921. It was discussed with M. Briand in 
London in December and it was further elaborated at Cannes. It 
was to be no hole-and-corner meeting of the representatives of one 
or two intereSted Governments, but something more of the nature 
of a World Parliament, at which not France and Italy only but 
America, Germany and Bolshevist Russia were to meet in happy 
concord round a common board. The realisation of this ambitious 
projeCt was defeated before ever the Conference assembled, by the 
attitude towards it firSt of America and then of France, as will be 
explained hereafter. But in spite of all discouragement preparations 
were proceeded with and, in the end, invitations were aCl:ually 
issued to, and accepted by, the Governments of no less than twenty
seven countries. 
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There is no need to question the sincerity of Mr. Lloyd George's 
belief that in a Conference of this kind, at which. outStanding ques
tions of every sort could be discussed by representatives of all the 
countries of the civilised world, was to be found the beSt hope of a 
solution of those economic troubles from which Great Britain her
self was so sorely suffering. He possessed a mind which was at all 
times receptive of new ideas. The policy of wringing from Ger
many the uttermoSt farthing, with which he had proceeded to Paris 
in I9I9, had already been discarded, and had given place to ideas on 
the real nature of the economic problem suggeSted by the writings 
of Professor Keynes. The theories put forward by Professor Keynes 
had been reinforced by the hard facts of the economic situation in 
the United Kingdom, of which the weekly Statement of the number 
of the unemployed was at once the moSt dramatic and the moSt 
siniSter example. During the year I 92 I unemployment had risen 
with alarming rapidity, so much so that the number of unemployed 
persons shown by the MiniStry of Labour as being in receipt of aid 
under the Unemployed Insurance Act of I92o, Stood at the end of 
the year I92I at a figure only a little short of 2,ooo,ooo. No one of 
Mr. Lloyd George's perception needed to be told that, with indus
trial depression of this kind weighing upon the population, there 
lurked very real' danger to the Stability of the country in the con
tinued economic Stagnation of the Continent. 

But there is good reason for supposing that, in the eyes of those 
who believed that in the circumStances of the time the retention in 
office of a Coalition Government was in the higheSt degree desir
able, much advantage might be reaped at home from the success 
of a gathering planned on the scale and with the objects of the 
Genoa Conference. The prestige and popularity of the Government 
were not what they had been. At home their position was threatened 
by the growing revolt of the Conservative party againSt the leader
ship of Mr. Lloyd George ; while, abroad, the preStige of the British 
Prime MiniSter was suffering from the wave of hoStility which was 
surging across France and finding clamorous expression in the 
Parisian Press. And there were many excellent reasons for supposing 
that at any moment the political Stock of the Cabinet might expe
rience a further fall. At the beginning o~ I922. there were at leaSt 
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)me assets. Lord Balfour's Striking success at Washington towards 
1.e end of 19zx was one; the Irish Treaty was another. Yet no one 
new better than those who were specifically charged with the 
:ustodianship of the Government's interests, that when the Cabi
let were called upon to deal with all the queStions which muSt 
tnevitably arise between the two Governments, the Irish Treaty 
would be likely to prove a rapidly diminishing asset. Neither did 
they derive much comfort from their contemplation of the impend
ing Budget nor of the work of the Geddes Committee. They 
plumped, therefore, for an immediate appeal to the Country. And 
the irritation experienced in certain quarters when this plan was 
fruStrated by the aCtion of Sir George, afterwards Lord, Younger, 
was refleCted in the speeches of the time and notably in Lord Birken
head's description of Sir George Younger's interference as a display 
of insubordination on the part of the cabin boy againSt the authority 
of the captain. 

There remained, however, the Genoa Conference. A spectacular 
success on an international Stage might well redress the balance ; 
and in the Conference as planned lay the possibility of such success. 
The presence of America would be welcomed by the British public 
at large ; that of Germany by the growing volume of opinion that 
was being alienated by the attitude of France; that of Russia by the 
Radical and Labour parties, whose political doCtrines were once 
again emerging from the obscurity into which they had been 
plunged by the Stern realities of four years of war. 

It was Mr. Lloyd George's readiness to parley with the represen
tatives of Soviet Russia that Lord Curzon particularly disliked. At 
the Imperial Conference held in June 192.1, he had spoken of the 
Soviet AdminiStration as " this deplorable Government " ; and he_, 
had declined to express any opinion as to the future. " As to the 
future of Russia I will refrain from speculating. I have no right to 
make a forecast. It is Still the great mystery of Europe, the great 
dark cloud of the world, and what new forces are germinating be
hind it I do not know." 1 His hoStility was certainly not lessened by 
time; for, more than two years later, he was Still lamentin:g that 
Russia remained under a form of Government which, " though 

•Speech at the Imperial Conference on June 22nd, 1921, 
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deteStable in its principles and in much of its practice," was quite 
unlikely to be displaced, and was strong " because every body or 
agency that could dispute its Strength has been eviscerated or 
destroyed." 1 And, it is not surprising that, holding these views, he 
looked forward with grave concern to the impending Conference 
at Genoa. " I hope to get back on Monday evening," he wrote from 
Paris on March the 25th, 1922. "I cannot commit myself in advance 
to a solitary recognition (i.e. by Great Britain alone) of the Soviet 
Government. Whether we recognise them at all m1,1st depend 
entirely upon what they do and to some extent on what others do at 
Genoa. And I do not think that an unfettered discretion to grant or 
to refuse recognition ought either to be sought or given." z 

Glad enough to have escaped the necessity of meeting the repre
sentatives of a Government which he regarded as beyond the pale, 
Lord Curzon looked on at the proceedings at Genoa with mixed 
feelings from his sick bed in England. Much of the gilt had already 
been stripped from the proscenium before either the audience or the 
players had assembled. The belief that America could be persuaded 
to attend had been quickly dispelled. M. Poincare had not departed 
from the view which he had expressed to Lord Curzon immediately 
after Cannes, that French puplic opinion was Strongly opposed to 
Conferences. In view of M. Briand's promise to take part, he did 
not absolutely veto French representation ; but at Boulogne, where 
he met Mr. Lloyd George, he insisted on a rigid restriction of the 
scope of the Conference and the exclusion from its purview of 
Reparations and other matters arising out of the Treaties of Peace ; 
and, in the end, he delegated the duty of representing French inte
rests to others and shore the gathering of much of its importance 
by remaining in Paris himself. Finally, the attention of the audience, 
when at laSt the curtain was about to be rung up, was directed away 
from the main performance by a sensational and unannounced 
lever de rideau, cleverly Staged without previous notice to the other 
performers, by Germany and Russia. The Treaty of Alliance 
which they presented as a contribution of their own to the enter
tainment-known subsequently as the Treaty of Rapallo-pro-

•Speech at the Imperial Conference on October 5th, 1923. 
•Letter to Mr:, afterwards Sir, Au§l:en Chamberlain. 
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vided a sensation after which everything else fell flat. In Moscow 
it was hailed as a diplomatic victory of the firSt order ; by the ~upe
fied delegates who had assembled to offer their hands magnani
mously, if in some cases a little dubiously, to the outc~s from 
European society, it was regarded as a clumsy ge~re of defiance 
on the part of the very outlaws whom they had condescended to 
befriend. 

Lord Curzon's fear was leSt, ~ng by these successive disappoint
ments to some la~ desperate attempt by out-Heroding Herod to 
reStore the position, Great Britain might find herself committed by 
Mr. Lloyd George to some disaStrous Agreement with the Soviet 
Government. And he confided his fears to Mr. Chamberlain : 

"I am following very closely the Genoa debacle," he wrote 
on May the 13th, "and have ju~ been reading the full text of 
the Russian repJy, in which they very clearly refuse the political 
conditions about propaganda--except it may be in such an 
anodyne form as to be even more worthless than the corres
ponding engagements in the Trade Agreement, and ~ill more 
decline to give the undertaking againSt helping the Kemali~s 
in Asia Minor. . . In these circumStances, that we should enter 
into any agreement with the Russians-without being sure 
on all these points (quite apart from the nature of their re
joinder on the other issues economic and otherwise); that we 
should Still contemplate recognition of them in return for some 
patched up and illusory agreement, in which everything is 
thrown forward into the future and that we should even be 
prepared to do this alone, or with Italy and such other Balkanic 
States as we may be able to pick up, but without France and 
Belgium, would seem to be incredible, were it not that I read 
in the Daily Chronicle this morning, to which I look every day 
for the Prime MiniSter's views, that the Russian reply is rather 
a fine document. . . Now you said very juStly in your telegram 
to the Prime Mini~er that the danger of the situation was in the 
political rather than in the economic sphere. But, if he is to 
come home with a proposed recognition of the Soviet on 
conditions at all like those to which I have referred, I think he 
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will rend our pany, already badly split, from top to bottom and 
will break up the Government. Every word that I prophesied 
about the Trade Agreement has turned out to be true. The 
trade has been a farce, while the propaganda has continued 
and is Still continuing unabated. . . To have dealings with 
such people is bad at all times ... But to do it in the conditions 
described and in order to scrape something out of Genoa 
would be the nadir of humiliation." 

He hoped that he was mis-taken in his fears as to what was being 
done, but he was seriously diSturbed : 

" Of course nothing of this sort may be in contemplation and 
I may have misread the signs and symptoms to which I have 
referred. But, when I refleCl: that the Prime MiniSter is alone 
at Genoa with no Foreign Office to guide him ... and when I 
recall the whole trend of his policy for the paSt three years, I 
can feel no certainty that we may not find ourselves committed 
to something differing in all essentials from that to which we 
gave a reluCl:ant assent, and pregnant with political disaster 
here. I am no admirer of the present policy of France. But I 
do not think we can afford to split with her on such an issue 
as this. I have thought it only a part of my duty to tell you as 
leader of our wing of the Cabinet what is in my mind, and I 
do not believe there is a man in the Foreign Office or a British 
Ambassador in Europe, who would not endorse every word of 
what I have said." - · 

Mr. Chamberlain's reply came as a great relief to him as is evident 
from a letter which he wrote to Lady Curzon on May the 16th: 

" Chamberlain answered my letter which I wrote while you 
were here, agreeing with every word of it and saying it is out 
of the queStion that we should acknowledge these (people) 
while things are as they are. Genoa has now finally collapsed 
and the Prime MiniSter is coming back with nothing-entirely 
his own fault. I hope it will be the laSt of these fant~c 
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gatherings which are really only designed as a ~age on 
which he is to perform." 

Mr. Lloyd George returned from Genoa not more, but less 
secure than he had been when he ~arted. At any moment a match 
might be laid to a powder train which would blow up his Govern
ment ; and by the irony of Fate it was Mr. Lloyd George himself 
who in the end ~ruck and applied the match. 

Throughout the summer the deadlock in the Near Ea~ continued, 
and in July the British Government agreed, though with con
siderable reluctance, to a French proposal that representatives of 
the Allies and of the Greek and Turkish Governments should be 
invited to a preliminary Conference to discuss the Paris terms of 
March, without prior acceptance by the belligerents either of an 
Armi~ice or of the general principles underlying the Paris proposals. 
It was agreed after some discussion that the venue of this Conference 
should be Venice. 

The belligerents themselves, however, had other views. Disgu~ed 
at the failure of the Powers, Greece was cogitating further efforts 
on her own, and in a Note handed to the Allies on July the z9th, 
announced her intention of occupying Constantinople, and followed 
up her announcement by landing z 5 ,ooo troops at RodoSto. She 
was at once warned by the British Government that, with Con
stantinople in the hands of the Allies, no such project could be 
approved, and she agreed to proceed no further with the plan in 
the absence of permission from the Allies to do so. 

It was at this psychological moment, when the suspicions of the 
Turks as to the next move by Greece were thoroughly aroused, 
that Mr. Lloyd George's evil genius prompted him to make a 
speech which, in the circumstances of the time, could only be re
garded by Greeks and Turks alike as an encouragement to the 
former to seek a decision by force. W'hile he admitted that we were 
obliged, in the circumstances in which we were placed, to resist 
the desire of the Greeks to occupy ConStantinople, he also admitted 
that, if not restrained, Greek troops would have little difficulty in 
seizing and holding the Turkish capital and by so doing in producing 
a decision. And he declared that it seemed a little unfair that we 
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should be defending the capital of their enemy againSt them. As it 
was, there was only one way in which the Greeks could obtain a 
decision, and that was by marching through impenetrable defiles 
for hundreds of miles into Turkish territory in Asia. He paid a 
glowing tribute to the prowess of Greek arms. They had eStablished 
a military superiority, he declared, in every pitched battle and had 
only been deprived of victory by the conformation of the country 
and by the fact that they ,had been obliged to maintain lines of 
communication that no other army in Europe would ever have 
dreamed of risking. It was one of the unfairnesses of the situation 
that w.e were driven by the position we occupied into not giving · 
them a fair field and no favour to fight the issue out. And then 
Mr. Lloyd George made an observation into which, it is easy to 
underStand, both Greeks and Turks were almoSt certain to read a 
special significance-" Peace the KemaliSts will not accept, because 
they say we will not give them satisfactory ArmiStice terms ; but 
we are not allowing the Greeks to wage the war with their full 
Strength. We cannot allow that sort of thing to go on indefinitely 
in the hope that the KemaliSts entertain that they will at laSt exhauSt 
this little country, whose men have been in arms for ten or twelve 
years with one war after another, and which has not inde£nite 
resources." z 

Whatever may have been Mr. Lloyd George's object in making 
his speech, there is not the smalleSt doubt as to its effect. Both in 
Athens and in Angora it was interpreted as a thinly veiled invitation 
to Greece to renew the Struggle. Passages from it were issued as an 
Army Order to the Greek forces. In the Council Chamber in Angora 
it led to a decision to risk-ari immediate offensive. On the night of 
AuguSt the 18th the Turkish army Struck on a wide front and with 
complete success ; and before many days had passed the Greeks 
had been flung from the plateaux of Asia Minor and were Streaming 
in panic and disorder across the Straits to Europe. 

This rapid change in the situation brought a hoSt of difficulties 
in its train. Across the waters of the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles 
lay those Strips of Asiatic soil which, in· all the various proposals 

'Speech in the House of Commons on AuguSt 4th, 1922. 
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1ade by the Allies for the settlement of the Near EaStern queStion, 
ad figured as demilitarised and neutral zones. Unless the whole 
'asis on which it was intended that the eventual settlement should 
eSt, was to be upset, it was essential that these zones should remain 
ntact. And, on September the 14th, after the flight of the Greeks 
·rom Asia, M. Poincare agreed to representations in the names of 
:he Allies being made to MuStapha Kemal to the effect that these 
zones muSt be respected by the Turkish troops. 

In the meantime, from ConStantinople, a Stream of alarming 
telegrams poured in upon the Foreign office in London. It was 
reported that MuStapha Kemal had Stated that it was his intention 
to settle not only the queStion of Smyrna, but of Thrace also, by 
force of arms. Rumour spoke of the vanguard of his army flushed 
with victory sweeping up from Smyrna and as having already 
reached the borders of the neutral zone. It was further Stated that 
he was being urged by the more extreme elements in his entourage 
to provoke a rising in ConStantinople and to incite to active insur
rection the bands of military marauders which were in exiStence 
throughout Thrace. In short, all the news which poured in from the 
scene of action pointed to a determination on the part of a victorious 
Turkish army to fling back their hereditary foe and even the 
slender forces of the Allied Powers themselves, not from Asia only 
but from those lands in Europe-ConStantinople, Gallipoli and 
Thrace-of which the vicissitudes of war had deprived the Turkish 
people. 

This, then, was the situation at the middle of September. On the 
I 5th, the Cabinet deliberated long and anxiously and decisions of 
grave importance were taken. Chanak on the Asiatic shore of the 
Dardanelles, occupied at the time by a single British battalion, was 
reinforced, and it was further decided that such forces, naval and 
military, as were available, should be concentrated upon preventing 
the violation of the neutral zone and the passage of Turkish troops 
from Asia to Europe. At the same time the Dominion Govern
ments were informed of the critical nature of what was happening, 
and their co-operation, in the event of necessity, was invited. The 
Balkan States were similarly approached. In coming to their deci
sions the Cabinet not unnaturally assumed, in view of M. Poincare's 
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Note of the 14th, that they were ailing in conformity with the policy 
agreed upon by the Allies. 

It is difficult to say how far Lord Curzon agreed with all the 
decisions arrived at by the Cabinet in the course of their proceedings 
on Friday the I 5th. When judging his actions during this and the 
following days of Stress, it is essential to bear in mind what has been 
said in chapter XV of his attitude in these days towards opposition 
on the part of his colleagues in the Cabinet. When telling of his 
successes in debate in those far-off days when he had dominated the 
Union, the Canning club and other political bodies at Oxford, I 
remarked that as often as not his triumphs were of a quasi-physical 
nature. x There were men in the Cabinet in I 922 of whom the same 
remark might not unjuStly have been made ; but Lord Curzon was 
not now one of them. On the contrary his vitality had been sapped 
by a long and exhauSting illness. He entered the Cabinet room 
haltingly and sometimes in obvious pain. The foot-reSt from which 
he never dared be parted was arranged for him under the Cabinet 
table. He took his seat slowly and often painfully. When Strongly 
moved his hands would shuffle irritably with the papers in front of 
him ; and from confliB:, engendered by the vigorous expression of 
views with which he was unable to agree, he inStinB:ively recoiled. 
That he was not wholly in sympathy with the majority, even on 
September the I 5th, seems clear from a note in the form of a personal 
aide-mimoire which he wrote of the proceedings a short time after
wards. It was insiSted, he noted, that British lives were about to be 
sacrificed, the British troops hurled into the Dardanelles, the freedom 
of the Straits loSt for ever, Thrace overrun,· ConStantinople handed 
over to massacre. " I believe the bulk of this," he added, " to have 
been a gross and ridiculous exaggeration." 

Nevertheless he muSt be held to have accepted the decisions taken, 
for he subsequently Stated in public that after the meeting of the 
Cabinet he was engaged at the Foreign Office until paSt 8 p.m. in 
despatching the telegrams upon which the Cabinet had decided l. 
This task completed, he returned to Hackwood. 

But, whatever may have been the position on Friday the 15th, 

•See Volume I, chapter II. 
•Statement by Lord Curzon in the Morning Post of November Ioth, 1922. 
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it is clear from the happenings of the next few days that relations 
between Lord Curzon and some of his principal colleagues had 
now become gravely strained ; and that, even if he was not in serious 
disagreement with their policy, he did, in any case, dissent pro
foundly from the methods which they adopted in giving effect to it. 
On Saturday the I 6th, certain Ministers met and, in face of the 
natural demand for information, decided to issue a Statement. In 
the absence of Lord Curzon a communique was, therefore, drawn up 
by Mr. Churchill, submitted to the Prime Minister and handed to 
the Press. Neither Lord Curzon, who had been in telephonic com
munication with the Prime Minister during the day, nor the Foreign 
Office was consulted. And there is little doubt that, had the aid of 
either been invoked, the Statement would have been couched in 
very different terms. 

Be that as it may, the C()mmuniqu! as issued, if its object was to 
awaken the world to a sense of the gravity of the situation which had 
arisen, was certainly successful. But the process of awakening 
affected different people in different ways. It created in the mind of 
the public the idea that the Government, or some members of the 
Government at any rate, were leading them to the brink of war and 
a simultaneous determination that in no circumstances would they 
follow them there. It infuriated Lord Curzon who read it in the 
Sunday papers " with consternation " and characterised it as a 
"manifesto" in essence and as "flamboyant" in style. And it 
immediately and fatally alienated Italy and France. At the meeting 
of the Cabinet on Monday the I 8th he protested against the action 
of the Government in issuing it, and expressed his intention of at 
once proceeding to Paris to endeavour to restore the position with 
France, bluntly refusing the suggestion of the Prime Minister that 
he should take with him another Minister. 

M. Paul Cambon, the veteran Ambassador of France, had once 
said of an interview which he had held with Lord Curzon when the 
relations between the two countries were seriously Strained, that 
during the whole of his long service in England, amounting to 
twenty-two years, that half-hour had been the most painful and 
serious moment that he had had to face. It was now Lord Curzon's 
turn to experience feelings of the same sort. His conversations with 
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M. Poincare, at firSt alone and later in conjuncrion with Count 
Sforza, were carried on in so highly charged an atmosphere that at 
one point he was unable to bear the Strain of the French Premier's 
bitter reproaches, and demanded an adjournment in order that he 
might consider his position. 

It had been an inauspicious prelude to this firSt discussion that, 
on the previous day, i.e., September the 19th, M. Poincare should 
have telegraphed orders· to ConStantinople to withdraw the French 
contingent which, by arrangement between the Allied commanders 
on the spot, had proceeded to Chanak to support the British force 
already there. Here was France's answer to the "flamboyant 
ManifeSto." In Lord Curzon's eyes such aCtion was deplorable in 
itself, in that it left the small British force on the Asiatic shore of the 
Dardanelles isolated. It was even more deplorable as a geSture to 
the Turks, who could scarcely be expecred to read into it anything 
else than an indication that on the queStion of the neutral zones 
France no longer supported the policy of Great Britain. And this 
was, indeed, the case ; for, if the conversation of two and a half 
hours' duration between M. Poincare and Lord Curzon, on the 
morning' of September the 2.oth, did little else, it at leaSt made one 
thing unmistakably clear, and that was that neither the French Prime 
MiniSter, nor his Government, nor the French Parliament would 
consent to any acrion by the Allied commanders on the spot which 
might expose a single French soldier to the danger of being shot at 
by a Turk. From this position M. Poincare firmly declined to 
depart. He reaffirmed it in the presence and with the approval of 
the Italian representative later in the day; and he remarked that 
the beSt advice which he could give Lord Curzon was that his 
Government should follow the example set by France and withdraw 
their troops from Chanak, since he was satisfied that in a military 
sense the position was in any case untenable. 

On the queStion of summoning an early Peace Conference Lord 
Curzon found little divergence between M. Poincare and himself .. 
TheFrench Premier expressed his willingness to e~ert such influence 
as he might possess with Mustapha Kemal to dissuade him from 
embarking upon any course of acrion which might imperil the 
prospects of such a Conference, or which might compel Great 
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i3ritain to act alone. At the close of this second meeting on the 
2oth, Lord Curzon began to entertain hopes of a successful outcome 
of his mission. He was to pass through many hours of mental 
perturbation, however, before he could claim success. Conversa
tions on the 22nd showed how difficult it was to exclude from the 
discussions frequent mention of the refusal of the French Govern
ment to co-operate in any military measures againSt: the Turks. And 
before matters had proceeded far on that day, the Council room was 
resounding with charges and counter-charges, with recriminations, 
attacks and retorts, until Lord Curzon could Stand the Strain no longer 
and rising from his chair, shaken with emotion, left the room. 

Later in the day some progress was made towards an accord, 
when Lord Curzon proposed that General Harington should pro
ceed to Mudania to meet MuSt:apha Kemal, with a view to arranging 
for mutual recognition by Turks and Greeks of lines behind which 
each should halt in Asia and Europe respectively, pending the 
assembling of a Conference. Should M. Poincare wish for time to 
consider this suggeStion, Lord Curzon expressed his willingness to 
extend his Stay in Paris for another twenty-four hours. 

This marked the turning point in the negotiations, and, at the end 
of a four hours' sitting on the evening of the 23fd, agreement had 
been reached on the terms of an invitation to be sent to MuStapha 
Kemal's Government at Angora. Agreement once reached, little 
time was loSt: in acting upon it. The invitation was despatched to 
Angora the same night ; Lord Curzon returned to London the 
following day, and on Monday the 25th was accorded the hearty 
congratulations of the Cabinet on his successful handling of his 
difficult mission. He was equally complimentary to those with 
whom only a short time before he had been so gravely incensed. 
"At no point," he said, "did the Prime :MiniSter and his colleagues 
fail to give complete support, going even beyond what I had asked 
for. The truSt and wide latitude given me have contributed 
materially towards the result of the Conference." 

The decision to send a joint invitation to Angora was received 
with unfeigned relief by the French press, in which the part played 
by Lord Curzon in the negotiations was spoken of in terms of high 
appreciation. His long and patiently fought battle seemed, there-
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fore, to have been crowned with a great reward; for the Alliance 
had been reStored, while harmonious relations between Lord 
Curzon and his colleagues in the Cabinet had been re-eStablished. 
Yet precisely at this moment Fate, looking on as it seemed with a 
sardonic grin at th.e complacency of his puppets, gave another and 
somewhat vicious jerk to the Strings at the ends of which they 
danced. Immediately the scene changed. Confusion reigned where 
complacency had been. A revolution broke out in Greece. King 
ConStantine displayed both a capacity for quick decision and dis
cretion in hurrying from his recently recovered throne; and M. 
Venizelos haStened to London as the Envoy of the new Greek 
Government. · 

There is no doubt that this unlooked-for development gave new 
hope to the phil-Hellenes in the British Cabinet. They thought that 
under the inspiration of M. V enizelos a rapid Greek revival might 
be expected, and that in these altered circumStances a settlement 
on the lines of the Paris Pronouncement of the previous March 
might be achieved-a view which Lord Curzon was altogether 
unable to share. And he put his fears on record in a letter to Mr. 
Chamberlain : 

"I was very much alarmed at the idea put forward" (at a 
Cabinet meeting) " that we should once again seek the pre
carious and as . I think worthless alliance of the Greeks, and 
very likely :find ourselves once more at war with Turkey, with 
Greece alone on our side. Nothing in my opinion would recon
cile the Country to such a development, and it would, I think, 
bring about the fall of the Government. It would also destroy 
at one blow the Allied unity which I was sent to Paris to en
deavour to rebuild." x 

Away in Asia Minor, MuStapha Kemal displayed an almoSt 
uncanny insight into the working of the British Prime MiniSter's 
mind. He apprehended that Mn Lloyd George might already be 
negotiating with the new Greek Government with the idea of 
flinging them once more into the field of battle in the hope of 

•Letter dated September 27th, 1922, 
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bbing Turkey of the spoils of vitl:ory. He therefore left Smyrna, 
lither he had earlier summoned his Government, and in the 
mpany of M. Franklin-Bouillon, who had appeared upon the 
~ne once more, retired to Angora. He refrained from making 
y answer to the Allied invitation, and inStead, permitted his 
)ops to advance across the border of the neutral zone until they 
vouacked so close to the slender British garrison at Chanak that 
ey even made grimaces at the British soldiers across the narrow 
rip of barbed wire entanglement which was all that now separated 
Lem. 
Lord Curzon was no more willing to tolerate this contemptuous 

titude on the part of Mu&tapha Kemal than were other members of 
te Cabinet ; but he Still believed that the situation could be dealt 
·ith by diplomacy without resort to force. And it was on this ques
on that a difference in the Cabinet broke out once more. On 
eptember the 29th a conference of MiniSters decided, much against 
.ord Curzon's will, to despatch immediately to Sir Charles Haring
)n an ultimatum for communication to the Turkish commander. 
)n the same afternoon Lord Curzon saw Dr. Nihad Rechad, the 
:::emali&t representative in London ; and, having explained to him 
hat, owing to the attitude of Mu&tapha Kemal, a situation had 
risen in which nothing short of the immediate withdrawal of the 
rurkish forces from the neighbourhood of Chanak could avert an 
mtbreak of hoStilities, urged him to telegraph in this sense without 
me moment's delay. And, having thus set the diplomatic machine 
n motion, he asked that a further meeting of the inner Cabinet 
night be held at his house that night, to plead for a delay of at least 
:wenty-four hours in the presentation of the ultimatum. Those 
nembers who had remained in London-the Prime MiniSter had 
gone to the country-assembled at Carlton House Terrace at 10 p.m. 
But expert military opinion, which was to the effetl: that only by 
prompt military aB:ion could the danger of a military disaSter be 
averted, prevailed, and Lord Curzon's appeal was rejetl:ed. 

For the next two days the Conference of MiniSters was in almoSt 
perpetual session, in the expetl:ation of news from General Baring
ton that the ultimatum had been delivered and hoStilities begun. No 
news came and on Saturday, September the ;oth, while a reply from 
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ConStantinople was Still being awaited, Lord Curzon sat down and 
wrote an account of all that he had been going through to Lady 
Curzon-

" I have had a moSt terrible time since you left. On Friday 
evening I had a long talk with the KemaliSt representative 
here. This was followed by a meeting at this house (No. I 

Carlton House Terrace) of Cabinet MiniSters, 10 p.m. to I 1.45 
p.m. Y eSt:erday there were three Cabinet meetings from the 
laSt of which I only returned at 12.40 a.m. I then did not have 
one wink of sleep. We began again at Io a.m. and I have only 
juSt returned at 2..2. 5 p.m. There is another at 3 p.m; I have 
had to suStain the battle single-handed againSt: all the :fire-eaters 
and war-mongers. . . It is a Homeric encounter. But, so far, 
nothing has. happened as they prediCted and I hope ~here is 
Still a possibility of keeping peace, though if left to themselves 
they would wreck it twice a day." 

That same night at a further meeting of the Cabinet, at which 
great irritation was eXhibited by some of those present at the 
continued silence of General Harington, the breach between those 
who urged an immediate resort to aCtion and those headed by Lord 
Curzon who counselled patience, developed rapidly. Those who 
thought that the extreme limit of patience had been reached and, 
indeed, passed, urged the abandonment of the Mudania Conference, 
which had been the corner-Stone of the agreement which Lord 
Curzon had so recently succeeded in re-eStablishing with France. 
This proposal was fortunately not insiSted on, and Lord Curzon was 
congratulated by those who now gave him their support upon the 
outcome of the meeting : 

" I muSt congratulate you moSt heartily," wrote one of them 
on October the 2nd, " that your views prevailed in Cabinet 
and that the Mupania Conference is to take place oefore we 
open :fire I It is difficult for those of us who have not been 
attending the conferences of MiniSters to pick up all thee, threads 
of all th~t has gone before at a moment's notice; but I was 
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simply horrified at the proposals made by certain of our 
colleagues to issue an ultimatum at once, and not even to wait 
for Harington's telegram which was known to be on the way. 
Happily, this proposal was not persiSted in on Saturday night; 
but if it had been, I should certainly have supported your view 
and so would several others who sit at our end of the table. 
And yeSterday things went alright in view of the telegram 
which had been received." 1 

General Harington had, in faa, refrained from ailing on the ulti
matum despatched to him on the 2.9th, and peace had consequently 
remained unbroken. 

'Letter from Sir A. Griffith-Boscawen. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

' THE FALL OF THE COALITION GOVERNMENT 

I 

ALTHOUGH the .receipt of General Harington's telegram on October 
the 1st had eased the tensiort of the situation, the breach in the 
Cabinet remained. Among some, at least, of the Conse~ative 
members there was genuine alarm, and in his letter of October the 
7nd, Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen spoke for others besides himself: 

"I am greatly alarmed at the situation generally, the 
terrible risks of war which some of our friends appear prepared 
to take and their diStruSt of diplomatic methods. . . I am cer
tain the country does not want war and will not have it, 
unless it is convinced that every effort to avoid it has been 
made." 

And neither Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, nor Mr. Stanley 
Baldwin nor others who shared their views, were prepared to 
acquiesce in aaion by the Cabinet which they thought might 
bring about a rupture. They, therefore, approached Lord Curzon 
with a requeSt that they might meet together at his house to dis
cuss their aaion as occasion might require, and they gave him 
definite assurances that from this time onwards they were prepared 
to associate themselves with him and to join him in resigning if the 
necessity arose. And it was from the feverish happenings of this 
troubled week-end that Lord Curzon himself dated the firSt definite 
appearance of the crack which in the end split the Coalition Govern-
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ment asunder. " When a group of Cabinet MiniSters begin to meet 
separately and to discuss independent action," he jotted down on a 
sheet of paper, "the death tick is audible in the rafters." 

A good deal was to happen, however, before the final crash came. 
Mr. Lloyd George's resignation did not take place until October 
the 19th, and before that date the situation underwent conStant 
change. 

At Mudania where, in accordance with the Paris decision, the 
Generals in command of the Allied forces were in conference with a 
view to determining lines behind which the troops of the belli
gerents should be withdrawn, an agreement, known as the Con
vention of Mudania, had been arrived at and had been handed to the 
Turks. The latter had thereupon raised a number of important issues 
lying altogether beyond the scope of the negotiations with which 
the Generals had been entruSted. Among other things they had 
demanded that there should at once be handed over to them that 
part of EaStern Thrace from which it had been agreed under the 
terms of the Convention that the Greek forces should withdraw, 
thus prejudging one of the major issues with which the impending 
Peace Conference would be concerned. 

Instead of joining General Harington in refusing to consider 
any such demand, General Charpy, acting upon authority trans
mitted to him from Paris, had declared his agreement with all the 
requeSts put forward by the Turks. And, encouraged by this sup
port, Ismet Pasha had announced on behalf of the Government at 
Angora that, unless the demands were immediately conceded, he 
would at 2 p.m. on October the 6th, set the Turkish Army in mo
tion. General Harington had thereupon left Mudania for ConStan
tinople. And, with the unity of the Allies sundered once more by 
conflicting aims and divided counsels, there arose before Lord 
Curzon's troubled eyes, limned in flaming outline againSt the 
Storm-wracked sky of Eastern Europe, the now familiar vision of 
"the horse that was red" to whose rider had been given, on the 
opening of the second seal of the book, a great sword and power to 
take peace from the earth. 

Nothing short of an immediate reStoration of the Allied front 
seemed likely to save the situation, and for the second time within a 
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fortnight Lord Curzon hurried to Paris. So urgent did the matter 
seem to him to be that, late though the hour was, he persuaded 
M. Poincare to confer with him immediately after_ his arrival; and 
from II p.m. on October the 6th until3 a.m. on the 7th he argued 
the case with the French Premier and with Signor Galli who 
attended on behalf of Italy. It was not until far into the night that 
the discovery was made that M. Poincare was not in possession of 
the full demands which the Turks had put forward-demands which 
General Charpy, acting upon the general authorisation which M. 
Poincare had given him to assume any attitude towards Turkey 
which he might deem necessary to avoid a rupture, had announced 
his intention of accepting. From the moment that this discovery was 
made, the whole tone of the discussion changed and the hope of 
agreement dawned. At the conclusion of two more sittings on the 
7th, a fc>rmula embodying a compromise on the queStion of the 
proposed Turkish occupation of Eastern Thrace was arrived at, 
all other demands being rejected. 

It was agreed in short that, on the· withdrawal of the Greek forces 
behind the line of the Maritza, Eastern Thrace should for a period of 
one month be occupied by the Allies ; that this period should be 
taken advantage of to set up a Turkish civil adminiStration with a 
limited number of gendarmerie for the purpose of maintaining order; 
and that at the end of the month the Allied troops should be with
drawn, except from certain points on the right bank of the river, 
to the positions which they occupied at the time of the Mudania 
Conference. Agreement having thus been reached, General Charpy 
was inStructed by M. Poincare to press this decision upon the 
Turkish representative at Mudania. 

Lord Curzon returned to London on Sunday the 8th, elated at the 
successful outcome of his difficult mission. For the second time 
within a few days, he was acclaimed in the Press as the man who had 
saved the country from war and re-established the solidarity of the 
Alliance. And the volume of praise with which his return was 
greeted was not confined to the Press, for at the conclusion of his 
report to the Cabinet on the afternoon of Monday the 9th, a formal 
expression of appreciation of the important services rendered by 
him in Paris was once more placed on record. 
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It was not only with these troubles in the arena of international 
affairs, however, that MiniSters were preoccupied at this time. For 
some days paSt the desirability of an early dissolution had been 
discussed by leading members of the Government. The revolt in 
the ranks of the Conservative party againSt the leadership of Mr. 
Lloyd George which had disclosed itself at the beginning of the 
year had not been extinguished. If the fire had died down after the 

· action of Sir George Younger, to which reference has been made 
in the previous chapter, the feelings of dissatisfaction with which 
it had been fed Still smouldered, and might break into flame at any 
moment. A meeting of the National Union of Conservative Associa
tions had been called for November the 13th; and it was to con
sider whether it would be fair to the Conservative party to bring 
on a General Election before that date that Mr. WinSton Churchill 
invited the Prime MiniSter and leading UnioniSt members of the 
Cabinet, including Lord Curzon, to dinner at his house. That Lord 
Curzon's relations with the Prime MiniSter and others of his col
leagues in the Cabinet were Strained muSt be clear from the narra
tive of events which has been given. On the other hand, with his 
highly-Strung emotional temperament, he was not proof againSt the 
subtle flattery implied by the formal recognition of his achieve
ments by the Cabinet in connection with his Paris negotiations ; 
and by the end of the evening a decision had been reached, with 
which Lord Curzon had expressed his concurrence, in favour of an 
appeal to the country before November the 13th. 

How, then, is his subsequent action to be explained? To anyone 
who has followed the Story of George Curzon's life as I have traced 
it through its various crises, the explanation should not be difficult 
to find. The case is one which is on an exact par with that of the 
ConStitutional crisis of 19II and of the Woman Suffrage difficulty 
of 1918-a decision arrived at on the impulse of the moment, 
followed on reflection by a realisation that the decision was not in 
accord with his real feelings on the matter at issue, and an eleventh 
hour determination to reverse it. Moreover, everything that 
happened after this firSt dinner at Mr. Churchill's house-there was 
to be a second as will appear hereafter-combined to bring home to 
Lord Curzon a conviction that in consenting to an immediate 
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dissolution with a view to an appeal by the Coalition for a fresh 
lease of power, he had been wrong. 

Following upon the dinner party at Mr. Churchill's house, a· 
meeting of the Conservative members of the Cabinet was held at 
11 Downing Street at. Mr. Chamberlain's invitation on Thursday, 
OB:ober the uth. The feeling of discontent which was prevalent 
amongSt the rank and :file of the party was forcibly expresse.d by 
more than one of those present, and notably by Mr. Stanley Baldwin. 
Lord Curzon himself submitted arguments againSt an immediate 
General EleB:ion, pointing out that, as a result of the re-eStablish
ment of the Allied front, preparations were now aB:ively in progress 
for the impending Peace Conference ; and that the British case 
would be seriously impaired if, as the result of an EleB:ion, the 
threads of exceedingly complicated;;;and difficult negotiations had 
to be picked up on the very threshold of the Conference Chamber 
by a new Foreign MiniSter. He added that, even supposing an 
EleCtion resulted in no change in the personnel of the British delega
tion, the dislocation, inevitable with a General EleB:ion in full swing, 
would prejudice the progress of the preparations which were in hand 
and would necessitate some poStponement of the Conference which 
M. Poincare was anxious to see summoned at the earlieSt possible 
date. The meeting broke up without any decision being come to. 

It was not long, however, before further information reached him 
to the effect that feeling amongSt Conservatives generally was so 
Strongly againSt an immediate dissolution, which was regarded as a 
trick to snatch a verdiB: in favour of a continuance of the Coalition 
behind their backs, that it had been decided to summon an emer~ 
gency meeting of the National Union in order to foreStall the antici
pated aB:ion of the Cabinet. And it was while in a State of consider
able mental perturbation as a result of these things that he found 
himself ,brought into sharp collision with Mr. Lloyd George once 
more. 

On the morning of Friday the 13th, a little group of MiniSters 
including Lord Curzon were talking in the Cabinet room at the 
conclusion of a conference, when the Prime MiniSter came in fresh 
from an interview with the King. From a written account of these 
events kept by Lord Curzon it appears that Mr. Lloyd George was in 
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'the higheSt spirits and the moSt bellicose mood." In a few boiste
'OUS sentences he indicated to those present some of the things that 
1e intended to say in his speech at MancheSter the following day, 
ncluding a graphic reference to atrocities perpetrated by the Turks. 
1or obvious reasons Lord Curzon begged him to avoid all reference 
o this subjetl:. Mr. Lloyd George was not to be reStrained. And 
m the following Sunday morning Lord Curzon read his speech with 
tupefatl:ion and dismay. 

It is easy to underStand Lord Curzon's feelings. On the eve of the 
:onference at which he, as Foreign MiniSter of Great Britain, would 
>e charged with the duty of making peace with a vitl:orious Turkish 
1rmy and an exultant Turkish nation, the Prime MiniSter of Great 
3ritain had based his entire defence of the recent policy of Great 
3ritain upon a desire to save ConStantinople and Thrace from the 
>loody shambles of a Turkish massacre. And not only had he 
1eld up the Turks to execration as the perpetratOrs of barbarous 
:xcesses, but he had publicly derided France for having been false 
o her pledged word. Finally, Lord Curzon's resentment againSt 
he Prime MiniSter on the score of his interference with the condutl: 
>y the Foreign Office of the Foreign Policy of the Government, was 
uddenly reignited by information, which reached him on the very 
lay on which Mr. Lloyd George was speaking at MancheSter, of a 
eries of communications between an Italian Envoy and the Prime 
v.IiniSter's private secretariat on the subjetl: of the attitude to be 
1dopted by the Italian delegate at the Peace Conference, in the 
:ourse of which the bases of a possible bargain between Italy and 
:;.reat Britain were tentatively put forward. 

Only a few days before, in a letter addressed to the Prime Minister 
m Otl:ober the znd, Lord Curzon had proteSted against such 
:onversations between the Envoys of Foreign Governments and the 
'rime MiniSter, without the knowledge of the Foreign Secretary, 
:ven when the substance of the conversation was subsequently 
·eported: 

" I have juSt been reading the acount of your talk with 
M. Diamandy. I hope you will not mind my saying that I 
think that the Foreign Secretary should have had a chance of 
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being present, and that if, as you foreshadow, the conversation 
is renewed, you will give me that opportunhy. The Foreign 
Office is placed in a very invidious position if these Envoys 
are given access to the Prime MiniSter without the Foreign 
Office knowing anything about it. I am quite ready to admit 
that you State the case far better than we should. But if the 
Rumanian Government desires to express its views to the 
British Government, either it should do so through the ordinary 
channel, or, if you honour it by seeing the Envoy, then we 
should, I submit, be given the chance of being ·represented. I 
am sure that you will not resent the frankness with which I 
have spoken." 

And, following upon his letter to Mr. Lloyd George on the 
subject of his conversation with the Rumanian Envoy, Lord Curzon 
had drafted, on the eve of his second journey to. Paris, a longer and 
more detailed letter of proteSt which he had intended, after firSt 
submitting it to Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Balfour for their opinion, 
to despatch to the Prime MiniSter preparatory to asking for an inter
view to discuss the position. The letter was actually submitted to 
Mr. Chamberlain, who returned it with the suggeStion that before 
sending it Lord Curzon should discuss it with Lord Balfour. The 
letter was, in fact, never sent because, as has been explained in an 
earlier chapter, before he had found an opportunity of discussing 
it with Lord Balfour, the crash came and Mr. Lloyd George's Govern
ment fell. The letter is, however, of intereSt, because it explains 
Lord Curzon's State of mind at a time when he was being called 
upon to decide whether he could continue his support of the 
Coalition with Mr. Lloyd George at its head, or whether he should 
definitely sever his connection with it. The draft is dated October ' 
the 5th and runs as follows : 

"My dear Prime MiniSter, 
I wrote to you two days ago about your personal talk with 

M. Diamandy, the Rumanian Envoy." 

Then follows a Statement with regard to other inStances of com
munications. which had taken place between the Prime MiniSter and 
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he representatives of Foreign Governments, the gi~ of which 
:eemed to Lord Curzon to run counter to the policy being pursued 
:JY the Foreign Office, after which the draft proceeds: 

" Thus there has grown up a system under which there are 
in reality two Foreign Offices: the one for which I am for the 
time being responsible, and the other at Number Io-with the 
essential difference between them that, whereas I report not 
only to you but to all my colleagues everything that I say or do, 
every telegram that I receive or send, every communication of 
importance that reaches me, it is often only by accident that I 
hear what is being done by the other Foreign Office ; and even 
when I am informed officially of what has passed there, it has 
nevertheless been done, in many cases, without the Foreign 
Office, for which I am responsible, knowing that the com
munication was going to be made or the interview take place. 

" This condition of affairs has reached such a pitch that not 
only is it a subject of common knowledge and daily comment 
in my office, but it is known to every journalist in London, and 
it has been the subject of open complaints and censure in well
nigh every newspaper in the United Kingdom, the Foreign 
Office and myself in particular having been held up to con
tempt for having abdicated our functions, or allowed them to be 
stolen away. There cannot be a doubt that public opinion has 
not merely condemned this procedure as unconStitutional and 
improper, but has clamoured without a dissentient voice for its 
cessation. In this way there has grown up a situation which 
has for long rendered my own position one of extreme delicacy 
and difficulty, and to which. in the common interest. an end 
should be sought. 

"During this period-! have now been Secretary of State 
for three years, and I was acting for the best part of a year be
fore-I have home this situation with such equanimity as I 
could. I have on several occasions mentioned it or written 
about it to you. I have repeatedly mentioned it to your Private 
Secretaries. I have discussed it at length with my principal 
colleagues. Throughout I have gladly recognised the exceptional 
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and commanding influence which you exercise over the Foreign 
Affairs both of this country and of the world, by virtue of your 
personality and of the power which your unexampled expe
rience in Conferences and Councils during and since the war 
has very naturally placed in your hands ;/ and I have conStantly 
deferred from making more serious representations in the 
intereSts of loyalty to yourself and unity in the Government. 

"But the case has not 'been confined even to a long series 
of such minor incidents as those to which I have referred at the 
beginning of this letter. I could, if required, draw up a liSt of 
important cases in which agents have been employed, inStruc

. tions given, policies initiated at Number xo Downing Street-
all in the Department of Foreign Affairs-ofwhich the Foreign 
Office has either known nothing or has been informed only 
when the action had already been taken. 

" I have for long felt that such a situation should not be 
permitted to continue, and that, if it were not checked, you 
ought to have a Foreign Secretary who will more easily than I 
conform to this novel conception of Foreign Office duties. 
Indeed, I should find no pleasure in continuing now, were I 
not to receive a definite assurance from you that the conStitu
tional relations between the two Departments should be re
eStablished and the Foreign Office shall resume its proper 
function in the State. · 

" Pray believe me that this resolve on my part indicates no 
desire to queStion the prerogative or the paramount influence 
of the Prime MiniSter in general or of yourself in particular. 
These are undisputed and indisputable, and, with due co
ordination, can be wielded as effectively in the domain of 
Foreign Affairs as in every other Department of Government. 

" I have discussed this matte'r at length ,with Chamberlain 
and at earlier dates with Balfour ; and I shall be ready to come 
with the former and see you upon it at any time which you 
may desire. I could also, if it were found necessary, draw up 
the fuller Statement, for which I have the materials." 

The State of affairs depicted in this draft had, as Lord Curzon 
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:marked, become a matter of public notoriety and had even been 
x:citing a Steadily increasing volume of hoStile comment. And when 
,ord Gladstone declared, in the course of a speech at Manchester 
•n OB:ober the 3rd, that in the last few years we had developed two 
~oreign Offices, one on the south side of Downing Street and the 
)ther on the north, the latter being in the Prime Minister's garden, 
1e was only voicing a widely prevalent opinion. Speaking at 
Dumfries three days later, Mr. Asquith had commented with similar 
outspokenness upon " the substitution for our old and well tried 
constitutional procedure of the improvisations of an intermittent 
and incalculable di&torship." And with special reference to the 
conduB: of Foreign Affairs he had said-

" You have had during these last few years in the same 
sphere of administration two authorities speaking with different 
voices, often pursuing discrepant and irreconcilable policies, 
often with the result that the one that knows less in the long run 
supersedes and overrides the one that knows more!' 

It was the cumulative effeB: of all these things, then, that brought 
about the change in Lord Curzon's attitude which was subse
quently charaB:erised by Mr. Churchill as " sudden and nimble,'' 
but which Lord Curzon himself described as "slow and perhaps 
even belated."' 

During the opening days of OB:ober the agitation in the ranks of 
the Conservative party had become a faB:or which it was impossible 
to ignore, and those who had agreed to an immediate dissolution 
were invited by Mr. Churchill to a second dinner at his house on 
Sunday, OB:ober the I 5th, to consider the position in light of it. 
But by OB:ober the 15th Mr. Lloyd George had made his speech at 
Manchester, and news of his communications with the Italian Envoy 
had reached Lord Curzon, and on the I 5th, therefore, his mind was 
£nally made up. He could no longer agree to an immediate appeal 
to the country in which the Coalition including himself were to 
appear before the eleB:ors as "a happy and united party." Nor, in 
these circumstances, did he feel able to attend the dinner party at 

1ln the Morning Post of November 10th, 1922. 
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Mr. Churchill's house that night. Those with whom he had been 
aCting muSt be informed of his change of view and of the reasons 
for it, and to this end he asked Mr. Chamberlain as leader of the 
UnioniSt party to see him in the course of the afternoon. Having 
told him of the attitude which he now felt bound to take up, he then 
wrote to Mr. Churchill excusing himself from attending the party 
in the evening and adding that Mr. Chamberlain was in possession 
of the reasons for his altered point of vi_ew and would explain them 
to the gathering. 

Four more days were to elapse before the final denouement. And 
though Lord Curzon was, of course, invited to no further con
ferences of the Coalition leaders, he found them packed with 
incident. On Monday the 16th, he saw Mr. Chamberlain and learned 
that at the dinner on the previous night it had been decided to call a 
meeting of UnioniSt members of the House of Commons to be held 
at the Carlton Club on Thursday the 19th. At the meeting a pro
gramme was to be submitted and an expression of confidence in 
Mr. Chamberlain's leadership invited. 

On Tuesday the 17th he went at the Prime MiniSter's requeSt 
to see him; and now at laSt he found the opportunity which he had 
long sought of placing before him in detail the grounds of his dis
satisfattion. For an hour and twenty minutes these two men faced 
each other-the one determined to bring to an end a State of affairs 
which had become intolerable ; the other employing every art, and 
displaying an agility which extorted unwilling admiration, in turning 
the attack levelled againSt him. Since no third person was present to 
take a note of all that passed, no detailed account of this moving 
interview can be given. But it is, perhaps, permissible to make 
public Lord Curzon's own written account of the laSt few minutes 
of it: · 

" In moving sentences and in a voice charged with emotion 
he (the Prime MiniSter) asked me notJ,to forget the great 
scenes in which we had jointly taken part and the common 
comradeship of the war, and thanked me for the loyalty which 
I had consiStently shown both in speech and atl:ion to him. I 
could not, or at leaSt I did not, queStion the sincerity of these · 
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utterances, sharply as they contraSted with the treatment 1 nan 
so often received at his hands. They enabled us to part in the 
moSt friendly fashion. I said that he was aware that my resig
nation was in his hands and that he could act upon it when he 
chose, to which he replied with unconscious gift of prophecy
' as I shall probably be resigning myself on Thursday we had 
better poStpone a decision till then.' " 1 

Wednesday, October the x8th, was not to pass without adding a 
:ontribution of its own to the sensations of these eventful days. In 
he morning Lord Curzon saw Mr. Bonar Law. He found him 
:lepressed and worried by the appeals which were being made to him 
to thruSt himself once more into the forefront of public life. He had 
now been free for the paS!: eighteen months from the almoSt intoler~ 
able Strain of office, and he shrank from the prospect of resuming a 
burden which he had found all too heavy to bear. From many quar
ters he had received assurances that, if he came out at the Carlton 
Oub meeting with a definite appeal to the party to sever their con
neilion with the Coalition, he would receive sufficient support to 
enable him to carry the day. But that, as he pointed out to Lord 
Curzon, would almoSt necessarily impose upon him the duty of 
forming a Government himself-and for such a task he had no 
appetite. So diStaSteful was the prospect, that Lord Curzon left him 
thinking seriously of resigning his seat in the House of Commons 
and retiring finally from public life. 

Upon what small vicissitudes do great events revolve I I do not 
pretend to know what happened during the next few hours to tum 
the scale. And the only comment that I can usefully make is that, 
contrary, perhaps, to the generally accepted view, Mr. Bonar Law 
was an extremely ambitious man. This, however, is surmise. All . 
that is certain is that the scale turned. Later in the day Lord Curzon 
saw him again, and has left on record an account of this second 
meeting-

" In the evening when I saw him again all had changed. 
His mind had been made up. He had resolved or been per

•From a personal aide-memoire written by Lord Cutzon some time in OCtober I922. 
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suaded to assume the lead, and he even gave ro~ the subStance 
of the speech which he proposed to make on the morrow. We 
discussed whether I ought to be present or not. In any case I 
said I would not speak againSt my colleagues and should insiSt 
on maintaining silence. But when he declared that this would 
be impossible, and that I could not escape being called upon, I 
decided with his concurrence that out of loyalty to Chamber
lain I had better Stay away, and that I should excuse myself 
on the very legitimate ground-about which I felt Strongly
that as Leader of the House of Lords I had no business to 
appear at, or to address, a roeetirig from which the peers had 
been excluded and which was confined-except for Ministers
to the House of Commons. No peers had been invited to the 
Carlton Club meeting of UnioniSt M.P.s which had elected 
Chamberlain Leader of the party, and none, in roy view, had 
any right to be pre~ent at a meeting which would either con
firm or revoke that choice." 

The 'meeting duly took place at the Carlton Club on the morning 
of Thursday, October the 19th. Mr. Bonar Law's intervention was, 
undoubtedly, the decisive factor ; and from the moment that he 
declared-on Mr. Chamberlain refusing to defer a decision until 
after the meeting of the National Union-that in that case he 
attached more importance to preserying the unity of the party than 
to winning the next Election, the doom of the Coalition was sealed. 

On receipt of news of the decision of the Carlton Club meeting 
Mr. Lloyd George resigned ; Mr. Bonar Law was su!Jlmoned to 
Buckingham Palace; and, later the same day, he called on Lord 
Curzon and invited him to remain at the Foreign Office and to 
render him such aid as lay in his power in forming an AdminiStration. 

Thus came to an end the Coalition Government. Mr. Bonar Law 
was elected Leader of the UnioniSt party in Mr. Chamberlain's 
place ; the dissolution of Parliament took place on October the 
z6th; the General Eletl:ion followed; and, as a result of the 
polling which was held on November the- I 5th, 344 officially recog
nised UnioniSts were returned giving Mr. Bonar Law a majority of 
73 over all other parties combined. 
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CHAPTER XX 

THE CONFERENCE OF LAUSANNE 

1922.-192.3 

THROUGHOUT the series of events recorded in the preceding chapter 
preparations for the Peace Conference went Steadily forward. On 
Wednesday, October the x8th, the day before the fateful meeting 
at the Carlton Club, Lord Curzon was busy with the draft of a long 
letter to M. Poincare in which he put forward his proposals on the 
subject. At his suggeStion, and with the cordial assent of the Swiss 
Government, Lausanne was agreed to as the seat of the Conference. 
Some delay in its assembling was inevitable in view of the domeStic 
crisis in England, and the date suggeSted by M. Poincare, namely, 
October the ;oth, was changed firSt to November the 1;th and 
ultimately to November the zoth. 

On one matter Lord Curzon insiSted, viz., that, before the meet
ing of the delegates at Lausanne, a definite agreement should be come 
to between Great Britain and France, and if possible Italy also, on the 
main provisions of the Treaty which they proposed to negotiate. 
He could not contemplate with equanimity the possibility of any 
serious disagreement between the principal Allies at the Conference 
table and in the face of Turkey and all Europe. Indeed he Stated 
quite frankly that, in the absence of such an underStanding, he was 
not prepared to enter the Conference at all. 

A meeting was accordingly arranged, and on November the 
18th he discussed all the more important points with M. Poincare 
in Paris. The conversation was cordial in tone and resulted in a large 
measure of agreement ; even if events were to prove that the 
Statement in the official communi'qul that it had " fully corllirmed the 
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complete accord between the Allies in all the matters to be dis
cussed," was unduly optimiStic. Lord Curzon's personal eStimate of 
the value of the interchange of views was a rather less sanguine one 
-"Poincare, for him, was amiable. But his mind is formal, disputa
tious and precise, and I can hardly say that I found the warm and 
enthusiaStic concord which he had promised." 1 Moreover he had 
yet to learn what attitude the new Italian Prime MiniSter, Signor 
Mussolini, intended to take up. " Soon we shall enter Swiss terri
tory," he wrote from the special train in which he and M. Pomcare 
and the French delegates, M. Barrere-" for twenty-five years 
French Ambassador at Rome and a man of intelligence and power " 
-and M. Bompard were travelling. " But whether -we are to meet 
Mussolini at Lausanne or are to continue by train or motor to 
Territet to meet his convenience I do not yet know ... Anyhow 
there seems to be ahead another long agitated night with the whole 
discussion over again." z At Territet that evening the ground was 
once more traversed by the plenipotentiaries of the three principal 
Allies and an announcement of their agreement issued. The Stage 
was thus set for what all devoutly hoped might be the final scene 
in the moving drama which had opened in the Streets of Serajevo 
more than eight years before. At the firSt Public Session of the 
Conference, held at the Casino deMontbenon at 3.30 p.m. on Novem
ber the zoth, this hope was eloquently voiced by M. Haab, President 
of the Swiss Confederation, in the course of his welcome to the 
delegates: 

" The whole world turns towards the shores of the Leman 
an anxious gaze in which, nevertheless, there shines a Strong 
gleam of hope. All hearts are beating in harmony, animated 
by the same desire-to see your sagacity succeed in giving 
peace and quietude to the belligerent States, and thence to all 
humanity, which will thus be able to take up again its onward 
march towards the conqueSt of intellectual and economic 
prosperity." 

There is no necessity to tell here in any detail the Story of the 
proceedings of the Conference which· dragged on for eleven weary 

zLette: to Lady Curzon, dated November 19th, 1922. •Ibid. 
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weeks. A full account of them was laid before Parliament and is 
easily accessible, consequently, to anyone desiring to acquaint 
himself with the long and laborious discussions which took place 
on every proposal put forward by the Allies. As chairman of the 
chief of the three Commissions to which the work of the Conference 
was entruSted-that on Territorial and Military queStions-Lord 
Curzon found himself burdened with an onerous and responsible 
task. And it is to paint a picture of him in the part of lead in this 
intensely complicated drama, rather than to write the record of an 
hiStoric episode, that I am primarily concerned. No eStimate of his 
achievement is, however, possible unless the peculiar conditions 
under which the Treaty of Lausanne was negotiated, are underStood. 
And a few words of explanation on the point may not be out of 
place. 

Hitherto, the Treaties of Peace arising out of the world war had 
not St:ria:ly speaking been negotiated at all. They had been drawn up 
by the victors and imposed upon the vanquished. Only when the 
terms had been decided on, as Lord Curzon subsequently reminded 
the members of the Imperial Conference in October r9z;, was the 
beaten enemy admitted to be told his sentence and to make the 
conventional proteSt of the doomed man. At Lausanne all was 
different. Here the Turks sat at the table on a footing of equality 
with all the other Powers. It was no longer a case of dictating terms 
to a defeated foe ; it was a case of arriving at agreement by argu
ment, persuasion and compromise. In Ismet Pasha and his colleagues 
the Allies met the representatives of a nation elated with recent 
victories, confident in the prowess of their army, convinced by 
recent experience that they had only to threaten a further resort 
to force to break up the unity of the Powers arrayed againSt them 
and determined, therefore, to fight every clause of the Treaty sub
mitted to them. Even before the Conference had assembled the 
victorious KemaliSts had Stretched out their hands to grasp the spoils. 
The naval and military forces of the Allies had been requeSted to 
leave ConStantinople; contrary to the provisions of the Mudania 
Convention the Angora Turks had Started taking over the govern
ment of the city and had virtually deposed the Sultan who, realising 
that he had become little more than a passenger on a sinking ship, had 
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incontinently fled for safety to the welcome refuge provided by a 
British man-of-war. " Millerand," wrote Lord Curzon on November 
the 19th, on his way from Paris to Lausanne, "was as usual very 
frank and pleasant, and we conversed for half an hour. He was 
rather disturbed at our having taken off the Sultan and appeared to 
see in this a deep and subtle plot. I was able to reassure him about 
this since the firSt I had heard about it was from the newspapers." 1 

Moreover as the negotiations proceeded it became clear that, despite 
the efforts which Lord Curzon had made to ensure the solidarity of 
the Allied front by previous consultation, there were points on 
which divergences exiSted. All of which helps to explain why the 
Treaty, which was at laSt signed on July the z4th, 1923, was not 
such a Treaty as could have been concluded in 1919, nor such a 
Treaty as was actually signed, though never ratified, in AuguSt 1920. 

On November the z1St M. Poincare left Lausanne after commit
ting the intereSts of France toM. Barrere and M. Bompard; and the 
Conference settled down to Steady work. No one knew better than 
Lord Curzon the nature of the task that lay before him. " I believe I 
was thought to have done well at the Conference to-day," he wrote 
on November the ziSt, "showing the Turks, who were very irritat
ing, a mixture of courtesy and firmness. It will be a long and despe
rate Struggle." 

He was, indeed, by far the moSt considerable figure at the Con
ference. Public recognition of his success at Paris when war was 
hanging in the balance, six weeks before, had greatly gratified him. 
And with indications that the Press were ready enough, if he would 
allow them, to do juStice to his handling of a firSt-class and admittedly 
thorny international problem, he expanded visibly. The journaliSts 
of all nations gathered at Lausanne were quick to note the change. 
It was said of him that he had given up his taciturnity and his moody 
solitudes ; that he shone in conversation with all and sundry and 
that he invited appreciative journaliSts to lunch. Within a very 
few days he had won the respect and admiration of the delegates. 
Those who had come prepared to criticise remained to praise. 
They remarked with delight the grand manner of earlier and more 
spacious days, yet combined with it an indefatigable courtesy which 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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1rompted him to help forward every delegate, less amply equipped 
han he himself, along the path of the discussion. " But," as an 
)bservant onlooker noticed, " it muSt be along the path. Digres
;ion, so dear to the naturally eloquent in all continents, is Stayed with 
a smile or a tactful refletl:ion. Is the speaker in need of a name, a 
figure or a date ? As likely as not, a murmur from the chair gives 
him the correa information-though not, it seems, always that 
which the speaker was relying on for his argument." 1 His own 
extraordinarily detailed and comprehensive knowledge of every 
subjett that came under discussion was, indeed, a matter of 
aStonished and widespread comment. Lord Curzon himself spoke 
modeStly of the advantage which he found it. " I think such success 
as I am thought to have," he told Lady Curzon in a letter written on 
November the z;rd, "arises from the faa that I know my case 
pretty well and that somehow or other I have the art of getting on 
with Orientals." 

The extent of the praise which was showered upon him both 
surprised and pleased him. "We are getting on with the Conference 
rather better than I expetl:ed," he wrote on November the 23rd, 
" and it is with the surprise of absolute novelty that I find myself 
everywhere praised (after the English pressmen's view of me) 
for conciliation, courtesy and tat!: I" He was depitl:ed to the world 
as he had seldom been ; for, since he had shed the " grand manner " 
in his intercourse with them, the portrait which those whose duty 
it was to inform the public of the progress of events at Lausanne 
were able to draw, was a more faithful likeness of the man than the 
caricature to which the world had become accuStomed : 

" I wonder if you have read the wonderful tributes to me in 
the English newspapers, Dai!J Telegraph, Dai!J Mail, Evening 
Standard and many others? I have suddenly been discovered 
at the age of 63. I was discovered when I was Viceroy of 
India from 39 to 46. Then I was forgotten, traduced, buried, 
ignored. Now I have been dug up, and people seem to find life 
and even merit in the corpse." z 

1Mr. Perceval Landon in the Daily Ttlegraph of November 27th, 1922. 
•Letter to Lady Curzon, dated November 28th, 1922. 
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Yet even now, the public did not obtain a complete portrait of 
this extraordinarily complex man. The little daily trials in connection 
not with great things but with small-things which if generally 
known would have done so much to present him as a being in 
pari materia with themselves-remained hidden from the world at 
large. The hazy idea of him as a sort of glorified Grand Panjandrum, 
sheltered in some mySterious way from the common experiences of 
the ordinary man, persiSted. Yet, throughout his life, Lord Curzon 
seemed fated to be in special degree the victim of irritating if trivial 
domeStic worries. And the fat!: that he was for the moSt part himself 
the author of his troubles did nothing to lessen the vexation which 
they caused him. No one who served him, in however humble a 
capacity, was ever permitted to perform his or' her task in peace. 
Always Lord Curzon wanted it done differently. " I really think," 
he once wrote of one of his servants, " that the little housekeeper 
though quite willing is not at all competent. She has put the wrong 
covers on the wrong chairs everywhere. My own chair has gone and 
I am sitting on one of the little Straight-backed green chairs.:._moSt 
uncomfortable." It was to no international crisis but to a compara
tively trivial domeStic mishap of a similar nature that he was refer
ring when he told Lady Curzon, one day in Otl:ober 1920, that even 
in her house of sickness she seemed to him to be in a haven of peace 
compared with " the world of Storm and trouble and worry " in the 
midSt of which he moved. 

From his attitude towards his household it necessarily followed 
not only that he burdened himself, as has been pointed out re
peatedly in these volumes, with an immense amount of wholly un
necessary labour, but that he found unhsual difficulty in finding 
servants to suit him. " I am juSt going to put away your snuff 
boxes, etc.," he told Lady Curzon one day in March 1920, "before 
going down to tackle Bert1.elot about PaleStine."· 

A new valet had been engaged juSt before he Started for Lausanne; 
but the venture was no more successful than many ot'hers. " -
is a perfetl:ly useless valet," he wrote the day he reached Lausanne. 
" I don't suppose he has ever valeted anyone in his life. He cannot 
pack ; forgets everything (left my foot-reSt behind this morning) and 
is never there when wanted." Before a week had passed, one more 
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:ailure in the long series of attempts to secure a servant to suit him 
1ad to be recorded-" Having no valet I now have to dress myself." 
The reason was set forth in a letter written on November the z8th
" I have had the usual misadventure with my valet. He was blind 
drunk both yeSterday night and to-night and was found dancing 
downStairs with the lady visitors. I dismiss him to-morrow and 
muSt do without." r 

And though the greater accessibility which he displayed at Lau
sanne resulted in a truer piCture of him being given to the public, it 
was to very few that he ever lifted the blind that was habitually 
drawn down upon the innermoSt places of his being. Those who, 
day after day, watched him at close quarters, may have suspeB:ed 
something, though they can hardly have guessed the extent, of the 
physical disabilities with which he had conStantly to cope. " My 
broken ' cage ' gives me great trouble," he wrote, referring to the 
Steel support which in these days he always had to wear; "and yet 
I cannot afford to send it home for repair, for I should be without 
a support for a whole week."~ They saw nothing of the conStant 
inner Struggle-hope alternating with fear, exhilaration with 
depression. Yet his mind, for all his outward calm, tossed feverishly 
on a sea of tempeStuous emotion. 

" To-day we came to grips with the Turks. They were 
exceptionally rude and dilatory. So after they had made the 
moSt impossible demands I made a speech on behalf of the three 
great Powers, saying that we absolutely refused the points for 
which they were pressing and declined to give way. What will 
happen I do not know. Perhaps we shall learn to-morrow." 3 

These difficulties induced gloomy foreboding. " I do not think I 
will ever be Prime MiniSter," he wrote the same evening as he 
pondered despondently over the events of the day, " nor am I fitted 
for it. The chances againSt a success here are so great that my shares 
will go down." 

'For an entertaining account of this particular domeStic comedy the reader is re
ferred to chapter VIII of Mr. H. Nicolson's "Some People." 

•Letter to Lady Cu.:zon, dated December 15th, 1922. 
3Letter to Lady Curzon, dated November 22nd, 1922. 
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Progress was painfully slow and, on December the 14th, he wrote 

to Lady Curzon giving her a long account of the uphill battle 
which he had to fight : . ' 

" We have had a day of much diSturbance. The Turks are 
becoming impossible. YeSterday on the queStion of minorities 
Ismet made an irrelevant and rather insolent speech, attempting 
no sort of reply to the serious proposals which I had put 
forward on behalf of the Allies. I gave him an opportunity of 
making a better reply to-day. He did not take it. On the 
contrary his speech exhibited a complete ~ndifference to the 
importance of the subjetl: and a levity which was shocking. 
Thereupon I spoke with th~ utmoSt gravity. I said that neither 
I nor my colleagues were prepared to go on being treated in 
this way. If it were to continue we should leave Lausanne and 
Turkey muSt bear the responsibility before the world. I have 
now been here for over three weeks and not a single point is 
finally settled. It is wrangle, wrangle the whole day long. We 
have made every conceivable concession. But the Turks fight 
every point as though they were the conquerors of the world." 

But any success, however short-lived, sent hope soaring, and this 
melancholy Story was followed almoSt immediately by a shout of 
satisfatl:ion : 

" I have really had a great triumph ; for, after my indignant 
extemporary speech of yeSterday, of which everyone here is 
talking, the Turks climbed down this morning and atl:ually 
agreed to join the League of Nations, at which they had 
hitherto scoffed. I shall earn world-wide credit for this. . . Two 
days ago I was despondent about success here. To-day I begin 
to see a ray of hope." 

While Lord Curzon was thus burdened with anxiety by events at 
Lausanne, he · became quite unexpetl:edly the central· figure in a 
sensational Parliamentary episode in London. One of the results of 
the Greek revolution in OCI:ober had been the impeachment and 
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execution of M. Gounaris who, in his last desperate effort to save 
himself, had produced his letter to Lord Curzon of February the 
1 5th, referred to in chapter XVII. On December the 3 rd extra& 
from the letter were published in the Sunday ExpreJJ ; and, four days 
later, Sir E. Grigg in the House of Commons and Lord Birkenhead 
in the House of Lords asked for information, the latter declaring 
that not only had he never seen the letter, but that he greatly de
plored the faa that the Cabinet had been given no opportunity of 
considering the grave state of affairs disclosed by it and of seeing 
whether there might not have been evolved from Cabinet discussion 
advice which might have prevented the ghaStly tragedies which had 
followed. With ominous unanimity one member of the late Cabinet 
after another denied all knowledge either of M. Gounaris's letter 
or of Lord Curzon's reply; Mr. Lloyd George himself displaying 
as much aStonishment at their contents as any of his colleagues. 

It seemed, indeed, that Lord Curzon muSt have blundered in 
keeping from the Cabinet information concerning the State of the 
Greek army at a time when such information was of vital impor
tance. It was not, however, Lord Curzon who had blundered, but 
those who attacked him. The whole thing was, in faa, a truly re
markable case of colleCtive amnesia ; for, as was conclusively 
proved, both letters had been circulated to the Cabinet, copies of 
them being found marked as" seen," among the papers of some at 
leaSt of those who had professed ignorance of them. And in the 
belief-entertained of course in all sincerity-by the late Prime 
MiniSter that tl1e letters had not been submitted to him, is to be seen 
a particularly Striking example of the Strange aberrations of which 
the human mind is capable. For not only had M. Gounaris in his 
letter of February the 2.7th, referred to in chapter XVII, informed 
Mr. Lloyd George of his communication to the British Foreign 
MiniSter and sumn1arised its contents, but so recently as September 
Mr. Lloyd George himself had caused enquiries to be made at the 
Foreign Office whether any such letters had in faa passed between 
Lord Curzon and the Greek Prime :MiniSter, and, if so, whether 
they had been circulated to members of the Cabinet ? The reply had 
been in the affirmative and copies of the original letters had been 
supplied. 
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The facts were, indeed, beyond dispute ; and on December the 

1 xth Lord Birkenhead Stated in the House of Lords that he accepted 
unreservedly the assurance given by Lord Salisbury that 'the letters 
had been communicated to the Cabinet at the time, and expressed 
his "sincere regret to every person high and low in the Foreign 
Office who was concerned in the circulation of these documents." 

However much annoyance Lord Curzon may have been caused 
by the unsolicited notoriety which he derived from his having played 
so prominent though unwilling a part in the political sensation of the 
Session, he had little cause for subsequent regret, since the episode 
served to draw the attentiop of the public to the honourable part 
which he had played in the long-drawn drama of the Near EaSt, 
the Story of which has now been told in the immediately preceding 
chapters. But his irritation at the time was great, and was reflected 
in the bitterness of his comment on the burden of public life which 
crept into a letter to Lady Cu:rzon written on ChriStmas Day-" I 
have often thought of you all during the day and realised that 
politics is a poor (even when it is not a dirty) game." 

The end of the year saw Lord Curzon Still at Lausanne and a 
Treaty of Peace not yet in sight. And on December the z6th he wrote 
a brief appreciation of the situation as he then saw it. 

I 

"I have had a really bad day. Telegrams from all quarters 
indicating that the obstinacy of the Turks is deliberate and that 
they are preparing for a :renewal of hoStilities: and an inter
view of one hour and forty minutes with Ismet, who went on 
:repeating the same old things twenty times over. One might 
juSt as well talk to t~e Duke of York's column. The Turks 
get more insolent and intractable every day and I am beginning 
to despair. . . Barrere and Garroni do not come back till 
to-morrow. I muSt then bring matters to an early head since 
nothing will induce ine to go on with the pitiful game for 
another month." x ; 

I 

The failure to :reach a I decision was causing much anxiety in 
England ; and in his corre~pondence with Lord Curzon, Mr. Bonar 

'Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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Law was exhibiting a growing desire to see the negotiations at 
Lausanne brought to a speedy close at almoSt any coSt. The Prime 
MiniSter was, in faa, seriously alarmed at the proportions of the 
Budget and was subjeCting every head of expenditure to rigorous 
scrutiny. That we should make ourselves responsible for heavy 
outlays in nursing to adolescence the infant kingdom of Irak seemed 
to him quixotic and unnecessary. "As regards Mesopotamia," he 
wrote on December the 5th, " You know how keen I am, if we can, 
to get out of it." He never ceased pressing his view on this point 
upon Lord Curzon ; and seized the opportunity, provided by the 
State of affairs depleted by the latter at the end of the year, to empha
sise it once again : 

" The difficulties which you have so far succeeded in sur
mounting seem to be accumulating. To judge by the papers it 
looks as if it were possible that the Turks might seize upon 
Mosul as the ground upon which to break. This would be the 
moSt unfortunate thing which could happen in every way, as 
half of our own people and the whole of the world would say 
that we have refused peace for the sake of oil. . . If I made up 
my mind that we were free to leave, I would certainly not be 
responsible for continuing to hold the Mandate." r 

And with this possibility in mind he invited Lord Curzon to meet 
him for a personal discussion in Paris. Lord Curzon looked forward 
to the meeting with little enthusiasm. " I have juSt got a telegram 
from Bonar," he wrote on December the 28th, " summoning me 
to Paris next Sunday for a day to see him. Oh, dear !" 

His expeCtations of the lines on which the conversation was likely 
to run were fulfilled : 

" I found Bonar longing to clear out of Mosul, the Straits, 
and ConStantinople, willing to give up anything and everything 
rather than have a row ; astonished at the responsibility I have 
assumed at Lausanne and prepared for me to back down 
everywhere ... " ~ 

•Letter dated December 28th, 1922. 
•Letter to Lady Curzon dated January rSl:, 1923. 
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And if the meeting at Paris left Lord Curzon diSturbed at what 
appeared to him to be the timidity of the Prime MiniSter, it equally 
left Mr. Bonar Law ·apprehensive of the enterprise of his Foreign 
Secretary. Turkish representatives in London, he informed Lord 
Curzon on January the 8th, insiSted that it was the queStion of Mosul 
alone that prevented an immediate agreement at Lausanne. And he 
begged him to remember what he had endeavoured to impress upon 
him in Paris : 

" Indeed, although I think, from conversations you know 
exaaly what my views are, it

1 
is perhaps as well, to prevent 

possible misunderStanding, that I should again repeat that there 
are two things which seem to me vital. The firSt is that we 
should not go to war for the s:ake of Mosul ; and second, that 
if the French, as we know to be the case, will not join' us, we 
sliall not by ourselves fight the Turks to enforce what is left 
of the Treaty of Sevres. I feel so Strongly on both these points 
that unless something quite unforeseen should change ·my 
view, I would not accept responsibility for any_other policy." 

Lord Curzon was no more willing to go to war for Mosul than 
the Prime MiniSter himself. But he1 knew the Strength of the case for 
retaining the vilayet as an integral part of the Kingdom -of Irak, and 
he had not the smalleSt intention of handing over to Turkey a vaSt 
tract of territory, the retention of which he was certain could be more 
than juStified in the eyes of the world. He waited, therefore, in 
patience until an opportunity of submitting his case to the judgment 
of Europe presented itself; and when, towards the end of January, 
the Turkish delegate with greater courage than discretion gave him 
the opportunity which he sought,' he seized it with avidity and with 
dramatic effe~. In a Statement made at a sitting of the Territorial 
Commission on Januarythe 2.3rd, Ismet Pasha expounded his case 
for the rendition of the vilayet to Turkey. Before the end of the 
sitting he muSt have regretted his intrepidity. "I am grateful to 
Ismet Pasha," said Lord Curzo'n, " for having summed up the 
Turkish case in the Statement to which we have juSt liStened. I 
propose to take his case point by point and to give my reply, and I 

I 
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shall be only too delighted if the Turkish case and the British case 
could be printed side by side and referred to the opinion of the 
world." 

Lord Curzon's speech was an admirable example of the particular 
art of which he had always been so great a maSter. He knew the case 
far better than its Turkish exponents did. There was not a point of 
detail, however small, on which he was not able to speak with the 
authority derived from exact knowledge. FirSt he ~ated with unan
swerable logic the juridical and Treaty basis of the British position. 
Great Britain was under a threefold pledge which prohibited him 
as her representative from agreeing to the rendition for which 
Ismet Pasha asked ; fir~, to the Arab nation to whom the British 
Government had given a solemn promise that they should not be 
returned to Turkish rule ; secondly, to the Arab king of Irak who 
had been elected by the whole country including the people of the 
Mosul vilayet themselves, and with whom we had entered into de
finite obligations; and thirdly, to the League of Nations without 
whose consent we could not abandon the Mandate with which we 
had been entru~ed. He summed up this preface to his more detailed 
reply to the specific arguments advanced by the Turkish delegation, 
as follows: 

" I hope that my argument up to this point will have con
vinced my hearers that it is quite impossible for my country, 
consi~ently with a due sense of honour, to run away from the 
pledges it has given, to break its word before the world, to cut 
out the vilayet of Mosul from the mandated territory and to 
give it back to the Turkish delegation." 

He then proceeded to deal seriatim with the arguments, ethno
graphical, economic, hi~orical and ~rategical, on which the Turkish 
case was based ; and he very soon showed that again~ fa& and 
figures which were ancient, incomplete and therefore demo~rably 
misleading, he was able to pit up-to-date ~ati~cs derived from care
ful inve~gations carried out by British officers who had visited 
every part of the vilayet, making an accurate record of the facts 
in each locality and in every town and village. Ismet Pasha had asked 
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what Lord Curzon could know about the population of Sulimanyeh 
and of Southern KurdiStan ? It seemed that Lord Curzon knew a 
good deal about the population of both these places. There was not 
now, nor had there b,een for some years paSt, a solitary Turk in 
Sulimanyeh. And he proceeded to give to the Commission a mass 
of ethnographical information about the diStriB: in dispute which 
muSt have been gravely embarrassing to the Turkish delegation. 
The total Turkish population of the whole vilayet, he explained, 
was only 66,ooo or one-twelfth of the inhabitants. And as to the 
Turks who made up 'that small fraCtion they were not Osmanli 
'Turks at all. With ill-concealed delight the greater part of his 
audience liStened to a brief but intereSting hiStorical digression : 

" They are descendants of a Turanian invasion from Central 
Asia which came to this country long before either the Seljuk 
or Ottoman invasions took place. They speak a Turkish dialeB:. 
It is not the dialeB: of Angora ; it is not the dialeB: of Con
Stantinople. There exiSt also a certain number of the families 
of the Turkish officers and officials who had been employed 
by the Turkish Government in that neighbourhood." 

But here, from the point of view of the Turkish delegate's conten
tion, was an awkward faa:. A plebiscite had been taken and-" the 
whole of these people, except in the Kirkuk area, ~oted for inclusion 
in the Kingdom of Irak and for the Emir Feisal as its king." As 
for the city of Mosul itself, it was an Arab town built by Arabs. 
During centuries of Turkish occupation it had never loSt its Arab 
charaB:er. "I am unable to underStand," exclaimed Lord Curzon, 
" any principle of logic or equity by which it can be contended that 
this Arab country should be handed over to Angora." 

From Sulimanyeh and Mosul Lord Curzon passed in orderly 
sequence to Southern KurdiStan. And here he was able to reinforce 
the data of the experts with knowledge derived from personal 
experience of the country. Lord Curzon had been to Southern 
KurdiStan. He had been the gueSt of Kurdish hoSts. He did not 
wish, on this account, to',pose as an authority on the country; but 
it at leaSt gave him the right to take a discriminating intereSt in the 
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conclusions of the experts ; and with gentle sarcasm he challenged 
the hiStory of the Kurdish people as retailed to the Commission by 
Ismet Pasha : 

" It was reserved for the Turkish delegation in one of their 
papers to discover for the firSt time in hiStory that the Kurds 
were Turks. Nobody has ever found it out before." 

Other authorities had been less dogmatic : 

" The origin of this people is somewhat obscure. Ismet Pasha 
in one of his Notes quoted a single authority which was of 
opinion that they were of Turanian origin ; but that is not an 
opinion that is shared by the beSt authorities, or indeed, so far 
as I know, by anybody else. It is a matter of general agreement 
that the Kurds are a people of Iranian race. They speak an 
Iranian language : their features are entirely diStinct from those 
of the Turks, so are their cuStoms and their relations with 
women ... 

"As regards the general relations between Kurds and Turks, 
we all know that there have been conStant manifeStations of 
Kurdish discontent under Turkish rule. During the laSt four 
years the British Government have been bombarded with 
representations from disappointed Kurds asking us to intereSt 
ourselves in Kurdish autonomy or Kurdish independence. 
We have felt much sympathy for these representations. But, 
pray, do not let the Turkish delegation imagine for one moment 
that Great Britain desires to absorb a single Kurd into the 
British syStem. The whole of our information shows that the 
Kurds with their own independent hiStory, cuStoms, manners 
and character ought to be an autonomous race." 

The economic and Strategic arguments advanced by the Turkish 
delegation in support of their case were similarly demolished. A 
mere glance at the trade StatiStics was sufficient to dispose of the 
former ; and as for the latter, Ismet Pasha's contention that, if the 
vilayet were returned to Turkey, its Southern boundary would 
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conStitute a sound defensive frontier for the land of Irak, was based 
on a defective knowledge of the geographical features of the coun
try-"Ismet Pasha has suggeSted that the Jebel Hamrin will make a 
good defensive boundary But it is well-known that this is not a 
great range of mountains but merely a series of rolling downs " 
A Turkish army based on Mosul would have Baghdad at its mercy. 
It could Starve it into submission. It could, in faa, make an Arab 
kingdom well-nigh 'impossible. " I would not care to be on the 
throne of Baghdad ifl had a Turkish army within sixty miles of me." 

Lord Curzon then turned to answer an insinuation that had been 
made in many quarters that it was the presence of oil in the vilayet 
that was responsible for the reluctance shown by Great ,Britain to 
relinquish her hold upon it. And he concluded a memorable speech 
by playing a trump card which he still held in his hand. They had 
to determine the northern frontier of the mandated territory of 
Irak. The British Government were content, relying upon the 
strength of their case, to refer the matter to independent enquiry 
and decision and to abide by the result. To what arbiter should the 
question be submitted ? Lord Curzon had no hesitation in making 
a suggestion- ' 

" As the area is part of a mandated territory and the British 
Government exercise mandatory powers · there under the 
League of Nations, and as we cannot surrender or modify 
that position without the consent of the League of Nations, 
I think and propose that .the League of Nations should be the 
body entrusted with the examination to which I have 
referred. . . . That is the suggestion which I submit to the 
Commission and the Turkish delegation and to which I await 
with interest their reply." 

The speech created a profound impression alike upon those who 
listened to it and upon, the far larger public which read it. Mr. 
Bonar Law who, as has been seen, viewed the queStion of the Meso
potamian Mandate from a very different angle to Lord Curzon, 
could not withhold his admiration for the manner in which he had 
handled the case. "Your speech," he wrote on January the 24th, 
" even as reported, was very good reading and I am sure you muSt 
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have enjoyed yourself-though perhaps that does not bring the 
results any nearer." 

The note of mild pessimism on which Mr. Bonar Law concluded 
his encomium was not without justification. The Conference had 
now been in session for nine weeks. Great concessions had been 
made to the Turks. Yet they still showed little disposition to come 
to a settlement. And on the day after his speech on the queStion 
of Mosul, Lord Curzon discussed the whole situation with 
M. Bompard and the Marquis Garroni. As a result it was agreed that 
a time-table should be drawn up, under which the Turkish delega
tion would be given five days in which to examine the Treaty to 
which the Allies were now prepared to append their signatures. 
Every queStion of importance had been exhaustively discussed 
during the past nine weeks ; and while the Allies declared their 
readiness to listen to representations on points of detail, they refused 
to reopen the discussion on queStions of principle. It was agreed 
that, in the event of the Turkish delegates refusing to sign the 
Treaty, no further discussion could take place at Lausanne, whence 
the Allied delegations would withdraw at the end of the week. 

With the Allies presenting a united front to Turkey, the prospect 
of a Treaty of Peace at last being signed seemed good. The whole 
situation was suddenly changed for the worse and the position which 
the Allies had laboriously built up undermined by the publication 
in Lausanne, on January the ;oth, of a Havas Agency telegram 
containing a statement that the French Government had the day 
before instructed their High Commissioner in Constantinople to 
inform the Government at Angora that they did not regard the text 
of the Treaty submitted to the Turkish delegation at Lausanne as 
final, but as a document providing a basis for discussion between 
the Governments concerned. The effect upon the prospeCts of the 
Treaty was immediate. The Turkish delegation, quick to realise 
that the Allied front was once more broken, played for further time. 
Lord Curzon described the result in a Jetter to Lady Curzon, 
written after the sitting of the Conference on January the 31st-

" My speech went off quite well this morning. But when 
Ismet Pasha asked for eight days' delay, and the French, Italians, 
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and myself retired to a private room to discuss it while the 
Conference was kept waiting, we had some very violent scenes. 
I absolutely declined to wait here the eight days or to allow the 
Conference to reassemble. The utmoSt I would agree to, and 
that with profound reluctance, was to wait here till Sunday 
night, when I mean in any case to return." 

For the next four days all was confusion and uncertainty. " I 
have had two hours with Ismet this afternoon of the usual 
character," he wrote on February the xst. " He knows now, 
however, that before Sunday he signs or I go, and wild horses will 
not induce me to budge." Still the Turkish delegation would not 
show their hand. 

" Even at this late hour, midnight, the day before I go, I 
have not the slighteSt idea whether I am to get a Treaty or fail. ~ 
The odds are, I think, decidedly againSt me, for my laSt shot 
has been fired and the Turks are running about everywhere 
swearing, but uncertain whether to surrender." 

Lord Curzon _had good reason for anxiety and irritation. The 
habits of a lifetime, however, prevailed, and :B.nding that there was 
nothing more that he could do, he turned his mind to other matters. 
He spent his time while waiting for news of the Turkish decision in 
writing a long letter explaining in minute detail what his wishes 
were with regard to the filling of the incumbency which had fallen 
vacant at Kedleston. 

The final scene in the long-drawn drama was enacted in Lord 
Curzon's room at the Beau Rivage Hotel on the evening of Sunday, 
February the 4th. There, at twenty minutes to six, were assep1bled 
the representatives of Great Britain, France, Italy and Turkey, 
with their assiStants and experts in attendance. A Memorandum 
setting forth the final concessions which the Allies were willing to 
make to Turkish amour propre had been submitted the day before. 
A reply to it, raising yet further points, had been received. On the 
queStion of Mosul, Ismet Pasha had asked that the intervention of 
the League of Nations might be poStponed for a year, in order that 
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an attempt might be made to reach a settlement by direB: negotiation 
between the Turkish and British Governments. Anxious, if that 
were possible, to clinch the matter by one final geSture of mag
nanimity, Lord Curzon assented. But the sands were running out 
and the end of concession had at laSt been reached. "The Treaty," 
he declared," muSt be signed here and now. There are only a few 
hours left. The world is looking for a solution and we muSt find 
one before we leave this room." 

The French and Italian representatives appealed in turn to 
Ismet Pasha to sign the Treaty. Yet he could not bring himself to 
do so. Having at laSt declared his acceptance of those portions of 
it which had been dealt with by Lord Curzon's Commission, 
he now raised objeCtions to the provisions embodied in the economic 
and judicial clauses which had been the special intereSt of the French 
and Italian delegations. For two hours the discussion dragged 
wearily on, the Turkish delegates remaining deaf alike to argument 
and to appeal ; and shortly before 8 o'clock Lord Curzon rose. A 
little after 9 o'clock, he said, he must be in the train. There was still 
a brief space before the door was closed irrevocably againSt success. 
If, after further reflection and consultation with his own experts, 
Ismet Pasha felt able to sign, well and good ; if not, the Conference 
muSt come to an end with a confession of failure. It might be the 
laSt time, he added with some show of feeling, that he would ever 
see Ismet Pasha. He fervently desired to carry back to England a 
memory of friendship, and nothing was nearer to his heart than the 
hope that he might sign with him before he left a common pact of 
peace and goodwill. 

Thus came to an end the famous Conference of Lausanne. A little 
after 9 p.m. the special train with Lord Curzon and the other 
members of the British delegation on board steamed out of the 
station. And it was not long before the world learned that no Treaty 
had been signed. The ill-judged geSture from Paris which was the 
cause of the final breakdown of the Conference was the more 
unfortunate in that at Lausanne itself Lord Curzon and the repre
sentative of France were in close accord. M. Barrere has himself 
borne testimony to the faa that, in spite of the forebodings of the 
pessimiSts, he worked throughout in harmony with the British 
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Foreign MiniSter. And it may confidently be affirmed that he saw 
in the outcome of Lausanne a striking illuStration of the view that 
common action between France and England could carry all before 
it in the arena of diplomacy, while divergence entailed misfortune 
for both countries. 

The temporary· failure to obtain a Treaty did not, however, 
obscure the personal triumph of Lord Curzon. 

" I feel I cannot let this letter go," wrote one who had not 
always been a whole-hearted admirer of him, " without my tell
ing you a little of what I feel about your signal public service at 
Lausanne. It was one of those miracles of Statesmanship which 
deserves to Stand with the work that Talleyrand did at the Con
gress of Vienna. You went into the Conference without a single 
trump in your hand and with everything againSt: you, and yet, by 
sheer power of management, good sense and integrity of 
purpose and knowledge of faB:s, you soon gained complete 
predominance. I truSt and hope that all will Still go well ; but 
even if it does not, your achievement will be undimmed. The 
nation owes you a great debt of gratitude, for you have re
cove!ed our diplomatic status which had fallen so low .... " x 

This appreciation of Lord Curzon's achievement was a juSt: one, 
as a cursory glance at subsequent events will show. After the break
up of the Lausanne Conference, Ismet Pasha proceeded to Angora, 
whence, at the conclusion of a Stormy Session, the cause of peace 
supported by Mustapha Kemal Pasha and Ismet Pasha himself 
gained the day. There followed a letter from Ismet Pasha to the 
Allied Governments, together with a Note putting forward certain 
proposals for the modification of the draft Treaty presented at 
Lausanne. These communications were discussed by the representa
tives of Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan at a meeting under 
Lord Curzon's chairmanship in London, in March; and, as a result 
of this exchange of views, identic Notes were despatched to Con
Stantinople for transmission to the Turkish Government at Angora, 
inviting Mustapha Kemal Pasha to send representatives at as early a 

'Letter from Mr. J. St. Loe Strachey, February 17th, 1923, 
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te as possible to Lausanne, for the purpose of discussing with the 
lies such of the Turkish counter-proposals as they were prepared 
consider. The second Conference of Lausanne assembled in 

?ril with Sir Horace Rumbold, British High Commissioner at 
)nStantinople, as the chief representative of Great Britain. For 
ree months "the process of haggling," as Lord Curzon sub
quently described it, " was continued with pertinacity and at a 
ngth that recalled the palmieSt days of Oriental diplomacy in the 
1St." r At last, on July the 24th, a Treaty of Peace was signed, and 
us wearisome and melancholy chapter in the history of the rela
ons between Turkey and Europe was brought to a close. 
It was easy enough for those who chose to ignore the conditions 

nder which the Treaty was negotiated, to criticise it. Yet to have 
ecured the agreement of all concerned to a Turkey reSt:riB:ed to 
he Anatolian plains and highlands and the narrow European 
erritories of her former Empire up to the confines of Bulgaria on 
he one hand, and of Greece, with her frontier determined, with the 
~xception of the tiny enclave of Karagach, by the course of the river 
\.faritza, on the other ; and to have won for the nations of the world 
:he freedom of the Straits, with the guarantees which unfortified and 
demilitarised zones on each side of them afforded for the unhindered 
access of their warships and their merchantmen, were in the circum
Stances no mean achievements. That the Treaty secured to the mi
norities in Turkey-in the main Greeks and Armenians-a smaller 
measure of proteB:ion than he had striven to obtain for them, Lord 
Curzon did not deny. 

• 
" The Turks in their passion for a self-sufficing and self-

centred national exiStence were resolved," he declared, "upon 
purging their State of all alien elements-a policy which, in 
my view, was grossly mistaken, which has been attended by 
incidents of great cruelty and hardship, and which, as time 
passes, they will often have occasion to repent. I did, however, 
obtain this much, that Turkey undertook to apply for member
ship of the League of Nations after the ratification of peace ; 
and at the hands of that tribunal the aflliB:ed minorities will 

•Speech at the Imperial Conference, Odober <th, 1923. 
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receive such protection as it may be in the power of Europe to 
afford."x 

And if Lord Curzon was disappointed with the protection 
secured for the minorities, Still less did he regard with satisfaction 
the financial and economic clauses of the Treaty. Nevertheless, he 
thought that, taking a broad view of what had been accomplished
the final restoration of peace in the Near EaSt, the freedom of the 
Straits, the liberation of the entire block of Arab countries, the 
acquisition of the sacred soil of the Gallipoli Peninsula, the enhanced 
prestige of Great· Britain in Turkey which was generally admitted, 
together with the appeasement in all Moslem countries which was 
already following on the reconciliation between Great Britain and 
Turkey, were results "sufficient to juStify our labours at Lausanne 
and to silence the not always disintereSted and frequently ungenerous 
critics who have derided our handling of a problem which they were 
powerless to compose themselves." 2 · 

It only remains to point out that Lord Curzon's confidence in the 
Strength of the case for the retention of the vilayet of Mosul as an 
in,tegral part of the Kingdom of Irak, which he had laid before the 
Territorial Commission at Lausanne on January the 23rd, 1923, was 
more than justified by the subsequent hiStory of the matter. Direct 
negotiation between the Turkish and British Governments failed 
to provide a solution and in due course the queStion was submitted 
to the Council of the League of Nations. Though Lord Curzon did 
not live to see it, the decision of the Council on the queStion of the 
northern boundary of Ir.ak given in December 1925. and eventually 
accepted by Turkey in June 1926, confitmed the King of Irak in his 
possession of the vilayet of Mosul, and juStified ip. almoSt every 
particular the case which had been so brilliantly presented by Lord 
Curzon all but three years before. 

'Speech at the Imperial Conference, OCtober 5th, 1923~ •Ibid. 
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'THE S"L'MMER OF 1923 

THE spring of 192 3 was a troubled one for Lord Curzon. During 
the three months that he had spent at Lausanne he had found little 
time to devote to the solution, or even to the consideration, of 
problems other than those with which he was directly dealing. It 
was of deliberate purpose that he had gone to Lausanne in person 
instead of issuing instruttions from London and delegating to others 
the actual work of negotiation, as had been done by the Foreign 
Ministers of the other leading Powers represented at the Conference. 
For the fact was that his heart still dwelt in Asia rather than in 
Europe. He had once quoted with obvious approval an obiter dictum 
attributed to Napoleon-" Cette vieille Europe m'ennuie I" And 
it was one which must often have been on the tip of his own tongue 
as he endeavoured to thread his way wearily through the maze of 
conflicting intereSts and cross-purposes, from which the protagonists 
in the political and diplomatic struggle in progress on the Continent 
seemed wholly unable to extricate themselves. 

News of the trend of orinion and of events in Paris, Rome, 
Brussels and Berlin was, of course, constantly obtruding itself upon 
him ; but it fell for the moSt part upon an inattentive mind, and the 
visions which it conjured up flitted smudgily across the background 
of his consciousness with much of the inconsequence of passing 
dreams. He was not capable, as he himself frankly admitted, of 
skimming the cream from a basin of milk. If he took up a queStion 
at all, he muSt take it up thoroughly ; study it ab ovo ; read and 
assimilate everything that was on record concerning it; familiarise 
himself with its smalleSt details. And, with his mind absorbed by the 
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daily complexities of the Turkish negotiations, he shrank from the 
labour of thus taking up the queStion of Reparations, which by the 
dawn of the year 1923 had become for the Allied Powers the queStion 
of the hour. " As I could not take part in the Reparations talks," 
he told Lord Crewe, who, at his requeSt, had recently accepted the 
Paris Embassy," I have preferred not to interfere at all, but to leave 
it entirely to Bonar." 1 

He did so with all the more readiness because he realised that in 
_the attitude which the French Government were determined to 
assume would be found one more obstacle in the way of any real 
re-eStablishment of peace in Europe-" of which," he impressed 
upon Lord Crewe, when sending him to represent Great Britain at 
Paris, "a clear and solid understanding between France and our
selves is an essential condition." For the letters which he received 
from time to time from the Prime MiniSter left little room for doubt 
as to the extent of the divergence which was opening up between the 
two Governments on this issue. "As regards our Conference," 
Mr. Bonar Law wrote on December the 12.th, 1922, "it has been a 
complete failure, as indeed was inevitable, for Poincare came de
termined on two points : ( 1) that whatever happened he would 
occupy Essen, (2) that he could not reduce the amount of the French 
claims except to the exact extent by which we reduced their debt to 
us. . . . I made it clear to him that no British Government could 
agree to the occupation. of the Ruhr, to enforce demands which 
everyone recognised as impossible." 

There, indeed, lay the crucial difference between the views taken 
by the Governments of France and Great Britain respectively The 
British Government faced the economic realities of the situation with 
a gaze unclouded by other considerations. They may have suspected 
the motives with which the German Government had embarked 
upon the policy of inflation which had started the mark on what 
Lord Curzon described as " the first downward movement to its 
final catastrophic descent " ; out they did not allow their suspicions 
to influence their judgment. They surveyed the situation dis
passionately as it existed ; ' saw that, before any substantial sum in 
Reparations was possible, some sort of order muSt be evolved out of 

•Letter dated December zstb, 1922. 
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the chaos into which German finances had fallen, and made pro
posals accordingly. Briefly, what Mr. Bonar Law proposed when 
he proceeded to Paris in January was that the Reparation debt 
should be reduced to £z,5oo,ooo,ooo; that bonds of that amount 
should be immediately issued ; and that, subject to the eStablishment 
in Berlin of a foreign Financial Council to supervise the reorganisa
tion of German finance, a four year moratorium should be granted. 
He accompanied his proposal with an offer, in the event of the above 
suggestions being accepted, to cancel the French and Italian war 
debts to Great Britain, less certain sums representing gold deposits 
already in British hands and various minor financial adjustments ; 
and he added that should Germany fail to satisfy the Council that 
she was making adequate efforts at financial reorganisation, he would 
be prepared to join in the forcible seizure of German revenues and 
assets and in the extension of the occupation. 

The French Government looked at the matter from a different 
point of view. They needed money badly enough and were deter
mined to get it if they could. But when it came to a queStion of the 
means by which the object which they had in view could beSt be 
effected, their judgment was always influenced by considerations 
which were predominantly political ; and from first to last the lure 
of "productive pledges," involving an advance into the Ruhr, 
proved too Strong to be resisted. In these circumStances there was 
nothing to be done but to agree to differ; and on January the IIth, 
with Great Britain standing aside, the occupation of the Ruhr began. 

When, therefore, early in February 1923, Lord Curzon returned 
to England from Lausanne to resume his normal duties at the 
Foreign Office, he found Gteat Britain and France severed by what 
was euphemiStically referred to as a rupture cordiale, and himself 
committed to a policy of benevolent neutrality towards a venture 
which he agreed with the Prime MiniSter in thinking was doomed 
to failure. A policy of benevolent neutrality in such circumstances 
was one which it was a good deal easier to criticise than to defend. 
The spectacle of a British Government looking on impotently while 
her chief Ally got tangled up in a situation which was little 
removed from war, was certainly not an impressive one. " Public 
opinion here is getting more restive," Lord Curzon wrote on 
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March the I 8th, " and will not stand benevolent neutrality ad 
infinitum." 1 

Not the leaSt of the disadvantages of the policy, from the point of 
view of a man of Lord Curzon's sensitive nature, was the equivocal 
position in which it inevitably placed him personally. As the 
representative of a Power which had openly declared its neutrality, 
he could not refuse the frequent approaches which the German 
Government made through the agency of the German Ambassador 
in London ; nor could he be .unaware of the jealous eye with which 
the French Government regarded the conStant visits to the Foreign 
Office of the representative of a Government with which they 
themselves had broken off relations. And when, in March, Herr von 
Sthamer asked him what he thought of a tentative proposal which he 
declared the German Government would be willing to bring to 
the notice of M. Poincare through the good offices of the British 
Prime MiniSter, he made little attempt to conceal his irritation. 
He felt sure, he said, that Mr. Bonar Law would agree with him in 
saying that no more unfortunate St:ep could be taken than for Ger
many to communicate her proposals to a single Power alone, and 
more particularly to Great Britain. Whatever the merits of the 
proposals themselves, they would be prejudiced from the Start 
and would be likely to meet with instantaneous rejection at the hands 
of France. As to the nature of the particular proposals, it was not 
for him to advise the German Government ; but he would venture 
to suggeSt: that they should consider the extreme unwisdom of 
putting forward proposals which were almost certain to be rejected 
because of their inadequacy. In his ptiv~te correspondence he made 
his feelings plainer Still : 

" Bonar and I saw the German on Friday and told him that 
his Government muSt: get a move on, and that it was no good 
dishing up bread and milk to the French, who would require 
some rather Stronger sustenance." z 

These worries brought on an attack of the complaint with which 
he had been proStrated during the previous summer, and he felt 

'Letter to Lord Crewe. 
•Letter to Lord Crewe dated Match r8th, 1923. 
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obliged to seek a renewal of the treatment which had then proved 
efficacious. " I deteSt having to come abroad again for another 
phlebitis treatment," he told Lord Crewe on March the z9th ; 
" but the Strain upon me recently has brought back the swelling 
and pain in my leg and I muSt really do something." 

On his return to England three weeks later, he dealt exhaustively 
with the situation in a speech in the House of Lords ; and, tired of 
abortive conversations behind the scenes, he took occasion to repeat 
in public the advice which he had frequently tendered to the German 
Government : 

" If Germany were to make an offer of her willingness and 
intention to pay, and to have the payment fixed by authorities 
properly charged ; and if she were at the same time to offer 
specific guarantees for the continued payments, an advance 
might be made. That is the substance of the advice which I 
have consistently given to the German Government, the general 
wisdom of which I see no reason to doubt." 1 

The first fruits of this tentative eirenicon were scarcely flattering 
to Lord Curzon's hopes, for the speech drew from the French little 
but disparaging comment and from the German Government an 
absurdly inadequate response. " You will return to a time of 
exceptional anxiety," he told Lord Crewe, who was on his way back 
to Paris after a brief absence. " The French have given a very poor 
and niggardly reception to a speech from me that did not certainly 
suffer from a lack of generosity . . . I suppose that whatever the 
Germans put forward, he (Poincare) will turn down, and we shall be 
plunged again in the old morass." 2 At a later date-on June the 
7th-the German Government made a second and more hopeful 
overture, offering to accept the decision of an impartial international 
body as to the amount of the Reparations to be met and as to the 
method of payment, and proposing certain guarantees including the 
security of the cuStoms and railways. But by then the financial aspect 
of the matter had been wholly submerged by the political, and France 

1Speech in the House of Lords on April ~oth, 1923. 
•Letter dated April 28th, 1923. 
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was bent less upon obtairup.g Reparations than upon breaking the 
passive resiStance and spirit of the German people. Moreover, there 
intervened an unforeseen crisis in the domestic situation in Great 
Britain which was deStined profoundly to affect Lord Curzon 
personally. 

For some time ast Mr. Bonar Law's health had not be·en good, 
an y pn rumour a ecome busy as to 1s ossib e 1ntent10ns ; 
so much so that :Cora urzon wrote 11?- some a arm from :tours, 
where he was himself undergoing his cure, enquiring if there was 
any foundation for the Stories which were in circulation. The Prime 
MiniSter's reply was reassuring: 

" Your rumour is without foundation. I have not been up 
to the mark for a month or six weeks, but I have no intention 
of resigning unless my health should make it impossible to 
continue." 1 

Nevertheless, he found it necessary to take a reSt abroad ; and 
on Lord Curzon's return from Tours he found himself called upon 
to preside at meetings of the Cabinet pending the Prime MiniSter's 
return. " I have had a very busy and anxious time over this Ruhr 
crisis," he wrote on May the 7th ; " .... I had a Cabinet this morning 
at which my policy and Despatches were unanimously endorsed." • 
News of the Prime MiniSter's health did not improve ; and when it 
became known that inStead of returning to England he had been 
advised to take a sea voyage, it was natural enough that Lord 
Curzon's friends should be telling him that the crowning ambition 
of his life was about to see fulfilment. ·-
- There were, unfortunately, only too good grounds for the 
rumours concerning the Prime MiniSter. The results of the voyage 
were disappointing. " During the trip on board the boat I was very 
miserable, suffering pain all the time," he wrote afterwards ; " but 
I truSted that after I got on land I would feel the benefit of the fresh 
air." 3 This hope was not realised, and he asked Sir Thomas. Horder 

. _/r dated April sth, 1923. ~~r to Lady Curzon. 
JLetter to Lord Curzon, dated May 2oth, 1923. 
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to visit him in Paris. When the latter expressed grave dissatisfaB:ion 
with his condition and suggeSted a consultation in London, Mr. 
Bonar Law realised that the burden of the Premiership was one 
which he was no longer able to bear. He spent the afternoon of 
T~t;,~~~M~Y the 17th, with Lord and Lady Crewe, explaining 
the whole situation so far as it affected him. " It was a pathetic 
iiio~~h we shall not easily forget," Lord Crewe wrote a 
rew:ctazs'aE~~ards. 

Parliament had risen for the Whitsuntide recess and Lord Curzon 
lwasat Montacute when, on the morning of Monday, May the 21st, 
! l}.titi;eived a letter.from.M.r. Bonar Law announcing his resignation. 
The consultation had been held in London on the I 9th, and had left 
him no choice, he said. " I understand," he added at the end of his 
letter, " that it is not cuStomary for the King to ask the Prime 
MiniSter to recommend his successor in circumstances like the 
present and I presume that he will not do so ; but if, as 1 hope, he 
accepts my resignation at once, he will have to take immediate 
Steps about my successor." 1 This, if indefinite, was at least not 
discouraging. 

Montacute was not connected with the outside world by tele
phone ; and since Lord Curzon conjectured that a hurried return 
to London on Whit Monday might give rise to unpleasant comment, 
he remained where he was, a prey to the inevitable anxieties and 
uncertainties of the situation. To few men could the ordeal of that 
~y~' be,en a more fiery one. Some there may have been who, 
W!ille!lot desiro~s' ~~the Premiership, may yet have been willing 
to accept it for the sake of duty ; others who have toyed pleasantly 
with the idea of some day ~ttaining to it ; others, again, who have 
frankly and vehemently coveted it ; but there can have been few, 
inde~~ who from early youth. have planned their lives on the 
.~,iS,!lf!lE!;i<m, tha!,,t,he Premiership was to be an integral and essential 
P,~.~[9[ the structure. If it is too much to say this of Lord Curzon, 
1t is at least certain that in the minds of some of those who knew him 
from his boyhood, had taken root the conviction that, ever since his 
Oxford days, if not, indeed, since his laSt years at Eton, he had set 
before himself the ambition of being the one Englishman of whom 

'Letter dated May zoth, I923, 
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hiSl:o:!"Y.: would be able to say that he had held the two offices of 
~oy o~India ~nd Pritl_l~ Miiitsrer of England::-.And when the Eist 
part of this vault1n~ amb1t1on had been accomplished' before=rtle age 
ot1orty, tllere ':ha-"'been many who had not hesitated to predict 
the accomplishment of it in its entirety. " .... but what to us all 
is much more important," a friend had written when congratulating 
him on his appointment to the Viceroyalty, " you will come back in 
a few Years ready to be Prime MiniSter. As I have long prophes1ed 
ffiat Y:OU would go to Jndia,.perfiap~ou Wlll acceJ>t thlS propnecy 
also." 1 ..____ 

When Lord Crewe had written his account of the afternoon which _ 
Mr:-Bonar Law had spent with hi1!1. he had added : " df course 
I had anticipated that you would be a;fed to succeed him, and except 
for what one sees in the papers I am still quite in the dark about the 
cause of the actual selection." 2 

The Fates, indeed, could hardly have devised a more cruel way of 
infutBng the blow whichtheYliad in store, ffian cucumstances 
achially conspired to bring about. 

On Monday evening the state of suspense in which Lord Curzon 
had spent the day was relieved to some extent by the receipt of a 
message from Lord Stamfordham in wlllch he expressed a desire to 
see "liim the next daL_ The great moment of his llie which was to 
place tlie crown uQon a long llcnd meritorious career of service to the 
State was, sutdY.. at hand. The State of pleasurable anticipation in 
which he travelled up to town was heightened by the comments of 
the morning papers. " I found· in the morning press," he jotted 
down, " an almoSt unanimous opinion t~t the choice lying between 
Baldwin and myself, there was no . ueStion as to the immense su er. 
writy~Y.:Jiaims and Itttie dou t as to the in~q;;W_n§.o.fJ:he.KiOg
flfe' crow(f()f press photographers at Paddington and. my house
deceptive and even worthless as these phenomena· are-at leaSt: in
dicated the popular belief." 

At 2.;o .m. Lord Stamfordham called at 1 Carlton House 
Te~T'here is no need to dwell u2on e 1nterv1ew~ w ·c cannot 
have been an:y!hing but painful either to Lord Curzon or to liis 
"{tter from ~;;:- :une dated AuguSt nth, 18g8, "' -
/:~tter teA y 23r , 1923. 
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visitor. It was Lord Stamfordham's unpalatable task to convey to 
!;:~d_f~{Z.on ~he decision of the King that, since the Labour party 
~S!:i.~JS,9: th~ official Opposition in the House of Commons and 
we~~ ... ul!tel?re~ented in the House of Lords, the objections to a 
~rne,_M;t;tiSt!!r in the Upper Chamber were insuperable. This 
pos;bility had occurred to Lord Curzon himself some years 
before; for he had told Sir G. Cunningham in 1917 that, 
with Labour so strongly represented in the Lower House, he 
doubted whether even so outstanding a member of the peerage as 
the late Lord Salisbury would have been Prime Minister.' Yet, in 
his heart of hearts, he could not really bring himself to believe that 
with his long record of public service behind him he could be passed 
over. And he asked leave to submit for consideratlon certain aspects 
of the case which he thought might not have been given due weight. 
'Y~~nJ,~however, he learned that it was too late aod that Mr. Baldwin 

~::t. fiad . already been summoned to Buckingham Palace, bitterness 
ffooded in upon his soul. And in the account which he committed 
to paper of this, the most galling experience which life had brought 
him, he poured out his pent-up feelings in a torrent of agonised 
~!:~~ir. '' Su,ci:," he exclaimed, " was the reward I received for 
n::.:.lyJorFy years of public service in the higheSt offices ; such was 
the manner in which it was intimated to me that the cup of honour
able ambition had been dashed from my lips, and that I could never 
asl?}re to pll the higheSt office in the service of the Crown."z 

The poignancy of his feelings was added to by the confident 
assumption made by some of his friends that the prize was already 
his. On the very day on which the blow fell, the friend of his boy
hood, Oscar Browning, was writing in jubilation from Italy : 

" This morning's Piccolo says that you are Prime MiniSter, 
and I hope it is true. Please accept my warmeSt congratulations. 
I always told you that I should not be satisfied unless you were. 
I shall look forward with great intereSt to all the great things 
you are going to do." 

1ln the course of a conversation recorded by Sir G. Cunningham on September 
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The depths of his disappointment provide a measure of the moral 
greatness which at times, though not always, he was able to summon 
to his aid. Letters of sympathy poured in upon him from all sides ; 
and the burden of the greater number of them was a prayer that, 
great though the sacrifice must be, he would yet consent to remain at 
his poSt. And if under the first shock of bitterness he shrank from 
the course thus pressed upon him, he could not long remain in
sensible to the significance of an appeal so movingly and so widely 
made, and on May the z;rd he reelied to the invitation which had 
reached him from the new Prime MiniSter : 

"My dear Baldwin, 
Allow me to congratulate you warmly upon your appoint

ment to be Prime MiniSter and to wish you every success in 
your administration. I have seriously considered your kind 
invitation to me to continue in the office which I recently 
filled. I ha_ye eyety desire to retire. But, as there are certain 
thin s ;"'wch in the ublic interest I ou ht er a s to e.n-

eavour to carry through, an as my retirement at this moment 
might be thought to 1nvolve ilistrust in your administration, 
which would be a quite unfounded suspicion, I will for the 
present continue at the Foreign Offic~." 

" Of course it is a great disappointment," he wrote on the fol
lowing day. "But public life is made up of such, and the only thing 
is to go on and do one's beSt, as I shall t!Y. to do .. " r And four days 
later, in a letter to the same correspondent, he mentioned-" I am 
just off to the meeting at which I· am to ro ose that BaldwG'be 
erected'teader ot tEe onservatlVe arty." No one w1 e i ely 
to queStion the nature of the ordeal through which he was called 
upon to pass or the moral courage which enabled him to emerge 
triumphant from it. His bearing, i,ndeed, made a great impression 
iipon those who, know~g the immense emotional deeps of his 
ardent nature, could gauge the Strength of the turmoil that raged 
within. And he was the recipient of many moving tributes : 

" I hope you will not think it impertinent of me to write to 
•Letter to Lord Crewe, dated May 24th, 1923, 
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say how much I admired the manner in which you presided 
over our meeting to-day and the good taste and eloquence with 
which you spoke in proposing Mr. Baldwin's eletl:ion to the 
leadership of the party. Your speech was magnificent and the 
manner in which the whole affair was condutl:ed will, I am sure, 
conduce greatly to the harmony of the party and the Strength 
of the Government." r 

Thus, with a geSture of singular magnarum1ty, Lord Curzon 
smoothed the way for the formation of Mr. Baldwin's first 
Administration. 

When Lord Curzon told the Prime MiniSter that there were certain 
things which he supposed that, in the public interest, he ought to 
endeavour to carry through, he had in mind more particularly the 
renewed negotiations with Turkey at Lausanne, of which a brief 
account has been given in the preceding chapter ; the controversy 
upon which he had entered with Soviet Russia, and the attempt upon 
which he had recently embarked to find some way out of the dis
aStrous impasse in which the leading nations of Europe found 
themselves as a result of the Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr. 

The Trade Agreement with Soviet Russia, entered into by Mr. 
Lloyd George's Government in the spring of 1921, had always been 
looked on by Lord Curzon with feelings of cold disfavour. He had 
never believed that the stipulation prefixed to the Agreement, that 
the Soviet authorities should refrain from hoStile propaganda againSt: 
Great Britain, would be observed. And looking back over the 
events of the two years during which the Agreement had been in 
operation, he saw on all siJes incontrovertible evidence of the ful
filment of his forebodings. It was, indeed, notorious that from the 
first the undertaking given by the Soviet Government had been 
consistently and flagrantly violated. As a result of representations 
made during the autumn and winter of 1921 some curtailment of 
the baleful activities of the Soviet agents had been noticed. But the 
lull had been of short duration, and by the spring of 1923 acts of 
hoStility had become so numerous and so grave that Lord Curzon 
determined to tolerate so anomalous a state of affairs no longer. In 

•Letter from Sir J.P. Hewett dated May z8th, 1923. 
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Irak, in Persia, in AfghaniStan-even in India itself-Russian agents, 
controlled and financed from Moscow, were foStering and or
ganising the forces of sedition and, where possible, inciting the 
peoples of Asia to rebellion. Nor was this all. Outrages committed 
on British subjects in Russia itself, including one notorious case of 
judicial murder, remained unatoned ; and British fishing trawlers, 
seized in defiance of the almoSt universally accepted conventions of 
international law, remained imprisoned in Russian ports. Demands 
made for compensation for the lives of Briti~h sa~ors sacrificed in 
the course of these piratical onslaughts, were treated with cynical 
indifference ; while, to crown everything, representations made by 
the British Government against att:s of religious persecution, the 
brutality of which had excited widespread consternation and had 
provoked the indignant remonstrance of the civilised world, were 
met by- replies of so insolent a character as to be returned by the 
accredited British Agent to whom they were addressed. 

Lord Curzon drew up his inditl:ment ; submitted it to the Cabinet ; 
asked and received authority to present his demands in the form of 
an ultimatum ; gave the Soviet Government ten days within which 
to make a satisfatl:ory reply, and awaited with intereSt the result. 
It was no~ to be supposed that the Soviet Government were going 
to admit themselves in the wrong ~ but they made a reply from 
which it was clear that they attached far too great importance to 
the Trade Agreement to run the risk of losing it ; and after some 
further exchange of Notes, they complied substantially with all 
Lord Curzon's demands. A new and more explicit declaration on the 
subjetl: of propaganda was accepted and signed ; the Russian repre
sentative, whose recall from Kabul L~rd Curzon had demanded, 
was transferred to another poSt, " in accordance with the normal. 
arrangements governing the movements of members of the Russian 
Diplomatic Service " ; the letters which the British Agent had 
refused to receive were withdrawn ; compensation was agreed to 
in respetl: of the " repressive measures " taken against British sub
jects in Russia ; and orders were issued to the Soviet maritime 
authorities to refrain from interfering with British fishermen plying 
their business outside the three mile limit, pen:ding the conclusion 
of an international agreement on the whole question. If there was 
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little to give ground for complacency in the foreign outlook as a 
whole, Lord Curzon found some crumbs of satisfaction in the out
come of this controversy. " I think that I may claim to have won a 
considerable victory over the Soviet Government," he wrote on 
June the 13th, "and I expect them to behave with more circum
spection for some time to come." 1 

He found far less reason for complacency as he surveyed the 
situation in the Ruhr. It is true that in the German Note of June the 
7th he saw the prospect of a possible settlement ; and he commended 
it, therefore, to the favourable consideration of the Allies. The 
points of view from which the French and British Governments 
had all along regarded the queStion remained, however, unaltered. 
More than ever since she had met with the unexpected and ob
Stinate resiStance of Germany did France look at it as essentially a 
political matter ; more than ever since Great Britain saw the Ger
man market, which had gradually been assuming importance as a 
factor in her export trade once more, incontinently collapse, did 
she regard the queStion from a Striilly economic point of view. And, 
in plain and unmistakable language, Lord Curzon repeatedly en
forced this point : 

" As long as the moSt highly developed area of German 
industrial life remains under military rule, and is made the 
scene of political agitation, it is difficult to see how the economic 
problem can be solved. It may be possible to break Germany's 
power of resistance by such means ; but it will be at the price 
of the very recovery on which the Allied policy depends for its 
ultimate success." l • 

French intransigence caused him infinite worry and annoyance. 
His constant interviews with the French Ambassador became a 
positive pain, and, in these circumStances, it is not surprising if 
something of the acerbity of the conversations which took place 
behind the closed doors of the Foreign Secretary's room, crept 
into his written Despatches. His comment on a Statement made to 

1Letter to Lord Crewe, dated june 13th, I<JZ3. 
•Despatch from Lord Curzon to the Comte de Saint Aulairc, dated July zoth, 1923. 
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him by the Comte de Saint Aulaire on June the I Ith, that the 
French Government could discuss with their Allies the proposals 
embodied in the German Note only after passive resistance in the 
Ruhr had ceased, was indicative of the Strained relations. existing 
between them : 

" From the Statement which Your Excellency made to me, 
it would almost seem as if the cessation of passive resistance 
was regarded by the French Government as equivalent to 
.aCtive co-operation of the German population in whatever 
measures, coercive or other, the French authorities may see 
fit to take or order. This would be an excessive and an im
practicable demand, even if it were conceded that French 
action in the Ruhr was justiiied and authorised under the Treaty 
of Versailles., x 

The attitude of the French Government did, indeed, seem to him 
to be unreasonable. "His (Poincare's) idea," he wrote on June 
the z8th, " that he can both obtain a cessation of passive resistance 
with our aid, and yet persiSt in unabated military occupation, is 
quite untenable and muSt be warmly repudiated." 2 

Nevertheless, in spite of constant discouragement, Lord Curzon 
persisted in his attempts to find a solution. •The rigid attitude of 
M. Poincare was, in fact, creating a very unfavourable impression 
in London ; and in his letters to Lord Crewe he sought to 
warn him of the rising temper of the Cabinet : 

" The giSt of it all is that we will not go on drifting any 
longer. Even the pro-French element in the Cabinet .... are 
indignant with Poincare, and are hot for independent action. 
We have shown patience, toleration, even weakness. But now 
we mean to move .•.. You may rely upon me to go as far as is 
possible in keeping together the Entente. But act we must and 
will." 3 

Lord Curzon's next step was to draw up and comi.nunicate to the 
Allied Governments the draft of a reply to the German Note of 

1Despatch from Lord Curzon to the Comte de Saint Aulaire, dated June 13th, 1923. 
•Letter to Lord Crewe. 3Letter dated July 8th, 1923, 
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June the 7th, to which he hoped they might be willing to subscribe. 
The situation, he urged, was likely to grow not better but worse 
with every day of unnecessary delay. "A recurrence to procedure 
by ultimatums may, indeed, produce tardy and reluctant capitula
tion ; but little satisfaction will accrue if it fails to produce subStantial 
deliveries either in cash or in kind." It was now acknowledged, he 
asserted, that the Reparation figure laid down in 1921 no longer 
corresponded to the realities of the situation. A revised estimate of 
what was practicable must sooner or later be made. And he threw 
out the suggeStion that in the enquiry which would be necessary 
the co-operation of America, whether in an official or an unofficial 
capacity, should be sought. 

It was not the first time that this suggeStion had been made ; 
and it proved in the end the key to the solution of the problem. 
For it was the enquiry conducted by the Dawes Committee and the 
plan proposed by them when they reported in the spring of 1924, 
that proved to be the turning point on the road down which Europe 
was heading towards a pit of irretrievable financial disaster. And 
Lord Curzon is entitled to the credit for having consistently urged, 
and, in the end, secured the co-operation which became so vital a 
factor in the eventual success of the policy which he unflinchingly 
pursued. " We have' persuaded the Americans to come into the 
Reparations Committee," he told Lord Crewe on December the 
12th. 

But before the Reparations Commission, with Lord Curzon's 
enthusiastic support, decided, on November the ;oth, to set up the 
body which came to be known by the name of its chairman, General 
Dawes, he had cause to pass through many anxious moments. His 
Despatch of July the 20th, covering his draft reply to the German 
Note, met with a cold reception at the hands of M. Poincare, who 
firmly refused to admit the necessity for any enquiry into Germany's 
capacity to pay. What, then, was to be done ? There seemed, 
indeed, little to be done except to re-state, comprehensively and 
explicitly, the position of the British Government and to continue 
to hold a watching brief for moderation and common sense. This 
was what Lord Curzon proceeded to do. 

In a Despatch addressed to the French and Belgian Ambassa-
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dors on August the I Ith, and presented to Parliament immediately 
afterwards, he indulged in a critical analysis of the Reparations 
claims which the French and Belgian Governments were now 
putting forward. These conStituted a radical alteration of the per
centages of the total sum to be paid by Germany which had been 
agreed to at Spa, to the grave disadvantage of all their other Allies. 
The Government of Great Britain could not consent to ignore the 
legitimate claims of the British people. And it was desirable that 
the hard facts of the position as it concerned them should be clearly 
stated. Sunk ships and cargoes rotting at the bottom of the sea 
might not shock the eye like the ruined villages of France and Bel
gium. But they wer~ equally material damage caused by German 
aggression and represented equally heavy losses of national wealth. 
In a few arresting sentences he painted a picture of the burden which 
Great Britain was being called upon to bear : 

" Apart from the extensive material damages suffered by 
Great Britain, His MajeSty's Government are now involved 
in heavy payments to meet unemployment, in respect of which 
they have been compelled to spend over £4oo,ooo,ooo since 
the Armistice. They alone, among the Allies, are paying intereSt 
on debts incurred abroad during the War, representing a capital 
sum due to the United States Government of £x,ooo,ooo,ooo 
at the present rate of exchange. They alone have been de
prived, in the Allied intereSt, of foreign securities estimated at 
from £7oo,ooo,ooo to £8oo,ooo,ooo which would otherwise 
substantially assist in the 'payment of the British debt in 

'America. Notwithstanding thc!se gigantic burdens, Great 
Britain made an offer at the Paris Conference of January laSt 
to forego her rights to reimbursement of her damages, and 
expressed her readiness, by reducing the debts of the Allies, 
to treat her share of German Reparations as if it were a repay
ment by her Allies of their debts due to her. It would be 
inequitable, and it is impossible to ask the British taxpayer, 
already much more heavily burdened than his French and 
Belgian Allies, to make further sacrifices by modifying the Spa 
percentages for the benefit of France and Belgium." 
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While the British Government had indicated their readiness to join 
in advising the German Government to withdraw without delay 
the ordinances and decrees which had promoted passive resistance, 
they could not subscribe to the thesis that passive resistance must 
cease unconditionally as being a violation of the Treaty of Versailles. 
On the contrary, basing their opinion on the advice of the highest 
legal authorities in Great Britain, they held that the action of France 
and Belgium in the Ruhr, quite apart from the question of ex
pediency, was without the sanction of the Treaty itself. But they 
were quite willing that this queStion should be referred to the In
ternational Court of Justice at the Hague. In the meantime a con
tinuance of forcible interference with the economic life of Germany 
could only prevent the realisation of any surplus of Reparation, 
and by intensifying the disorder of German finance and currency 
would have the graveSt reactions upon trade : 

" In spite of wholesale seizures, the occupation of the Ruhr 
by France and Belgium has produced, at great coSt, less receipts 
for the Allies, notably of coke and coal, than was forthcoming 
in the previous year. Moreover, His Majesty's Government 
feel that the resulting situation involves great and growing 
danger to the peaceful trade of the world and, not least, of this 
country. His Majesty's Government regard a continuance of 
the present position as fraught with the graveSt risks, both 
economic and political. They consider the impartial fixation 
of Germany's liability at a figure not inconsistent with her 
practical power of making payment a matter of great urgency 
and they have suggestec! what appears to them to be an appro
priate means to this end." 

If this view was accepted, Great Britain would still be prepared 
to att upon the proposal which Mr. Bonar Law had laid before the 
Paris Conference in January-a proposal which meant that, in the 
interest of a complete general settlement, Great Britain would be 
prepared to waive a very large part of the amount for which the 
British taxpayer held the due obligations of the Governments of 
the Allies. 
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There, for the time being, Lord Curzon felt that matters must be 

. allowed to reSt. And having disposed of the matter to the beSt of 
his ability, he left England for another short course of treatment at 
Bagnolles, and turned his mind characteristically to other matters. 
" I have brought here to finish/' he wrote from that place on August 
the uth, " the book which I partially wrote about Government 
·House and other places at Calcutta ten years ago, and then aban
doned, as I have all the notes and it costs me no effort to write it." 1 

He worked from 1.30 p.m. to 5 p.m. and again after dinner; and he 
wrote in serio-comic vein of the difficulties under which he laboured: 

"I dine upStairs at 8.30 p.m., then work and bed about I a.m. 
But then I have a terrifying experience. On one side of me is 
an Englishman who snores badly. Above me (the floors 
being very thin) is an elderly Greek, whose snores reverberate 
through the whole building and almoSt shake the floors. 
What with both, I did not sleep for one second laSt night. I 
hammered at the wall to stop A., and heard his wife expostu
lating with him. I then went upStairs at 2.30 a.m. and banged 
and rattled at the bedroom door of B. He neither awoke nor 
stopped for an instant. It was like the discharge of artillery, 
and went on without a pause till 8 a.m."z 

It was not long, however, before his attention was recalled to the 
Franco-British controversy. The publication of the British Note of 
August the I Ith caused a good deal of fluttering in quite a number 
of dovecots. It was recognised in Great Britain as a powerful 
Statement of the case from the British p~int of view. It was widely 
spoken of as one of Lord Curzon's masterpieces. The Foreign 
Secretary was pictured immured at Kedleston Hall in Derbyshire, 
sitting up far into the night composing it. It is true that Lord Curzon 
wrote many of the Foreign Office Despatches himself, juSt as when 
Viceroy of India he composed and wrote with his own hand many of 
the more important State Papers. And there can be little doubt 
that, in years to come, his tenure of the Foreign Secretaryship will 

xLetter to Lady Curzon. 
•Letter to Lady Curzon dated AuguS'I: 15th, 1923. 
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become famous for the remarkable series of rhetorical productions 
which emanated from the Department over which~: he presided. 
But he was not the chief author of the Despatch of August the I rth, 
1923. He laid down the main lines on which it was to be written 
and he gave to it its final polish. " The famous British Note," he 
told Lady Curzon, " was written by Crowe, and all I did was to 
tone down some of its worSt asperities and curtail and re-write parts 
that had been badly expressed." 1 

In France it not unnaturally excited a good deal of resentment. 
" I see the French papers are covering me with abuse over the Note," 
Lord Curzon wrote from Bagnolles on August the I 5th. And it 
did little at the time to assiSt towards a settlement. Passive resistance 
was, however, coming to an end. It actually ceased on September 
the z6th ; and though some weeks were to slip by before any appre
ciable advance towards a settlement was made, Lord Curzon had the 
satisfaction before the year was out of seeing the kind of enquiry 
into the financial state of Germany which he had long urged, actually 
being undertaken. 

'Letter dated AuguSt 24th, 1923. 



CHAPTER XXII 

LAST MONTHS : THE CALL OF KEDLESTON 

IN the British Note of August the IIth, 1923, in which was set 
forth the attitude of the British Government towards the Franco
German crisis, one of the moSt Striking passages was that in which 
an epitome was given of the economic burden under which the 
British people laboured. The statement that since the Armistice 
the British taxpayer had been compelled to provide so vaSt a sum 
as £4oo,ooo,ooo, merely to keep from starvation the army of able
bodied men who were crying for work which no longer exiSted, 
brought home c}ramatically to the public the magnitude of the econo
mic catastrophe which had overtaken Europe. And, bad as the 
situation was, it seemed likely to become worse rather than better 
so long as the two chief nations on the continent continued to 
squander their resources in an exhauSting, and, as had .long since 
become apparent to the onlooker, a ~tile political struggle. 

The hopeless disorganisation introduced into the German 
economic system by the paralysis of one of her most highly de
veloped industrial areas, had had an immediate influence on British 
foreign trade, while, paradoxically, the fall in the French exchange 
gave French exporters a Striking if temporary advantage in com
petition with the British manufacturer in his own home market. 
One million, three hundred and fifty thousand British workmen were 
without work. To many it seemed that a desperate situation called 
for desperate remedies. And it was in these circumstances that the 
Prime Minister made a sudden announcement that, if he was to deal 
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effectively with a State of affairs which was already alarming and 
which at any moment might become disaStrous, he muSt be free 
to employ tariffs for the protection of British induStry in the home 
market. And since he held himself bound by the pledge given by his 
predecessor not to do so without the authority of the electors, he 
announced his intention of appealing to the country. 

Lord Curzon's enthusiasm for Protection, never great, had 
dwindled after the General Elections of 1910, in which year a Pro
tectioniSt programme had twice been rejected by the country. " Of 
course I agree with you," he had written to Alfred Lyttelton some 
time afterwards ; " I do not believe that with the food taxes we shall 
ever have a subStantial win, and four successive defeats for Tariff 
Reform will be enough to crush any programme." It is true that the 
food taxes of Mr. Chamberlain's earlier programme were dropped 
by Mr. Baldwin ; but this did little to reconcile Lord Curzon to the 
step which was about to be taken. And in his correspondence he 
made no attempt to disguise his opinion of its unwisdom-

" We are being involved, as I think, quite unnecessarily 
and unwisely in a conflict that can only be solved by a General 
Election. That this can Strengthen the Government, I can 
hardly believe ; that it may materially weaken us, is at leaSt 
probable." 1 

Five days later in a letter to the same correspondent he returned 
to the subject-

• 
" Personally I deeply regret and deplore what I regarp as 

a premature and unnecessary dissolution. But the Prime 
MiniSter is very confident." • 

The critical state of affairs on the Continent provided him with a 
valid excuse for taking no part in the electoral campaign, which 
resulted, as he had foretold, in materially weakening the Govern
ment. " Who can explain acts of political insanity?" he asked in a 

•Letter to Lord Crewe, dated November 12th, 1923. 
>Ibid., November 17th, 1923. 
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THE CALL OF KEDLESTON 
letter to Lord Lamington. " Not I; I did my beSt to Stop it, fore
seeing the inevitable and disastrous consequences. I would, indeed, 
have done very differently." z 

With the Conservative party now in a minority in the House of 
Commons, the defeat of the Government was only a queStion of 
~~ The fatal division took lace on anua the 21st ana on 
Wednes ay, Janua!Y the z7rd, 19;1_, MiniSters with seals to hand 
~er_w_exe..r_e~elv:ed.1Jl.au.dkJ:t<::~Jnr.,.th~K!!!g. "I handed over the 
seals this morning," Lord Curzon wrote, " and am now functus 
officio." 2 -

Thus there passed from the Foreign Office.~er to return to it, 
a man who durin five fateful ears had held in his hands the mani
fold threa s o Brltis .oreig.c...Ecli~x._Some hiStorian of the future 
will see in truer perspective the crowded happenings of these tumul
tuous times, and will thus be in a position to determine with greater 
assurance than is at' present possible the place to which his adminis
tration at the Foreign Office entitles him in the long line of 
distinguished men who have guided the fortunes. of their country 
in her relations, sometimes cordial, at other times cool, at others, 
again, noisily explosive, with the nations of the world. Lord Curzon 
himself died a disillusioned and a disappointed man-:-to those who 
~ understooo liim1 a lonely_ and an iiif1!iitely patli'ctic figure. 
Judged by the level of achievement-not in thls O"ffice or in that, 
but in the wider field of public life at large-to which he had per
sistently aspired. he wrote himself down a failure. History, it may 
be, will take a different view. For the pr~ent the dust of controversy 
hangs too thick over the scene to admit of dispassionate judgment ; 
and the opinions of to:-day, formed at close quarters to the scenes 
enacted, may well be modified or reversed by the surer judgment of 
to-morrow. Nevertheless, contemporary opinion has its value, 
and the attempt to focus it should not be shirked. · 

Those who watched closely his a&al work as Foreign MiniSter 
were alternately amazed at his industry and ability and baffled by 

' lLetter dated December 29th, r923. 
~~Letter to Lord Crewe. 
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the comparative poverty of the results which they produced. His 
analysis of a situation was superb ; his exposition of it unsurpassed 
in picturesqueness and lucidity. Yet his advice as to the action to 
be taken in the circumStances which he had so brilliantly expounded, 
was Strangely indecisive and disappointing. Why so ? it will be 
asked. The answer, I think, is that his whole interest lay in the actual 
work of analysis and presentation. His mind, with its passion for 
detail and its tremendous Strength for dealing with a multitude of 
small things simultaneously, delighted in bringing together the 
factors leading up to a particular situation, arranging them in proper 
order much as a skilled craftsman would put together the Stones of 
a mosaic, and presenting a picture complete in itself for the inspec
tion of his colleagues. His interest, that is to say, was in the past 
and in the present rather than in the future ; and just as the intereSt 
of a man engaged in fitting together the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle 
comes to an end with the completion of the picture, so did 
Lord Curzon's interest wane when his case had been presented. 
It was the same in other matters-in the restoration of a building, 
for example. His intereSt lay much more in the actual work of 
restoration than in the subsequent possession of the renovated 
edifice. It followed that in the matter of a problem of Foreign Policy 
his concern with the results of his action was comparatively small ; 
and herein is to be found the explanation of the difficulty which his 
colleagues in the Cabinet often experienced in persuading him to 
give a lead. 

There is no doubt, too, that he was unfortunate in the circum
Stances of the time at which he was called upon to take control of 
the Foreign Policy of the ceuntry. The part imposed on him by the 
conditions of the post-war world was not that which he was beSt 
fitted to play. Autocratic by nature, he was never at his beSt in a 
position of subordination ; and for reasons which have been given 
in Chapter XVI, the Foreign MiniSter of post-war Britain found 
himself subordinate to an unusual degree to the dominant figure of 
the Prime MiniSter of the day. Those who knew him as Viceroy of 
India, where he was supreme within the sphere allotted to him, 
will be ready enough to believe that, had he himself become Prime 
MiniSter, he would have loomed far larger upon the international 
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stage than as Foreign Minister he actually appeared to do. In the 
event of his being entrusted with the formation of a MiniStry he had, 
indeed, determined to combine in his own person the two offices 
of Prime MiniSter and Foreign Secretary, juSt as in earlier days in 
England his old Chief, Lord Salisbury, had done ; as, in accordance 
with Indian adminiStrative practice, he had himself done throughout 
the seven years of his Viceroyalty; and as, less than a year later, 
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald actually did. "I was knocked out," he 
had explained in a letter to Lord Crewe, written two days after he had 
learned his fate, " not at all because it was thought impossible that 
I should combine the two offices of Prime MiniSter and Foreign 
Secretary-because I had made up my mind, if invited, to try it at 
leaSt for a time ; but because the Opposition party in the House of 
Commons being in the majority a Labour· party, the King thought 
that the· Head of the Government muSt be there to answer them." 1 

There was another respect in which, in the circumStances of the 
time, he was at some disadvantage. He had not behind him the 
resources, spiritual or material, which· in other days might have 
juStified him as Foreign Secretary in playing a part more in keeping 
with his. nature-the part not so much of a diplomatist as of a 
dictator. The country was war-weary; her troops had been dis
banded; she was neither in the mood nor in a position, as 'Lord 
Curzon realised only too well, to shout challenges and wave flags. 
It was to the credit of his discernment that he appreciated from the 
first the nature of the chasm that separated the post-war from the 
pre-war worid. He was not so quick to realise that he was not him
self so well equipped by nature to play the part which the changes 
wrought-not in Europe only, but thrm!ghout the world-imposed 
upon him. He admitted that the qualities which the British 
Foreign MiniSter had now to cultivate were those, not of enterprise 
and daring, but of endless patience, never-failing equanimity and 
tact. And he never seems to have doubted that these were qualities 
of which he himself could boast. It was this belief that blinded him 
to the feelings which he often excited in the Ambassadors of 
foreign Powers. " I do not think that either A or B found me 
difficult to get on with," he wrote in December 1923 to a life-long 

'Letter dated May 24th, I923• 
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friend who had hinted, half in earnest and half in jest, that the parts 
of schoolmaster and pupil were not wholly applicable in the case 
of a Foreign MiniSter and the accredited representatives of foreign 
Governments. And he added that he did not think that any Ambas
sador had found him other than easy to get on with-" I have been 
on very friendly terms with all." Let it be at once admitted that this 
belief was not well-founded. There was, strongly developed in his 
moral make-up, a distaste for pretence of any sort which dissuaded 
him from any attempt to disguise his own feelings, even if he 
had been capable of doing so. " The proportion of the whole truth 
that ought to be told in the domain of Statecraft," he once wrote, 
" is a queStion open to dispute. But at leaSt let me side with those 
who abhor the diplomatic lie." r And even if he had cultivated a 
taSte for finesse, he would never have become proficient at the art. 
For his emotions, always powerful and clamorous for expression, 
were faithfully refleCted through their varying phases in his speech 
and mien. And in proportion as he spurned subtlety, so was he 
frank-at times even to the point of rudeness-in giving expression 
to what was in his mind. He could, indeed, be shatteringly out
spoken. And in these days of slow and painful recovery from 
wounds such as humanity had never before known, when the nerves, 
not of individuals only, but of nations, were on edge, there were 
incidents in their relations which might well have Stung to anger 
men far more phlegmatic than Lord Curzon. 

Yet even with the times thus out of joint, it may be said with 
confidence that to the Student of some future day Lord Curzon will 
Stand out a great and arresting figure againSt the shifting background 
of his age. It may well be that he will seem a little to have outlived 
his day; that his manner and deportment~ven the stately forms 
of diCtion which he affected-fitted hiStorically into an earlier setting; 
that he stood like an island-the lone fragment of a receding con
tinent which had all but passed from view, submerged by the swiftly 
rising waters of twentieth century democracy. Yet for this very 
reason, perhaps, his Stately figure, wrapped in the grand manner of a 
vanishing age, will Stand out in sharper outline and will shine with 
an added splendour as it is viewed down the lengthening flights of 

'ln his Pr<!face to " Persia and the Persian QueStion." 
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time. And he will be recognised, if not as a Foreign Minister of 
outStanding greatness, yet as a great exemplar of a type which has 
played a memorable part in the history of Great Britain, and above 
all, as a statesman whose conduct was based on the loftiest concep
tion of international morality and inspired by the higheSt standard 
of patriotic duty. 

Lord Curzon's life as a Cabinet MiniSter did not end with his 
departure from the Foreign Office in January 1924; but with his 
realisation that the Premiership was forever beyond his grasp, 
and that the doors of the Foreign Office too were henceforth closed 
againSt him, his return to office in the autumn of the year was 
dictated by considerations other than those of personaLinclination. 
He agreed to join the Government as Lord President of the Council, 
Leader in the House of Lords and Chairman of the Committee of 
Imperial Defence ; hut he did so without enthusiasm. " There is 
a Council to-morrow morning," he wrote on November the 6th, 
"at which I shall preside for the first time, as in 1916, as President, 
and all the new MiniSters will be sworn in. How unlike my laSt 
experience, when all was new and promising." 1 H,e had take!} part 
in the Election that had resulted in the return of the Conservative 
party to power ; but he had done so solely from a sense of what was 
due from one occupying his position in the counsels of the party. 
"I have agreed to speak at Leicester," he had written in September, 
"at a big public meeting, on November the 18th, as, though' 
standing or sitting on a platform for two hours is a great trial for me, 
I must play my part." z Any refleB:iqps on his work as Foreign 
Secretary cut him to the quick and added to the distaste with whi<;h 
he now viewed political life : 

" Politics, as we have often remarked, are a ·dirty-game and 
the mud which others stir seems to settle with an almost 
malignant monotony on me. As yo~ know, I would never have 
-swallowed 'what I have done or consented to take office again, 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
zLetter to Lady Curzon, dated September r6th, 1924. 
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were it not that you so ~rongly wished me to do so and that 
I am always urged, and indeed expetl:ed, to do the big thing." 1 

The tone of his letters when writing of those other interests 
which had always vied with politics for the leading place in his 
affections, possessed by contrast a profound significance. Only a 
few days after he had spoken of the trial which platform speaking 
had become to him, he was writing in a ~rain of exuberant excite
ment of a visit to Tattershall Castle : 

"I had a mo~ successful day at Tattershall yesterday, Butler 
accompanying me. He was ravished with its beauty, as was I. 
Everything in perfetl: order and beautifully kept. On our way 
back we just had time to rush into Lincoln Cathedral, 5 p.m., 
nearly dark, but a service going on in the choir and the glorious 
voices of the boys ringing down the vast and lofty nave. It was 
a thing to be remembered." z 

Indeed, more and more after the shattering day in May, 1923, 
did he fall back upon that ~range side of his Protean personality 
which delighted to invest inanimate things with the attributes of 
life and in particular to envelop piles of masonry in an aroma of 
rich romance. From the first, Kedle~on Hall, standing" in serene 
beauty on the great stretches of gravel and lawns surrounding it, 
a silvery-grey mass on an unrelieved plain of grey and green," 3 

as I had occasion to remark in the opening sentences of this bio
graphy, had made a deep and abiding impression on George 
Curzon's young and plastk mind. There was something that 
appealed in~intl:ively and with a peculiar intimacy to him in the 
~ately lines of the eighteenth-century mansion with its va~ and 
impressive pillared hall, its domed saloon, its curving galleries, 
its massive fireplaces, its rich cornices and decorative friezes, its 
beautiful ceilings-the masterpieces of Robert Adam and Angelica 
Kauffman working in happy and fruitful collaboration-its 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, dated November 8th, 1924. 
>Ibid., dated September the 24th, 1924. 
lMr. A. S.C. Butler in his" Substanee of Architecture," q.v. 
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Corinthian columns of solid English alabaster and its Doric porti
~ coes. 

During the greater part of his life, circumstances carried him far 
:--afield; and even after bis (ather's death,-in IQI6, he cqntinued to 

live at Backwood Park ; but alwa s in the ck ound of his life 
edleston Stood, a reat and rna nificent reali a thin o endur

ance ,in a wor o flux, _an imQerishable link holding.hjm to_the 
soil on which for eight historic centuries Curzons had_be~n.born, 
had lived and died. Even during the years that he had spent away 
from her he had thought often of her, pored over such records of 
her paSt as he could find, and with diligent and loving care pieced 

,:together the details of her Story. 
-j . It_ was to Kedleston, the scene of his ear?est_ ~<:l_tenderest 

· memories, the laSt reSting-place to which, by his desire, all that was 
mortal of him was taken after his life's clqse, that he turned in all 
the crises of his life. And if one seeks evidence of that side of his 
iridescent character which for the moSt part lay hidden from the 
public gaze-his tremendous capacity for devotion, whether to an 
individual or to an ideal-it is in the ancient Norman church, which 
for more than eight centuries had stood under the shadow of the 
successive mansions that had risen and fallen on the site of Kedleston 
Hall, that one will find it. For it was to KedleSton that.he.bore the 
mortal remains of Mary Victoria, first Lady Curzon of Kedleston, 
in those days of indescribable woe when death snatched her from 
him ; and it was in Kedleston Church that he built the lovely 
memorial chapel, in the perfecting of which he found an outlet for 
his immense and imperishable love. In every detail the chapel was 
his own creation. No obstacle was allo~red to stand in the way of 
his achieving the neareSt: approach to perfection of which his crea
tive genius might prove capable. The quarries of Derbyshire, of 
Italy, of Belgium, and even of Russia ; the workshops of Rome, 
London, Venice, Genoa, Spain, Portugal and Mexico were ran
sacked in his search for what he wanted. The churches of many 
lands were laid under contribution to provide either the originals, 
or failing these, the models for the chapel furniture. From Venice 
he secured silver lamps ; from Genoa the crimson velvet altar 
cloth ; from Portugal the crucifix ; from Spain the eighteenth-
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century candlesticks upon the altar and the carved and painted 
wooden panels of sixteenth-century work representing the Descenf: 
from the Cross and the Adoration ; from Mexico the silver lectern, 
and from Germany the wrought-iron hanging electrolier. The 
cathedral at Pavia provided models for bronze candelabra ; the 
church of Sta. Maria Maggiore at Rome for sculptured panels for 
the adornment of the walls ; the cathedrals of Spain for the iron 
grilles shutting off the chapel from the nave of the church. Yet all 
these provided but the setting for the main feature of the fane
the elaborate monument of marble which it was to enshrine. 

In his imagination Lord Curzon had pictured a group of figures 
sculptured in pure white marble and resting upon a floor of un
broken green. And not until after a quest extending over two years 
did he succeed in procuring from the Ural mountains a sufficient 
quantity of the translucent quartz, known as aventurine, to enable 
him to carry out his scheme. Upon the floor thus carefully prepared 
now rests what has been described as Sir Bertram Mackennal's 
masterpiece and one of the supreme artistic achievements of the 
time, a tomb of white Italian Serravezza marble, on which repose 
the recumbent figures of Lord and Lady Curzon, over whom bend 
two angels holding out to them the celestial crown of love. 

It was at the suggestion of one of the earliest of his friends 1 that 
he agreed to his own effigy being laid, while he still lived, beside 
that of his dead wife, giving as the reason for his consent the tragic 
truth that with her death his own youth had perished also. 

Out of the bottomless depths of his grief and his devotion he 
drew the words which he caused to be graven on the tomb. On 
one side is the affirmation• of his love : 

M.V.C. 
QUI JAMPRIDE.\1: AMABAT 

HODIE AMAT 

CRAS AMABIT 

IN AETERNUM A.c\1ANDAM 

G. N.C. 

And on the other, a verse from that poem which all through his 
•Violet, Duchess of Rutland. 
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life had lingered in his memory, the " Blessed Damozel " of D. G. 
Rossetti, in which he read her answer to his own fervid protestation : 

" There will I ask of Christ the Lord 
Thus much for him and me 

Only to live as once on earth 
With love, only to be 

As then awhile, for ever now 
Together, I and he." 

No one who has once set foot across the threshold of what must 
surely be one of the moSt perfect private memorial chapels in exist
ence, can fail reverently to bow his head in recognition of love so 
great and of so fine a texture. One glimpse of this, the love offering 
of his ardent soul-could the public but have it-would shatter for 
ever the popular myth of George Curzon as the cold and pompous 
hero of the notorious college rhyme. 

And now, when so far as his public career was concerned, the 
golden bowl seemed broken, it was to Kedleston that he turned for 
solace, and it was in his plans for the renovation of the mansion 
that he found the interest and the occupation .without which life for 
him became an empty and meaningless dream. In 1926 his lease of 
Backwood would run out, and for some time past he had been 
planning such alterations at Kedleston as would enable him to move 
into a modernised mansio.n in that year. " I have done a lot while 
here," he wrote in 1919, "in clearing out old books, arranging the 
library, getting old furniture mended and making plans for the 
alteration of the house." 1 · • 

Concurrently with his preparations for introducing into the 
interior of the house every possible modern convenience, he was 
engaged on the collection of material for hiStories of the house, the 
church, the family and the estate. " I have, I think, examined every 
scrap of paper or item of evidence that has been left at Kedleston 
and have filled many lacuna: by independent research." Thus he 

. wrote in his introduction to the series of which one volume only
that on Kedleston Church-was completed and printed for private 

•Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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circulation before he died. Here once again, as so often before, he 
indulged his passion for reconstructing the past, for breathing the 
breath of life into that from which it had ebbed away, for " making 
these dry bones live." And as he did so, he made clear something 
of the veneration with which he regarded the ancient social order 
that sprang from feudal England. Something more than a purely 
local or personal intereSt clung to records of the families, churches 
and houses of Great Britain, since they conStituted a fragment of the 
domeStic history of the country, reproducing on a small stage the 
effects and movements of the outer world : 

" Son succeeds father for generation after generation ; he 
retains, or adds to, or diminishes the patrimony of his ances
tors ; he builds or rebuilds or alters the family mansion ; he 
takes part in the public life of his country ; he discharges 
according to his lights his duty towards his neighbours and 
dependents--and the picture presented, though miniature in 
scale, is a microcosm of the larger life of the community whose 
evolution it assists to illuStrate. It may even have a personality 
in which the more spacious canvas of the historian is wanting." 

And of greater assistance in the task of reconstruction than the 
musty manuscripts of the muniment room themselves were the 
actual buildings : 

" Buildings where they have escaped the perils of fire, 
restoration, or other dangers, are documents at once more 
vivid and more valuab1e, since they carry their history all but 
indelibly written on their face. Particularly is this true of 
churches where the hiStory of the paSt can often be recovered 
with an almoSt microscopic fidelity from the architecture, and 
where sculptured effigies faithfully delineate the features, 
dress and style of successive epochs." 1 

For some time past, indeed, he had been preparing for a possible 
day when public affairs might no longer claim him. A vision of life 

•Introdua:ion to the series of Monographs on Kedle§ton. 
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-a.t-~edleston, amid whose peaceful surroundings he might spend 
long, joyous hours plying his pen, not on official Memoranda and 
Despatches, but on those many other subjects which he loved,. was 
one which grew in attractiveness as the years wore on. 

" When I have closed the Foreign Office bag," he wrote 
one day in September, 1921, "I will go·and·"stroll~round the 
pleasure ground and will endeavour to get some peace on this • 
lovely ·September evening. I have never seen a more lovely 
autumn. Every evening sunlit, still, quite soundless-the sort 
of unbroken peace that precedes the ~eginning of decay. 
How you would love it, or rather, I would love it the more 
with you. You will see great improvements when you come 
here, but it will take me the full four years to get things right." 1 

Amid these surroundings the drone of the daily drudgery of 
Whitehall sounded infinitely far off; and peculiarly susceptible, as 

<""ialways, to the influence of his environment, peace fell gt:fl.~ly ;upon 
f. his reStless ·spirit. One thing only was wanted to give him real 

h_appiness-the presence of the sympathetic and well-loved.com
panionship upon which he leaned so heavily in these later.and)onely 
days. 

" I do so regret that you have had no share in this amazing 
autumn here. I have never known anything like· it ; fog or 
miSt in the morning, but after this has lifted about 10.30 a.m. 
the moSt wonderfully pearly. air and mellow~sunlight, Nature 
reSting in a Still trance and parading her exquisite beauties 
before she sinks into decay. It itwith anguish that on Sunday 
night or Monday I tear myself away." z 

'the beauty of Nature was a never failing source of wonder ; and 
two years later to a day he was describing, in almoSt identical 
language, the effect that autumn days at -KedleS!:on had upon him : 

"'to-day has been PO..§it!vdy diyine; ~nd now at 7.15 p.m. 
there is that wonderful Stillness in the air-an almoSt unearthly 

'Letter to Lady Curzon, dated September the 7th, 1921. 
>Ibid., dated oaober r6th, r.gzr. 
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radiance that I used to describe to you at Schwalbach in the-
same month two years ago." 1 · 

How he revelled in the planning and not leaSt in the doing-as 
far as possible with his own hands-of the improvements that kept 
forming in his mind. " I am planning everything out so that when 
we move from Backwood in a little over four years time, everything 
may move naturally into its place here." 2 

And how he relished other people's lack of efficiency as a foil 
againSt which to parade his own : 

" As the Park keeper would not take the weed off the water, 
nor keep the boat-house dean, nor keep the grass cut in front 
of it, I went into Derby myself and bought a scythe, a pair of 
clippers, a rake and a broom. Now he has no excuse." 3 

The claims of Whitehall interfered grievously with these activities. 
" I shall be back in London Tuesday night and in the full tide of 
work-Cabinets, etc., on ·wednesday. How deteStable. But I shall 
try to get down here for Sunday." 4 In September 192.3 he was 
even more emphatic. 

" On Monday I have to go to town for Cabinets and the 
autumn work which is now beginning. I look forward to it 
with horror." 5 

As his passion for politics burned itself out, his passion for 
KedleSton grew. "Politics ale a sorry game," he wrote in a letter to 
Lady Curzon on February the 3rd, 192.4, "and your difficulty will 
be to keep me in them at all." And the next day-" JuSt a line after 
a hard day in the garden." 

During the laSt eighteen months of his life he seldom missed a 
week-end there. He had found an architect after his own heart-one 
who was prepared to put himself unreservedly at his disposal, to 

•Letter to Lady Curzon, dated Scptcmb..:r 6th, 1923. 
•Ibid., dated September utb, 1921. J[bid., dated September 7th, 1921. 
•Ibid., dated October znd, 1921. slbid., dated September zoth, 1923. 
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:.... .. enter into his enthusiasms, to humour him in his whims.· It was not 

always easy. Lord Curzon wanted to do everything himself. A plan 
for a garden improvement nearly led to a rupture in this Strange 
partnership. "Must we both draw it ?" the expert asked in accents 
almoSt of despair. 

It was late one night in October 19z3 when Lord Curzon wel
comed his future collaborator at KedleSton. At I 1.30 p.m. he 
began showing him,.!he building and he did not desiSt until I a.m"' 
The main object of the alterations was to modernise the house for 
his life there with Lady Curzon after the year 19z6, when he would 
be free of Backwood. · " I can make the place one that you will be 
proud of, and fond of too," he told her. It was to be a supreme 
example of what a nobleman's residence should be, and, Stoically 
though Lord Curzon himself lived, his sense of hospitality and his 
natural aptitude for doing things on a grand scale impelled him to 
undertake a vaSt scheme of renovation. The fifteen bathrooms that 
he considered necessary involved four and a half miles of piping
the total quantity of pipes put in for all purposes was nearly double 
this-and the scheme of lighting and telephones, sixteen miles of 
electric wiring. During the autumn and winter of 1924-25 he spent 
hours in the cold and the wet, moving about in a sea of mud, planning 
and supervising improvements in the grounds. " An awful hard 
day here indoors and out of doors," he wrote on September the 
19th," but things progressing." And a month later-" I have had a 
hard afternoon down in the bottom wood seeing about the Lily 
Pond and marking the trees to be cut down to give light. This 
morning we were experimenting with t~e Pergola." 1 

His feeling towards the actual fabric of the building was extra
ordinary ; it amounted almoSt to a passion. He would fondle the 
great columns of glimmering alabaSter as if they were the arms of a_ 
beautiful and well-loved woman. And the natural beauty of the 
surroundings Struck somewhere deep down in his being a delicately 
responsive chord. "To-day, he wrote in October 1921," I thought 
I had rarely seen such a dream of beauty as the view from your new 
garden."~ Amid such surroundings, away from the buStle of life 

1Letter to Lady Curzon, dated October the 17th, 1924. 
2Letter to Lady Curzon. 
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whose lure he could not resiSt when in contac(with it, he was almoSt 
happy-if, that is to say, true happiness may be defined as spiritual 
contentment. 

At the end of February 19z5, he was spending the week-end as 
usual, planning and directing operations, when he became unwell. 
ReconStruction was in full swing and scarcely a room in the house 
was habitable. Lord Curzon retired to bed, therefore, in the great 
State bedroom where-because he refused to aU.ow the introduction 
of radiators into this apartment-he lay wearing an overcoat and 
gloves under the large Adam canopy, covered with a blue silk 
counterpane, reading a magazine. Though he had no sort of idea 
of it, he was not again to see Kedleston alive. 

He was so accuStomed to bodily infirmity that he thought little 
of what he imagined was a passing indisposition, and a week later 
he proceeded to Cambridge to fulfil a public engagement. While 
dressing for dinner he was seized with an attack of illness which 
necessitated the summoning of a surgeon. On the following day he 
was taken by Lady Curzon to London, and an operation was decided 
on. He seems to have had no premonition of impending doom, 
for on March the 8th, the day before the operation, he wrote in 
reply to a letter of sympathy from the Prime Minister-" I am not 
in the leaSt afraid of the operation and I am sure I shall get through 
alright. And, with a touch of that charm of manner which, on 
occasion, he knew so well how to employ, he added : 

" Let me congratulate you on your wonderful speech. It 
was a sure inStinct thit persuaded you to make it ; and the 
reception it met with muSt be as welcome to you as it was 
delightful to your colleagues.'' 

The public were equally unprepared for the fatal termination of 
his illness which came on the morning of March the zoth, for the 
dai1y bu1letins, as was admitted later ifl the HouseofLords, had all 
along rather underStated than overeStimated the seriousness of his 
condition, in the expettation that the patient would insiSt on seeing 
them. He might indeed, have lived but for his own impetuosity 
and !ntolerance of reStraint. But with his small reserves of Strength 
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dangerously sapped by. hremorrhage, he Still insiSted on burdening 
his hours of consciousness with work, drafting directions to his 
Executors and giving careful attention, among other things, to a 
scheme for developing the Shakespeare Birthplace TruSt:, to which 
he had been appointed at the suggeStion of Mr. L. H. Cust, an old 
friend and contemporary at Eton, into something of greater national 
importance. 

News of Lord Qgrzon's death wrought a revolution in the public 
eStimate of him. ''Rarely," wrote one who had known him long, 
" can Death have vindicated its appropriate office so completely, so 
conspicuously and so swiftly as in the case of Lord Curzon of Kedle
St:on." 1 Twenty years before, in India, public opinion had suddenly 
recognised with inStinCtive insight the greatness of his Viceroyalty. 
The shock of the catastrophe which had brought it to a close 
had smitten the scales from men's eyes so that they saw with the 
unclouded vision of spectators from afar the Structure of all that he 
had wrought, whole and in extraordinarily true perspective. Now, 
once more, the shock of his death cleared men's eyes. · Misrepresen
tation and criticism, amounting often to abuse, died suddenly ; and 
in their place appeared generous eStimates of his charaB:er and 
achievements and swift recognition of the loss which the country 
had suStained. Messages of sympathy poured in from Crowned Heads 
and the Governments of the Kingdom's and States of Europe, Asia 
and the Americas. King George proved a true interpreter of the 
public mind when, speaking of him as " an old and valued friend ;" 
he added that the Nation would mourn the loss of a foremoSt states
man and would ever gratefully rememper the brilliant and manifold 
services which he had rendered under three Sovereigns. The tremen
dous range of his intereSts and activities was focussed by tributes 
from inStitutions of all kinds and from individuals in every walk of 
life. "A tragic satisfaCtion," as Harold Nicolson wrote, "to record 
this poSthumous underStanding of a man who imagined always that 
he was misunderStood."z 

On March· the 2 j,ili; fu • tlie ~resence of a great_ gathering of 
mourners representing Statecraft and diplomacy and all the many 

1Sir J. A. R. M~o.tt, in the Fortni~ Review for May,.,!.~15:,_' 
•Tiltlii"Sficctator of::April4ill, i9z5. 
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CERTAIN reflections of no little human intereSt are prompted by a 
consideration of Lord Curzon's 1if~-refl.eaions, therefore, which 
it may not be thought inappropriate to set down here in the form of 
an epilogue to the Story of the life itself. 

No one can read the chapters of these volumes in which the 
Story of Lord Curzon's life and work is told, without perceiving 
written across them, as clearly as in an actual palimpseSt, both the 
triumphs and the tragedy of a magnificent but all too consuming 
passion. It is, indeed, impossible to withhold admiration from 
induStry so great, pursued with so remorseless and indomitable a 
determination. Yet some there will undoubtedly be who, as they 
contemplate its less fortunate consequences-notably the.disaSl:rous 
physical and mental Strain which it imposed upon him-will be hard 
put to it to decide whether moSt to applaud or to deprecate the vaSt 
and breathless activity of his days, his insatiable greed for work, his 
ceaseless Striving and reaching after accomplishment, his loud and 
ex:ultant yea-saying to life. For one cannot refrain from speculating 
whether his performances, great though they unqueStionably were, 
might not have been even greater had he been capable of recognising 
the essential·wisdom of the golden mean. "What do you think," 
asked the Lord Buddha of one who played upon a lute, " if the 
Strings of your lute are too tightly Strung, will the lute give out the 
proper tone and be fit to play? Or, if the Strings of your lute be 
Strung too slack, will the lute then give out the proper tone and be 
fit to play ?" And on receiving the answer : " But how if the 
Strings of your lute be not Strung too tight nor too loose, if they 
have the proper degree of tension, will the lute then give out the 
proper sound and be fit to play ?" The lute player assented and 
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received this exhortation : " In the same way energy too much 
Strained tends to excessive zeal, and energy too much relaxed tends 
to apathy. Therefore cultivate in yourself the mean." It is a parable 
upon whose moral Lord Curzon might have meditated with advan
tage. 

Others there will be to whom, as they ponder upon the Stress and 
turmoil of so Strenuous an exiStence, will occur the queStion-to 
what end ? The queStion has a personal and a more general aspect. 
Of the latter little need now be said, for the ~wer is writ large 
over the pages of these volumes and may be summed up succina:ly 
in a sentence-to the end that he might serve his fellow men. 
Service to this cause or to that ; the cause of learning or of art ; 
service to the cause of human progress generally ; and more 
particularly service to the State. This was the end to which Lord 
Curzon lived and wrought. And no more fitting tribute could be 
paid to him than that to which King Edward VII gave expression 
when he spoke of him as " a great public servant." 

But what of the personal aspect of the queStion ? Was it along 
this road that happiness lay ? Some will say yea and others will say 
nay. To those whose ideal of happiness lies enshrined in the peace
ful quietism of so much of the philosophic teaching of the EaSt, his 
life can only wear the appearance of a phantasmagoria of unending 
horror-the life of all lives moSt diligently to be avoided. 

"Each day the thought recurs to me," wrote such an one 
from the placid reaches of an Indian river, " shall I be reborn 
under this Star-spangled sky ? Will the peaceful rapture of such 
wonderful evenings eve~ again be mine, on this silent Bengal 
river, in so secluded a corner of the world ? Perhaps not .. 
My greateSt fear is leSt I should be reborn in Europe. For there 
one cannot recline like this with one's whole being laid open 
to the infinite above-one is liable, I am afraid, to be soundly 
rated for lying down at all. Like the roads there, one's mind 
has to be Stone-metalled for heavy traffic-geometrically laid 
out and kept clear and regulated." 1 

•From a letter written by Dr. Rabindranath Tagore to a friend, on May r6th, 
1893, and afterwards published in a collection of letters entitled" Glimpses of Bengal." 
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It may likewise be recalled that, in the language of Buddhist 

metaphysics, there is a word Upadana, which signifies a tenacious 
clinging to life and all its manifold activities-a supreme expression of 
the will to live. It is one of the twelve nidaniu-the twelve links, 
that is to say, in the iron chain of causation which binds a man 
inexorably to the ever-revolving cycle of exiStence-birth, old age, 
death and rebirth. It is, consequently, according to the 'BuddhiSt 
view of things, one of the chief obStacles to true happiness-to the 
attainment of Nirvb, the summum bonum of so many of the syStems 
which have sprung from the immemorial musings of the meditative 
EaSt. It is plainly a characteriStic which Lord Curzon possessed in 
full, and in what to the Buddhist would appear to be altogether cala
mitous measure. This school of thought, however, is one which has 
little vogue among WeStern peoples, who are prone to see in creative 
work the moSt hopeful source of human happiness and who will 
give a different answer, consequently, to the question which has 
suggested these observations. The question itself, moreov~r, is 
one which, so far as Lord Curzon is concerned, is a little beside the 
point ; for with all his love of life he was no hedori.ist, and he never 
deliberately set happiness before himself as the goal of life. Happi
ness, if it came his way, was a mere by-product of the life process and 
not an end of that process in itself. The goal at which he ever aimed 
can be described compendiously as achievement-the bringing of 
things to a conclusion, the multiplication and the accumulation of 
bundles of acts of accomplishment, across whose respective dockets 
might be written with a flourish of satisfaction, res gestae. He was 
driven on relentlessly by some inward urge to place his hand to one 
thing after another; and if it be asked-what was the nature of this 
remorseless impulsion to labour, the answer suggested .by all that 
has here been written, of him would seem to be that it· varied with 
the changing moods of the labourer himself. At its lowest it may 
have been a mere desire to gratify ambition ; at its highest it was 
beyond all queStion an altruistic desire to render service. But what
ever its nature it was always there. " I am doing no work," he wrote 
from the beautiful villa of Lou Sueil, which looks down from the 
heights above Eze in the south of France, on January the .z.znd, 1925, 
''for the first time in my life, having brought none to do." Not for 
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long was enjoyment of this unique experience permitted by the 
sleepless slave-driver within, and a week later he wrote from the 
same place-" In the long hours that I spend in my room here I 
have been compiling the index for my work on India, which is a 
very laborious task and one for which I should hardly have found 
time in London." 1 

But his induStry though the moSt: obvious, perhaps, was not from 
a psychological point of view the moSt: Striking of his characteriStics. 
What gave to his personality its peculiar in~S!: was its amazing 
contradictions and perversities. What more perplexing paradox 
could be imagined than that presented by the pomposity and the 
simplicity, the aloofness and the sociability, the broad-mindedness 
and the intolerance, the generosity and the pettiness, the exuberant 
affections and the implacable hates, the contemptuous arrogance 
and the Strange humbleness of heart of this incalculable man ? How 
many, even of those who were his friends, would have credited him 
with the hufnility displayed in his surprising admission of the 
superiority of the Durbar held at Delhi in 191 I, to the ceremony 
which he had himself planned and carried through with so much 
success in 1903 ? "The Durbar itself," he wrote when congratulat
ing Sir J.P. Hewett on his organising ability," muSt: have been ten 
times f1ner than mine, and I should like to have seen it."z Or again 
in his acceptance of defeat in the Final Examination at Oxford when 
he wrote: 

" In the eyes of the world, no doubt, I shaD be knocked down 
several pegs-or what is more probable, I shall be confirmed 
in the position of sobe; mediocrity to which many have, on the 
whole rightly, consigned me." 3 

Among his many and diverse activities there was not one in whicl 
he was not liable at any moment to aStonish and confound by th 
display of some Startling inconsiStency. If his Style in both speech an! 
writing was characterised by a natural tendency towards floridit) 
it was nevertheless marked for the moSt: part by an impressive earne{ 

1 Letters to Ladv Curzon. 
•Letter dated February 25th, 1912. 

JLetter to Dr. E. S. Talbot. ~'arden of KC'blc College and afterwards Bishop 
WincheSter, dated July 2oth, r88z, 
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ness and often by a dignity and grace reflecting a highly cultured and 
diStinguished mind. It could rise to moving heights of eloquence ; 
yet it was not incapable 9f glaring solecisms and of plunging headlong 
in cataStrophic descent from the sublime to the ridiculous. In con
versation he could aStound his liSteners by the rapidity with which 
he was apt to pass from the language of serious intercourse to the 
idiom of the tavern ; from an epigrammatic subtlety to sallies of an 
almoSt Paphian humour. 

Ample evidence ':--to be found in the pages of these volumes of 
Lord Curzon's tremendous capacity for devotion. For both men 
and women he was capable of feelings of deep affection ; so much 
so that news of the death of a well-loved friend would reatl: upon 
him with all the force of a physical blow. " The mind reels before a 
tragedy so blind in its happening," he wrote on learning that Alfred 
Lyttelton was dead, " so inexplicable in its significance, so paralysing 
in its effetl:. . . The column broken, the thread snapped, the bright 
light extinguished-no image or metaphor is adequate to describe ' 
the awful abruptness of the shock ; no words can do juStice to the ' 
pathos of the situation." r Such tragedies drew from him expressions 
of his sense of loss which sometimes aStonished even those who knew 
him well. " I am moSt grateful to George Wyndham and the be
loved Alfred," wrote a friend after reading George Curzon's appre
ciations of them, " for having from their respetl:ive graves lifted 
the curtain which hid your real self from the world-for I do not 
envy anyone who can read your two appreciations without his heart 
going out to you." z 

The tributes which appeared over the initial " C " to George 
Wyndham and Alfred Lyttelton in The-Times of June the 1oth and 
July the 7th, 1913, respectively, did, indeed, reveal a heart suffused 
with a great tenderness and rent with passionate grief. Writing on 
the day on which it appeared, Sir Edmund Gosse described the 
former as "exquisite," an offering of the heart "wrapped in the 
purple of a pure Virgilian grace." And he added-" Forgive my 
intrusion ; your words have moved me deeply by their beauty and 
their pathos." From another quarter Lord Curzon rec~ived Striking 

•In The Times of July 7th, 1913; 
>Letter from the late Earl Grey, July gth, 1913. 
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teStimony to the effect produced on men's minds by his appreciation 
of Alfred Lyttelton : 

" You have poured into it all the glow of your heart's 
friendship and sorrow, and given them such a vehicle as one 
might almoSt imagine carrying into the permanence of literature 
his personality and your grief. . . It is unforgettable that you 
have felt and spoken so." r 

Few, indeed, could read the closing passage of his tribute to 
Alfred Lyttelton without being convinced that here was the out
pouring of a heart too full to contain the feelings of affection and 
sorrow that surged within : 

" All will remember his endearing manner that seemed 
almoSt to partake of the nature of a caress, and was equally 
captivating to age and youth, to high and low, to women and 
to men. They will see again the sparkle of his merry eye and 
hear the shout of his joyous laughter. They will picture once 
more the virile grace of his figure, loosely knit, but eloquent 
of sinews and muscles well attuned, his expressive geStures and 
swinging gait. They will measure the quality of his mind, 
moderate and well-balanced in its inclinations, emphatic but 
not censorious in its judgments. They will think of his high 
and unselfish character and of his honourable and Stainless life ; 
and as he passes into the land of silence and becomes a shadow 
among shadows, they will reflect with a life-long pride that 
they knew and loved t!bis glorious living thing while he shed a 
light as of sunbeams and uttered a note as of the skylark in a 
world of myStery, half gladness and half tears." 

But while it is plain beyond dispute that George Curzon was 
capable of great affection, it muSt equally be admitted that he could 
be moved to displays of violent and implacable hate. He could be 
ruthless in- his animosity. There seemed to be a danger .zone in his 

1Letter from the Rt. Rev. E. S. Talbot, D.D., Bishop of Winche§tet, dated July 
7th, l9l3. 
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feelings beyond which it was unsafe to go. If he was hurt beyond a 
given point by anything said_ or done, no matter by whom, he could 
neither forget nor would he forgive. He would simply wipe the 
offender completely and for ever from his life. 

He showed similar divergences in his attitude towards his 
subordinates. He could be altogether charming, displaying a fine 
courtesy and a captivating consideration. The tribute paid to him 
on this score by one who worked in association with him in his 
early prime, has been '!nentioned in volume I ; 1 and an officer, l who 
served under him in India, has asserted that on occasions he could 
show gentler feeling and warmer consideration than moSt women, 
and that there was no man outsioe his own family for whom he 
himself entertained greater affeaion. Equally Striking is the teSti
mony borne by Sir Walter Lawrence at the close of five years of 
uninterrupted service as his Private Secretary-" What has moSt 
endeared him to me, and has won my affeaion and absolute devo
tion, has been his invariable consideration." 3 But he could also 
be, of all men, the moSt cavalier in his treatment of those who 
excited his antipathy, and, if permitted to do so, he would pursue 
the viaim of his disfavour almoSt to the point of persecution. 

Oddly enough, as againSt a lack of consideration for those who 
served him, which at times was almoSt incredible, muSt be set an 
extraordinary fellow-feeling for the world at large. Strewn over the 
countries, not of one continent only but of both hemispheres, there 
must exist countless letters conveying to friends, and even to casual 
acquaintances, congratulations and good wishes on occasions for 
rejoicing and touching expressions of sympathy at times of sorrow. 
Nor were such missives, written as the1 invariably were in his own 
hand, mere perfunB:ory professions of pleasure or regret, even 
though the occasion might be no more than the birthday of a 
friend. Many such have come before me, bearing witness both to the 
astonishing ramifications of his personal correspondence and to the 
depth of the emotional reservoir upon which he so constantly drew. 
On occasions of solemnity they would be marked by- passages of 

xBy Sir H. Bergne. See Vol. I. chapter XX, page 305. 
•Sir F. Younghusband, K.C.S.I. See his" Light of Experience." 
3Speech at Simla in O~l:ober, 1903. 
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exquisite feeling. Of Lord SandhurSt, with whom he had not always 
worked in complete harmony in India, he wrote : 

"His profound natural courtesy, his chivalry of character 
and his inflexible devotion to the higheSt Standard of duty, 
endeared him to all who had the good fortune to work with 
him ; and whether one was thrown in contact with him as a 
colleague in Indian AdminiStration, a Court Official, or a 
fellow member of the Government on th~ bench, one could 
not fail both to respect and to love. W auld that more men 
set so splendid an example both of character and conduct." r 

To persons with whom he was brought into contact in the course 
of his public activities, whether political or other, he could display 
a similar consideration. To Sir R. Hermon Hodge, afterwards Lord 
Wyfold, he wrote on January the 3rd, 191;, a letter of warm-hearted 
sympathy: 

" I read in the papers that you have nobly given one of your 
sons to your country. No man living is less likely to rebel at 
this sacrifice than yourself, though no Father living is more 
certain to mourn the loss. Thank God you have other sons 
who, I hope, may be spared to you to perpetuate a gallant 
name. Meanwhile you have the heartfelt but admiring sym
pathy of -etc." 

Hence the extraordinary variation in the eStimates formed of him ; 
for with his bewildering divhsities he both fascinated and affronted, 
attracted and repelled. 

His vitality was such that when he exerted himself to please, he 
produced an effect that was almoSt physical in its reaction. As one 
for whom George Curzon entertained feelings of warm regard, 
once said to me-" if you chanced to run across him in the Street, 
he seemed to leap to meet you." Yet for all his ebullient animal 
spirits, which in his earlier days, at any rate, rendered him a familiar 
and congenial figure in the midSt of the moSt feStive company, he 

'Letter to Lady Sandhun\1, November 3rd, I92I. 
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was peculiarly sensitive to, and appreciative of, the presence of 
those rare spirits who seem to dwell in an atmosphere of spiritual 
refinement above the normal human plane. His admiration for, 
and his happy friendship with, Laura Tennant, afterwards Mrs. 
Alfred Lyttelton, has been referred to in the earlieSt of these volumes. 
After her death he spoke of her as " one of those ethereal emanations 
that sometittl.es flash for a moment from the unseen and disappear 
again into it, leaving a sense of wonder and enchantment that till 
the end of life creates a thrill in the heart of everyone who beheld 
the spectacle." 1 

What, then, is the explanation of these Strange vagaries-these 
abrupt and startling contradictions ? The answer to the question 
seems to me to be implicit in the pages of his biography. George 
Curion with his highly Strung nervous system was influenced to a 
quite unusual extent by his environment. He could no more help 

· responding to Stimulus frorp without than the seismograph can help 
recording the smallest tremor in the earth's' surface. The more 
sensitive the inStrument the more immediate and complete its 
response. And there can be little doubt, surely, that in this extra
ordinary sensitiveness to his surroundings, psychical as well as 
physical, which it is impossible wholly to dissociate from the 
nervous affection of the spine from which he suffered throughout 
his life, is to be found the cause of so much that was baffling in his 
complex and effervescent personality. 

Indeed, when once this is realised, it is not so much his instabilities 
and extravagances that call for explanation, as the fa8: that in all the 
major concerns of life he displayed so g~eat a Steadfastness of purpose 
and Steered from first to last so Straight a course. But for some 
powerful coptrolling influence, one might not unnaturally expect a 
human being so conStituted to drift impotently through life ; the 
hapless victim of forces he was powerless to control-a rudderless 
bark tossed hither and thither on a tempeStuous sea of circumstance 
-brilliant, perhaps, in thought and deed, but fickle of purpose and 
hopelessly unstable in action. George Curzon was 'spared that fate 
because the guiding force was there-the simple but very real 
religious faith of which mention has more than once been made. 

•In the course of his appreciation of Alfred Lyttelton in The Times of July 7th, rgr3. 
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t was this that enabled him to acquire control of his sensitive physi
:al and mental mechanism. It was the source of an immense earneSt
less which had in it something of the fanatic, and which was in its 
urn the basis of so much of his success. "George Curzon," de
:lared one who knew him well, " is the only man I know who 
:ould make a speech in his pyjamas without looking ridiculous." 
The occasion was a day in the summer of 1904 on \vhich Lord 
Curzon, chained to his bed by illness, had been d~scanting upon the 
supreme necessity of British adminiStration in 'lndia being founded 
on the moSt rigid conception of juStice towards the people of the 
land. 

Brought up though he had been in the Strict tenets of the ChriStian 
church, he found himself unable, while yet comparatively young, 
to accept the essentials of the ChriStian creed. It is uncertain when 
exactly the full realisation of this intellectual revolt againSt the mira
culous in the ChriStian doctrine flooded in upon him ; but no one 
who reflects upon the self-examination to which he subjected himself 
as a result of his visit to the Holy Land, referred to in Chapter N 
of Volume I, can doubt, in spite of his vehement proteStation at the 

·time, that it was then that the corroding acid of scepticism firSt bit 
into his mind. His full and busy life left him little leisure for abStract 
speculation ; but he could not dispossess himself of the desire, 
when once it had been awakened, to find an answer to' the queStions 
which scepticism prompted--queStions concerning the"" How " and 
the" Why " of the Universe, the" Whence "and the" Whither" of 
Man ? His queStionings led him to no very definite conclusions ; 
but they defined and Strengthened the simple basic faith which 
accompanied him through Iife-that the Universe was an expres
sion of divine purpose, and that Man, for all his insignificance and 
seeming impotence, was a vital element in an inscrutable but 
Divinely ordained plan. It was this ever present conviction that 
gave to his work in India its special character and that lifted it on to 
so high a plane. It is not without significance that more than one of 
his speeches made at that period of his life were singled out, by 
different persons at different times, as breathing so lofty a spirit of 
morality and patriotism as to render desirable their employment as 
texts in the schools of Great Britain-a fact which afforded him 
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peculiar pleasure. " I can only attribute my exceptional good 
fortune," he wrote in reply to a correspondent who urged the 
diStribution of one of his speeches, " to the fa& that each of these 
speeches represented a burning conviction implanted in me by years 
of Study, and fortified by the belief that a mission and a duty have 
been entruSted to my countrymen from on high." x · 

That it wl!S this belief that lay at the root of his ImperialiStic creed 
he made abunda~ly clear on many occasions, and, notably, in the 
course of a speech nelivered at Birmingham in December I 907. 
Taking as his text " The true Imperialism," he spoke as one who, 
" by the accident of events, had been called upon to spend the whole 
of his working manhood in the Study or the service of Empire, and 
to whom it had come to be a secular religion, embodying the moSt 
sacred duty of the present and the brighteSt hope for the future." 
He painted a graphic picture of the material loss which any dis
memberment of the British Empire muSt inflict on the British people. 
But it was on the moral loss that he laid the greateSt Stress. " As for 
the priceless asset of the national chara&er, without a world to con
quer or a duty to perform, it would rot to atrophy and inanition." 
He denied altogether that Imperialism was a synonym for Jingoism, 
or Chauvinism or Militarism. It Stood for the spirit in which the 
problem of Empire was handled ; and that spirit involved a con
vi&ion, a policy and a hope. The conviction was a firm belief that 
the Empire was " a pre-ordained dispensation, intended to be a 
source of Strength and discipline to ourselves and of moral and 
material blessing to others." 

'The policy was equally clear-it was the gradual welding of a 
number of loosely knit conStituent pfrts into a great World-State; 
and to Imperialism alone of the many schools of political thought 
could they look to satisfy the needs and to hold together the frame
work of the British Dominion. But if it was to play this part, 
Imperialism muSt be animated by " the supreme idea without which 
it is only as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal ; namely, the sense 
of sacrifice and the idea of duty." Except it be built up on a moral 
basis Empire muSt sink and crumble to decay. But true Imperialism 

•Letter to Mr. E. H. Blakeney, dated March 2nd, xgo6. 
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was a lofty and inspiring creed ; and to any who doubted he would 
;ay: 

" From the sordid controversies and the sometimes depres
sing gloom of our insular exiStence, look forth ; and, if the 
summons comes to you, go forth into the larger fields of Em
pire where duty Still calls and an illimitable horizon opens. 
Preserve with faithful attachment the acquisitrons of our 
forefathers ; not tabulating them with "WJ]gnr pride, but 
accepting the legacy with reverence and.holding no sacrifice 
too great to maintain it. Be sure that in our national character, 
if we can keep it high and undefiled, Still lies our national 
Strength. Count it no shame to acknowledge our Empire 
Mission, but on the contrary the greateSt disgrace to be untrue 
to it ; and, even if God no longer thunders from Sinai and his 
oracles are sometimes reported dumb, ding humbly but 
fervently to the belief that, so long as we are worthy, we may 
Still remain one of the inStruments through which He chooses 
to speak to mankind." 

He could not underStand anyone believing that man was the 
hapless victim of blind chance. Thus, in reply to a cry of despair from 
a beloved friend at a time of great anguish, he wrote : 

" The only other thing I deprecate is your saying that you 
have loSt: all faith. Faith in what ? Why the only thing in which 
we firmly and finally believe is not in each other, nor in ChriSt, 
nor in ChriStianity, nor religion, nor philosophy, but in the 
God that is somewhere•behind them all. You do not believe 
in him the less for this tragedy. Nay, it is so savagely inscrut
able that it almoSt makes one believe the more ; since lurking 
somewhere there muSt have been some motive or reason, 
imperceptible to us, but in some degree or other ordained." r 

Twenty years later his faith was the same, and he defined it in 
similar though rather more elaborate terms : 

1Letter to Violet, Duchess of Rutland, at the time of the death of her eldeSt son, 
dated January xoth, 1895. 
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" What is the common thing in all religions that appeals to 
all of us ?" he asked in a letter to a friend; " I suppose the 
exiStence of an all-pervading, all-powerful Spirit (for want of a 
better word) which muSt have created the Starry Heavens, made 
the miracle of Nature and the even greater miracle of man-and 
had an object, however inscrutable, in doing all this-which 
implan~d in man, as diStinct from animals, the sense of right 
and wrolig ~d taught him to dream of a life everlaSting." 

• 
But there was a Strain of. rigid rationalism in his nature which 

rejected the diStinctive doctrines of all syStematised creeds : -

" To such a conception (i.e., that of an omnipotent and 
omnipresent God) all creeds, dogmas and formulas are supor
dinate ; in its light, sacraments and ceremonies become mere 
forms ; the so-called Holy Scriptures a highly idealised 
branch of human literature. Jesus ChriSt takes his place along
side of Buddha as the preacher of a rare and sublimated ethics 
and as the type of a perfect humanity." 

But while this uncryStallised Theism sufficed for himself and, 
indeed, was as far as his powers of belief were capable of carrying 
him, he realised that it muSt prove inadequate to the bulk of the 
religiously minded : 

" The weakness of the theory seems to be in its application 
to ordinary people who are always looking for a Voice from 
on High. Through whom, then: does God speak to man ? If 
Jesus ChriSt was only a Nazarite Socrates, if Moses was no more 
than Confucius, Isaiah an earlier Savonarola, Saint Paul a 
forerunner of Martin Luther, where are the oracles of the 
Almighty to be heard ? How are people to worship ? What 
authority and where written are they to obey ?" 

His difficulty in finding an answer to this queStion led him to 
the conclusion that the truth enshrined in the religions of mankind 
was relative and not absolute ; that religion muSt necessarily take a 
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form suited to the temperament and Stage of development of the 
worshipper. For those for whom the " Ethical Theism " which he 
himself professed was insufficient, there muSt be the religion of the 
mass of worshippers in all countries-of the vaSt army of the devout 
who demanded : 

" Miracles, prophecies, the Son of God inearnate, the 
Saviour hanging on the Cross, images, p;:ocessions, inter
cessions, prayers, oblations, and perhaps •the extra spice of a 
Heaven and a Hell." r 

From the point of view of the influence which it exerted upon 
him, however, it is not so much the particular form of belief which 
he professed that is important, as the deep and unalterable convic
tion with which the belief itself was held. " Though my views about 
religion are not very orthodox," he told Lord Roberts, " I am a firm 
believer both in the duty and efficacy of prayer, and I do not think 
I have ever missed a day in my life myself." z It was this unfailing 
source of spiritual aid that enabled him in all the difficulties and trials 
of life-and how many and grievous they were-to. be of high 
courage and to keep his eyes lifted to the Stars. From India he once 
wrote to a friend and companion of those full and glorious days 
whose lighter hours had sparkled with the high spirits and re
sounded with the laughter of a band of joyous comrades : 

" All sorts of clouds seem to roll up between the present 
and the dim delightful paSt. Where are those days gone ? 
Gone, burned, only a faded memory-but an eternal spell. 
Next summer I am going home to see if I am remembered and 
to save myself from dying here; Will anyone know me or 
care for me ? Or shall I find a grey-haired company trudging 
with myself to a common end ? . . . I, at times, suffer terribly 
from my back and one day it will finish me. But so long as one 
is marching, I say let the drums beat and the flags fly I" 3 

'Letter to Sir F. Younghusband, K.C.S.I., January 23rd, 1914. 
•Letter dated OCtober 26th, rgq. 
3Letter to Violet, Duchess of Rutland, dated September 13th, 1903. 
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And nothing ever shook his belief in the persiStence of personality 

beyond the grave, for he never departed from his conception
formed at an early age-of the individual as a permanent entity, 
clothed for a little time with an earthly body as with a garment. His 
ecleCticism dld not, therefore, reject such articles of the Christian 
creed as the Communion of Saints, and he saw no inherent improb
ability in ap~ritions ofthe dead or the dying. His conviCtion as to 
the nature an@! d~Stiny of individual man grew in Strength as the 
years rolled by-" y-ou can reSl assured," he wrote, on November 
the ;rd, r9zr, in his letter of sympathy to Lady SandhurSt on the 
death of her husband, "that wherever his emancipated spirit may 
be, it is well with him and that he will watch and wait for those 
whom he loved." And he was supremely happy in his belief, which 
was no mere theoretical supposition but a living and ever present 
certainty, that when death claimed him, ties of love and friendship 
which had given so great a zeSl to life would infallibly be renewed. 

Here, then, was }he controlling force that enabled Geo~ge 
Curzon to rise su erior to the disaEilioes of conStant physical 
suffering an of a vivid and capricious temperament ; that moved ?f 
him to dedicate.his life and talents.t<;> .the service of the State; ever 
to set'd~'teFoie-~~ri~~hien-c~ or inelffiafi~''c;-to• ~ue high 
~mbitig~~"~Tti t?-!-e -b::,-wor<ls o€·Lara-oxford~Ez nO'iie""but 
;vQrtOJ:- .. !Jleans-,-,; to ta:ke-5y ilie general assent of his- fellow 
countrymen-" an assured place in the long line of those who have 
enriche_d_Ey_~e!r"'giRs-aiicl'"'digiiliied 6z their chara¢ter_!he annals of 
¥nE~Sh_E_~b~c ~e:'·r ·· 

...... .. 
I , 
' rSpeech in the f!ouseofLords on.March23rd,,~925, 
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China, i. 280 
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in, iii. 266, 267 
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and Turkish forces in (1921), iii. 
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political evolution in, i. 30S 
spell cast by, i. r 19, 120 
tour in, 141 

Asiatic affairs and Btitish government, 
ii, 273 
questions arising during the war, 
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tance with, iii. 154 
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Asiatic Society of Bengal, ii. 157 
address to, ii. 331, 332, 338 
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fall of Administration of (1916), iii. 
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letter to, iii. 135 
Lord Curzon's offer to, iii. 121 
on double system of control of 
Foreign Office affairs, iii. 318 
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iii. 136 
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visit of Viceroy to, ii. n2, II3, II4 

Athens, Curzon's impressions of, i. 74, 75 
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for. i. 77 

Athens and Rome, contrast between, i. 75 
AtkAJ.son-Willes, Admiral G., in com

mand of naval force to Persia, ii. 
314.315 

Attic Virgin, marble figure of, ii. 96 
Austrian army, attack on from Italian 

front, iii. 152 
Ayerst, Lieutenant, murder of, ii. 36 
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restoration to Turkey impossible, 
iii. 16o 
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Baker, Sir Edward, ii. 75 
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Foreign Secretaryship, iii. 353 
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to affairs in Mghanistan, ii. 262, 267 
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on Asiatic territories of Turks, 
iii. 267 
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of Italian and Greek forces into 
Turkish dominions of Asia Minor, 
iii. 267 
First Lord of Admiralty, iii. 146 
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Russia's seizure of Port Arthur, i. 
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success of at Washington at end of 
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Government, iii. 294 
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Balfour, Right Hon. G. W., i. ll4 
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prevent inroad of Turks, iii. 300 
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i. 41 
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of, address to by Viceroy, ii. u8 
railway extension from, into Persia 
advised against, by Lord Curzon, 
iii. 155 

Bannerjee, Sir S. N., downfall of, ii. 76 
final speech delivered on passage of 
amended Calcutta Municipal Bill 
(1923), ii. 76 
opposition to Calcutta Municipal 
Bill, ii. 74, 55 

Bannu, visit to, ii. 120 
Barr, Sir David, ii. 218 
Barrere M., iii. 323, 325 
Barrow, Maj.-Gen. Sir E., recommenda
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of Military Supply Member, ii. 386 

Baths, method of taking, in Early English 
times, iii. 79 
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official life of, i. 66, 67 

Beautiful in art and nature, CU!20n's love 
of the, i. 63, 64, 72 

Beeching, H. C. (Dean of Norwich),. 
contributor to Balliol Masque, i. 41 

Beldorney Casde, holiday spent at, i. 249 
Belgian refugees, Lord Curzon's hospi

tality to, iii. I09 
Belgians, H.M. the King of the, degree of 

D.C.L. conferred on at Oxford, iii. 
l!O 

Belgium, reparation claims of, criticised 
by Lord Cunon, iii. 359 

Bell, Moberley, criticism of George 
Curzon's foreign policy, i. 303, 304 

Bengal, Eastern, Lord Curzon's speeches 
in, with regard to Partition of 
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ii. 102 
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ii. 321 
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Bergne, Sir H., testimony of, regarding welcome extended to Viceroy at, 

George Curzon, i. 305 ii, 148 
Bhopal, state visit to (1899), ii. 86 Bombay Municipal Corporation, ad-
Big game shooting, ii. r67, r68 dresses of welcome to Lord Curzon, 
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!radford, meeting of National Union of 
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centenary of, iii. ro4 

Brassey, Ron. T. A., iii. 94 
benefactor to Oxford University, 
iii. 91 

Brett, Ron. R. B. (afterwards Lord 
Esher), i. 57 

Briand, M., fall of ministry of, iii. 281 
policy of, iii. 28o, 281 

Britain, .ree Great Britain 
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Fellow of, iii. 71 
British Agent at Kashgar, hostile attitude 

of Russian representative to, ii. 37 
British and French Governments, rela

tions between b~oming strained, 
iii. 238 
strained relations between, cause of, 
iii. 231 
views on reparations contrasted, iii. 
356 

British Army, capture of Baghdad by 
(March 1917), iii. r6o 

British Army officers as administrators, 
opinion as to, held by Lord Curzon, 
ii. I09, IIO 

British Cabinet and Amir of Afghanistan, 
ii. 366 
and Lord Curzon, policies of, 
fundamental difference between, ii. 
205, 206, 224 

strain between, ii. 277 
rift between, ii. 367 
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by Lord Curzon to French Govern
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iii. 240 

British foreign policy, Lord Curzon's 
criticism of, ii. 2o6 
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British Government, contempt of, dis
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question·taken by, iii. 356 
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military operations conducted in 
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i. 256 
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Great Powers (Supreme Council), 
iii. 225 

Congress, Indian, outspoken views of 
Viceroy regarding, ii. 151, 152 

Conservative Administration {I885), for
mation of, i. Ioo 

fall of, i. 104 , 
Cabinet, indifference to Dartford 
Programme of Lord Randolph 
Churchill, i. rro 
Government, establishment under 
Lord Salisbury Ouly 1886), i. 107 
Party, collapse of, at General Elec
tion (rgo6), iii. 28 

defeat of at General Election 
(1923), iii. 365 
leaders of, strained relations of 
Lord Curzon with, on return 
from India, iii. 26, 27 
revolt against leadership of Mr. 
Lloyd George, iii. 294 

Conservatives, appeal to, to support 
National Government, iii. 197 
dislike of continuance of Coalition 
Government, iii. 313 

Conservatism, conception of, by Lord 
Curzon, fixed in early life, i. 48 

"Conservatism of Tennyson," atticle 
on, i. 99 

" Conservatism of Young Oxford," 
article on, i. 99 

Conservatism, Progressive, advocacy of, 
by Curzon (1887), i. 111 

advocacy by Lord Randolph 
Churchill, i. 108 

Constantine, ex-King, recall of to throne 
of Greece, iii. 277 
abdication from throne of Greece, 
iii. 305 

Constantinople, authorities at difficulties 
with, on journey to Persia, i. 149 
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future of, iii. 263, 264 
Government in, revolt against, fo
mented by Mustapha Kemal, iii. 269 
rumours of renewed military activity 
of Mustapha Kemal proceeding 
from, iii. 300 

Contemporary Review, article in, criticizing 
Viceroy's action with regard to 
Rangoon outrage, ii. 73 

Convention of Mudania, Turkish de
mands, iii. 3I0 
for settlem\nt of Irish question, first 
stages of, ii~ 1'88 

announcement reg~ding, by Lord 
Curzon, iii. I 86 
failure of, main cause, iii. I88, I89 

Conversation, brilliancy of, shown by 
George Curzon, i. 6o 

Cook, E. T., i. 49 
Coolie Emigration to Assam Bill, with

drawal from Legislative Council, ii. 
105 

Co-operative Credit Societies, creation of, 
in India, ii. 284 

Cornish, i. 23, 70 
Cornwallis, Lord, ii. I84 
Coronation Celebrations (1902), Indian 

representation at, charges for, how 
met, ii. 230, 23I, 239, 240 

Cotton Excise Duty, Indian, action of 
Lord Curzon with regard to, i. 68 

Countervailing duties on sugar imported 
into India, Bill sanctioning passed, 
ii. 32 

Courtship and marriage of George Cur-
zan, i. 2I5 

Cowper, Lord, i. 103 
Cox, Sir Percy, ii. 316, 317, iii. 2I7 
Crabb, George Curzon, iii. 88 
Crabbet Club, iii. uo 

character of, in r8go, i. I6o 
club song of, i. r6o, I6I 
in early eighties, i. r 59 
institution of, influence of, on 
society, i. 159 
metamorphosis of, i. I59, I6o 

Craddock, Admiral, disaster befallen to, 
iii. I24 

Craigie, Mrs. (John Oliver Hobbes), let
ters to, from Lord Curzon, ii. 27, 
IOI, 122 
and Lord Curzon's speech at Guild
hall, ii. 341 

Crawford, Lord, iii. 70 
Crete, unrest in, i. 266, 267, 

Crewe, Lord, iii. 150,345,351,358 
letters to, iii. I 27, 364 

Cricket, George Curzon's aptitude at and 
interest in, i. 34, 35 

Cromer, Lord, iii. 28, rgo 
correspondence with, ii.' 333 
policy of, ii. 277 

Cromwell, former Chancellor of Oxford 
University, iii. go 

Cross, Lord, i. qi 
Crossley, Sir Sa vile (Lord Somerleyton), i. 

38 
Crowe, Sir E., composition of British 

Note on Reparations, mainly the 
work of, iii. 362 

Cruisers, loss of, in war, iii. 124 
Cunningham, Sir A., ii. 33I . 
Cunningham, Sir George, iii. 72, 352 

assistance rendered to Lord Curzon, 
as Private Secretary, iii. 255 

Currency policy, adoption of, in India, ii. 
283 

Currency system of India, reform in, ii. 
!64 

CURZON OF KEDLESTON, GEORGE NATHA
NIEL, MARQUESS OF, K.G. 

Earliest Years 
Birth, i. 17 
Governess of, i. 17, I8 
School life at Wixenford, i. 18 

Career at Eton, i. 2 I 
Achievements in cricket and football, i. 

34, 35 
Appointed editor of The Etonian, i. 31 
Devotion to learning, i. 27 
Early evidences of debating powers, i. 

33 
Exploits of insubordination, i. 26 
Farewell speeches at Literary Society 

and at Pop, i. 35, 36 
•Friction with masters, i. 23 
Intimacy with Oscar Browning, i. 23 
Letter of invitation to Mr. Gladstone, 

i. 29 
Letter to Mr. Ruskin, i. 31 
Performances at Speeches, Fourth of 

June, 1877, i. 33 
Prizes obtained, i. 22 
Publication of Out of School at Eton, i. 32 
Taste for literary work, how fostered, i. 

31 
Tenure of office in Eton Literary 

Society, i. 27, 28 
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Career at Ra!liol College, 0 >cford, 1878- r882 
i. 37-50 

Illness before proceeding to Oxford, 
i. 38, 3Q 

Accepts secretaryship of Canning Club, 
i. 46 

Reconstruction of Canning Club under 
his organisation, i. 46, 47 

Elected President of Union, i. 46 
Takes first class in Honour ;-,rodera

tions in classics, i. 52 
Results of final examination (r882), i. 

53, 54,55 
Elected Fellow of .'\11 Souls (r882), i. 55 
Obtains Lothian Prize for Essay on 

Justinian, i. 55, 88 
Obtains Arnold Prize for Essay on Sir 

Thomas :\lore, i. 55, 56, 91, 92 
Attraction to politics, i. 4 3, 44 
Characteristics of manner and conver

sation, i. 40, 4 r 
Conception of Conservatism established, 

i. 48 
Contracts habit of sitting up late, i. 5 r ,52 
Friendship with W. St. John Brodrick 

(Earl of Midleton), i. 5 I, 52 
Lines descriptive of him in the Balliol 

lVfasque, i. 41 
Pen-portrait of, i. 42 
Political beliefs fixed early, i. 48 
Prolixity of speech, advice of Dr. 

Jowett, i. 44, 45 
Song written by him in Waifs and Strays, 

i. 41, 42 
Speeches at the Union, i. 39, 45, 46 
Views on the enfranchisement of wo

men, i. 49 
Earlier Politiral Career 

Action of, with regard to Indian Cotton 
Excise duty, i. 68 

Participation in public functions at 
Derby, i. 69 • 

Appointed assistant private secretary 
to Lord Salisbury (r8il5), i. roo, 103 

Adopted as Conservative candidate for 
South Derbyshire, i. 92 

Early reputation as political speaker, i. 
92,93 

Defeated in South Derbyshire, i. ror 
Passage quoted from political speech at 

Stapenhill (Feb. r8c4), i. 9+ 
Appreciation of dangers of Egyptian 

situation, i. 95 
Disillusionment with regard to Mr. 

Gladstone, i. 97 

Candidature for Southport Division of 
Lancashire, question of expenses 
solved, i. ro6, 107 

Elected for Southport Division (July 
I 886 ), i, 107 

Advocates Imperial Federation, i. ro8 
Brilliant opening as a politician, i. ro8, 

109 
Advocates Progressive Conservatism, 

i. III 

Advocates firm forei~ policy, i. II3 
Opening speeches in Parliament, i. 

II4, II5 e ~ 
Speech at F~e Trade Hall, Manchester, 

i. rr6 
Under-Secretaryship for India (r891-

r893), i. 124, 187, 190 
Policy of, regarding British interests, 

in Far East, i. 143 
Appointment to Under Secretaryship 

for Foreign Affairs, i. 235 
Speech on Uganda Railway, i. 239 
Differences in view with Lord Salis

bury, i. 240 
Interviews with Baron Marschall, i. 248 
Speeches defending Concert of Europe 

i. 268, 271 ' 
Ill-health, i, 28q 
Frontier policy.in India., i. 300, 301 
Created Baron Curzon of Kedleston, i. 

31 4 
Attitude of, in Chinese policy, i. 283 

Travels 
A_bro~d with _()scar Browning, i. 6g, 70 
F1rst 1mpress1ons of the beauty of the 

Taj, i. 64, 
Foreign tour (r88z), i. 70 
Disappointment at Capitoline Hill, i. 

73 
Early impressions of Rome, i. 73 
Early impressions of Italy, i. 73 
Impressions of Athens, i. 74, 75 
Mental reconstruction of Colosseum 

by, i. 74 
Critical appreciation of ancient Egyp-

tian monuments, i. Sr, 82 
Visit to Egypt (1883), i. 79-84 
Travels in Greece (1883), i. 74-79 
V!sit to Spain and Tangier (r883), i. 70 
VlSlt to the Holy Land (r883), i. 85 
Foreign tour (r885), i. 70 
Tour to Canada and the United States 

. and. via Japan to India (r887), i. 70 
Fmt Journey round the wor~d (r887-

r888), n8-133 
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First visit to North-West Frontier, i. 

129, 130 
First visit to Afghan frontier (1887), i. 

130 
Visit to Japan (1887), i. rr8, 120~122 
Journey to Central Asia(r888), i. 70 
Visit to Persia (1890), i. 70, 150 
Continental tbur on accourtt of health 

(1891-92), i. 70 
Visit to the Pamirs and Mghanistan 

(1894), i. 71 
Second journetround the world (1892) 

i. 70, 190-192
10 

• 

Visit to Darjeeling, Agra'"and Delhi, i. 
128 

Presentation to, of Patron's Gold 
Medal, Royal Geographical Society, 
i. 208, 210 

Viceroyalty in India (1899-1905) 
Appointment to Viceroyalty, favour

able reception, r. 294 et seq. ; ii. 21 
Farewell functions on departure for 

India as Viceroy, i. 314-317 
Atrival in India, addresses of welcome, 

ii. 21, 22 
Addresses of welcome, replies to, ii. 22 
Expresses satisfaction at reception, ii. 

23 
FiEst impression in India made by, ii. 
/22,23 
/~n~ into Government House, Cal

cuta, 11. 2!, 24 
Assiduous abours from outset of 

assuming office, ii. 26, 27 
Severe criticism of Departmental 

methods, ii. 26, 27 
Schemes outlined in first months of 

administration, ii. 28 
Indian administration : programme of 

reform outlined, ii. 27, 28 
Speech to Legislative Council, ii. 27, 

28 
Action with regard to proposed amend

ment of Calcutta Municipal Act, ii. 
2 8, 29, 74, 75 • , 

Estimates of Indian officials, ii. 34 
Establishment of friendly intercourse 

between Government of India and 
Nepal, ii. 38 

Official audience with ruler of Nepal, ii. 
38 

Proposals for dealing with Khyber Pass, 
ii. 40,41 

Policy with regard to Khyber Pass, 
press comments on, ii. 42 

Proposals for dealing with Khyber 
Pass, accepted, ii. 41 

Reorganization of tribal levies ar
ranged by, ii. 42, 43 

Frustration of French attempt to estab
lish coaling station on Persian Gulf, 
ii. 45, 46 

Justification of course taken in Muscat 
crisis, ii. 48 

Administrative reforms (1899), ii. 51 
Excessive exertions excitinl! remon-

strance, ii. 54 ~ 
Inspection of canal colony, ii. 55 
Determination to reform frontier ad

ministration, ii. 55 
Complaint at detachment of Madras 

Presidency from central Govern
ment, ii. 58 

Despatch to Secretary of State urging 
abolition of quasi-independence of 
Bombay and Madras Presidency 
Governments, ii. 59, 6o 

Frustration of unauthorized scheme 
for construction of road to Chitral, 
ii. 6o, 61 

Proposal for reduction in status of 
Presidency Governments (Bombay 
and Madras), not accepted by Home 
Government, ii. 59, 6o 

Prevention of purchase of land at 
Miranshah for future evolution of 
troops, ii. 61, 62 

Reforms in Indian administration, 
permanency of, ii. 65, 66 

Inability to comprehend English an
xiety regarding Transvaal, ii. 67 

Supply of troops from India in aid of 
South African war, ii. 69 

Prompt action in case of Rangoon 
outrage, ii. 72 
Press comment, favourable and ad-

• verse, ii. 72, 73 
Action with regard to Calcutta Muni

cipal Bill, ii. 74, 75 
Respite from toil of first year's work 

(1899), ii. 77 
Receipt of report from Rajputana 

States (1899), ii. 78 
Offer with regard to Imperial Service 

Cavalry Jodhpur, ii. 78 
Proposals for reforming leave rules, 

(1899), ii. 79, 
Tribute to work of British officials 

dying during work in relieving 
famine districts (1896), ii. 81 
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Viceroyalty in India (coni.) 
Tour of Indian famine districts (1899) 

ii. 82 
Inoculated against plague (1899), ii. 

82,83 
Visit to famine-stricken district of 

Kathiawar (r899), ii. 83 
Visit to Bombay (1899), ii. 83 
Apprehension as to demoralising effects 

of relief schemes for famine (1899), 
ii. 84, 85, 86 

Visit to Bhopal (1899), ii. 86 
Impressions of pomp and pageantry 

/ of the East, ii. 86, 87 
,:''On, duties of Indian native chiefs, ii. 
j' 8g, 91 

/'Instruction that permission for Native 
Chiefs to visit countries outside 
India would be granted by Govern
ment of India only, ii. 91, 92 

Durbar held at Lucknow (1899), ii. 
93 

Address on the political and social 
value of the Durbar, ii. 93, 94 

Summary of first year's Viceroyalty, ii. 
94,95 

Difference of opinion with Home 
Government regarding British policy 
towards Persia, ii. 98, 99, 102 

Despatch respecting policy with re
gard to Russian encroachments on 
Southern Persia and Persian Gulf, 
ii. 99, roo 

Insistence of view regarding Russian 
domination of Persia, ii. 102 

Heavy administrative duties of, ii. 104 
Withdrawal of Bills from Legislative 

Council, ii. 105, 
Suggestion of appointment of Lord 

Kitchener as Commander-in-Chief, 
ii. 109 

Poor opinion of British army office!s as 
administrators, ii. rog, 110 

Visit to Assam, ii. Ilz, II3, II4 
Frontier policy of, not aggressive, ii. 

II4 
Health of, told upon by excessive work, 

ii. II6 
Criticism of failures in work of 

officials, ii. n6, II7 
Address to Durbar of Chiefs and 

Sirdars of Baluchistan, ii. u8 
Plain speaking at Durbar address, ii. 

II8, Il9 
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Discussion of frontier problems by, 
ii. 120 

Request from Home Government for 
Despatch on his views regarding 
recent declaration of Russian Govern
ment on its relations with Afghanis
tan, ii. 124 

Opposition to presence of Russian 
agent at Kabul, ii. 125, 126 

Plan for recruiting Imperial Cadet 
Corps from lndi~ aristocracy, ii. 
126, 127 • 

Ill-health of in sum.,er of 1900, ii. 128 
Visit to relfef works at Dohad, ii. 129 
Scheme for better control of North-

West Frontier, ii. 130, 131 
Frontier policy of, ii. 132 
Summary of case for change in Fon

tier policy, ii. I 33, I 34 
Creation of North-\V'est Frontier Pro

vince by (1goo), ii. 134 
Mfront at behaviour of Sir Mackworth 

Young, ii. qo 
Visit to Chumba (rgoo), ii. 141, 142 
Work at Simla Session of Legislation 

Council, ii. 142 
Rumours of invitation to enter Home 

Government (October 1900), ii. 142, 
143 

Tour round Indian peninsula, ii. 143-
154 

Incidents in visit to Bombay and 
Madras, ii. 144, 145 

Indignation at discovery of vandalism 
at Bijapur, ii. !44 

Visit to Native States unknown to 
previous Viceroys, ii. 147 

Part played by, in Rangoon outrage 
incident, general approval of, ii. 147 

Campaign for preservation of ancient 
Indian Monuments, ii. 95, 147, zii, 
330-338 

On principles of administration in 
government of India, reply to 
address of welcome from Bombay 
Corporation, ii. 148-150 

Definition oflndian public, ii. 151 
Point of height of popularity with all 

classes of Indian people, ii. (52 
Classes in India with whom not 

popular, ii. 152 
Observations on contact between 

Eastern and Western races in India, 
ii. 153 

Opposed to educational system promot-
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ing denationalisation in India, ii. 153, 
I 54 

Receipt o.\letter from Queen Victoria, 
written shortly before death, ii. 155 

Scheme for commemorating reign of 
Queen Victoria (January 1901), ii. 
156, 157 

Restoration by, of obelisk erected in 
memory of victims of Black Hole of 
Calcutta, ii. 158, 159 

Design of 'iictoria Memorial Hall, 
suggested by,~. r6r, 

Progress witl:f the t'iielve reforms 
initiated by, ii. r6r, r62 

Policy of, military and administrative, 
successfully solved, ii. 163 

Reflections on his position as Viceroy, 
ii. r66 

Visit to Nepal, ii. 167 
Abilities as a sportsman with gun and 

rifle, ii. 167 
Advocacy of Mount Everest Expedi

tion, ii. 167 
Dependence on Lady Curzon and 

expressions of his loneliness in her 
absence, ii. I 69 

Amusing touches revealed in corres
pondence with Lady Curzon, ii. 170 

Break in his relations with Sir Mack
worth Young, ii. 170, 171 

Championship of St. John Brodrick, 
ii. 172, 173 

Action in case of dismissal of an Indiar> 
Civil Servant, ii. 179 

Distress at separation from Lady 
Curzon, ii. 176 

Unpleasant correspondence with family 
of Lord Howe, ii. 176 

Great industry of, as Viceroy, ii. 178 
Unwillingness to delegate work to 

others, ii. 178 
Tribute to abilities of Sir Walter 

Lawrence, ii. 179 
Despatch on Indian Land Assessments 

question, ii. r82, r83 
Education in India in vernacular 

tongues advocated by, ii. r86 
Advocacy of reform in technical educa

tion, ii. r 87 
,"Requirements for admission to the 

Fellowship of All Soul's College, 
Oxford, stated by, ii. r88, r89 

Directorship General of Education in 
India, advocated by, ii. r89 
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Educational Conference at Simla, sum
moned by, ii .. 190 

Opening address at Educational Con
ference, in shape of elaborate Minute, 
ii. 190 • 

Visit to Manipur; ii. 197 
Address at Imphal, capital of Manipur, 

ii. 197 
Abolishes project for building fort at 

Imphal (Manipur), ii. 199 
Deprecation of railway extension into 

China, ii. 201, 202, 203 

Reasons for uselessness of roads in 
Western Persia, urged by, ii. 202 

Demand for defence of British interests 
in affair between Russia and Persia, 
ii. 206 

Criticism of British foreign policy, ii. 
206 

British Cabinet, nature of Lord Cur
zan's differences with, in matters of 
foreign policy, ii. 205, 206 

Subject of Frontiers, always appealing 
to, ii. 200 

Failure to obtain interview with Amir 
Habibulla, ii. 208, 209 

Stay at Darjeeling, ii. 209 

Discussion of Tibetan difficulty with 
Political Officer of Sikhim, ii. 209 

Opinion regarding Indian Budget 
(1902), ii. 210 

Review of progress of works at Agra, 
ii. 2II 

C~!es of Aj~~ ii.!.~.!-
Vtslno'fiyderabid, 11.211 
Description of Durbar at.Peshawar, ii. 

212 
Visit to Khyber Pass, ii. 212, 213 
Praise of Colonel Deane (ruler of new 

Frontier Province), ii. 213 
•Diplomatic settlement of Berar ques

tion with Nizam of Hyderabad, ii. 
218, 219 

First reflections on partition of Bengal, 
ii. 220 

Proposal to hold great Durbar, solem
nizing accession of King Edward 
VII as Emperor of India, ii. 221, 222 

Difference with British Cabinet, ii. 224 
Items in programme of Imperial 

Assemblage (1877) excluded by, 
from Great Durbar ceremonies, ii. 
228, 229 

Tour of Central India (rgoz), ii. 229 
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Viceroyalty il; I•1dia (rent.) 
Unjust accusations of reckless expendi

ture from Indian Exchequer, ii. 230 
Successful in insistence that Home 

Government should pay English 
expenses of Indian representat!on at 
Coronation, ii. 230, 231, 239, 240 

Regret for economy in Great Durbar 
celebration expenses, ii. 232 

On lessons to be derived from the 
Great Durbar, ii. 233 

Emotional instability of, increased by 
strain of work in India, ii. 235 

Differences with India Council, ii. 235, 
236 

Accusation against India Council, ii. 
237. 238 

Direct appeal to King Edward to 
support announcement of reduction 
of taxation in India at Delhi Durbar, 
ii. 242 

Off!!t to resign Viceroyship, ii. 243 
Rift in friendship with S•. John Brod

riCk, 11. ~4~''""'" 
Cr~:le against shooting accidents in 

India, ii. 245, 246 
On significance of cheering the 9th 

Lancers at Great Durbar, ii. 247 
Greater independence of Indians not 

overlooked by, ii. 248 
Anxiety for Lord Kitchener's appoint

ment to post of Commander-in
Chief. ii. 249, 250 

First impression of Lord Kitchener, ii. 
251 

Misgivings on eve of Durbar, ii. 252 
Satisfaction on accomplishment of 

Durbar, ii. 253, 
Great Durbar recognised as expression 

of his personality, ii. 254 
Success of Great Durbar due to his 

efforts, ii. 254 • 
Celebration of centenary of Govern

ment House by ball (1903), ii. 255 
Impersonating Lord Wellesley at Fancy 

Dress Ball at Government !-louse, 
C8lcutta, ii. 256 

Pride in Calcutta taken by, ii. 257, 258 
Resentment at removal of seat of 

Government from Calcutta to Delhi, 
ii. 259, 26o 

Former relations with Amir Abdur 
Rahman in 1894, ii. 262, 263 

Disillusionment with re,;<1rd to Habi
bulla, Amir of Afghanistan, ii. 266 

Difficulty of negotiation with Amir of 
Afghanistan, ii. 270 

Determination to remain at post of 
Viceroy, in face of Tibetan difficulty, 
ii. 276 

Proposal that Conference to settle 
Tibetan difficulty should be held at 
Khamba Jong, accepted by Cabinet, 
ii. 279 

Breach with British Government, ii. 
289 ' 

Extension of Vicet~t>yalty, ii. 302, 303 
MemorandLwn of, rtlating to Army 

Control in India, ii. 358 
Return to India, ii. 360 
Unpopularity of his policy in Bengal, ii. 

362 
Minute of, relating to dispute between 

Lord Kitchcner and Sir Edmond 
Ellcs, ii. 375, 377 

Despatch to British Government relat
ing to Military Controversy in India, 
ii. 380 

Resignation of, as Vicero~ii. .387 
AppfcciatiOh oof"wOrk m afa:;· ii. 389 
Relative value of schemes of Lord 

Cur2on and Lord Kitchener for 
Indian government, ii. 391-393 

Relations with British Government, 
ii. 406 

Speech before Legislative Council, ii. 
408 

Mistakes of, in Military Controversy, ii. 
41I 

Thoroughness of work of, as Viceroy, 
ii. 414 

Relations of, while Viceroy, with 
colleagues and subordinates, ii. 415, 
416 

Rigid impartiality of mle of, as Viceroy, 
ii. 423 

Temporary withdra11·a/ from politics (1905-
1907) 
Arrival in England from India, iii. 21 
Opinion of Mr. Chamberlain as a 

politician, iii. 22 
View regarding preferential tariffs, iii. 

22 
Approves object, but not method of 

Mr. Chamberlain's Tariff Reform 
Campaign, iii. 23 

Reasons for withhu!cling suprort from 
Tariff Reform Party, iii. 24 

Kot c0mmittcd to Free Trade policy, 
iii. 24 
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Strained relations with leaders of 

Conservative Party, iii. 26, 27 
Services in India not recognised offi

cially on return, iii. 28, 2g 
Grief of, on death of Lady Curzon, iii. 

33 
· Cbancd/or.rbip of Oxford Univmi(Y 

Election, iii. 34, g3 
High ability shown in discharge of his 

duties, iii. 35 
Energy displ~ed, iii. go 
Great thought oot popular, as Chan-

cellor, iii. go • • 
Organisation of Endowment Fund for 

Oxford Universitv, iii. g4 
First commemoration, iii. g5 
Assistance in question of University 

Commission, iii. g7 
Announcement in House of Lords 

of postponement of University 
Commission, iii. g8, 

Reformation of Oxford University 
from within begun, iii. g8 

Conception of his position and duties, 
iii. g8 

Comment on University finance, iii. 99 
Annual residence at Oxford, iii. roo 
Delivery of Romanes Lecture on 

"Frontiers," iii. 101 
Dinner with Oxford Medical Graduates 

Club, iii. 104 
Memorandum on University Reform 

at Oxford, iii. 51, 103, I04 · 
Complaint of delays in University 

reform, iii. Io6 
Summary of, work as Chancellor of 

Oxford University after the war, iii. 
IOg 

Judgments of his Report as Chancellor 
differing little from those of Royal 
Commission on Universities, iii. no 

Presiding at Grand Encaenia at Oxford 
after the war, iii. I IO 

Literary bequests to Oxford University, 
iii. III 

Immense correspondence on Univer
sity affairs, iii. II2 

Project of Royal visit to Oxford (I9IO) 
frustrated by King Edward Vll's 
death, iii. II3 

Deputation from Oxford University 
presenting Loyal Address to H.M. 
King George V. headed by, iii. I I3 

Resuscitation of St. Edmund's Hall, 
Oxford; under, iii. II3 

Receipt of letter from Marshal Foch on 
bestowal of honorary degree, iii. II4 

Return to Public Life (rgo7) 
Opinion of the Russian Convention, 

iii. 38 
Elected Irish Representative Peer, iii. 

42 
On Anglo-Russian Agreement, iii. 42 
Academic and political activities of, iii. 

45 
Nominated as Conservative candidate 

for Lord Rectorship of Glasgow 
University, iii. 46 

Election of, as Lord Rector of 
Glasgow University, iii. 46 

Motor accident to, iii. 47, 101 
Voyage to South Africa, iii. 47, 102 
Impressions of South Africa, iii. 47 
Memorandum on the principles and 

methods of University Reform, iii. 
51 

Installation of, as Lord Rector of Glas
gow University, iii. 52 

Effect of Mr. Lloyd George's Igog 
Budget on, iii. 54 

Letter to The Times on Parliament Bill, 
iii. 56 

Mover of official Dillon Resolutions on 
Parliament Bill, iii. 57 

Attitude to Parliament Bill, iii. 57, 58 
President of Royal Geographical So

ciety, iii, 6o 
Successful advocacy of change of 

abode of Royal Geographical Society 
iii. 6o, 6I 

Chairman of Shipping Control Com
mittee, iii. 67 

Appointed Trustee of the National 
Gallery, iii. 68 

Famous examples of architecture be
queathed to State by, iii. 74 

'Repayment to Treasury of salary as 
Cabinet Minister, iii. 87 

Controversy over repairs at Backwood, 
iii. 85 

Hospitality to Belgian refugees, iii. 
rog 

And British Military requirements, iii. 
120 

On the Opposition during the war, iii. 
I23 

Appointed Lord Privy Seal, May 27, 
1915, iii. 125 

Ill-health of, iii. I26 
Profound acquaintance with every 
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?...eturn to Public Life (cont.) 

Asiatic question arising during the 
War, iii. 154 

Railway extension from Baluchistan 
into Persia, advised against by, iii. 
I54, I55 

Offer of Knighthood of Garter to, 
iii. 137 

Physical suffering during strain of war 
work, iii. 150 

Marriage to Mrs. Duggan, iii. 151 
Member of War Cabinet Committee, 

iii. 152 
Analysis of phrase" National Horne for 

Jewish race," iii. I58 
Solution of civil and religious difficul

ties in Jerusalem and Palestine pro
posed by, iii. I59 

View as to impossibility of restoration 
of Baghdad to Turkey, iii. r6o 

Hostility towards Montagu-Chelrns
ford Report on Government in 
India, iii. 163, 164 

Generally accepted view as to political 
concessions to India, on account of 
war services discarded by, iii. 162 

Forecast of Parliamentary Govern
ment in India (1909), iii. r66 

Disputatious correspondence with Mr. 
Montagu (Secretary of State for 
India) on the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report, iii. I 67- I 7 4 

Apparently changed attitude on Par
liamentary Government in India 
(1917-I8), iii. !68, 169 

Views on " responsible " government in 
India, discussed, iii. r68, 169 

Repudiates proposals for Parliamentary 
Government in India, iii. 170, 171 

Refusal to serve on Cabinet Committee 
to prepare Bill for Government of 
India, iii. I 75 • 

Views on Home Rule and the Irish 
question, iii. 178 

On settlement of South African Con
stitution as a model for settlement 
oflrish Home Rule question, iii. 179 

Strong views held by, with regard to 
position of the King with regard to 
Home Rule Bill (1913), iii. 182, r83 

Conference of Unionist Members sum-
moned by (June 1916), iii. 184, 185 

Accepts chairmanship of Cabinet Com
mittee to promote Home Rule 
Settlement, iii. r85 

Announcement in House of Lords of 
Convention proposal for settlement 
of Home Rule questio•J, iii. 186 

Opponent of Suffragist movement, iii. 
I90 

Becomes President of Anti-suffrage 
League, iii. 190 

Fund collected by, in support of Anti
Suffrage League, iii. 190 

Opposes Women's Suffrage but ab
stains from voting ,against it in 
House of Lords, ofli. 192, 193 

Mover of address ref His Majesty on 
conclusion of Armistice, iii. 197 

Appeal to Conservatives to support 
National Government, iii. 197 

Speech in House of Lords following 
Armistice, iii. 198 199 

Chairman of Cabinet committee for 
organizing Peace Celebrations, iii. 
200, 201 

Appointed to Foreign Office, in ab
sence of Mr. Balfour, iii. 201 

Foreign Secretaryship (1919-1924) 
Appointed Foreign Secretary, iii. 205 

Persian policy of, iii. 208, 209 
Speech to Imperial War Cabinet, iii. 

209, 210 
Negotiation of Anglo-Persian Treaty 

by, iii. 217 
Speech at Government dinner to 

Persian Foreign Minister, iii. 219 
Disappointment in conception of Fo

reign Secretary's work, iii. 224 
Dislike of Allied Conference, iii. 227 
Attacks of sleeplessness during post• 

war work (1920), iii. 229 
Diary of Allied Conference at San 

Remo (April 1920), iii. 229, 230 
Presides at Allied Conference, London 

iii. 231 
Conversations with French Ambassa

dor, iii. 231, 232 
Regard for Sir Henry Wilson, iii. 234 
Misunderstanding with Prime Minis

ter regarding attendance at an Allied 
Conference, iii. 235 

Successful negotiations with M. Briand 
at Allied Conference, iii. 236 

Anxious for economic recovery of 
Germany after the war, iii. 236 

Comment on mentality of German 
people, iii. 236, 237 

Painful interview with French Ambas. 
sador, iii. 239 
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Reply to French Government described 

as masterly, iii. 240 
Reply to French government submitted 

to Prime Ministers of British Domi
nion and Representatives of India, 
iii. 240 

Realisation of inability to back diplo
macy with force, iii. 242 

Remarks at Imperial Conference (1923) 
on warlike state of Europe, iii. 243 

Necessity fo-. closest co-operation 
between go~rnments of Great 
Britain and ~ranee t~held by, iii 
243 

Discussion with Lord Allenby on 
Egyptian question, iii. 250 

Work of, as Foreign Secretary, change . 
in attitude explained, iii. 251, 252 
Difficulty of, iii. 2 54 

Influences militating against with
drawal from Government, iii. 254, 
255 

Assistance rendered by Sir George 
Cunningham, iii. 255 

Record of official difficulties (1920-21), 
iii. 255, 256 

Withdrawal from society, iii. 257 
Difficulties arising with Mr. Lloyd 

George, iii. 260 
View regarding future of Turkey and 

Near Eastern question, iii. 262 
Minute as to termination of Neru:- Eas

tern question drawn up before end 
of the war, iii. 262 

Apprehensions for results of Peace 
Conference iii. 264 

Despatch to Earl Balfour on encroach
ments of Italv and Greece on Asiatic 
territories o(Turks, iii. 267 

Consideration of whole question of 
Turkish peace by Allied Powers 
urged by, iii. 269 

Emphatic protest against retention of 
Turks in Europe and at Constan
tinople, iii. 270 

Defeated on. policy of ejecting Turks 
from Europe, iii. 270 

Negotiation of Franklin-Bouillon 
Agreement without his knowledge, 
iii. 276 ' 

Visit to Paris to attempt to procure 
mediation between Greeks and 
Turks in Asia Minor (June 1921), iii. 
278 

List of modifications of Treaty of 

Sevres, drawn up by (October 1921), 
iii. 279 

Apprehensive of danger of delay in 
settlement of Near Eastern question, 
iii. 282 

Difficulties in negotiation as to Near 
Eastern question with M. Poincare, 
iii. 282 ' 

Pronouncement of Paris Conference 
(March 1923), written out by, iii. 
287 

Interview with representatives of both 
Turkish governments as to settle
ment of Near Eastern question,.iii. 

287 
Illness of, during summer of 1922, iii. 

289 
Duties of Foreign Secretary tem

porarily undertaken by Earl Bal
four, iii. 289 

Undergoes treatment by hypnotism 
unsuccessfully (1922), iii. 289,290 

Recovery from phlebitis, iii. 291 
Opposition to parleyings with repre

sentatives of Soviet GoYernment, 
iii. 294 

Displeasure at issue of a statement on 
Near-Eastern question to the Press 
without his knowledge, iii. 302 

Painful interview with M. Poincare, iii. 
303 

Mission to Paris to restore Alliance 
between Great Britain and France, 
iii. 303, 304 

Interview with Dr. Nihad Rechad, with 
regard to withdrawal of Turkish 
forces from Chanak, iii. 306 

Efforts to prevent outbreak of war 
between Greek and Turkish forces, 
iii. 306 

6Conference in Paris with M. Poincare 
and Signor Galli in regard to Turkey, 
iii. 3II 

Appreciations received by, in regard to 
negotiations with Turkey, iii. 311 

Letter of protest, intended for Prime 
Minister relating to interference with 
Foreign Affairs, iii. 315-317 

Change of attitude regarding General 
Election, iii. 319 

Position of, at Peace Conference at 
Lausanne, iii. 324 

Change in manner of, at Peace Confe
rence at Lausanne, iii. 325· 
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Foreign Secretaryship (cont.) To Mr. A. Chamberlain on proposed 

Praise of delegates to Peace Conference agreement with Soviet Government, 
at Lausanne, iii. 325 iii. 296 

Domestic worries of, letters relating To Mr. A. Chamberlain on proposed 
to, iii. 327, 328 alliance with the Greeks, iii. 305 

Policy of, regarding Turkey, iii. 333 To Mr. A. Chamberlain on unauthor-
Speech relating to proposed rendition ized publication of Despatch from 

of vilayet of Mosul to Turkey, Viceroy on Moslem unrest in India, 
iii. 333, 334 iii. 285 

On question of reparations, iii. 345 To Mrs. Craigie (John Oliver Hobbes), 
Renewed attack of phlebitis, iii. 347, ii. 27, 122 , 

348 To Mrs. Craigie od'the Russian menace 
Speech in House of Lords on repara- in Persi'if ii. 101 • 

tions, iii. 348 To Lady Curzon (first) (Mary Victoria 
Visit to Tours, iii. 349 Leiter), i. 63, 66, 68 
Disappointment at not being appointed To Lady Curzon (first), on political 

Prime Minister, iii. 352 situation, ii. 172-176 
Proposal of Mr. Baldwin as leader of To Lady Curzon (first), on Educational 

Conservative Party by, iii. 353 Conference, ii. 191 
Disapproval of Trade Agreement with To Lady Curzon (second), see u11der 

Soviet Russia, iii. 354 Curzon, Lady (second) 
Views as to Ruhr occupation, iii. 357 ToR. R. Farrer (I88o-8I), i. 63, 64, 89 
Draft of reply to German Note of To Sir Arthur Godley on restoration of 

June 7, 1923, iii. 357, 358 ancient monuments, ii. 97 
Criticism of French and Belgian Repa- To Sir A. Godley on advance of 

ration claims, iii. 359, 360 Russia towards head of Persian 
On ill-effects of French occupation of Gulf, ii. 99 

the Ruhr, iii. 36o To Sir. A. Godley on proposed reforms 
Visit to Bagnolles, iii. 361 in Land Assessment, ii. r8o 
Epitome of work as Foreign Minister, To Sir A. Godley, complaint as to 

iii. 363 action in delimitation of Aden bonn-
Views on Protection, u.i. 364 dary, ii. 238, 239 
Opinion regarding General Election, To Lord George Hamilton (Secretary 

iii. 364 of State for India), ii. 124 
Subsequent change explained, iii. 364 To Lord George Hamilton, on note-

Concluding Political Career and Closing Dt9s taking and report-writing as hin-
(1924-1925) drance to Administration, ii. 63, 64 

Appointed Lord President of Council, To Lord George Hamilton, report on 
Leader in the House of Lords, and work at Simla (1899), ii. 79 
Chairman of Committee of Imperial To Lord George Hamilton on Assam, 
Defence, iii. 369 ii. II3 

Death of, iii. 378, 379 • To Lord George Hamilton on Mishmi 
messages of sympathy after, iii. 379 Expedition, ii. II4 

Funeral service in Westminster Abbey, To Lord George Hamilton on visit to 
iii. 380 Northern Bengal, ii. 209 

Lying-in-state of, at Kedleston, iii. 380 To Lord George Hamilton on secret 
Burial of, at Kedleston, iii. 379, 380 understanding between Russia, 
Epitaph on tablet to memory of, iii. 380 China and Tibet, ii. 273 

Letters To Mr. Bonar Law on position of 
To Mr. Stanley Baldwin relating to Coalition Government after armis-

tenure of Foreign Secretaryship, iii. tice, iii. 196 
3.53 To Sir Schomberg McDonnell on 

To Earl Balfour on advance of Italian fiscal policy of Conservative Party, 
and Turkish forces into Turkish iii. 25 
dominions of Asia l'llinor, iii. 267 To Mr. E. S. Montagu (Secretary of. 
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State for India), on self-government 
in .India, iii. 171 

To Lord Sandhurst on delay in deten-
tion of the brothers Natu, ii. 57, 58 

To Lord Selborne, ii. 132 
To Cecil Spring-Rice, i. 61 
To The Times on government in India, 

iii. 37. 38 
To The Times about Globe room at 

Banburv, iii. 81 
To Sir William Wedderburn, regarding 

the Congress, ~151, 152 
Correspondence, ~xtracts ~ i. 170, 171 
Letters from M. Gounaris, iii. 330 
From Lord George Hamilton (Secretary 

of State for India), ii. 33, 54, r 10, 123, 
124 

From Lord George Hamilton on Indian 
Land Assessments question, ii. 181 

From Lord George Hamilton on Edu
cational Conference, ii. 191 

From Mr. E. S. Montagu (Secretary of 
State for India), on self-government 
in India, iii. 170, 171, 173, 175 

From Mrs. Humphry Ward relative 
to Anti-Suffrage Movement, iii. 194 

From Lady Ribblesdale, (Dec. 28, 1882), 
i. 93. 94 

From R. W. Raper, i. ror 
Literary Work 

Contributions to Oxford Review, i. 97, 
g8, 99 

"The voice of Memnon," Edinburgh 
Review, r886, i. II7 

"Myth ofEr," Murray's Magazine, Sept. 
r887, i. II7 

" Valley of the Waterfalls," Macmillan's 
Magazine July r888, i. II9 

"Japanese Wrestling," New Review, 
Dept. r888, i. II9 

"The Cloister in Cathay," Fortnightly 
Review, June 1888, i. 124 

Publication of: Russia in Central Asia 
(r88g), i. 70 

Persia and the Persian Question (1892), i. 
70 

Problems of the Far East, i. 199, 200 
War Poems (1915), i. II7 
Tales of Travel (1923), i. 117, II9 
Leaves from a Viceri!Y' s Notebook (1926), 

i. 200 
Bodiam Castle, iii. 76 
Walmer Castle, iii. 77 
Verses, i. 161, 163, r66 

B* 

"Bells, The" (Edgat Allan Poe), 
Lord Curzon's parody on, i. r66 
"Gang The," verses to, i. 163, 164 

Verses of, as member of Crabbet 
Club, i. 161, 162 

General Facts Relating to-
Accessibility to visitors, ii. 33 
Admiration for Sir Michael Hicks

Beach, i. ror 
Admiration for Lord Salisbury, i. 102, 

103 
Ambition to become Prime Minister, 

iii. 351, 352 
Appreciation of old buildings, iii. 73 
Appreciation of works of art, i. 63, 64 
Attachment to Kedleston expressed in 

verse, i. 23 
Character of: attacks of depression, 

i. 66 
Capability for deep love and devo

tion to some, iii. 385 
Contrasted with that of intense 

animosity to others, iii. 386 
Character of, contrasts in, iii. 384 
Child-like in his ell!otions, iii. 30 
Displays of humility alternating with 

those of bombast and excessive 
optimism, i. 67, 68 

Evidences of innate humility, i. 66, 
67 

Emotional traits in, i. 65, 66 
False estimates of, i. 37, 38 
Hauteur and aloofness explained, i. 

6s, 66,67 
Inflexible courage, i. 68 
Marked by great ambition, i. 56 
Traits in, compared with those in 

character of Gladstone, i. 59, 6o 
Chatacteristics of, in daily life, i, 242, 

243 
Courtship and Marriage of, i. 215 
C~tical estimate of his work as Foreign 

Minister, iii. 363 
Description of, as Parliamentary speaker 

in Vaniry Fair, i. I I 5 
Dexterity of, in parrying questions in 

Parliament, i. 272, 273 
Detection of dishonesty in a cook sent 

out to India, i. ro6 
Distaste for platform speaking, iii. 369 
Early conception of British foreign 

policy, iii. 224 
Early engagement to be married, 

broken off, i. 58 
Energy and driving force, ii. 417 
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General Fact.r (cont.) 

Expression of reverence for the past 
in poem contributed to Waifs and 
Strays, ii. 96 

Fastidiousness in taste, i. 58, 59 
Fitted to derive maximum advantage 

from foreign travel, i. 72 
Friendship with Laura Tennant (1\frs. 

Alfred Lyttelton), iii. 389 
Greatness as a force in world politics, 

how shown, iii. 244 
Grief at death of his mother, i. 23 
Happiness of, dependent on others, iii. 

30 
Hard bargains driven by, iii. 82 
Ill-health of, i. 68, 69 ; ii. 128, 289 ; 

iii. 126, 328 
Imperialistic creed of, i. 257 ; iii. 391 
Income much restricted before mar

riage, i. 105, 106 
Industry of, iii. 383, 384 

As Foreign Secretary immense, 
iii. 149, ISO 

As Viceroy, iii. q8 
Interest in the present more than in the 

future manifested by, iii, 366 
Intimacy with Oscar Browning, i. 69, 

70 
Irony of, i. 61 
Love and reverence for architectural 

and historic fabrics, ii. 95, 96, 147 ; 
iii. 73 

Love of the beautiful possessed by, 
i. 6], 64 

Love of life possessed by, iii. 383 
Love of pomp and ceremony, ii. 414 
Nature of impulse to labour in, iii. 383 
No visit paid by, to Ireland, though 

an Irish peer, iii. r 79 
Obituary tributes to Alfred Lyttelton 

and George Wyndham, iii. 385• 
Passion of, for minute detail, i. 242, 243 
Powers of observation how sharpened, 

i. 72 
Precocity of, exhibited in correspon

dence, i. 57, 58 
Presentation of Tattershall and Bodiam 

Castles to nation, iii. 75 
Refusal to write official Life of Lord 

Beaconsfield, i. 66, 67 
Religious views, ii. 418, iii. 30, 389-395 
Reputation as great debater, i. 204 
Reputation for satire, ii. 4 I 5 
Sceptical tendency in, m. 390 

Self-esteem of, based on high motives, 
i. 56, 57 

Sense of humour in, i. 150, iii. so 
Sense of the ludicrous shown by, in 

boyhood, i. 24, 25 
Sensitiveness of, ii. 175 

Physical causes of, ii. 175 
Sensitiveness to criticism acute, ii. 423 
Suppression of emotions in diploma

tic interviews not practised by, iii 
368 

Subordinate posi~n not relished by, 
iii. 36q_ • 

Tribute to character of Lord Sand
hurst, iii. 388 

Tribute to services of, from King 
Edward VIT, iii. 382 

Verses to, i. 317 
Views on despoiling of English 

countryside, iii. 78 
Curzon, Lady (first), i. 57, 65 

and Delhi Durbar, ii. 284,285 
and Walmer Castle, ii. 340 
anxiety regarding Muscat crisis, ii. 52 
complaint of separation from her 
husband, ii. 51, 52 
correspondence with Lord Curzon 
on need for his statesmanship in 
English affairs, ii. 173, 184 

on political situation in England, 
ii. 173, 174 

death of, iii. 30, 33 
departure for Europe (rgor),ii. ~66 
departure to England, ii. 320 
dislike of India, ii. 359 
first impressions of Simla, ii. 51, 52 
illness of, ii. 342, 359 

in autumn 1904, iii. 31 
recovery from, ii. 361 

impression of Durbar at Lucknow, 
ii. 93 
influence on her husband not fully 
realised, ii. 53, 54 
ivory casket and address presented 
to, at Calcutta, ii. 362 
letter from, informing Lord Curzon 
of impression in England created 
by his work in India, ii. 171 · 
letter to, from Lord Curzon, ii. 323 
on Educational Conference, ii. 191 
memorial chapel to, in Kedleston 
Church, iii. 372 
on trying weather experienced 
during tour of Indian peninsula, ii. 
146 
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pain at enforced separation from 
Lord Curzon, ii. I77 
peacock dress of, ii. 359 
remonstrance of Lord George 
Hamilton with, as to Lord Curzon's 
attitude towards India Council, ii. 
237 
return to India after illness, iii. 3 I 
See also Letter, Mary Victoria 

Curzon, Lady (second) letters to, from 
Lord Curzon~. I4S, l52, I89, 203, 
204, 2I4, 217• 220, 22S-3o, 233-3b, 
248, 253, 254, 256, Z'!f, 278, 290, 
291, 323, 325, 326, 328, 33J, 332, 
349, 364, 369, no, 373. 375-77 
See also Duggan, Mrs. 

Cust, L. H., iii. 379 
Customs barrier on Rhine, termination of, 

by Supreme Council, iii. 240 

DACCA, experimental farm at, results of 
research at, ii. 296 

Daily Chronicle, on creation of North
West Frontier Province, ii. 135 
r.raise of Viceroy's Budget speech, 
11. 165 

Daily News on " Russia in Central Asia " 
in r88g, i. 145 

Dalai Lama, contemptuous silence in 
response to Lord Curzon's letter, ii. 
205,208 

Dawkins, Sir Clinton, iii. zs 
commissioned _to discuss question 
of Government Loans with ruling 
chiefs, ii. 78 · 
Finance Minister, departure of, ii. 
!03 
praise of Lord Curzon's article on 
Frontier Question, i. 141 

Deane, Major, appointed Commissioner 
of North-West Frontier Province, 
ii. 139 
ruler of new Frontier Province, 
Viceroy's praise of, ii. 213 

Defence Committee in London, Scheme 
of, for India, ii. 287 

Delcasse, M., bellicose statement regard
ing Muscat crisis, ii. 46, 52 

Delhi, Durbar at, ii. 225, 227 
Lady Curzon's attendance at, in 
spite of ill-health, ii. 359 
Lord Curzon's vindication of, ii. 
284 
Pearl Mosque at, i. I 29 
removal of seat of Government 
from Calcutta to, resented by Lord 
Curzon, ii. 259, 260 

Demobilisation of forces, rapid, de
manded by British nation, iii. 242 

Denationalisation in India, Lord Curzon's 
opposition to, ii. 153, 154 

Denderah, bas reliefs of Cleopatra at, i. 
83 Dalhousie, Lord, ii. 340 

Treaty respecting Berar 
drafted by (1853), ii. 214 

district temple of, solemn effect of, i. 82 
Departmentalism, Lord Curzon's defini

tion of, ii. 321 Dane, Mr .. (afte~a~ds Sir Louis), head 
of British M1ss1on to Kabul, ii. 364 

Daniel, Dr. Provost of Worcester College 
death of, iii. II2 ' 

Dardanelles, Asiatic side of, demilitarised 
and neutral zones not to be in
vaded by Turkish troops, iii. 300 
Asiatic shore, withdrawal of French 
contingent from, by order of M. 
Poincare, iii. 303 
lo
6
ose hold of Allies over (1919), iii. 

2 4 
Darjeeling, visit to, i. 128 ; ii. 209 
Darmstadt, French occupation of, iii. 231, 
Dartford Programme of progressive 

Conservatism, outlined by Lord R. 
Churchill, i. uo, III, II3 

Darwin, Major Leonard, iii. 6o 
Dawes Committee, iii. 358 

Dera Ghazi Khan, visit to, ii. 120 
Derby, George Curzon's participation 

in public function at, i. 69 
Derby, Lord, and Air Service, iii. 142 

direction of recruiting scheme by 
·~r~ , 

failure of recruiting scheme of, iii. 
136 
resignation of, from Co-ordinating 
Committee, iii. 143 

Derbyshire, presenffi:tion by people of, to 
.Lord Curzon, 1. 317 
South, adopted Conservative candi
date for, i. 93 
defeat of George Curzon, at General 
Election (1885), i. Ioi 
Radical intimidation in, i. ror 

Dervishes, expedition against, i. 246 
Dervorguilla Society of Balliol, i. 44 
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Despatches, slavish adherence to literal 

wording of, amusing instance, ii. 65 
Devonshire, Duke of, and occupation of 

Wei-hei-Wei, i. 285 
Dibrugarh, visit to, ii. r 13 
Dickson, General, Military Commission 

sent to Persia under, iii. 221 
Dilke, Sir Charles, advanced radicalism 

of, 45 
indignation against George Curzon, 
i. 273 

Dillon John, M.P., congratulations to 
George Curzon on appointment of 
Viceroy, i. 294 
inquiries relating to Chinese affairs, 
i. 281 

Diplomatic interviews, Lord Curzon's 
method of conduct of, iii. 367 

Directorship General of Education in 
India, advocated by Viceroy, ii. 189, 
192 

Diwan-i-Am, Hall of Audience, used for 
Investiture at Great Durbar, ii. 227 

Dod, Wolley, house-master at Eton, i. 24 
Dohad, relief works at, ii. 129 
Dominion Government, co-operation of, 

invited to prevent inroad of Turks, 
iii. 300 

Donaldson, Rev. S. A., i. u8 
Doric shaft, prototype of, i. 83 
Doric style, importation from Egypt, i. 83 
Downe, Lord, departure of, from Tehran, 

ii. 307 
Dravid, G. S. and R. S., assassination of, 

ii. 36 
Dravidian temples at Madura and Tri-

chinopoly, ii. 145 
Dresden, picture-gallery at, i. 64 
Drought in India, warning signs of, ii. 70 
Duff General Sir Beauchamp, ii. 3~,385 

'Commander-in-Chief for India, ii. 
392, 393 

Dufferin, Lord, i. 84, ii. 304 
George Curzon's glowing tribute to, 
i. 141 
private secretary to, i. 313 . 
reception of George Curzon by, 1. 

128 . 
wise policy with regard to Indian 
native chiefs, ii. 90 

Duggan, Mrs., marriage of Lord Curzon 
to, iii. 151 
See also Curzon, Lady (second) 

Dunbar, A. J. C., character of, i. 18, 19 
behaviour to his pupils, i. 18, 19 
second master at school at Wixen
ford, i. r8 

Duncan, Jonathan, establishment of 
Sanskrit College in India by, ii. 184 

Dunraven, Lord, Bill dealing with reform 
of House of Lords brought for
ward by, i. 135 

Durbar, an Indian, not colonial, function, 
ii. 222 ~ 
at Lucknow, ii.a12, 93 
at M:ftldalay, ii. zoo 
at Peshawar, ii. 212 
at Shargah, address of Lord Cur
zen at, ii. 3 r6 
of Chiefs and Sirdars of Baluchis
tan, address of Viceroy to, ii. 1 r8 

plain speaking at, ii. n8, II9 
political and social value of, Vice
roy's oration on, ii. 93, 94 
the Great (Delhi), ii. 221-234 
amphitheatre for, accommodation· 
at, ii. 226 
arena of, march of Mutiny Veterans. 
into, ii. 253, 254 
celebrations, choice of hymns for, 
ii. 230 
cost of, ii. 230, 231, 232 
ceremonies, items in programme 
at Imperial Assemblage (1877) 
excluded at, ii. 228, 229 
definite pronouncement at, as to 
reduction of taxation in India, ii. 
241, 242 
holding of, lessons to be derived 
from, ii. 233 ' 
objections to, in England, ii: 222 
incident of cheering of 9tli Lan
cers at, ii. 247 
Investitutre at, building for, ii. 227 
no constitutional importance to be 
attached to, ii. 223 
official functions at, programme of, 
ii. 226 

preparations for, ii. 22~, 226 . 
recognised as expresston of Vtce
roy's personality, ii. 254 
State entry at, ii. 226 
success of, due to Viceroy's efforts, 
ii. 255 
success of, general impression aS, 
to, ii. 252 
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Duse,. Eleanora, Curzon's impressions of, 

1. 62,63 
Dutt, R. C., criticism of land policies of 

various Governments of India, ii. 
18o 

Dyson Perrins Benefaction for Chemis
try, aided from University Endow
ment Fund, iii. 95 

EAST, the, pompt and pageantry of, ii. 86, 
87 

East India Compan~advances to Govern
ment of Hyd"'abad, ii. 4.15 
conduct towards Government of 
Hyderabad sometimes unscrupu
lous, ii. 216 
first definite Treaty relations with 
Hyderabad (1766), ii. 214 

Eastern problems, study of, i. 146 
Eastern questions arising during the war, 

Lord Curzon's profound acquain
tance with, iii. 154 . 

Eastern travel, petty annoyances of, i. 150 
Eden, Sir Ashley, removal of statue of to 

another site, Viceroy's reason for, ii. 
158 

Eden, Sir William, ii. 159 
Edfou, temple of, magnificence of, i. 82 
!lducation in India, state-aided, earlier 
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larity of Lord Curzon, ii. 152 

Gwalior, Native Chief of, model conduct 
as ruler, ii. 88 

Gyantze, arrival of Colonel Young
husband at, ii. 280 

HAAB, M., welcome of, to delegates of 
Peace Conference at Lausanne, iii. 
323 

Habibullah, Amir of Afghanistan, ii. 43 
accession of (rgor), ii. 266 
declines to submit to interview with 
Lord Curzon, ii. zo8, 209, 266, 267 
270 
disillusionment of Lord Curzon 
concerning, ii. 266 

Habibulla Khan, Sirdar, ii. 195 
peaceful prospects under, as Amir 
of Mghanistan, ii. 196 
succession to throne of Mghani
stan, ii. 196 

Backwood House, iii. 77 
Haig, Lord. iii. 153 
Halsbury, Lord, iii. 56 

debate on Parliament Bill, iii. 57 
Haldane Mr. (later, Lord), congratulations 

on George Curzon's appointment 
as Viceroy, i. 304 
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Territorial Army Scheme, 111. II7 

Hamilton, Sir Ian, dispatch of troops to 
Gallipoli under leadership of, iii. i29 

Hamilton, Lord George (Secretary of 
State for India), i. 252, 286; ii. 173, 
280 
advice of, ii. 415 
congratulation on Curzon's speech, 
i. 262 
congratulations on Viceroy's settle
ment of Berar question, ii. 219 
despatch to Indian Government as 
~? principlett offrontie~olicy (I897), 
11. 39 
indiscretions of Lord Kitchener, ii. 
399 
letter from, on Educational Con
ference, ii. 191 

to Lord Curzon on Indian Land 
Assessments question, ii. 181 

on position of Cabinet with 
regard to Tibetan question, 
ii. 207 
on favourable reception of 
scheme for recruiting Imperial 
Cadet Corps from Indian aris
tocracy, ii. I27 
remonstrance against Lord 
Curzon's habits of over-work, 
ii. 54 

letters from, to Lord Curzon, ii. 33, 
123, 124 

letters to, from Lord Curzon, ii. 
IIO, 124, 278, 3I2, 320, 322 
letter to, from Lord Cu,rzon on 
Assam, ii. 113 

on attitude of British Govern
ment towards Tibet, ii. 273 
on Mishmi expedition, ii. II4 
on visit to Northern Bengal, 
ii. 209 
regarding Persian Question, ii. 
306 
relating to Military Govern
ment of India, ii. 350 
report of work at Simla (I899), 
ii. 79 

remonstrance with Lady Curzon as 
to Lord Curzon's attitude towards 
India Council, ii. 237 
resignation of, from India Office, ii. 
z89 
favourable reception of scheme for 
recruiting Imperial Cadet Corps 
from Indian aristocracy, ii. I27 

rapprochment to Russia favoured 
by, ii. I26 
Shah of Persia's attitude towards 
Russia, ii. 307 
and Punjab Land Alienation Bill, · 
ii. 293 
and scheme for India of Defence 
Committee in London, ii. 288 

Hampi, ruins of, ii. I44 
Hankey, Sir Maurice, secretary of War 

Cabinet Committee, iii. 152 
Lord Curzon's tribute to, iii. 149 

Haram, sacred stone ontained in Mosque 
of Omar, iii. 158 

Harcourt, Sir W., i. 232, 233 ; ii. 175 
and George Curzon, mutual friend
ship between, i. 305 
description ot Conservative Party 
attacked, i. I II 
disagreement with, i. 257-259 
election petition following defeat 
at Oxford bye-election (r88o), i. 43 
on George Curzon and Russia, i. 296 

Hardie, J. Keir, nominated as Socialist 
candidate for Lord Rectorship of 
Glasgow University, iii. 46 

Hardinge, Sir Arthur, British Minister in 
Persia, ii. 3 I 5 
construction of roads in Western 
Persia advocated by, ii. 202 
educated at Balliol, i. 38 

Hardinge, Lord, iii. 203 
visit to Basra, ii. 319 

Harington, Sir Charles, de5patch with 
ultimatum for communication to 
Turkish commander to, iii. 306 
mission to Mudania to effect 
negotiations with Mustapha Kemal, 
iii. 304 
refusal to consider demands of 

• Turks, iii. 310 
Hart, Sir Robert, control of Customs 

Administration of China by, iii. 215 
Hastings House, Calcutta, renovation of, 

ii. 259 
Hastings, Warren, effects of, acquisition 

for Victoria Memorial Hall pro
posed by Lord Curzon, ii. 159, 160 
foundation of Calcutta Madrassah 
by, ii. 184 
love for his second wife (Marian 
Imhoff), ii. 53 

Havelock, Sir A..., ii. 58 
Hawkins, Sir .llllthony Hope, i. 56, 89 
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Heber, Bishop, George Curzon's irritation 
at mis-statement of, i. 130, 131 

Heberden, Dr., iii. 102, 104, II2 
Henderson, Dr. Warden of Wadham 

College, Oxford, iii. 92 
Heralds College, Indian, any plan for 

revival of excluded, ii. 228, 229 
Herodotus, record of impious stabbing 

of Apis by Cambyses, i. 82, 83 
Herz Bey, ii. 334 
Bensman, H., representative of Pioneer 

and correspondent of The Times. 
ii. 165 

Hertzel, Sir Arthur, iii. 2 I 6 
Hewett, Sir John, Lieut. Gov. of Unitoed 

Provinces, ii. 335 
Hicks-Beach, Sir Michael, i. 50 

Curzon's admiration for, i. 101 
and occupation of Wci-hai-Wei, 
i. 285 

Hindu philosophy, hold maintained over 
Indian people, ii. 154 

Hofmeyr, Mr., iii. 48 
Hogarth, Dr. tribute to Lord Curzon's 

work in University reform, iii. II6 
Holderness, Sir Thomas, ii. 78 
Holkar, Maharajah, recalcitrant behaviour 

of, ii. 88 
Holwell, obelisk, erected by, memorial 

replacing, ii. 257 
re-ereetion of, ii. r 58 

Holy Land, visit to, i. 85 
Home Rde Bill, defeat of Liberal Govern

ment (r886) on, i. 107 
Hong-Kong, impressions of, i. 122 
Hooligans (Hughligans), political dining 

party nicknamed, ii. 175 
Border, Sir Thomas, consulted by Mr. 

Bonar Law, iii. 349 
Hornby, Dr., headmaster of Eton, i. 21 
House of Lords, abolition of, George 

[Curzon on, i. q6 • 
defects of, i. I 36 
George Curzon's scheme for reform 
of, i. 135-138 

reason for, i. I 35 
Parliament Bill debate in, iii. 57 
reform of, i. 228 

Howe, Earl, i. 314 
unpleasant correspondence of Lord 
Curzon with family of, bow engen
dered, ii. 176 

Howorth, Sir H., i. 99 
Humayun's Tomb, work at, ii. 337 
Hunza Valley, grandeu~of scenery, i. 209 

Hutton, on motive for love of display in 
Lord Wellesley, ii. 256 

Hyderabad, financial embarrassment of, 
how added to, ii. 217 
Government of, conduct of East 
India Company towards, some
times unscrupulous, ii. 216 
debt to East India Company, bow 
incurred, ii. 215 
Nizam of, diplomacy of Viceroy 
successful with, regarding Berar 
question, ii. 218, 219 

hostility at ~utset of Lord 
Cur!on's rule, ii. 214 

Treaty relations with, first definitely 
established by East India Company 
(1766), ii. 214 
Treaties and Agreements with, 
additional, (r790-18oo), basis of, ii. 
215 
visit to, ii. 2II 

Hyderabad Contingent, cost of, how to 
be met, ii. 215 
organisation of, ii. 216 
origin of, ii. 215 
taken over by Indian Government, 
ii. 215 

Hypnotism, unsuccessful treatment by, 
undergone by Lord Curzon, iii. 289, 
290 

Hypostyle Hall of Sethi, i. 82 

lLBERT BILL, ii. 323 
Imagination, influence of, in Lord 

Curzon's career, i. 175 
Imhoff, Marian, afterwards wife of 

Warren Hastings, ii. 53 
Impartial justice in government, watch

word of Lord Curzon, ii. 149 
Imperial Agricultural Department, crea

tion of, by Lord Curzon, ii. 294 
Imperial Assemblage, organised by Lord 

Lytton (1877), ii. 225 
items in programme at, not 
included in ceremonies at Great 
Durbar, ii. 228, 229 

Imperial Cadet Corps to be recruited 
from Indian aristocracy, Viceroy's 
scheme for, ii. 126, 127 
approved by Queen Victoria and 
later by King Edward VII, ii. 126, 
128 
delay in approval by Bdtish· 
Government, ii. 128 

Imperial Conference, relations between 
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Great Britain and Egypt .refet:.red 
to, iii. 248 
(1923) remarks at, by Lord Curzon, 
on warlike state of Europe, iii. 243 

Imperial Defence Committee, Lord 
Kitchener's Memorandum to, ii. 
349 

Imperial Federation, advocated by Cur
zan, i. 108 

Imperial Library, resembling British 
Museum, established in Metcalfe 
Hall, Calcutta, ii. 258 

Imperial Service eavalry, J~hpur, regi
ment of, Viceroy's offer to maintain 
during famine at Government 
expense, ii. 78 

Imperial War Cabinet, iii. rso 
speech to, on Near East, iii. 209, 210 

Imperialism, increase of, in Great Bri
tain, i. 238 
of Lord Curzon, i. 192, 237; iii. 391 

Imphal (capital of Manipur), address of 
Viceroy at, ii. 197 
massacre at, in 1891, ii. 197, 198 
project for building for at, abolished 
by Viceroy, ii. 199 

India, advance of Russia towards, ii. II4 
ancient buildings of, preservation 
and restoration of, ii. 164 ; iii. 75 

Viceroy's campaign for ii. 147 
bounty-fed sugar imported into, ii. 
30 
British, administrative frontier of, 
and political frontier of Mghanistan, 
territory lying between, ii. 38, 39 
British, linking up by rail with 
Yangtsze valley, impracticability of, 
ii. 202 
Central, tour of, ii. 229 
charges imposed upon in connec
tion with army, Lord Curzon's 
attitude regarding, ii. 287 
climate of hills and plains in 
October contrasted, ii. So 
close contact between Eastern and 
Western races in, Lord Curzoh's 
observations on, ii. 153 · 
currency system of, reform in, ii. 164 
defence of, steps taken for, i. 140 
denationalization in, Lord Curzon's 
opposition to, ii. 153, 154 
drought in, warning signs of, ii. 70 
education in, state-aided, earlier 
attempts at introduction of, ii. 184 

educational system, .reform in, ii . 
103, 164 
establishment of vniversities in, 
ordained (1854), ii. 185 
famine in, ii. 103 

and plague in, 1896, i. 291 
cost of, ii. 107 
irrigation as a remedy for, ii. 
164 
relief schemes for, ii. 84, 85 
second year of, anticipated (1900), 
ii. 123 

famine-stricken districts in, relief 
to, ii. 81, 82 
fascination _for, i. 308 
finances of, ii. 103 
Government of administration ham
pered by note-taking and report
writing, ii. 62, 63, 64, 164 

influence of public opinion upon, 
ii. 149. 
permanency of Lord Curzon's 
reforms in, ii. 65, 66 
administrative machine in need of 
overhauling, ii. 56 
administrative reform in, ii. 164 
control from centre disorganised, 
ii. 56 
defects of, organic, ii. 56 . 
establishment of friendly inter
course with Nepal, ii. 38 
isolation of Bombay and Madras 
Presidency Governments from, ii. 
56,57 
Legislative Department, ineffi
cient methods of, ii. 104, 105 
Military supremacy in, iii. 37 
Minto-Morley Reform Scheme 
(1909), iii. 163. 
Montagu-Chelmsford reforms in, 
(1917-1910), iii. 162-176 

• See also Montague-Chelmsford 
native participation in, iii. r68, 
r69 
permission to Native Chiefs to 
visit countries outside India to be 
granted only by, ii. 91 
principles of administration in, 
adopted by Viceroy (reply to 
Address of Welcome from Bom
bay Corporation), ii. 148-150 
proposal to hold Conference at 
Lhasa to settle Tibetan difficulty, 
ii. 274 
reorgani!tion of, ii. 56 
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:ndia, Government of, supply of troops 

in aid of South Mrican War, ii. 68, 
69 

unauthorised publication of Des
patch from Viceroy on danger of 
Moslem unrest in, iii. 285 

growth of public opinion in, ii. 
326, 327 
Imperial Museums in, absence of, 
ii. 157 
importance of, in relation to foreign 
affairs, ii. 261, 262 
influence of, on Asia, i. 309 

untoward events of South African 
War on, ii. 101 

internal administration of, reforms 
of, ii. 290 
Local Governments in, responsi
bility of elected Councillors, iii. r6g 
Lord Cunon's oratory on, i. 315 
Lord Cunon's views of, ii. 417, 420 
loss of export trade of sugar from, 
ii. 30 
military expenditure in, ii. 107, 108 
monuments in, commemorating 
exploits of Empire, paucity of, ii. 
rs6, rs8 
Moslem population of, indignation 
among, at rumour of British support 
of Greece, iii. 285 
natives of, and British soldiers, 
relations between, ii. 164 
North West Frontier, problem of, 
i. 292 ; ii. II2, 122-140 
Parliamentary Government in, ori
ginal and changed attitude of Lord 
Curzon as to, compared, iii. r68, r6g 

proposals for, repudiated by Lord 
Curzon (July 1918), iii. 170, 171 
question of, iii. I 66 

Peninsula of, Viceroy's tour round, 
ii. 143-154 • 
people of, hold maintained by Hin
du philosophy on, ii. 154 

point of height of Lord Cunon's 
popularity with all classes of, how 
marked, ii. 152 

peril to, from German aggression, 
means of preventing, iii. 2rr 
plague epidemic in (1899), centres 
of, ii. 84 
police force of, reorganisation, ii. 
164 
police reform in, ii. 103 
political and strate!ical advantage of 

frontier of Tibet as compared with 
Russia, ii. 274 
position of, must be taken into 
account in Tariff Reform Campaign, 
iii. 23, 24 
profit-making proprietary colleges 
in, means for abolition of, ii. 192 
reception of news of Queen Vic
toria's death in, ii. 155 
reforms of, by Lord Curzon, ii. 291 
relation of, to England, i. 193 
" responsible " government in, 
Lord Cunon's v«:ws discussed, iii. 
!68, 11!9 
Russian hostility to, ii. 37 
self-government in, iii. I 64 

nature of proposals for, iii. 164, 
16.5 

shooting accidents in, Viceroy's 
crusade against, ii. 245, 246 
strain imposed on physical orga
nism by life and work in, ii. II5 
strain of work in, causing increase' 
of emotional instability of Lord 
Lord Curzon, ii. 235 
sugar imported into, Bill sanction
ing countervailing Duties on, passed, 
ii.32 
sympathy throughout, on Lord 
Curzon's resignation as Viceroy, ii. 
389 
taxation in, reduction of, definite 
pronouncement needed, ii. 241, 242 

reduction not considered de
sirable, ii. 210 

remission, ii. 223, 224 
torrid weather during April, ii. II5 
Under-Secretary for, George Cur
zan's appointment as, i. 187 
war services, political concessions 
to, on account of, generally accepted 
view as to, discarded by Lord Cur
zan, iii. 162 

proper form of remuneration for, 
iii. 163 

westernization of, reaction against, 
ii. 153, !54 

India Council, accusations against by 
Viceroy, ii. 237 
and Lord Curzon, differences be
tween, ii. 235, 236 
question of Viceroy's action in 
connection with appointment of 
Pollee Commission, ii. 236 
question of Viceroy's action in 
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issue of orders connected with 
educational reform, ii. 236, 237 

India Councils Act (1892), i. 189; iii. 163 
India Councils Bill, valuable provision in, 

ii. ro6 
India Government Bill, comments and 

action of Lord Curzon on passage 
of Bill through House of Lords, iii. 
175 
receives Royal assent (Dec. 23, 1919), 
iii. 176 

India Office, idea of prolonging railway 
in Burma to ~ese frontier, ii. 203 

Indian aristocracy, Imperial ~adet Corps 
to be recruited from, Viceroy's 
plan for, ii. 126, 127 

Indian Arts Exhibition, accompanying 
Great Durbar, ii. 226 

Indian Civil Servant, dismissal of, Vice
roy's action relating to, ii. 179 

Indian Cotton Excise Duty, action of Lord 
Curzon with regard to, i. 68 

Indian Frontier, administration, conduc
ted by Punjab Government, ii. 55 

reform of, determined upon, by 
Lord Curzon, ii. 55 

problems on and beyond, how dealt 
with by Lord Curzon, ii. 37-50 

Indian Frontier question, views on, i. 219 
Indian Land Assessments question, Vice

roy's Despatch on, ii. 181, 182 
Indian Military Administration, Lord 

Kitchener's views on, ii. 374 
Indian Mutiny Veterans, march into 

Durbar arena, ii. 253, 254 
recollections of; at Great Durbar, 
ii. 254 

Indian National Congress, address of 
welcome telegraphed to Lord Cur
zan, ii. 21 

Indian Nationalist Party, opposition to 
Calcutta Municipal Bill, ii. 74 

Indian Native Princes, outburst of loyalty 
among, evolved by South Mrican 
War, ii. 126 

Indian natives and British soldiers, con
flicts between, ii. 244, 245 

Indian official hierarchy, Lord Curzon 
not popular with, ii. 152 

Indian Officials, Lord Curzon's estimates 
of, ii. 34, 35 

Indian policy, George Gurzon's views on. 
in r889, i. 147, 148 

Indian public, definition of, by Viceroy, 
ii. I5I 

population comprising, ii. 151 
Indian tea, Russian increase in duty on, iii. 

25 
Indians in Public Services, Lord Curzon's 

appreciation of employment of, i. 
r88, 189 

Indo-China, French, inefficient officers in, 
i. 240 

Inge, Very Rev. W. R. (Dean of St. 
Paul's), contemporary with Lord 
Curzon at Eton, i. 21 

International relations, power of moral 
rectitude in, instinctive recognition 
of, by Lord Curzon, iii. 244 

Inverlochy Castle, holiday spent at, i. 249 
Investiture at Great Durbar, hall for, ii. 

227 
Irak, Kingdom of, retention of vilayet of 

Mosul, as essential part of, iii. 333 
Mandated territory of, proposed de
termination by League of Nations 
of Northern Frontier of, iii. 343 

Ireland, growth of Republicanism in, 
wrecking prospects of Convention, · 
iii. r88 
not visited by Lord Curzon, though 
an Irish peer, iii. 178 
visit to, of Prime Minister (Mr. 
Asquith) (1916), iii. r84 

Irish Executive, officers of, resignation 
(1916), iii. 184 

Irish Home Rule, proposed coercion of 
Ulster under, iii. 181 

Irish Home Rule Bill, danger of Royal 
Assent before appeal to nation, iii. 
182, 183 
fresh draft of, by Cabinet Com
mittee, fate of, iii. 183, r84 
to be passed before appeal to the 
people, iii. I 82 
to be passed by operation of Parlia-

• ment Act, iii. 182 
Irish Home Rule question (1916), iii. 177 

seriously affected by passage of 
Parliament Act, iii. 178 . 
solution on basis· of settlement of 
South African constitution, pro
posed by Lord Curzon, iii. 179 _ 

Irish Parliament, threatened resistance 
of Ulster to rule of an, iii. 178, 179 

Irish question, Curzon's opening speeches 
in Parliament (r887) devoted to, i. 
IJ4,II5 

Irish ~~hellion, oui>reak of (April, 1916), 
111. 177 
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Irish Rebellion, suppression of, iii. I 77 
Irish Representative Peerage, conditions 

attaching to election to, iii. 41 
election of Lord Curzon to, iii. 42 

Irish Treaty, an asset of the Coalition 
Government, iii. 294 

Irrigation Commission, report of, ii. 297 
Irrigation in India, Lord Curzon's ex

position on, ii. 298 
possibilities of, as protection against 
future famine in India, ii. 164 
question of, ii. 297 
schemes, beneficial effect on India 
rural districts, ii. 55, 56 

Islington, Lord, lecture on problems of 
Indian Government, iii. 168 

Ismet Pasha, iii. 324, 329 
and retention of vilayet of Mosul for 
Turkey, iii. 333 
objections of, to provisions of 
Treaty of Peace, iii. 339 
reluctance of, to sign Treaty of 
Peace, iii. 340 

Italian army, losses of, on Isonzo front, iii. 
153 

Italian envoys, communications with 
Prime Minister's private secretariat, 
iii. 314 

Italian front, attack on Austrian army 
from, suggestion of, iii. 152 

Italian Government, fall of, iii. 283 
pro-Kemalist policy of, failure of, 
iii. 276 

Italian troops, withdrawal from Adalia, 
iii. 276 

Italian and Greek forces, advance in 
Turkish dominions in Asia Mhor, 
iii. 266, 267 

Italy, alienation of, through issue of 
communique on Near Eastern ques
tion by British Government, iii. 302 
early impressions of, i. 7 3 • 
encroachment on Asiatic territories 
of the Turks, iii. 265 
Government of, result of divergence 
of sympathies between Prime Minis
ter of Great Britain and, iii. 278 

separate negotiations and agree
ments with Turkish Govern
ment at Angora, iii. 275 

military activity of, iii. 265 

JAcOB, Sir Swinton, ii. 227 
Jahan, Shah, buildings of, i. 129 
Jameson, Dr., raid oe across Transvaal 

border, German Emperor's action 
in, i, 245 

Jamrud, railway from, to Mghan fron
tier, ii. 44 

Japan, victory of, over China, Russia's 
action in, Curzon's vi~ws on, i. 
276-279 
visit to (1887), i. rr8, II9 

"Japanese Wrestling," article on, by 
George Curzon, New Review, Sep
tember, 1888, i. II9 

Jenkins, Sir Lawrence, K.C.I.E., career 
of, ii..t~4 • 

Jenkinson, Mr., University correspondent, 
iii. n; 

Jersey, Lady, iii. 190 
Jerusalem, important centre of religious 

faith to Muhammedans, iii. 158 
most famous city of Christians, iii. 
158 
peaceable possession of their Holy 
Places at, to be secured to Christian, 
Jew and Moslem alike, iii. 159 

Jewish population of Palestine, iii. 158 
Jewish race, National Home in Palestine, 

aspiration for, iii. 156 
impracticability of, pointed out by 
Lord, Curzon, iii. 157 

" National Home for" phrase 
analysed by Lord Curzon, iii. 158 

Jews and Gentiles in Palestine, equal civil 
and religious rights to be accorded 
to, iii. 159 

Jeypore, i. I 30 

Jisseh, purpose of visit to, by French 
Consul, ii. 45 

Jodhpur, offer of Viceroy to maintain at 
expense of Government, during 
famine, regiment of Imperial Set-
vice cavalry at, ii. 78 , 
report from ii, 78 

Johnson, L.R., pen-portrait of George 
Curzon, i. 42 

Jones, Clement, C.B., iii. 67, 206, 207 
Jones, Sir ]. Bowen, iii. 62 
Jowett, Dr. B., advice to Lord Curzon as 

to restraint and brevity in speech, 
i. 44, 45 
on social requisites, i. 6o 
view as to George Curzon's pro
gress, i. 52, 53 

Jumma Masjid, mosque of, i. 129 
Junagadh, State of, ii. 144 
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KABUL, British Mission to, ii. 365-367 

British representative at (1899), 
Amir's objection to, ii. 263, 264 
Lord Curzon's early visit to (as 
George Curzon, M.P.) in 1894, i. 
211 ; ii. 262, 263 
presence of Russian agent at, Vice
roy's opposition to, ii. 125, 126 
visit to, by invitation, i. 208, 2II 

Kamba Jong, failure of negNiations be
tween England at Tibet at, ii. 280 

Kanchenjunga, sublimity of, i. 64 
Kandahar, siege .,f, relieved by Sir 

Frederick Roberts, i. 95• 
Karli, caves of, visit to, ii. 144 
;Karnak, great hall at, i. 82 
Kashgar, hostile attitude of Russian repre

sentative to British agent at, ii. 37 
Kathiwar, ii. 144 

famine stricken district of, Viceroy's 
visit to, ii. 83 

Kathmandu, capital of Nepal, ii. 38 
Kedleston, alterations at, iii. 72 

attachment of Lord Curzon to, in 
boyhood, expressed in verse, i. 23 
birthplace of Lord Curzon, i. 17 
burial of Lord Curzon at, iii. 379, 
38o 
home at, furnishing model for 
Government House, Calcutta, i. 127, 
128 
improvements at, iii. 377 
renovation of, iii. 377, 378 
return to, after retirement· from 
Foreign Office, iii. 3 7 5 

Kedleston Church, book on, publication 
of, iii. 373 
memorial chapel to first Lady 
Curzon in, iii. 372 

Ker, W. P., educated at Balliol, i. 38 
Keynes, Professor, theories on the econo

mic problem put forward by, in
fluencing Mr. Lloyd George, iii,293 

Khamba .Jong, conference at, British 
Cabinets proposed terms of nego
tiations, ii. 279 

Lord Curzon's proposed terms of 
negotiations, ii. 279 

conference to settle Tibetan diffi
culty to be held at, ii. 279, 280 

Khartum, General Gordon left to perish 
at, i. 96 ' 

Khelat, Khan of, Viceroy's advice to, ii. 
u8 

Khyber Pass, exploration of, i. 129 

frontier question of, ii. 26 
main interest of, i. 129 
maintenance as artery of communi
cation and trade, ii. 39, 40, 41 
military problem of, how solved by 
Lord Curzon, ii. 40, 41 
railway through, construction at 
later date (1925) in altered circum
stances, ii. 44 

construction of, Lord Curzon' s 
objections to, ii. 42, 43 

visit to, ii. 212, 213 
Kilmaine, Lord, death of, iii. 41 
Kimberley, Lord, i. 219 
Kimberley (South Mrica), visit to, iii. 47 
Kitchener, P.M., Lord, ii. 369, 370, 396, 

398 
Anti-compulsion policy of; in War, 
iii. 135 
anxiety to become Military Mem
ber of Council in India, ii. 109 
appointment as Commander-in
Chief in India, ii. 249, 250 

agreed upon in rgoo, but delayed, 
ii. 250 
desired by Lord Curzon, ii. 249, 
res en ted in military circles in 
India, ii. 250 

aspirations of, relating to Military 
Membership of India, ii. 351 
attitude of, in relation to second 
Military opinion in India, ii. 384 
criticisms on Minutes of Lord 
Curzon and Sir Edmond Biles, ii. 
381, 401, 402 
first impression on Lord Curzon, 
ii. 25! 
importance of position of, as 
Commander-in-Chief in India, ii. 
397 
improprieties of, in correspondence, 

• ii. 399, 400 
Lord Curzon's consistent support of, 
ii. 355 
memorandum of, on Military Sup
ply Member, ii. 409 
Minute issued by, ii. 373, 374 
nickname given him by Sir Power 
Palmer, ii. 250 
obscurity of form of speech of, 
ii. 378 
opposition to proposals of, by 
members of Council, ii. 377 
reserve of, ii. 394 
scheme of, ii~371 
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{itchener, F.M., Lord, (cont.) 

scheme of, for defence of India, ii. 
288, 356 

Lord Curzon's objections to, ii. 
358 

for India, ii. 4ro 
strained relations of, with Lord 
Ampthill's Government, ii. 357 
threat of resignation as Commander
in-Chief in India, ii. 353, 357 
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visit to, i. 71 
difficulties of, i. 204, 206, 207 

Pan-Islamism and Pan-Turanianism, 
movement established by Mustapha 
Kemal under guise of, iii. 272 

Paraman, Miss, i. 73 
governess of George Curzon, i. 17, 
18 
strange character of, i. r8 

Paris Conference (March 1922), pro
nouncement of, with view to settle
ment of Near Eastern question, iii. 
287 

adhesion of representatives of 
French and Italian Governments 
to, iii. 287 
Greek reception of, iii. 288 
main provisions of, iii. 287 

Parliament, Curzon's opening speeches 
in, i. IJ4, ll5 
members of, payment, Lord Curzon 
on, i. 146 
Act, operation of, in passing Home 
Rule Bill, iii. •182 
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Irish question, iii. I 78 

Bill, debate on, in House of Lords, 
iii. 57 

Lord Curzon's attitude .to, iii. 57, 
58 

of Bengal, how created, ii. 75 
Parliamentary Franchise, clause confer

ring, on women in Representa
tion of People Bill, iii. 190 

Parliamentary Government in India, iii. 
r66 

Parthenon, floor . and steps of, special 
point in construction, i. 76 

Patti, Adelina, i. 65 
f>eace, declaration of, military predomi

nance of France in Europe since, iii. 
243 

Peace Conference, landing of Greeks at 
Smyrna authorised by, iii. 266 
results of, Lord Curzon's apprehen
sions for, iii. 264 

Pearl Mosque at Delhi, i. 129 
Peerage and seat in Commons, arguments 

relating to, i. 230, 231 
suggested reform concerning, i. 228 

Peerage, Indian, revival of, any idea of, 
exclude~ii. 228, 229 
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I 55 
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undue length of, i. I56 
work at, i. 152, 153 

British diplomatic failure in, i. 298, 
299 
British policy towards, ii. 305, 307 
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ernment, ii. 98, 99 
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regarding, ii. 309 
Government of, Russian loan to, ii. 
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interest in, iii. 208, 209 
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by British Government, iii. 2I2 
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ii, 3I3 

result of, ii. 3I4 
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Russian agreement, iii. 44 
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railway extension from Baluchistan 
into Persia advised against, iii. I 55 
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Russian, influence in, menace of, i. 
259, 299 
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croachments on, ii. 99 • 
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Western, construction of roads in, 
Lord Curzon's reasons against, ii. 
202 
withdrawal of British troops, from, 
views on, iii. 213 
and Russia, defence of British 
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See also Trans-Persian railway 

>ersia and the Persian Question (I892), 
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French activity in, ii. 45 
head of, threatened Russian en
croachments on, ii. 99 
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308, 310 

Peshawar, Durbar at, ii. 2I2 
visit to (1887), i. I29 

Persia, Shah of, Lord Curzon's picture of, 
i. 155 

Phipps, H., donation resulting in creation 
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ii. 294' 

Phipps Research Laboratory at Pusa, 
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zon, ii. 295, 

Pichon, M., suggestion of discussion of 
Turkish question by British and 
French Governments, iii. 269 

Pigtail Committee, i. 287 
Pilkington, Dr., defeated at Southport, i. 

107, 108 
Pioneer, The, attitude regarding Viceroy's 

addresses on principles of govern
ment administration, ii. 150 
hostile attitude towards Lord Cur
zon, ii. I65 

Plague, epidemic in India (1899), centres 
of, ii. 84 
inoculation against, undergone by 
Viceroy (1899), ii. 82, 83 
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taste for, iii. 369 

Plato, i. 75 
Poetry, George Curzon's passion for, 
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Poincare, M., iii. 325, 347 
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and reparations, iii. 345 
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to Near Eastern question, iii. 282 
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by, iii. 282 
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by, iii. 237 
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i. 27 
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i. 27 

Port Arthur, and Talienwan, occupation 
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George Curzon's views on, i. 277 
278,284 
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Privy Councillorship, conferment of, on 
George Curzon, i. 235 

Prob/em.r of the Far Ea.rt, i. 199 
critiques of, i. 20I 
popularity of, i. 203 
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Pro-Kemalist policy of Italian Govern
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Protection policy of, views on, iii. 
364 

Protection of Foreign Telegrams Bill, 
withdrawal from Legislative Coun
cil by Viceroy, ii. 105, 106 
views on, iii. 364 

Protectorate in Egypt abolished, iii. 250 
Protestant communities, interest in Jeru

salem, iii. I58 
Public opinion, influence of, on Indian 

administration, ii. 149 
Public school career of George Curzon, 
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Public Works Department Buildings at 
Mandalay, unsightly innovations in, 
ii. 201 

Punjab, Government of, frontier policy 
conducted by, ii. 55 

inefficiency of, ii. I 32 
separation of Trans-Indus districts 
from, ii. 131 
Frontier, administration question, 
ii. I03, 104 

external relations with tribes on, 
ii. 44 
Land Alienation Act, 1900, ii. 283, 
292 

results of, ii. 294 
passing of, ii. 164 

QuEEN, H.M. the, special degree at 
Oxford accepted by, iii. no 

Queen's Palace at Mandalay, ii. 201 
Quinton, Mr., assassination of, at 
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to address from, ii. rr7, rr8 
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155 
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129 
strategic importance of, i. 140 
visit to, ii. r IS 
visit to (1887), i. 129 

RADICAL intimidation in South Derbyshire, 
i. 101 
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Liberal government (188o), i. 45 

Railway Board, creation of, in India, ii. 
301 

Railway construction in Burma, extension 
into China deprecated by Lord 
Curzon, ii. 202 

Jiailway extension from Baluchistan into 
Persia advised against by Lord 
Curzon (1916), iii. 155 

Railway to Quetta, hasty construction of, 
i. 129 

Railway through Khyber Pass, construc
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circumstances, ii. 44 
Lord Curzon's objection to, ii. 42, 
43 
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effect of, on natives, i. 298 
Indian, system of, ii. 300 
Russian, 1PJ. China, i. 286, 287 
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Order in Council respecting, 
ii. 72 
punishment for, ii. 72 
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tion between, unnecessary in opi
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Rapallo, Treaty of, iii. 295 
Raper, R. W., letter from, i. 101, iii. 96, 
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destitute, Viceroy's inspection of, 
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criticism of, iii. 359 
of Great Britain, emphasised, iii. 359 
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views of British Government on, 
iii. 346 • 

views of French Government on, 
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Representation of People Bill, clause in, 
conferring Parliamentary franchise 
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Republicanism, Irish, growth of, wrecking 
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Revolution, outbreak of, in Greece, iii. 
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tribute to, iii. 48 
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Richmond, E., ii. 334 
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Rives, Amelie, friendship with, i. 172 
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Lord Curzon's reasons against, ii. 
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Robeck, Admiral de (British High 
Commissioner, Constantinople), 
strong views expressed by, on 
Greek occupation of Smyrna, iii. 
272 

Roberts, Lord, ii. 352 ; iii. 56 
and British Military Requirements, 
iii. II9 
and Military controversy, ii. 383 
campaign of, in regard to National 
Service, iii. II 8 
death of, iii. 135 
Lord Kitchener's correspondence 
with, iii. 399, 400 
march from Kabul in relief of 
British forces besieged in Kandahar, 
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ii. 299 
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Rock tombs of Beni Hassan, i. 83 
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letter to, ii. 422 
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Roos-Keppel, Sir George, G.C.I.E., 
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Rosebery, Lord, ii. 174, 175 
chairman at Farewell ·Dinner to 
Lord Curzon, i. 315 
debate on Parliament Bill, iii. 57 
defeated in contest with Lord Cur
zon for Chancellorship of Oxford 
University, iii. 34 
reform of House of Lords, i. 135 
settlement of Siamese question, i. 
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cellorship of Oxford University 
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Rossetti, D. G., admiration of, i. 184 
Royal Assent to Horne Rule Bill, danger 

of, before appeal to nation, iii. 182, 
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building fund, efforts for, ·iii. 61 
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presentation of Patron's Gold Medal 
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removal of, iii. 64, 65 . 
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Fellow of, iii. 71 

Royal Society, Fellowship of, Lord Cur
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Ruhr, French occupation of, iii. 356, 357 
expense and economic harm 
resulting from, iii. 360 

Rupee, stabilisation of, ii. r64 
Ruskin, Mr., letter from Lord Curzon, i. 
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graduates engaging in politics, i. 43, 
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Russell, Dr. W. H., i. 84 
Russia, activities of, in Persia, ii. 309, 310 
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encroachments threatened on Sou
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fears of invasion by, of Indian fron
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rights of intervention in Tibet 
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and Great Britain, proposed agree
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definition in Agreement (1907), iii. 
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rests in affairs between, ii. 206 
and Tibet, secret emissaries be
tween, ii. 205 
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See also Soviet Government; Soviet 
Russia 
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Russian action following victory of 
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ratification of, iii. 38 
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Samana frontier question, how dealt with 
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the brothers Natu, ii. 57, 58 
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Saturday Review on "Russia in Central 
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Scott-Moncrieff, Sir Colin, Chairman of 
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ii. 297, 
programme of, ii. 299 
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letter relating to, i. 253 
letter to, from Lord Curzon, ii. 132 
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ii. 42, 43 
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